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PREFACE

The 18th European Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma

Physics was held in Berlin, Germany, from 3th to 7th June 1991.
The Conference has been organized by the Central Institute of
Electron Physics (ZIE) on behalf of the Plasma Physics Division
of the European Physical Society.

The programme, format and schedule of the Conference were
determined by the International Programme Committee appointed by
the Plasma Physics Division of the EPS. The programme included
14 invited lectures and 388 contributed papers from which 27 were
selected for oral presentation.

This 4—volume publication is published in the European
Conference Abstract Series and contains all accepted contributed
papers received in due time by the organizers. The 4—page
extended abstracts were reproduced photographically using the
manuscript submitted by the authors. The invited papers will be
published in a special issue of the journal "Plasma Physics and
Controlled Fusion" and sent free of charge to each registered
participant.

The editors would like to acknowledge the skilful and
dedicated support given by colleagues in the Department of Plasma
Wall Interactions of the ZIE, in preparing the manuscript for
reproduction in these four volumes.

May 1991 The Editors
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EXTRACTION OF ENERGY FROM INTENSE ELECTRON BEAM IN HOT PLASMAS BY

ELECTRON CYCLOTRON WAVES

C. Maroli, V.Petrillo, G. Lamgisf F. Basilico+

Dipartimento di Fisica dell’Universita di Milano

Via Celoria,16 Milano (Italy)

Istituto di Fisica del Plasma CNR—EURATOM—ENEA

Via Bassini,15 Milano (Italy)

In this work, a system composed by a maxwellian magnetized plasma

base, plus an electron beam streaming through the bulk is studied. It

can be described by an electron distribution given by the sum of two

maxwellian functions: one relevant to the plasma base, the other,

shifted in the momentum space, describing the stream. This system admits

instabilities in dependence on the value of its basic parameters,i.e.,

the densities and the temperatures of both plasma and beam, and the mean

velocity of the electrons of the stream. All the quantities describing

plasma and beam are varying functions of the slab coordinate x. A wave

in the range of the electron cyclotron frequency is injected onto this

system, perpendicularly to Bo.The cold dispersion relation of these

waves is

A nA + B n2 + C : O

with n normal refractive index and:

A: 811(1_ Q1813) +651: C Hue: ' 5:2)'
B: (1— ”42 313” 2”2‘12 _ all ) _d€ll — Efs PIE-(“IL Yz“2812”,)
a 11" 1— Xp/(l—YZJ‘T 913, 212 : xpv/u—y”) —/Y 213
a: 1— x a fxb, €13: —yXb/(i—YZ,,YL). y: (4—41,!)4/14

P
X =0.1,X =0.0S and Q=v /c:O.6 (v is the mean velocity of the beam).p b o O
In Fig. 1, a typical dispersion plot, n‘ versus x is shown. The
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peculiarity due to the presence of the beam is an anomalous dispersion

region on the high field side with respect to the EC resonance,

constituted by a resonance, a conversion layer and a cut—off. The

position of this layer is given by Y=l/7, namely X=R(Y(O)fl' —l). Other

cut off layers, relevant to the properties of the bulk, may also be

present inside the plasma. Moreover, together with the EC and the usual

upper—hybrid(UH) resonances a second resonance (UH2) appears due to the

presence of the beam. The conversion layer near to UHZ changes the

polarization of an ordinary wave(OW) incoming fron the HFS, transforming

it into an extraordinary wave (XW). In this way, the properties usually

attributed to the XW, for instance, the resonance on the UH layer,

and,the conversion into Bernstein waves, are,here, enjoied by the 0

mode. The XW propagating toward the core from the HFS does not, in turn,

reach the EC and the UH layers, being stopped on the UHZ.

A more detailed description of the system is provided by the hot

dispersion relation, where both temperatures of plasma and beam are

retained as well as mildly relativistic corrections. Figure 2 and 3 show

respectively the index of refraction of the O and X branches and that of

the Bernstein wave for X =O.2, X,=0.02, T : lKeV,‘I '. eV and V,‘O‘25-
p D

Thermal effect correct the anomaly region, eliminating both cut—off and

resonance, transforming the cold succession of resonance, conversion and

cut—off, into a structure of double conversion. here, the X and the O

modes intercha their polarizations. In fig. 3, the ‘active index

of the 8 mode is presented. This wave is renerated via mode conversion

near to the UH layer, where its refractive index assumes values very

close to those of one of the e.m.

an anomalous dispersion feature in correspondence to UHQ, showing there

a tendency to the coupling with the e.m. branches.Aporeciahle values of

Im n appear for all modes near to the EC layer, leading to the usual

cyclotron absorption. Another absorption or emission layer develops near

to UHB. The 3 wave is characterised there by verv large positive values



of lmn, corresponding, due to its backward nature, to strong emission.

In comparison with Im n for B waves, the corresponding imaginary part of

n of both e.m. waves is negligible.

By varying Xb, the connection between the modes changes, and a double

O—X conversion, or a direct O—B conversion occurs.The path of the wave

depends on what happens near to each anomalous layer, and only a global

approach is able to provide the total reflection R, transmission T, and

absorption A coefficients.A set of differential equations is deduced

from the relativistic Maxwell—Vlasov system. The electric field obtained

injecting an 0 mode from the HFS shows short wavelength oscillations

also on the left of the EC layer,due to the anomaly induced by the beam.

The absorption coefficient versus Xb with Xp=O.2,Tb:lKeV,TD=SOeV, %

20.35 is presented in Fig. A. Strong amplification of the wave (A < O)is

associated to intense production of B waves in the region of the UH2.

The e.s. modes interacts strongly with the electrons of the beam,

subtracting them energy, amplifying the wave.

1 ;1

3+ (22 Q1 i

Fig. 1
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MODELLING OF INDUCTIVELY COUPLED DISCHARGES EXCITED
BY INTERNAL COILS

SLG, Listeri and M. Col:

TTHORN EMI Central Research Laboratories, Hayes, Mddx., UK
:[ZAEA Technology, Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxon., UK

Modelling of inductively coupled (1CD) discharges provides a method for
computing parameters such as current, electrical conductivity and
electromagnetic field strengths which are difficult to measure experimentally.
The models reported in the literature to date deal with discharges which are
surrounded by an induction coil ([1], [2]) where the plasma is considered as a
one-tum secondary winding of a transformer. Eckert [1] derived expressions for
electromagnetic fields and impedance in discharges assuming Bessel function
solutions to the wave and electron density equations, while more recently
Denneman [2] solved the non-linear problem, including the effects of a radial
conductivity profile on the electromagnetic fields in a Ar-Hg discharge.
Modelling of an ICD in which the coil is in the centre of the discharge presents
an additional difficulty, since the coil does notprovide a natural external boundary
condition. In this paper, we compare numerical results from the approaches of
[1] and [2] applied to discharges with internal coils, with a view to identifying
relevant parameters applicable to interpretation of experiments.

A coil in the centre of an infinitely long cylindrical discharge, situated between
confining walls at inner and outer radii a and b m., respectively, is assumed to
induce a poloidal electric field E6 and axial magnetic field 1-1,, with time
dependence expgwt), where (0 sec.“ is the applied angular frequency. For all
ranges of electron density ne considered here, the displacement current can be
neglected in Maxwell’s equations, which may thus be written (in MKS units)

dH,
dr = 6E9 , (l)

1 d ,
;E{rE9}=—jwll0Hz , (2)

where no is the permeability of free space and (5(r), the plasma conductivity,
(5(r) = n£(r)e2/me(v —j(u) , (3)

where e and me are the electron charge and mass respectively and v is the
electron-atom collision frequency. In most cases considered below, V/O) >>l and
the influence of (Don C is small. Equations (1) and (2) reduce to the wave equation

1 d dEe , 1
——{r—}+(juowo — 7]E9=0 . (4)

dr r
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Equation (4) cannot, in general, be solved analytically. However, if we replace
0(r) by it’s line averaged value <o>, then (4) has the solution (cf. [1])

Ee(r)=A1H1(1)(F2')+A2H1(2)(Fr) , (5)
where T2 =jt10co < o >, H,” and HP are first order Hankel functions and
A1 and A2 are constants. E0 and H, may be obtained in terms of a single constant
A, which is a function of the current in the coil, by applying appropriate boundary
conditions. We consider two conditions at r=bz
a) conducting boundary, E9(b) = O, or
b) radiating boundary, where EB and H, are continuous at r=b and in air

Ee(r) = A3Hlm(l"nr) , 1“,, = (n/c . (6)
Assuming single step ionisation only, the electron diffusion equation is

1d D dnt +v —0 (7)
r dr 7' “ dr i712 — ’

where D“ is the ambi-polar diffusion coefficient and viis the ionisation rate. For
zero electron density at r=a,b and T, independent of r ,

112(r) : C{Y0((lb)J0(OU') —J0(o¢b)Y0(0tr)} , (8)

where J0 and Y0 are zero order Bessel functions and OL2 = Da/Vi is an eigenvalue.
For discharges considered here, a=0.75 cm., b=3.0 cm., and we assume an

average electron density < rtE >= 5x1017m‘3 and collision frequency v = 109 sec.’1
(corresponding to 1 Torr Ar-Hg in a tube of radius 3 cm.). Two methods were
used to obtain solutions, the first using the approximation in equation (5) and the
second by integrating (l) and (2) directly. Fig. 1 shows the effect of varying
applied frequency on the absolute value of the electric field E0(r) =1 Ee(r) |, where
a conducting boundary is assumed at rzb. The results at 13 .56 MHz are essentially
the vacuum solutions, with a small effect at 41.68 MHZ, and a more substantial
variation at 200 MHz. This result may be understood in tenns of the skin depth
6, including the effect of collisions ( for We) >> 1) is

‘ 1/2
5 = ‘_‘{X} , (9)

mp0)
where 0),, : 56.471,”2 sec'l is the electron plasma frequency. In the cases

considered, c/(np E 0.75 cm., and 6 may be of the order of the plasma dimensions,
in which case the plasma modifies the phase but not the magnitude of the fields.

Fig. 2 shows the respective profiles of ng(r) and power per unit volume

W(r) : o(r)EeE§, where both have been normalised according to
b

—2 l F r rdr:l
bZ—az-a ()
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Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show W(r) profiles at 13.56 MHz for conducting and radiating
boundaries respectively, indicating that in the latter case, total power deposition
is shifted radially outward. Figs. 2 (c) and 2(d) show results at 200 MHz with
conducting boundary, using the full Maxwell’s equations and Bessel function
approximation, respectively, the major difference being a slightly more peaked
profile for W(r) in the former case - for lower frequencies the methods give almost
identical results. The maximum of n,(r) is seen to occur at a significantly larger
radius than that for W(r), which we believe would be inherently unstable. We
would expect the density to peak where the power density is highest, which would
require a varying electron temperature.

Finally we consider the impedance at the coil (cf. [1]) defined through

EM) — z ‘ 10H,(a)_ RCXPUCDWD . ( )

Table 1 lists values obtained for ZR(a) and (p(a) for different values of (a, for
conducting and radiating boundaries. Athigher frequencies (> 100 MHz), results
are virtually identical in both cases. With a conducting boundary, we a observe
a shift in cp(a) from -7t/2 in the low frequency (vacuum) case through a minimum
at o(a)~—7c/3 as (0 increases (in contrast to the outside coil, where (pm) has a
maximum ~ -3 1t/4 (cf [1])). For a radiating boundary, the fields are almost in
phase at low frequencies, and steadily increasing negatively with frequency. In
both cases ZR(a) increases with frequency.

2(a):

Table 1
Plasma Impedance

((1) conducting boundary (2) radiating boundary)

f : (0/2112 (MHZ) 4(a)”) Lp(a)”) 24(1)”) (p(a)(2)
3.0 1.39 —1.46 6.71 -053

13.56 5.11 -115 6.92 —0.24
27.12 7.72 -0.96 7.54 -044
41.68 9.26 —0.98 8.50 -O.61
100.0 13.9 —1.03 13.4 -0.96
200.0 22.6 —1.22 22.6 —1.20

In conclusion, for the parameters considered and frequencies less than ~20 MHZ,
the absolute values of electric fields are independent of the plasma, but effects
on plasma impedance and phase are more marked. Modelling can be a useful tool
in interpreting experimental results, but detailed infomiation on plasma
parameters such as plasma conductivity and power deposition require more
sophisticated models, allowing for, inter alia. varying electron temperatures and
possible two dimensional effects.
References
[l] Eckert H U, 1961, J. Appl. Phys, 33, 2780
[2] Denneman J, 1990, J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys, 23, 293
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Figure '1
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COLLECTIVE THOMSON SCATTERING IN A RELATIVISTIC MAGNETIZED
PLASMA

H. Bindslev

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, 0X14 (SEA, UK.
Permanent address: Rise National Laboratory, DK—4000 Roskilde, Denmark.

Introduction The effects which the dielectric properties ofa relativistic magnetized plasma
have on the scattering of electromagnetic radiation, are investigated. The scattering is caused
by fluctuations in the dielectric properties, which are assumed to derive from fluctuations in
the electron density. The origin of the density fluctuations is not considered. Expressions for
the scattering cross section and the scattered power accepted by the receiving antenna are
derived for a plasma with spatial dispersion. The resulting expressions allow thermal motion
to be included in the description of the plasma and remain valid for frequencies of the probn
radiation in the region of Mpg and wCe, provided the absorption is small. Symmetry between
variables relating to incident and scattered fields is found and can be shown to be in agreement.
with the reciprocity relation [1]. Dielectric effects in a cold plasma have been investigated
by a number of authors, most recently by Bretz [2] and Hughes and Smith [3] The present.
work extends the theory of dielectric effects to hot and relativistic plasmas. Earlier results
are confirmed in the cold plasma limit. Significant relativistic effects, of practical importanre
to the scattering of millimeter waves in large tokamaks, are predicted.

A major motivation for the present work is the fact that collective Thomson scattering
diagnostics, intended to measure alpha particle and other fast ion velocity distributions in
tokamak plasmas, are presently under development [6,7,8]. In these diagnostics the frequency
of the probing radiation is not large relative to the electron plasma and cyclotron frequencies.
This means that a. number of simplifying assumptions, which are well satisfied for the majority
of laser scattering experiments, are not valid. Most notably, vacuum propagation cannot be
assumed. In the work by Hughes and Smith [3], the Thomson scattering cross section and
the scattered power accepted by the receiving antenna were investigated for a cold plasma.
It was shown that, in the parameter ranges relevant for the planner] alpha and fast ion
Thomson scattering diagnostic at JET, it is necessary to take the dielectric properties of the
plasma into account. The dielectric effects manifest themselves in the term referred to as the
geometl‘imlfacfor, G. Relative to predictions based on vacuum propagation, large increases in
the scattered power were found for X to X mode scattering, with a singularity at the lt-cutofl'
(ordinary and extraordinary mode are referred to as O and \ mode respectively). X to \
scattering may therefore be an attractive option. At the high temperatures found in large
tokamaks, the scattering theory based on the cold plasma model is, however, not reliable in
this regime: relativistic effects must. be taken into account.

Theory A detailed derivation of the equation of transfer for a scattering system is given in
[l]. The derivation consists in the following steps: (a) The field resulting from a point source
in a homogeneous plasma is found by solving for the field in the Fourier-Laplace transform of
the inhomogeneous wave equation. (b) The far—field is identified with the propagating modes
\rhirh manifest themselves as singularities in the transform of the field. When evaluating
the residue resulting from such a singularity a new term, caused by the spatial dispersion.
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is found. Mathematically the term arises because the dielectric tensor depends on the wave
vector. (c) The energy flux. associated with the farifield in a homogeneous plasma. is found,

The flux includes the. electromagnetic flux and the kinetic flux. where the latter is due to the
spatial dispersion. (d) The conservation of flux inside a ray tube (WKB approximation) and

the equation of transfer for radiation in an anisotropic inhomogeneous medium [-1] are used
to find the energy flux outside the plasma. From this and the relation for the étendue of a
receiver in vacuum, the power accepted by a. coherent detector is found. This gives the. field
at the detector resulting from a. point source, which we will call the detector response. (e)
The currents resulting from the action of the incident field on fluctuations in the dielectric
properties of the plasma are the sources of the scattered field. To find the scattered power
accepted by a receiving antenna the currents are convoluted with the detector rcspnnsc giving

the scattered field at the detector and hence the accepted power. (f) The. fluctuations in the
dielectric properties are expanded to first order in the electron density fluctuations. Care is
taken to preserve symmetry under time reversal in this step. As a result the last asymmetry.
between incident and scattered fields in the equation of transfer for u scattering system.

disappears. The symmetry can be shown to be in agreement with the reciprocity relation [1]
The equation of transfer resulting from the derivation outlined above. is

011*
Be)

: Pi ob igigrg n. “—12:53 G , (J)

where P5 is the accepted power. Pi is the incident power. 01, is the beam overlap [5]. A0 is the
vacuum wave length, T6 is the classical electron radius, HE is the electron density, 5(k,w) is

the spectral density function and G is the geometrical factor which contains the new results.
Superscripts i and 5 refer to incident and scattered fields respectively. In the limit where the

antiellermitian part of the dielectric tensor can be ignored G takes the form

.‘ C .o : f—i? (2)
where the coupling term, C, is given by

. . . '2I s l I Us 5 _

C:“’”: (é’)5.(__—”Q+ Q)-é‘ (3)
(up 2a,,

and 7:, the norrnnlizcdflur, is the, energy flux, associated with a field in the plasma. normalized

by the flux of a vacuum field with identical amplitude:

‘ L060 01“} h “ J(surgeon
Sim is the Poynling tensor. nEfE‘, = Re{E X H}, K the dielectric tensor. Q : K — I the
susceptibility tensor. 1% the unit electric Iield vector and u], the plasma frequency.

1
506

(4)

A more general form of (I is given in [l] but numerical investigations indicate that the

antiirllermitian part of the dielectric tensor can safely be ignored in most cases of practical

interest.
The differential scattering cross section takes the form

{)3}; 7 ,\i0 '2.5'(k.cu) [(52 G. (9 .u

” — 1r . " a(7km (\3' 2r hie-VB]
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where it is the refractive index and {lg is a unit vector in the direction of the group velocity.

Results Computer codes have been developed, as part of this work, to evaluate G with
dielectric tensors and their derivatives derived from four magnetized plasma models: (a)
cold, (b) hot equilibrium, (c) and (d) weakly relativistic equilibria based on Shkarofsky [10]
and Yoon and Krauss—Varban [11] respectively. With a number of corrections to Yoon and
Kraus—Varban’s work [i], the two relativistic codes give identical results.

The plots presented here are calculated with parameters relevant for X to X scattering
in JET with the following scattering geometry: kl - B = —k5 - T3, 0 =Arccos(ki -k5) = 30°
and if) :Arccos(k - B) : 30° where k = k5 — kl. The curves show the geometrical factor,
the coupling term (equation 3), the normalized flux (equation 4) and the refractive index as
functions of electron density. .7: and n are identical for incident and scattered fields due to the
symmetry in the direction of propagation relative to the magnetic field. The frequency of the
radiation is higher than the cyclotron frequency. This implies that the Ricutoff determines
the maximum density to which the radiation can propagate. The effect of the Ricutoff is
clearly Visible in the plots. While the hot plasma predictions tend toward the cold plasma
predictions at the Ilicutofl', the relativistic plasma mode] produces a shift in the R—cutoff
toward higher densities. This shift can be attributed to the relativistic mass increase of the
electrons. The relativistic shifts of the Recutoff and upperihybrid resonance were noted by
Batchelor, Goldfmger and Weitzner [9]. Although the hot plasma model does produce a
change in predictions relative to the cold model, in this regime much more substantial effects
are found with the relativistic model. It is noteworthy that a nonvanishing imaginary part
to the refractive index is found with the relativistic model and not with the hot model. This
absorption is attributable to the relativistic smearing of the cyclotron absorption.

The reliability of the analysis oflight scattered for diagnostic purposes depends, among
many factors, on the accuracy of the model. The plots clearly illustrate the need for a rela~
tivistic model. Another factor ofimportance to the reliability of the analysis is the sensitivity
of the spectrum of scattered light to various plasma parameters. Sensitivity to quantities
which the diagnostic seeks to measure is beneficial while sensitivity to other quantities like
the electron density reduces the reliability of the analysis. As the R—cutolf is approached the
geometrical factor and hence the spectrum of scattered light for X to X scattering becomes
increasingly sensitive to the electron density and other parameters, making reliable analysis
impossible in the vicinity of the Ricntoff. The practical consequence of the relativistic shift
of the cutoff is therefore to increase the upper limit on the density range in which reliable
measurements can be made with X to X scattering. For 0 to O scattering the relativistic
effects appear to be of no importance to the JET collective scattering diagnostic. When
making use of O to O scattering it is, however, important to stay clear of the Ricutoff in
order to minimize spurious signals from X to X scattering. This requirement accentuates the
importance of an accurate knowledge of the location of the R—cutoli'.
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ELECTRIC FIELD EFFECTS ON THE RESISTIVE
PRESSURE—GRADIENT—DRIVEN TURBULENCE

L. Garcia
Universidad Complutense and Asociacr'rin EURATOM—CIEMAT. Madrid. Spain.

B.A. Cameras, V.E. Lynch
Oak Ridge National Laboratory.* Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA.

Resistive pressure-gradient-driven turbulence has been studied in detail [1-3] for the case
with no diamagnetic effects, and in the lowva)* regime in which the linear growth rate
dominates over the real frequency [4]. Here, we include an external radial electric field in order

to study its effect on the turbulence levels.

The equations describing the resistive interchange mode used in this paper are based on a
two-fluid model for a configuration with average bad curvature and large aspect—ratio [4]. The
geometry is a periodic cylinder of length L = 27rR0 and radius a. The model consists of three
equations:

83—w=—&V“(D+R0nf — e Vnrl
I

lg—m—aa—U2—p—miy7-vU—VHJZ+Tefllfl+hflViU0 1 BO dr r90 30
8n ~ ~_ duo 1 2--—=—V-V ——V +—VJ,+ V
at n dr ’ e80 ” ‘ XL in

Here, LI’is the poloidal flux function, n is the electron density, \7 is the fluid velocity, U and
12 are the z-component of the vorticity and current density, respectively. and p”I is the mass
density. The velocity is expressed in terms of a streamfunction (15/30, 17 = (Ed) x i) / BO. The
velocity streamfttnction is trivially related to the electrostatic potential —<D. The term dQO/dr is
the toroidally averaged curvature. The symbol V“ denotes derivative parallel to the magnetic
field, V“ = E - 6. Each equation has a dissipative term, corresponding to resistivity, viscosity,
and cross—field transport, respectively. The inclusion of an equilibrium radial electric field E,
induces a poloidal flow with velocity V13 : ‘Er/BO-

* Operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., under contract DE-AC05-84OR21400
with the US. Department of Energy.
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This model can be regarded as the reduced magnetohydrodinamic equations based on a

two-fluid model for a stellarator configuration with no ion heating and constant electron

temperature.
In the absence of diamagnetic terms and density and vorticity dissipation terms, the linear

eigenvalue problem can be written using the electrostatic and slab approximation as
,2 2 2 2

~£hw—@nfl£3+@%¢}zfimrkwtfiLii——L——Hig—ET%—¢
dx ctr ra (uvkoi/E a Thp q Lq

Here, Vs is the sound velocity, VS = (Te / my)“; rC is the radius of curvature of the magnetic

field line, rc : ((190 / drfl; Ln is the characteristic density scale length, and Lq is the scale

length of the safety factor. The Lundquist number S : TR / Th” is the ratio of the resistive time.

m=aflm/mmmmemmmmmnwameqw=%JEE;/%.
Linearly, the main effect of a sheared radial electric field is the coupling to the Kelvin-

Helmholtz (K-I’I) instability. In hydrodynamics, the KB instability arises in a stratified

heterogeneous fluid when the different layers are in relative motion [5], and the shear in the

flow is the source of free energy. In the presence of a magnetic field, the magnetic shear has a

strong stabilizing effect for the K-H instability [6].
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Fig. 1: Linear growth rate as a function of the flow velocity for LE 2 0.01. The growth rate and

the velocity are normalized to T51 and LITE], respectively.
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In configurations with unfavorable curvature and with magnetic shear, the interchange
mode is unstable for low values of the velocity V0 and sheared flow length LE. As the sheared
flow increases, the growth rate of the mode is reduced until it is totally stabilized. As the flow

increases further, the K-H instability can be triggered and the growth rate becomes proportional
to the flow rate jump. The dependence of the linear growth rate of the resistive interchange on

the flow velocity is shown in Fig. 1. An analytic solution can be found in the limit LE » W0,
where W0 is the width of the linear mode in the absence of flow. The corresponding dispersion
relation is

y = £k0VO flcot[£—7r_] ’—_‘ 9V0%fl(l —fig)2 LE m LE z 12 R!
Here, Ri is the Richardson number, Ri = (V32 / ’a)/ (V0 /LE)2, which represents the ratio
of the buoyancy effects and the shear flow effects.

The nonlinear equations are solved numerically as an initial value problem, using a
Fourier expansion in the angles 9 and C: z/RO and finite differences in the radial variable
[7]. The nonlinear calculations have been done for values of beta below the ideal MHD stability

limit, and we have used the same parameters as those given in Ref. 1: fio /282 = 1.25 x104,
S = 105. The q, n, and .00 profiles are also the same, with Lq = 1.275a, L,l = 0.6850, and r6

= 2.290 at the q = 3/2 resonant surface. The value of a);(= kgpsVs IL”) has been chosen to
modify the linear growth rate of the instability without changing its nature [4]:
5: E esl/S /a2 =25, where p5 = Vs/Qi: and 'Qi is the ion cyclotron frequency. For the
(m=3; n=2) mode, the lowest m mode included in the calculation, this choice implies that

a): / yl = 0.5. The coefficients for the dissipative terms are such as to have stable modes for m
> 60 in the absence of an external electric field.

In order to study the effects of the electron diamagnetic terms, we consider first the case
with no external electric field [4]. As a result of the nonlinear evolution, a relatively large (111:0;

n=0) component of the streamfunction (D is generated. The resulting poloidal velocity (radial
electric field) is strongly sheared. The reduction in the saturation level is about 40%,
significantly stronger than what we expected on the basis of mixing length results. However,
when the (m=0; rt=0) component of the velocity streamfunction is kept equal to zero during the

nonlinear calculation, the saturation level of the turbulence is similar to the one for the case with
(0:: 0. This results suggest that the self-generated electric field can play an important role in
the saturation of the turbulence. The reduction in the turbulence level can be explained by the

coupling between poloidal and radial decorrelation [8].
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Next, we consider the case of a constant electric field. The numerical results show that the

addition of an external constant electric field of the order iTC/er does not affect the electrostatic

potential fluctuation level at saturation.

To study the effect of a sheared electric field, we use, in the numerical calculations, an

external sheared poloidal flow parameterized as VE : V0 tanh[(r—rS)/LE], where rs is the

position of the q = 3/2 rational surfaceThe values of the parameters are LE = 0.1a, V0 2

iSOOa/rR, which correspond to :1 Richardson number of about 5. The time evolution of the

fluctuations is slowed down by the sheared poloidal flow, and the saturation level is slightly

reduced.
The condition for turbulence reduction of the density by shearing is r§1>>151, where 1:3

is the sheared flow decorrelation time (rgl = kOWdVE / dr), and r0 is the density fluctuation
turbulence decorrelation time. This condition implies

k9(iv0A7/6)%'0—»—7f}—3:> lay—(2’2 £252 «A3
E A W0 Ital/0

The parameter A is the nonlinear enhancement factor defined in Ref. 1. The condition for

turbulence reduction by shearing implies, for low A values, stabilization of low—m modes by

coupling to K‘H effects. For the parameters of the present calculations, A = 3.55, so this

condition is only marginally satisfied. Consequently, it would be necessary to reach high

values of the sheared flow in order to get any appreciable turbulence reduction. For those

values of the flow, many of the modes included in the calculation become linearly stable, and it

is very difficult to distinguish between linear stabilization and turbulence reduction.
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The Mechanism of Self-sustainment in
Collisional Drift-wave Turbulence

Bruce D. Scott
Max Planck Institut fiir Plasmaphysik

“78046 Garching, Germany
Self-organised collisional drift wave turbulence is seen to self-sustain in
the absence of linear instabilities under a wide range of parameters. In-
vestigations into the initial amplitude threshhold help to establish the
mechanism. They also show that the turbulence is non—diffusive in char—
acter, since the important assumptions behind turbulence-as—diffusion
are all violated. Many important features of experimentally observed
tokamak edge fluctuations are reproduced. Additionally, the competi—
tion between the gradients to drive the turbulence gives rise to inward-
pinch dynamics if there is a large disparity in background scale lengths.
If these results are. relevant, then turbulent transport in tokamaks is
nothing like heretofore existing models of it.

The conventional wisdom on anomalous transport in tokamaks is beset with per—
plexity. It has usually assumed that there is some sort of instability, usually linear,
which is the “mode" responsible for feeding the free energy in the temperature and/or
density gradients into a mixing—length/random walk diffusion model. Even the nonlin~
ear closure schemes tend to “renormalise” the advective nonlinearity into a diffusivity
and so fall back on this same physical picture. Conventional diffusivity models are also
at a loss to explain known cases of rip-gradient heat (“profile consistency”) or particle
(“inward pinch”) transport, unless the up—gradient transported quantity is introduced
non-self—consistently.

The approach taken here is different. Let it be that the basic sheared—slab drift
wave equations admit no linear instabilities. The hypothesis is made that sufficiently
strong turbulence ought to find a suitably efficient free energy-tapping structure and
thereby sustain itself. The well-known noisy start phase of a tokamak discharge can
take care of the initialisation. The computational basis is the simplest set of equations
which contain the dynamics which absolutely cannot be avoided, namely, complete fluid
electron dynamics and shear. Ions are kept only to provide inertia, and trapped electrons
are ignored (anomalous transport is still observed in cases for which exotic effects from
these sources should be absent). As to the physical picture of the dynamics, it is left
to the equations to determine that, self consistently, 2'. 3., no further assumptions into
which process or correlation may be dominant or negligible. Since the high resolution
demands are entirely beyond the hopes of a multi rational surface (3D) simulation, the
simulations in this work are confined to a single surface (2D), since that case, and only
that case. can be adequately resolved.1

The system of equations used is that of collisional electron fluid dynamics in slab
geometry, in which .r. is down-gradient, z is along the field at :r = 0 (the resonant
surface), and y is along the \vavc-.(s).2 Parallel dynamics enter through the shear: B =
B(i+ry/L,). For a wavenumber Icy, the parallel gradient is k” : kyI/La. Independent



fields are 71. T. a; and i7“. The firs three are all mutually coupled through resistive
dissipation. most stronglv where .l'lfil'c/ilC is equal to turbulent advection rates (as: E

V); pa1allcl dissipation tends to iestorrc 3h ction adiabaticih against the disruptive
effect of the turbulent fluctuations. This process is collisional 1n the edge. since arising
from slowing of the electron/ion drift it depends only 011 time scales: the electrons are
collisional 11'henever linear wave. frequencies (near 143* = l.‘.,p.C_./L,.. the diamagnetic
frequency) and 1.1:, are slower than 11.. Resonance with the ions occurs at. larger .1', when
Ivar. ~ cc... Some of the energy in a“ is dumped into "ion Landau damping". but most

is recycled back into r3. which is how the turbulence is localised.3
The dynamics of the system are diagnosed not through the fluctuation amplis

tildes or spectra. but through the amplitudes. spectra. and spatial (in .r) profiles of
the source/sink terms. These latter arise from the conservation equation for the flue--

They are: 1—]. rate of
1‘y fed to the fluctuations bv the temperature gradient: 1"... same for the density

tuation energy (511111 of normalised mean square fluctuations).

gradient: Ft. 1esisti1e di ‘pation of the parallel current fluctuations; T1... dissipation by
parallel thermal conduction; T's. dissipation through parallel ion motion. Spectral. and
spatial, directions of energy transfer are quickly revealed, as well as dominant processes.

Amplitude tlireslihold — mechanism for self-sustainment

To allow the PS to emerD'e and e1'0l1e self consistently the turbulence is initialised
adiabatic. 77/11: eo/T. with T _ 17H—_— 0 Theooare initialised 111 a bioad— band random-
phase distribution localised 11ithin about Spa of .T : 0. The initial amplitude is set. to
erfi/T _ (10p /L,l

The nominal run. discussed in Ref. 2. had (10 = 1.5. Run long enough for good
statistical saturation. it. serves as the benchmark. Others were started. with (to : 0.2.
0.3. 0.5., 07. and 1.0, and run long enough to see whether they achieved selfsustainment
or continuously decayed. The nominal run showed all of the 13‘s to be strongly peaked
at an intermediate scale (“111icl»i.:y“. Imp. ~ 0.7). but with the net source high above
the sink. Both low» and high-Icy (about 0.1 and ‘2) were net sinks. Mid-lg” modes were
more or less homogeneous. but lowdsy modes were very narrow in :r. l\leasurinnents
of the power spectrum distribution. 5(I.'_,,.w) indicated the mid-M modes to lie on the
linear dispersion curve. but. the 101141,, modes to lie well below it. Previous work with
a density-only model system had identified this low—k” part as seltlorganised: several
phase—locked modes propagating at the same speed. essentially that of the mid-Icy partfl

The amplitude threshhold search for nonlinear self—sustainment further revealed the
mechanism. The cases (In 2 0.5 grew to saturation. while those with 0.2 and 0.3 decayed.
The 0.5 case in particular spent a. “ell-resolvable time decaying. At. a very definite time.
however. the energy source feed rate sharply increased; following the detailed structure
near this time revealed the est.al:)lishement of the selfiorganised structure investigated
in Refs. 2 and 3. This structure can be so characterised: The HOIIIT'E-l‘flppillg mid—
In, modes preferentially transfer energy to low-A',, c5 and highs/9y ii and T because of
their casecade tendencies. ‘3 Down— and up nradient flows from the thin localised low- Ir,

5 modes produce I‘lliCl‘fi‘,‘ ii and T because. of the finite mode width and srnalliscale

isotropisation. Through the shear. which couples all three of these fields. low—Icy H. T.
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and mid- and high—Icy (i; are formed, completing the circle. The weakly dispersive low-k5,
modes readily phase-lock at a propagation speed near that of the mid—Icy modes (less
than the low—lay linear speed). This structure is self—sustaining, but only if the nonlinear
couplings are as strong as the linear ones, which produces the amplitude threshhold
near 0.3p5/Ln. Runs at other parameters exhibited several cases which drop below 1.0
and then recover to saturation. It is therefore safe to say that the amplitude threshhold
is somewhat less than p3 /Ln, weakly dependent on parameters.

The turbulence is not diffusive

The mixing length, turbulenccrasAdifTusion physical picture depends on three main
assumptions: (1) the important range of scales has its amplitude determined by a
balance between source input and nonlinear decorrelation: cascading to larger or smaller
scales where the sinks lie, with negligible energy return to the driven region, (2) spectral
(homogeneous) transfer dominates spatial transfer, so that all scales are equally space-
filling, and (3) turbulent thermal and particle fluxes result from a random walk process
with a diffusivity given by a mixing length squared times an eddy turnover rate: there
must be up— and down-gradient walking, q-uasi- Gaussian, i. e. random, which partially
cancel to give a net down—gradient flux. The computations, by contrast, show that
the net source and sink regions of ky—space result from partial cancellations, while all
F’s peak at mid—kg; but the sources, peaking at .r = 0, and sinks, peaking at Irv) ~ A1),
are spatially better separated. Assumptions (1) and (2) are therefore reversed, with
shear~induced coupling at all scales wiping out simple balances. Assumption (3) fails,
since the flux contributions are all coherent flows which result from the self-organisation.
Indeed, in the nominal case the thermal flux is almost entirely down—gradient. Finally,
if the turbulence is diffusive, then a (stable) E X B Shear flow placed across it should
suppress it by increasing the decorrelation rates“ This is not observed: shear flows up
to 6V/61 = 0A3C’s/Ln had no effect, and one of 1.0c,/Ln actually drove an instability
(not Kelvin-Helmholz, but a “shear-flow induced” drift Wave). One can therefore say
with great confidence, that fluid electron turbulence is definitively non-diffusive at its
most fundamental basis, and that all heretofore existing models of turbulenceilinear or
nonlinear mixing length, weak turbulence, strong turbulence closure models—as Well as
quasilinear models (which need linear instability) fail to have relevance to it.

Toroidal coupling and mode overlap

Effects of neigboring rational surfaces are judged through the mode overlap cri-
terion. Each mode (nun) is linearly coupled to modes (m :l: 1,71), so these neighbors
act as a competing localisation mechanism.5 Overlap occurs if l‘yA(kv) > 1/§, where
s = 7'q’/q is the tokamak shear parameter. The single-surface simulations do not con—
sider dynamically the effects of overlap, but the criterion can be used to judge whether
it is important in the multi-surface situation. The results indicate that (1) low-ky
modes do not ('2) midc modes marginally (3) high-lay strongly overlap. Implications
for the multi—surface situation are, respectively, (1) the self-organised structure in the
long wavelengths should survive, (2) the energy-tapping modes are able to restore the
temperature and density profiles for their neighbors, and (3) the smallvscale side of the
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net sink should be sharply reduced. Therefore, not only should turbulence of this char—
acter be present in the real system, it should be even stronger than the singlesurface
results suggest.

Pinch dynamics

In the 2D slab, increasingly dominant temperature gradient (high—7h) exacerbates
I“. to such an extent that a nonlinear stability boundary is introducx-zd. Because of
toroidal overlap (above) this should not be expected to carry over into the multi surface
situation. (Nearly 50% of all dissipation, which depends on k”, i. (3., i‘node-Width, occurs
at high-Icy modes with widths much larger than overlap values.)

What was most interesting is that extreme values of 7],, yielded pinch dynamics.
Two gradients drive the turbulence. When they are equal, both temperature and density
fluxes are positive. However, when one is weak ( e. 9., density), its associated fluctuation
finds a more favourable role in acting to cancel~out much of the resistive dissipation,
which is proportional to the square of V”(fi+T—q5) in normalised units. So if the density
gradient is weak, a downAgrz-itlient temperature flux (for driving) is compensated by an
rip-gradient density (particle) flux, to make Tc smaller. One can propose that a gas,
puffed tokamak plasma might self-adjust its density gradient interior to the particle
source to yield zero total flux. That is, the density profile would not he maintained
by outward diffusion and inward flow, but by cancelling up— and down—gradient flows.
Since the positions of those flows is observed in the simulations to be phase coherent,
yet another piece of evidence for non-diffusive transport emerges. And nothing more
exotic than sheared-slab fluid electron dynamics is needed to explain the particle pinch.

Conclusion

N These results reproduce a large number of known processes: amplitude ordering
act/T > ii/n > T/T, bidirectional net spectral transfer, thermal flux larger than density
flux (except in particle source regions), and fluctuation activity mostly well to the low-Icy
side of p,.2 In addition, this model has at least for some cases reproduced upegradient
pinch dynamics. Electron fluid turbulence is so universal as to expect it to stand as a
foundation for turbulent transport in tolcamaks: other mechanisms may be present but
should be merely additive. Yet this physics requires no instabilities, and is of an entirely
non»diffusive character. If these results are at all relevant. then anomalous transport in
tokamaks is nothing like any heretofore existing models of it.
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I) Introduction:
Models of ion mode instability relevant for toroidal geometry were first discussed within

the fluid approximation [1] and then using various expansions of the full kinetic response
[2,3,4]. More recently, numerical codes based on a full kinetic response have been built [5,6].
According to these models ionic modes are found to be unstable when a critical temperature
gradient is reached even in the flat density regime [4,6]. Nevertheless it seems that this
threshold is lower than observed in experiments [7,8]. In this paper a numerical investigation
of the ion mode stability is proposed. In section II the numerical model is briefly presented and
the results are discussed. In contrast of [6], the Landau resonance is found to have a strong
stabilizing effect and the most dangerous mode appears to be the trapped ion mode occun'ng at a
threshold compatible with experiments. The properties of this mode are described in section HI.

II) Stability threshold
The ion mode stability has been studied using the TORRTD code [9]. It computes the

eigenfunction U (perturbed potential) within the ballooning non collisional approximation using
the exact trajectories. The dispersion relation can be symbolized as:

0310* OH;2 210(ki5b)10(k//7L)U>uap_ + <
w—nmg OJ-COd-kflv/l

2< 10089) U> circ. -(l+l)U:0 (l)
”C

The brackets are averages in the velocity space respectively in the trapped (trap) and
circulating (circ.) domains. The frequencies a) and 03* are the mode and ion diamagnetic
frequencies, the operators mug, and and k// account for the banana precession resonance,
interchange resonance and Landau resonance. The Jo operators symbolize trajectory averaging
respectively on banana width 5b: bounce motion (extension 7‘.) , Larmor radius p. T is the the
ratio of electron to ion temperature. The results are summarized in figure 1. It represents the
marginal curve in the plane LN/R , LT/R ( density and temperature scale lengthes divided by
major radius) which links modes obtained for given n,5 (defined in eq.5) and various real
frequencies (The numbers written in the small rectangles are w/ncuglh where cogm is the
precession frequency of thermal deeply trapped ions). The plasma parameters (typical JET
eqilibrium) are given in the figure caption. The marginal curve can be divided into three zones:
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starting from this region going to m = no , appearing back at m = —oc and ending on the m<0

marginal branch at zero growth rate.

111) Trapped ion modes
In section II it has been shown that above a critical temperature gradient trapped ion

modes are found. Numerically it appears that these mode are large scale modes and hence they
may affect dramatically the transport if they can grow to the amplitude given by the mixing

length rule. To check analytically their properties it is necessary to write explicitely the average

in equation (3). The mode is expressed as a function of a generalised minor radius r and 6 ((1))
which are the poloidal (toroidal) angle in the ballooning form:

i(m(9—8)+n¢—u)t)
U(r,9, (b) = Z U(r~rmn) e (5)

m
The radius of the resonant surface q=m/n is rum and 5 is a constant. For large scale modes

finite banana effects can be neglected. The trapped particles distribution is expressed as a
function of particle energy E and bounce angle 60. The plasma dispersion relation writes:

1 3 9‘5 ae aE le‘ii‘flmm 9 X0:(1+;)U(x).4i;§’ OZJOJ0 JTT E-ie 1—Jotg ) ,d, Utx'euot d4') (6)
m—nwgmiTi

The real part of (6) cancels only ifU(x) :JO(x/d). The new scale length is the distance

between two neighbouring resonant surfaces: d=l/kgs where s is the shear parameter and he the

poloidal wavenumber. This scale length is compatible with the assumptions about negligible
banana width effects if koplm off/Ti l/qs in conclusion, at the threshold large scale modes

may appear of which radial extension is only limited by interference effects between adjacent

resonant surfaces. These modes exihibit another interesting property: The radial group velocity

[1 1] is of order mg Sg/d, i.e. nearly zero when d >>5b. This vanishing group velocity leads to

an indetermination on the radial profile of the mode.

IV) Conclusion
The stability of ion modes has been numerically investigated. The main conclusions are:

- The standard modes in litterature (fluid, slab) are found but they do not play a role in
determining the plasma stability for relevant tokamak parameters.
~ The circulating particle response is damped by Landau resonance and play no role for
marginal mode except in plasmas with hollow density profiles.
» The threshold of temperature gradients (twice higher as usually quoted) is determined by
stability of trapped ion modes.
— These modes exhibit such large radial scales that they probably clamp the profile at the
threshold unless they saturate at low level by non linear effects or velocity shear.
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——) Open circles in the low LT/R zone are marginal modes with a) >>cod so that the interchange
resonance can be neglected. They are slablike modes energized by Landau damping. These
modes can be investigated using the following plasma response:

It
(D-(L) 2 1. < 10(kip)U >ci,c_+ (1+; )U = o (2)

m“k//V/I

—+ The marginal modes at the stability boundary in fig.1 for Tli=LN/LT > O are due to trapped
ions. They occur at a threshold of Tli=2/3. or LT/R= 0.15 in the flat density limit. These
modes can be described using the trapped particle response of (l) which is:

mw;i(1/Tti-3/2+Em
2 1

<-—-—_—J k5 J kXU> + l-lfiU=0 3
wnwnfl" 0( i b) 0( l/ ) trap. ( I) ( )

The energy (E) dependence of diamagnetic velocity and precession frequency
(approximatively) have been indicated. The imaginary part of the plasma response vanishes
only if (1)/mug”, = 3/2- l/Tli >0. The values of w/nwgm indicated in figure (1) are consistent
with that condition along the marginal boundary for 1'“ >0, confirming that this boundary
correspond to trapped ions.
—> The marginal branch at m <0 (hollow density profiles) contains also trapped ion modes at
large Inil . However as Imi decreases the frequency increases and the circulating particle
contribution through interchange resonance has to be considered.

A numerical experiment has been done by switching off the trapped particle
contribution, This allows to look for marginal “resonant interchange" modes [3,4,6]. Their
dispersion relation corresponds to the following approximation of (1) :

2a
(1)-fl) p

— < — (W) 13mm > + (1+1- )U = o (4)
ad (1)-rod t:

p=0

It is found that ion Landau damping has a strong stabilizing effect as already suggested
by Hirose [10]. Such modes are found marginally unstable only around L'r/R < 0.06 in the flat
density limit (instead of =03 as previously quoted [4,6]). The first modes appearing when the
temperature gradient steepens are trapped ion modes which set the critical temperature gradient
for a possible anomalous ion transport at LT/R = 0.15 for a typical JET or TORE SUPRA
plasma.

Non marginal modes have also been investigated. In the low LT/R, high niregion
growing modes which localized eigenfunction are found which can be described by the fluid
theory [1,2] i.e. an expansion of eq.(1) in cog/(u and k//V///CD. When the growth rate is
decreased the existence point of the eigenfunction in the LT/R, LN/R space describes a curve
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I — INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with the thermal stability of a slab radiating plasma, using the relevant
sheath boundary conditions and assuming the pressure perturbation to be negligible as in the
radiative condensation instability [1]. We consider a plasma layer with a length L, where the

flux lines are diverted from the last closed magnetic surface (LCMS) at p = l. , to the wall

at p = 0. , and where the temperature obeys the following equations :

a 31 ii = . =2nat+LapQ(p) S(p,T) , nT cst (1)

where S (p, T), = nnz F; (T) is the radiated power by impurities, nz the impurity density, F2
the cooling rate function and n and T the plasma density and temperature. The heat flux is
expressed as Q(p) = (K (T)/L) (ST/3p) where K (T) is the Spitzer-Harm parallel
conductivity (K (T) ~ T5/2). The boundary conditions consist of a given heat flux at the
plasma core Q (p = I) = Q1, and of the Bohm conditions at the wall (Q (p = 0) = yro To,

To = M no v0 Where To, no and v0 are respectively the plasma temperature density and ion

sound wave velocity at the wall ; 'y and M are the sheath potential and the Mach number.

We are concerned by the stability on time scales longer than the ion sound wave
propagation time, for which the pressure may be assumed to be constant along field lines.
In that case the relevant equilibria needed for our stability analysis must be labelled by the
edge pressure P0.

2 — EQUILIBRIUM AND STABILITY

The steady state solutions of Eqs (1) have been previously investigated [2]. It has been
shown that for vanishing To, no equilibria can be sustained if

I

QE<2P0L I dpatp)Fz(T)/T

Generally for a given value of P0, three steady solutions can occur depending on the
shape of K (T) and S (p, T). Bifurcations between equilibria corresponding to a transition
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between a cold and a hot plasma can be triggered either by increasing Q1 or by decreasing
P0. Such transitions are experimentally observed, as detached—attached edge plasma
transitions.

Let us consider the stability of the previous equilibria when S (p, T) is an arbitrarily
function of T and p By linearizing Eq (1) around a steady solution, we get the following
equation for y = K (T) 5T:

L2 P0
T K (T) wy=0 (2)

with a/Bt = , co and L (y) = dZy/d p2 ~{L2 Pf/K(T))(aS/E)T) y. The following boundary

conditions must be used (dy/dp)p:1 : O and (dy/dp)p :0 = (LYro/Z K0) yo. As a conse-
quence L (y) is an hennitian operator.

In order to calculate the sign of 0), we express the response of the plasma equilibrium to
an external perturbation [3]. Here we investigate the plasma response to a perturbation d Q1.
We get the equation :

I. (z) :0 (3)

for z = K (8T(p, Q1)/BQ1], with (dz/amp :1: L-1 and {dz/dp)p z 0 = iyL rO/Z Kg] 20.
Next combining Eqs (2, 3) we get a relation for a) :

p
= sm— 91]/3 2 t .w [d d at P0 0 TKyzdP (4)

Applying (4) for p = Min (1, p1, p2), where p1 and p2 are the smallest zeros for y and
2 respectively, so that y and 2 have a given sign in the interval (0, p), it can be demonstrated
that a necessary and sufficient condition of stability is given by z > 0, whatever p. In the
case where z < 0, all eigenvalues are unstable. When 2 admits zeros, the modes with the
largest intemodal distances (smallest 0)) are unstable.

3 » STABILITY ANALYSIS

in the case where the impurity density does not depend explicitly on space, z can be
expressed analytically in term of 10 by using the first quadrature of Eq (1) at steady state. It
can be shown that the stability (or instability) is ensured when dTo/ dQ1 (i.e. the slope of
the bifurcation diagram To (Q1)) is positive (or negative).

The situation is different when nZ depends explicitly on space. As we shall see in the
next section, the previous condition (dTo/ dQ1 > 0) is still necessary, but not sufficient to
ensure the stability. To go further it is necessary to compute z (p). Let f (p) = z (p)/Z() with
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the boundary conditions f (p = 0) = 1 and (df/dp)p=o = ‘y L Fol 2 K0. The relation

(df/dp)p :1 = 1/ (L 2.0) shows that at the bifurcation (0.) = 0 , 20 = w), the function f (p) is

extremum at p = 1 and is identical to the eigenmode y (p)/yo.

4 — EFFECT OF THE [MPURITY PROFILE ON THE THERMAL STABILITY

The following applications are devoted to the ergodic divertor of TORE SUPRA with
L = 0.1 m, no : 1019 m3, To = 106V. We consider an impurity mixture of C and 0 with a

L

density n1 and Isl—n0 I n; dp = 10 %. The cooling rate for the mixture is modelled by :
0

FR (rev) = 0.4 10-31 [exp - [(Tev - 6.5)/2.5]2 + exp _ [(Tev — 18)/9]2] Wm m3.

The calculation shows that for a smooth impurity profile (nZ ~ (1 - p) + (1 — p)2), the

function f (p) exhibits at most one extremum. Typical f (p) are plotted on Fig. 1 for several
equilibria shown on Fig. 2. In this case, the stability criterium does not differ from our
previous result [4], where n2 is a function ofT only : the stability or instability is given by
the Sign of (df/dp)P :1 Ge. of (ITO/dQl).

When the impurity density is localized (i.e. (d log ap) > (d log FZ/dp)) in a region
where (BS/3'1“) < 0, eigenmodes with two extrema are excited. This is illustrated on Fig. 3
and 4 with an impurity density strongly peaked at the edge (nZ ~(p + p2) +
exp - [(p — 102) /5 10‘3]2) and next increasing slowly toward the LCMS. For
5 < T0 <9, f (p) reaches negative values with (df / dp) p =1> 0. Such equilibria are
unstable in spite of the positive sign of dTo/dQl.

5 - CONCLUSION

A stability criterium for the radiative condensation instability has been demonstrated. If
the impurity density has a strong spatial variation, unstable localized modes are excited.
However when such modes appear, the largest scale modes have already been destabilized
and the bifurcation fails to recover the stability. When the impurity density varies slowly in
space, unstable large scale modes are excited, and the stability limit is given by the
bifurcation points.
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EFFECT OF PARAMAGNETISM
ON THE GLOBAL STABILITY OF SCREW PINCHES

C. Wahlberg
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Abstract. An analytical expression for the eigenvalue of the global m=l kink mode in a

screw pinch with arbitrary profiles of current density and axial magnetic field is derived
in a long wave length approximation of the incompressible, ideal MHD equations. It is
shown that the major profile effects can be expressed in terms of the inductance (1i)
and the poloidal beta value (Bp) of the pinch. While the Kruskal—Shafranov (KS) stabi~
lity condition q(a)>1, not depending on It and Bp, is recovered in the Tokamak regime
Bz>>q another regime of global stability is found for Ii<<1 (hollow current distribu—
tion), Bp<<1 (strong paramagnetism) and Bl(a)<<B(p(a) [low q(a)]. This result is

consistent with recent experimental observations in the so-called ultra low q (ULQ)
discharges.

Since the very beginning of fusion research a number of pinch experiments opera-

ting with the safety factor q(a) below unity [q(r)ErBZ(r)/RB¢(r) in "straight" approxi—
mation and standard notations] and nevertheless being globally stable over a conside—
rable number of Alfvén periods have been performed at various laboratories in the

world (e.g. the "stabilized pinches", toroidal screw pinches, Extrap configuration, as

well as other configurations described in Ref. [1]). In particular, the ULQ toroidal and

linear discharges recently reported by Kamada em]. and Brunsell et.a1. [2] clearly indi-
cate the existence of parameter regions of improved global stability not consistent with
the KS condition. In the present work we examine the global m=l stability of screw
pinches with arbitrary equilibrium profiles and no initial assumption about the strength
of the applied axial magnetic field. However, it will be assumed that the stability limit,
at least for certain profiles, occurs at a relatively long wave length, thus justifying a
wave number expansion approach to the problem. It will be shown that a stability re-
gion substantially extending the KS stability region is obtained for pinches exhibiting
the characteristic signatures of ULQ plasmas, viz.: i) hollow current profile, ii) MHD
relaxation activity sustaining a certain paramagnetism of the plasma, and iii) B2 5 q
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Consider a straight screw pinch plasma with equilibrium profiles m and Bz(r)

and uniform mass density p(r)=p0, Oéréa. Looking at plasma displacements of the form

E.(r,t):§(r)exp[i(c0+tp7kz)], the linearized, incompressible MHD equations can after a

series of manipulations be reduced to a single, second order differential equation in Er of

the form [a(rE,r)']' 7 bl; = 0 , where a and b are functions of r, B“), B2, k and (1)2 [3,4].

A long wave length solution to this equation can be obtained as follows: Assuming that

the small k expansion of the eigenvalue (.02 is given by (02:0)21 k + (4)22 k2 + , and

that the corresponding expansion of the radial plasma displacement can be written

firzirm) + firm k2 + where firm) is a constant (i.e. a rigid, axisymmetric translation of

the pinch), the following will be noticed: The 0(1) and 0(k) components of the equation

vanish identically. Furthermore, the 0(k2) component does not involve (02. Then, after

some minor algebra, the 00(2) solution is obtained as

r 1'

+1 npdr—2J rBEdr . (1)
0 0

dt‘?) afl ,2_ 2 Bfifirfi
dl' YBq)

In the expression above BIp and B2 have been normalized to B(p(a), while r and Ill: are

normalized to the plasma radius a. Evaluated at r=l, the first integral is recognized as

the (normalized) plasma inductance li' Similarly, by using the equilibrium pressure ba.

lance equation, the second integral is found to be given by Bp—l—Bez, where BCEBZ(a)

denotes the applied axial magnetic field. Then, solving the vacuum problem in the usual

manner and applying the MHD boundary conditions (see Ref.[4l for the details), the

following long wave length dispersion relation for the global m=l mode is obtained:

w2=_2c+k2 lnlc—I +YE+1+ZBg—li“l3pt (2)

where YE=0.577.. is Eulers constant, and (D is given in units of the Alfvén frequency
0)AEB(p(a)/[3(L10P0) 1/2} .

We now look at the stability limit implied by Eq.(2) at various combinations of BC,

Ii and Bp. In the limit Be>>1 (Tokamak case) Eq.(2) simplifies to w2=—2c(l — c)

for Ii and [SD of order one or smaller, and we see that the KS stability condition q(a)>1

[with k——>a/R and Be—>Bz(a)/B¢(a)l is recovered. In the regime B651, on the other

hand, all quantities in Eq.(2) will be of importance for the stability. Since both the li
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and [3,, terms are destabilizing, the optimal profiles with respect to stability are ob-

tained for li<<1 (i.e. skin-type or hollow current distribution) and Bp<<1 (i.e. strong

paramagnetism). Furthermore, although the term containing Be2 is stabilizing, the first

term of Eq.(2) is destabilizing (for c>O), and it turns out that the most favourable si-

tuation occurs for Bc=0~ The diagram below shows the marginal point k=k0 (k>k0 corre-
sponds to stability) as a function of 13e at various [3p and for Ii=O. The solid curves
show the exact result for a sharp boundary pinch, while the corresponding result ob-
tained from Eq.(2) is shown for [313:0 and [313:1 by the dashed curves:

2 I I l I I I i I I I

1.5

k0 l

0.5

0
O l 2 3

B e

It is seen that all curves approach the q(a)=1 hyperbola (kOBc=l) for large Be, whereas
for BcSl the stability limit is strongly dependent on Bp. For not too large values of lip,
say BPSO.5, a region of improved stability is obtained for B6505, corresponding to
values of q(a) less than 0.5,

In order to study the current profile effect we take a current distribution of the form
j(r)=j0(l — r2)V. With this model hollow (—l<v<0), flat (v=0) as well as peaked

(v>>1) current profiles can be simulated. The next figure shows the marginal point ice
as a function of v ( 4953 corresponds to 03150.72) at various Lip, and for Bc=0:
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Thus a deteriormion of the stability occurs when going from the skin current case to

strongly peaked profiles, but the effect is moderate up to relatively flat profiles, pro-

vided [3D is not too large.
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POSSIBLE NBI-DRIVEN INSTABILITY OF GLOBAL HIGH-FREQUENCY

ALFVEN AND FAST MAGNETOSONIC EIGENMODES IN ITER.

*) **) *) **)
Yegorenkov V.D., Polevoy A.R., Stepanov K.N., Sharapov S.E.

*) - Kharkov Institute of Physics & Technology, Kharkov, USSR

**) - I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

In ITER tokamak design it is suggested to sustain the

steady current I E 10 — 20 MA by tangential injection of high

energy Eb s 0.7 - 3 MeV deuterium atoms [1]. The longitudinal
velocities of ions formed from the beam exceed the Alfven

velocity CA 2 (0.3 — 0.6) 109 cm/s for typical ITER

parameters. The superAlfvenic injection may be considered to

be dangerous because of possible beam—type instabilities of

Alfven (A) [2-5] and fast magnetosonic (FMS) [3] waves causing

anomalous slowing-down of beam ions.

Following [3], in the hollow cylinder model (Fig.1) this

paper considers global A— and FMS-modes with frequency w 5 ”Bi

localized inside the plasma column in the region limited by

two reflection points R1 and R2 (R1 5 R 5 R2), that are due to

radial nonuniformities of the equilibrium density and the
magnetic field. These points satisfy the conditions:

2
z

_ _ _ _ 2 _ 1/2kR(Rl) — kR(R2) — o, kR(R) — ( kl(R) k ) = kiwi),
k2 is the wavenumber along z—axis (see Fig.1) ( we suppose

kz=0 because the instability has the lowest threshold in this
case ). The quantization conditions are to be fulfilled:

R2
I kR(R)dR=n(m+l/2), Rk"=n,
R1
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where m and n are radial and toroidal numbers.

As was noted earlier [3-5], for ITER parameters the

excitation conditions for global modes are very sensitive to

density, temperature and beam current profiles and to the beam

distribution function form.

In contrast to [3] where the model fast ions distribution

function has been used, here this function was computed using

a fully linearized (nb<<ne) 2D Fokker — Planck code at each

plasma radius. To calculate fast ions source distribution in

ITER geometry, selfconsistent plasma equilibrium, density and

temperature profiles the transport code ASTRA - 2 NB [4] has

been employed.

The Table gives the ITER operations regimes that are

most dangerous for excitation of Global A- and FMS-modes (DO

beam injection into D+ plasma). Here Pb is the N81 power, 7b

is the beam ion contribution to the growth rate under the

anomalous Doppler (AD) or Cherenkov (Ch) conditions, We is the

electron Cherenkov damping rate and Vi is the bulk ion

cyclotron damping rate (normal Doppler effect)

._ wPb Eb ne(O) Te(0) Exc1 Wave n m w b

MW MeV lO2O m—3 keV tation ”Bi 7e + “i

200 3 2.5 17 AD A 185 3 0.36 0.42

110 1.3 0.94 34 Ch A 103 O 0.33 0.45

100 3 1. 34 Ch FMS 63 4 0.34 1.17

100 3 1.2 34 Ch FMS 255 O 1.50 0.52

At E 51.0—1.5 MeV, T s20 keV, n(O)ElO20 m—3 cyclotron
b e

(AD) excitation is impossible because of strong bulk ion
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cyclotron and electron Cherenkov absorbtion, 7b<< we: 11. The

value for AD—instability becomes order of 7e: 3 only at7 .

lgrger Eb, Pb and ne values (see the first line of the Table).

But for the values considered this instability is absent (1b<

76+7i). The second line of the Table shows the role of Cheren—

kov excitation of small ki A—waves in the base ITER operation

regime. This Ch— instability can be excited by beam ions with

V‘| < CA' It is also suppressed by bulk plasma absorbtion but

the final answer may be acquired only after exact solution of

the wave equation (without WKB—approximation).

Cherenkov excitation of FMS-modes for Eb 2 1—2 MeV is

suppressed (7b<< ye+7i) but for higher energies Eb s 3 MeV the

instability occurs for FMS—waves with w < “Bi (see the third

line of the Table).

SUMMARY

1. ITER operation regimes correspond to the absence of

the NB—driven beam-type anomalous Doppler and Cherenkov

instabilities.
2. In regimes with higher Eb values or reduced tangential

beam radius one may expect the instability to appear but the

final answer may be obtained after 2D—consideration of global

A— and FMS-modes taking into account the poloidal magnetic

field.
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Fig.1. The model geometry and typical ITER density and

temperature profiles.
|
|
i

Fig.2. The fast ions, distribution

function Fb(vl,v“,r), calculated by

ASTRA—NB code for r = a/2, (a is a

minor plasma radius). Parameters cor-

respond to the third line in the

Table.
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MAGNETIC—DRIFT RESISTIVE BALLOONING MODE IN TOKAMAKS

MVflmmuLlLLmndwmm

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,Moscow, USSR.

1.Introduction. A threshold—free electrostatic resistive

mode, strongly—localized along the plasma column radius, with

a high growth rate, 7 w aa/smE/Btg1/3T§Z/? was found in [1]
in the MHD model. Here a is the relative pressure gradient, m
is the poloidal mode number, Is is the sKin time, 16 is the
Alfven time with respect to the poloidal magnetic field. The
turbulent transport coefficient provided. by the resistive

ballooning modes is estimated in [21,being of the order of
xpw % vtc/m )2, where s is the shear, w is the plasma
frequency, v is the frequency of electron co lisions.

An unexpected result was obtained in [3]. Within the
framework of the Kinetic theory in the studies on resistive

ballooning modes an attention was paid to the importance of

successive taKing account of the particle drift in an inhomo—
geneous magnetic field. From analytical and numerical calcu—

lations the authors came to the conclusion that there were
stable ion diamagnetic modes only, meanwhile the resistive
ballooning modes were stabilizedt In a given paper it is
shown that the MHD branches of resistive modes exist, even
when magnetic curvature drift is taken into account.

2. Model equation of resistive ballooning modes.
In [31,proceeding from the collisionless Kinetic equation for
ions and from the collisional Kinetic equation for electrons,
an equation for perturbation of an electrostatic potential,

has been derived. The conclusion is made on its basis that

only damping ion diamagnetic modes taKe place in a toKamaK,
meanwhile the resistive ballooning modes are stabilized by
the shear and toroidicity. In the MHD approximation using the
ballooning representation this equation can be reduced to a
second order differential equation:
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Ql ———ififfié:L———e 99 + lDS y + sy sin y) x
dy li+L1+s2ya)/ Pl dy

4 [l—Eentcos y +sy sin yilw — (P/N)E(1+say2)¢ = 0, (1)

where F: yts/ m2, N: IS/TB/ m‘, EnZLn/B’ Ln=~n/en. Below it

is shown that a magnetic—drift branch oi resistive ballooning

modes can be found from this equation.

3. Analytical study. in case or a resistive plasma

(T«1+s2y2),Eq.(1) is simplified, and it can be easily solved

by the averaging procedure. At out and eat, one obtains the

expressions for finding the growth rate and the localization

zone or eigenfunctions:
l" «4 (ate/2)/( 0. en + ra/ NE} (a)

Ayae warm/(a en + 1'3/ war” (3)
From (2) one can see that the electrostatic mode with

high gl‘Ot‘i rate r... 0.2/3 Na”? stronglyelocalised in the real
space due to inertia of ions, can be exist at very small

5 S oj/a/Na/3 only. At finite En there is a magneticedrift

branch ballooning modes with. small growth rate Fm d/en,

relatively weakly localised in a real space. The growth rate

of this branch is proportional to the collision frequency,

and the localization zone is related with a magietlc drift.

The turbulent transport coefficient X” T’Ki, provided by the

magnetic—drift branch is equal X e xpls Sn)! 3

4. Numerical study. Eq.ti) at efi:U was analysed in til,

where the existence of two resistive brancheStelectromagnetic

and electrostatic) was shown. A qualitative estimate of the

finite en eifect on, the electrostatic branch is g -en in

Sec.3o where the inagnetic—drift branch. is Djund. For a

quantitative analysis oi both branches the eigenvalue problem

is numerically solved for Eq.t1) which is suitably written in

- 4 t , t w a : V's . a a.»./:
iollowlng iorm:Fyy—UtygF=U,where E=wllkl+83y))/Li+l+8 y )11 f

The potential of this equation has a complicated

oscillating; form. A central well or the potent

dete“mines the local aation. oi the electromagie'

which, at high conduction, transits into an ideal ballooning

mode. The behaviour oi the electrostatic branch mainly

ial mainly
ic branch
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depends on the form of a non—central part of the potential.
The results of calculations are given in Figs.1—6. The

electromagnetic growth rate dependence on the parameter an,at
d=1, N=iO'3 and at two values of of a shear,s=0.5 and s=1 is

shown in Fig.1. At small values of Eng 0.1 corresponsding to
relatively high density gradients the growth rate has a weak

dependence on an. The eigenfunction of the electromagnetic
branch, localized in the central part of the potential,
practically also does not depend on en. For magnetic drift
branch of oscilations the growth rate dependence on en, at
a=1, N=103, is shown in Fig.2. The growth rate decays with

increase in en, according to an analitical estimate. The

general view of eigenfunctions at en=0 and en=0.1 is given in

Figs.3 and 4. One can see that the localization zone in the

y—space is reduced with a rise in an, that corresponds to a
broadening of the perturbation localization zone in a real
space. A stabilizing effect of the magnetic drift is related

with an essential rearangment of the non—central part of the
potential, that is shown in Fig.5 and 6, where one can see
the potential behaviour at en=0 at sn=O.i, respectively.

5.00nclusion. It is shown. that two branches of
ballooning modes can be developed in resistive toKamaK
plasma, taking the magnetic curvature drift into account.
This drift effect on the electormagnetic branch development
is not very essential due to its strong localization in the
y—space. At the same time, a relatively fast and. weaKly

localized electrostatic branch transits into a slow magnetic
drift one, more localized in the yespace. in this case the

turbulent transport coefficient provided by this branch turns
out to be of an order of the known coefficient due to an
electrostatic resistive ballooning mode.
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EFFECT OF AXISYMMETRIC TOROIDAL ROTATION ON BALLOONING

MODES IN THE OUTER PLASMA

Sudip Sen‘

Dept. of Pure 8. Applied Physics, UMIST, PO BOX 88,
Manchester M60 10D. U. K.

".5. Janaki, B. Dasgupta

Saba Institute of Nuclear Physics, AF/i Bidhannagar,
Calcutta 700064., India.

I NTRODUCTI ON :

It is well known that ideal ballooning modes can limit
the beta values attainable in a tokamak operation in the
usual first stability parameter regime, but the existence of
the theoretically predicted second stability regime could
give the possibility of high beta operation. In deriving the
beta limits, it is generally assumed that the underlying
equilibrium state is static. In recent years there has been
a growing interest in the behaviour of rotating plasma
systens mainly owing to the fact that tokamaks exhibit
macroscopic flows after being heated by neutral beams (1-6].
It is generally believed that axisymmetric toroidal rotation
has a stabilising influence on ballooning modes on most flux
surfaces except in the outer region [6].

While studying the effect of rigid toroidal rotation on
ballooning instabilities in the outer plasma we noticed a
zone of instability which essentially sets a limit on the
second stability region in the rotating plasma. This
instable zone however is completely absent in the inner
region of the flux surfaces where r<I_.p CLpis the pressure

scale lengthJI'F'] .

LINEAR STABILITY OF EQUILIBRIUM WITH FLOWS:

In a pioneering paper on KHD stability in

# also at Culham Laboratory, U. K.



showed that the linearised notion of Lagrangian
displacement 'E 'is described in Eulerian coordinates by

2-? -)

a a E * a E 9 (1)
”a + apvbv.—*— - F(E) = 0

at at

A, «r '3 «7—)» _; —> 4’

where F{E} = VCy p0.V : + f.VpO—BO.QJ+BO.VQ + Q.VBO
a —r —-+ a a

+ V.(pof vo.vv0—povavo.v:)

Q = V X (E X BO) is the perturbed magnetic field, V0 is the

rotational velocity and all other symbols have their usual
meaning. For +normal mode solutions of the form

Cr,t) = ECr)expC-imt), Eai) becomes

2 ’ J a a
— to pot + 21m0p0V0.V E - F-CE} —- O

.7
A remarkable feature of Ea1) is that the operators ipoV°.V

and F are Hermitian, but the total operator is generally
non—Hermitian. Thus, unlike the static case, it is not.
possible to establish a necessary and suffcient condition
for stability in a manner analogous to that used in the
ideal MHD theories on the energy principle.To cope with the
difficulty we follow the prescription of Sen [6] and
obtain the ballooning equation for marginal stability in the

shifted elliptical model as
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presence of equilibrium flows, Frieman and Rotenberg [8}

1

d o: 2 dN
“‘1 1 +( sn-ozsinn--ésin2n) 1‘—

2
dry dT)

+ oC1+<5cos~n) [cosn + sinnCsn—otsinn) - a (S sinZn/E IN = 0
(2)

where o = VECr-L ) / C2 R , C is the sound velocity , L
o p s o s p

is the pressure scale length, s = Cr/qDq/dr) is the
shear parameter, q is the safety factor, a =

-(2R0q2/B:)Cdp/dr), n = $9 is the ballooning coordinate

and N is the normalised potential.
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DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION :

We have solved ea4) numerically to determine the marginal
stablity boundaries in the C s-cx ) parameter space for
different positive values of 6. Fig. (1) 8: CB) show the
results for 6:0.05 & 0.2, in each case compared with the
static case (5:0. The static result C 5 = 0) shows the first
and second stability regimes separated by a zone of
instability extending all the way to the origin. For :5 >
O the first stability region shrinks and a new zone of
instability is found within the second stability region.

Hence the effect of rigid toroidal rotation at the outer
region of the flux surfaces is not only to reduce the
stability region but it also introduces a new zone of
instability. This new zone of instability may be rsponsible
for enhanced particle and energy transport at the plasma
edge. Recent experiments carried out in ASDEX also confirm
that the turbulence in the scrape-off layer is of a flute
like nature [9]. The new findings however call for further
extensive investigations.
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TEMPERATURE ANISOTROPY EFFECT ON THE
TOROIDAL ION TEMPERATURE GRADIENT MODE

J. Y. Kim. W. Horton, and l2. -I. Choi"

The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712

S. Migliuolo and B. Coppi

Research Laboratory of Electronics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

ABSTRACT

Using the local—electrostatic kinetic approach, we investigate the effects of the anisotropi
—es in the ion temperature and the ion temperature gradient, and the effect. of the in-
creasing ion temperature on the toroidal ion temperature gradient driven mode. Com-
parisons are given between the new toroidal results and the previous slab results.

1 Introduction

In recent tokamak experiments, the use of powerful auxiliary heating schemes such as
ion cyclotron lieating(ICR.F) and neutral beam heating (NBI) can generate a significant
magnitude of anisotropy in the velocity distribution of the ions. Thus, it is important to
consider the effect of anisotropy on the drift wave instabilities responsible for anomalous
transport.

Recently, Migliuolo1 has investigated the anisotropy effect in the ion temperature
(specially due to a Ti increase from ICRF) on the ion temperature gradient drift mode
in the slab geometry. and found that the anisotropy in the direction of Ti > T” gives
an overall stabilizing effect. On the other hand, Mathe)r and Sen? have investigated. in
a similar work, the effect of the anisotropy in the ion temperature gradient in the slab
geometry, and sl‘iowed that a finite gradient in the parallel temperature is necessary for
the instability. while a gradient in the perpendicular temperature can either enhance
or diminish the instability.

*Permanenl address : Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, P, O. Box 150.
("henngyangnt Seoul. Korea
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In this work. We generalize these studies to the toroidal system, and furthermore
investigate the etl'ect of a parallel terriperature increase (TN > flit which can be gen-
eratEd by the neutral beam injection (NBI) heating srheme.

2 Basic Equations
“‘1? consider a case when the equilibrium ion velocity dtribution t'unct ion is described
by a bianaxwellian. With a local electrostatic approximation we obtain the following
perturbed ion density from the linearized gyrokinetic equations ‘7‘

1
7r? w_w'l'.j3;lt w”. r,,t W173,

It" —U\0{l i‘flroihil “iii—I /( Xiljoll‘ti/ "lpL’ll'J-‘Illl/ l}_
lTit T“; . l lW - e‘D r hilt

where the temperature anisotropy term is a : "Iii/T“K 7 l ; emf 2 mail +I]J_t ri/Zrii 7
l) -t— qutzii/Qnii — l/2)];u,‘]) : (nu‘qti'i/fl + Lilll/‘lg'llzll—L-ll : (11717:) “/(HnN: Fella) 7
[.)(t);)c'b"ti,> : kip? : Us: + l‘jlpgm'fl- : 7li'icTH,/CBI.H:UTHIL : (ELLE/lnlll/Jt/I?
Tlir/miwfi with tag, : cB/mmgen : Ln/R with L, : 7(1/lu_t\'/r]r)‘1.

Now. with the adiabatic response of the perturbed electron density n). : (igV/"llrlo.
the quasi-neutrality condition gives following dispersion relation in dimensionless torm

(1' _ m (/1‘“l+r+1+0(l‘U—l)_/_m——\ 2’7‘0 tidtl

w + Thytl + lubri/‘Z 7 l) + 7}“(1'6/2 7 l/‘3))l]0(],ll/'2m_lg7x-‘J/2x

7 n ’1
2)

l a + rent'yttl + (Uri/‘3 ’t "Ill ‘ Tl/d'ttv“ (where r : Tip/T.“ b,‘ : rkitl + a). and the wavenumbers [vi and t'” have been normal--
ized to pg : Cs/tucr and Ln. respectively, and the freqneuries .u and w,g normali:.terl to
[in/(:5 with (‘3 2 (TE/777;)”;

It. is easy to see that. in the slab geometry limit with 6,, : (1. Bali) redur‘es to

o w..." [t > rt1 ['7 ll—l--l“‘. 177’l+ 1,7—1 51‘‘l' l “+0“ U ll Lil Ml lir'llo lll lxl

~~ :j—‘ntte + (e 7 t/2J€Z(€)]} 7 o m
where to” = —TA'U.E : 73m and Z is the plasma dispersion I'uurtiou We find
that Eq.(3) is the same dispersion relation as that used previous workal'li l’rom
etfl) we can see that the ell-(art of anisotropy ell‘eet tor the slab mode appears mainly
through the Finite ion Larmor radius parameter In with an additional adiabatic term
otFU 7 l)/(t + n). ()n the other hand. Eq.('2) for the toroidal mode :‘IlltS that an
additional anisotropy ettert comes from the ratio of the toroidal curvature to grad]?
drill li‘equenrieu.
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3 Numerical Results and Discussions

First, we investigate the effect. of the anisotropy in the ion temperature. We find that
the increasing Tl/T" gives small destabilizing effect on the long—wavelength modes,
while giving a significant stabilizing effect on the short-wavelength modes for both of
the two cases of slab and toroidal. As a result, the mode with the maximum growth rate
shifts to the long-wavelength regime with the significant reduction of its magnitude.
On the other hand, the effect of increasing TH/TL gives a small stabilizing effect (on the
long-wavelength modes), or a destabilizing effect (on the short-wavelength modes) for
the slab case. while for the toroidal case the effect gives a strong stabilization for the
shortvwavelength modes, mainly due to the anisotropy effect coming from the toroidal
magnetic curvature term in the denominator of Eq.(3).

We also investigate the effect of temperature anisotropy on the marginal tempera—
ture gradient value 116. For the slab case, we find that the increasing Ti/T” shifts the
curve of the marginal temperature gradient nc(ky) to the long-wavelength regime with
the increase of the minimum value of 71¢ in agreement with the result by Migliuolo‘.
The increase of the parallel temperature T“ gives a significant increase of TIC over all Icy,
suggesting that the increase of T” may be favorable for the stability of the 7],- mode in
the slab limit. On the other hand, for the toroidal case, the marginal stability value of
the temperature gradient just shifts to the long-wavelength regime without the notable
increase of the minimum value of no when TL/TII increases. The increase of the parallel
temperature T" also shows a similar feature except with a smaller shift of the curve.
Thus, even though the growth rate for the short wavelength modes can be reduced sig
nificantly, in terms of 77C the temperature anisotropy is not so favorable for the stability
of the toroidal mode.

For the effect of an another anisotropy, i.e., the anisotropy in the temperature
gradient, we find that. there is a remarkable difference between the two cases of slab and
toroidal. We find that for the toroidal mode the perpendicular temperature gradient
plays a same role as the parallel temperature gradient, and does not give a stabilizing
effect. unlike the slab case.

Finally, we investigate the effect of an ion temperature increase relative to the fixed
electron temperature, which occurs in the regime such as super shot. W’ith the isotropic
ion temperature, we find that even though there is some difference in the quantitative
aspects, the T(: Ti/TE) variation gives an effect similar to that of the temperature
anisotropy. in that. while the maximum growth rate is reduced by the increasing 7,
the minimum value of rye does not increase and, in fact, shifts to substantially longer
wavelength side.

4 Conclusions

The effect of the ion temperature anisotropy gives an overall stabilizing effect in the
slab case. but in the toroidal case, the minimum value of the marginal stability value
of the temperature gradient m. does not change appreciably (7]r z 2/3) by the effect,
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even though the growth rate of the short-wavelength modes are reduced significantly.
The filed at the anisotropy in the tcn’ipcrature gradient (71H # In) is also significantly
different between the slab anrl toroidal modes. While thc- [it‘rpt‘llillt‘lllitt' temperature
ran give a significant stabilizing etl‘cct tor the slab mode. for tln: toroidal mmlw it
contributes to only the destabilization. Thus. WC ronchnlv that for the Loroiilnl mode
there is no significant. reduction of the ion temperature grmlicnt (lrivcn transport from
temperature anisotropy.
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EFFECT OF LHCD 0N TEARING MODE INSTABILITY

Z.M.SHENG', N.XIANG. fiYl’i]

Institute of Plasma Physics. Academia Sinica (ASIPP)
Hefet. 230031 The People's Republic of China

Abstract Effect of LHCD on tearing mode instability is investigated through both
kinetic and MHD approaches. In linear kinetic theory. the responcc of the fast
electrons driven by LHCD to tearing mode perpurbations results in reductions of both
the growth rate and the width of the periurbative layer of tearing mode in collisional as
well as semi-collisional regimes. From MHD theory and LHCD simulation in tokamak
geometry. it is shown that LHCD leads to both modification of the current profile and

outward shift of the rational surfaces and hence to variation of A' of tearing mode. Mostly
LHCD plays a stabilizing role against tearing modes. However under some conditions
considered in this paper. LHCD can stabilize tearing modes in higher-qta) plasma while
destabilize it in lower—a) case. which is in a qualitative agreement with some
experimental observations. These studies indicate that the whole scenario of the effect
of LHCD on tearing mode instability depends on the combined and/or competitive
effects of the two aspects mensioned above.

1. INTRODUCTION

LHCD now is believed to be one of the most promising ways in carrying
out the continuous operation of lokamak.[i] it has been studled that LH wave can
not only be applied to drive current but also to tailor the current profile of
plasma so as to actively control plasma performence. 6.2,. MHD perturbations. by
properly setting both wave and plasma parameters.[2] Experiments showed that
the MHD behavior of plasma in case of LHCD is different from those of purely
ohmic discharge. Among them, it was reported on Pctula-BlS] and HTAGMM] that
the amplitute of Mimov scillations was significantly reduced in LHCD ramp case,
It is interesting to note that on PLT[5] and “IT-SIG] LHCD leads to suppression

‘Present address: Shanghai insiituie of Optics and Fine Machinaiy. Academia
Sinica. Shanghai. The People's Republic of China.
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of m=2 oscillations in higher-qa case while it can excit m=2 disturbance in

lower—qa case.

in this paper the effect of LHCD on tearing mode instability is

investigated in both kinetic and Mi—iD approaches. The responce of the LH

wave—driven fast electrons to the perturbations results in stabilization under

some conditions. which will be studied in a frame of linear kinetic theory. From

MI—iD theory and LHCD simulation in tokamak geometry it is expected that both

the tailoring of the current profile and the shifting of the rational surfaces by

LHCD will vary A' of tearing modes. We think that the whole scenario should be

the combined and/or the competitive effects of these two aspects.

2. LINEAR KINETIC THEORY

By solving the electron‘s Fokker—Planck equation with inclusion of both
quasilinear diffusion term and perturbative term, the dispersion in collisional

regime is deduced to bc[7]

m (mu—wit) it /i‘= it] m
where

r. = [A'ft rtii/miifitfifl‘yrm EYE, )\\=dl (' -“‘s) t“)
ifMl ‘mR/w ” “WT/N) + MU‘WT/m‘ (”fl/w)»

“[5:41taz/Clrl, Tr “/9; , ate-1860?, «last: amnion/g,

d3:_|.2(i—.51;Pt)/5) Mc-Is“IoIN/[Hhsuobofizgfiluols(f\-}2lo)], t9)

J=l—.54i)i\+.45fip‘2/luh Pi: iii/veg, flz=hlUM/Ve‘u,
3=,-1.m}1.~ Lolifi‘z-i Mum/F, + 1.75»; nuapt/fi‘z,

urn/W, 3~=3r§ W/emUmeluol, eJ=.u3u1:N/(l+l.gu.oo) ’“ "3

the solution can bf? written as
~é

y: rc/(Jitii'EJ) (a)
.4

A =Ac/C-‘i8 + 63)
In semi~coiiisional regime. the dispersion is obtained to be
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{Him—NEH kt; /4m'. k3) JP: 12 (:1 ’iAI/tflhw W
1

with figi=lmffilufiu ’1 the resistivity of plasma. A stabilizing effect of LHCD on

tearing mode instability is clearly shown. It is noted that A“ in kinetic theory is

assumed to be known and should reflect the modification of current profile by

LHCD. This will be obtained from MHD calculation.

3. MHD CAIXJUIATION AND LHCD SIMUIATION IN TOKAMAK

The tearing mode equation applied is

LL a cs)-—(r 8,) - [m ] 3r“
B?o((l‘bg/Tn)

with A" EEK: /Br(15) (L)

where jto(r). Bp0(r) and qtr) are unperturbed. In our calculation, 3/1. 2/1 and

3/2 modes are taken into account. LHCD is simulated by calculating wave ray

tracing. power spectrum shift, power absorption and driven current profile in

tokamak geometry The total current is assumed to be the sum of the ohmic and

LH-driven ones. The results show that in most of the cases considered. LHCD has

a stabilizing effect on tearing mode in a sence that A’ in LHCD ramp case is lower

than its value in purely ohmic case. However. as listed in TABLE 1, for plasma

with lower qa value and the chosen wave parameters LHCD leads to an increase in

A' value, which means that tearing modes are deslabilized due to the existance of

LHCD. This result is in a qualitative agreement with experimental observations.

The whole scenario of the effect of LHCD on tearing mode instability depends on

the combination and/or the competition of both the kinetic and MHD aspects as

well as their nonlinear effects.

TABLE 1‘ EFFECT OF LHCD ON TEARING MODE WITH PLASMA PARAMETERS

OF R=i65m_ a=.2m, BFBKG, nco=8‘lOmcm‘°

qfl f]h(GHz) lltA} 3/2 mode 2/1 mode 3/1 mode

8.2 1.5 20 stabilized stabilized stabilized

11.1 1.5 45 destabilized destabilized destabilized
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MAGNETIC RECONNECTION IN COLLISIONLESS PLASMAS

B. Coppi and P. Detragiache

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139, U.S.A.

and
Diportinzento di Energetics, Politecnico di Torina

Torina, 10129, Italy

Introduction. We reconsider here the problem of plasma global modes with (princi—
pal) poloidal wave number m : 1 in the collisionless regime1“5, since they may be relevant
to the crash phase (internal disruption) of sawtooth oscillations in the high temperature,
relatively low density regimes characteristic of the JET experiment. In fact7 the growth
rate 7 of the collisionless mode in the relevant regime has the basic scaling '7 oc Tl/Z/nl/z,
so that 7/z/ei rx Tz/ns/z’ where 1/8.- is the collision frequency.

Mode equations. \Ve refer to a periodic cylindrical plasma configuration (in order to
simulate a toroidal one) with magnetic field B = Bb : Bz(7')ez + B9(7‘)eg and B; > B9.
We consider perturbations of the form X" = X(r)c.rp(—iwt + 1'0 — Zeta/L), where L is
the lenght of the cylinder. The surface r : r3, where bV}? = 0 corresponds to q(7‘) =
Bzrs/(BgL/Zn‘) = 1, and we introduce the scalar and vector potentials fl = 7V$+i/r,
f} : V x A. In a narrow region of width 6;; about the 1‘ : r3 surface, the marginal ideal
.MHD approximation breaks down, and new equations are needed in order to describe the
mode rapid variation inside this region. “’9 assume that this region can be treated as a
plane geometry (although we observe that toroidal effects may in fact be important) and
take 1“” : fibVZn}? :1 f/Ls, with a: = (r erg/1‘5 and L;1 : dq/dr(Bg/Bz) lr=m' In
the region 6R, E“ = —ik[|($ +iw1iH/c 75 0 and reconnection is allowed to take place. The
relevant equations are quasiineutrality and the parallel component of Ainpere’s law7 with
the perturbed plasma density and current computed from the Vlasov equation for each
plasma species. Neglecting the ion current we obtain=
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PEN“) (:1‘1” E135) : fTI (H1115, )13i/51)) (1.2)
13"

“'1‘ have 11111'1511111'1‘11 1111: 1.1111111111i1's 1:1 E Nil/T — 1'51/21 "11' E ' ._TH/11'T) E 1901/1373).
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<><>
A ‘ 2 A

Tab—(pg) H-‘(b.>2<k> (5—2)
i.e. a differential equation in :1:—space and an algebraic relation in k—space.

Pade approximant. The use of a Pade approximant for the function H 1 of the
f011n H 1 2’ HP1 4_~1/(b ho) l/hDO (ho E T+w,c(1+ni)/w, 1200:. T «rune/w)
that gives the cor1ect asymptotic form of H '1 for both small and large values of 31, was
introduced in [7] in the context of a collisional model for the electron dynamics. By using
this approximant in (5) we obtain,

32d 1 ix _L’13_2(/ )+'r #0 (6)
pad—1 P—e(g‘e)— 11:3 dz 3:2 X X00 hoX_

i.e. a second order inhomogeneous ordinary differential equation.

Numerical solution. We have solved Eq.(6) numerically for X00 = 0 and 63" = 0.
We notice that these are realistic conditions for JET, since |/\H| < 2)} and ( as can be
verified a 11051511011) 7 > w“. Then the mode is purely growing with a growth rate whose
numerical value is well approximated by,

7211,13. (1+0.28(1+l)1/23—5) : L—1,,(1/ d +028c/\Dc(1+%)1/2> (7)
T ‘ c

for fificc < 10 and with SD. : 7:5/(47rn22/T )1/2. Thus in the realistic case of
fig; /11 > 1 ( Zia/d: 3.5 foi JET ) there is an enhancement of the g1owth rate with
1espect to the case x/Zps/(I < 1 discussed 1n [2]. However this enhancement is different
floin that found 111 [3,4] by asymptotic methods.

Equation in k~space. In the case 1316 = 0 and, more generally, for aperiodical
modes for which Re(w) >> 7, it is possible to use the following Pade approximant for the
function P£“1((C), 1:":1 ~ 138—1 = Gag/(170%.)2 — 1/1700, Where P0 = 1 —GN(1 + 7]C)/G
and ])00 = 1 — (BM/[5. V\e notice. that the functional fo11n of P:P is the same as that of
HE]. Then, substituting PE—P in Eq.( 5- 1) and working 1n 11-space, it is possible to reduce
the system (5) to a second o1der difie1ential equation. The good dependent variable 15 in
this (also the (normalized)parallel current J E Ill/(—enVA), which is related to X through
I — p32((1.1:/ )(I\/d.r. \Ve obtain
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AL, (I 1 1 (1.7 ‘1... T . 1 f—o (8)
”a (/1 Jim-5,) p... (11- ” .0 T 1'2 ' _

and the boundary condition for .l(l') for small I; is,

‘ 1/2 . A7 A? 3 21 97ml); 1:“ [In l: . ‘ l“
J(l') ~ (g) #5- [—T—<,\11?agnl — 3—) *1] (9)

We notice that. Eq.(8) is similar in form to the equation discussed in [7].

Final remarks. “"0 have shown how the 1119c equations for eollisionless m : 1
modes depend upon two functions FAQ.) and Hlllg). By using; 11 Pride amiroxiniant for
ei‘rher H71 or Pf], the mode equations (5) Simplify considerably. in 1-5m in the first
case and in l‘ispace in The latter case. This symmetry between :rrspace and Ic—space becomes
even more pronounced when 11 Pride approximant is used for both H~ ' . 17:1. Then Eq.(6)
for \m : U and Eq.(8) can both be solved analytieally by means of the double matching
procedure outlined in [T].

This work was supported in part. by the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (APL Cone
tract. 602220—0) and in part by the Assmintion for the Scientific and Technological Devel—
opment of Piedmont.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELS DISPLAYING THE GROSS FEATURES OF
Sawtooth Oscillations in Tokamaks

F A Haas and A Thyagaraja

AEA Fusion, Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 30B, UK
(Euratorn/UKAEA Fusion Association)

Introduction

There is at present no completely satisfactory theory of sawteeth in tokamaks. Al
though the simulations of DENTON et a1 (1986) and AYDEMIR et al (1989) capture
some of the periodicity properties, they do not show the partial reconnection currently
observed in experiments. In what is a very complicated physical situation it would seem
useful, therefore, to investigate the simplest possible model set of equations which illus—
trate the gross temporal features of sawteeth.

A Nonlinear Dynamical Model

Periodic behaviour of dynamical systems suggests that at most two dynamical vari-
ables and an autonomous nonlinear set of equations coupling the time evolution of these
variables are involved. We consider the central temperature perturbation TU], 13) suitably
normalised and some non»dimensional turbulence amplitude (for example, the magnetic
fluctuations) as our basic dynamical variables y(t) and a:(t),respectively. Restricting
ourselves to an investigation of the time-evolution of sawteeth, we assume y(t) and a(t)
to be governed by the pair of nonlinear differential equations

dy F 2 J_T5] — 1 — AI .fy(t) (1)

3—": = My —1)m(x,u+ Mt), (2)
where T, is a time scale characteristic of the equilibrium properties and /\ is a non—
dimensional constant large compared with unity. Possible physical interpretations of
x\ and T, will shortly be made clear. The quantities fy(t) and f3(t) are Langevin—
type “noise" functions. The function ¢(x,,\) enables us to consider two simple, but

11%;. The reason for the second more
sophisticated choice of (:5 will become apparent later. Equation (1) represents energy
balance with confinement degradation in response to turbulence, while equation (2)
represents the dynamic relationship between the plasma internal energy (temperature)
and magnetic turbulence. Although the equations look rather special and involve a
single non-dimensional parameter A (r, can be removed by non-dimensionalising time

different heuristic choices, namely (1') = l and a =



using; 1/75), many other. apparently more general equations can be reduced to this form.
The above equations appear to represent a canonical form for a class of equations with
very similar dynamical behaviour (ie lead to sa\\'tootl1»lil<e periodic time series).

It is immediately clear that for the noiseh‘ee case the system has a unique steady
solution‘ 3/ E 1,.1' E 1—. Furthermore. it is straightforward to show that this solution is
a stable centre. in the-phase plane. A further important property of the above system
is that if r is non-negative at t : 0, it must remain so for all I. [t is also possible to
demonstrate that the above equations possess an exact constant of the motion. 1(I). For
the case (f) : 1‘

1n) lll
., 2

(y~1)" E —\—[n.r +12. (3)

The fact that 5:;7] : for all 1, together with the assumed largeness of ,\‘ enables us to

integrate equations (1) and ('2) in terms of rum—elementary integrals and also obtain a.
complete qualitative description of the motion for initial conditions such that. 11(0) : 0
and 1(0) = any small positive number. This is insightful because it allows us to attach
physical interpretations to the [flal‘iilllti‘tfi'l‘s ,\ and 7'3. Thus we lind that for (t : L

7l'rmh _. (‘71 ’\

e T‘ “JTperind

I“ /\
T|I<'1'iod : 3TH- {l + 7: } ~ (5)

The quantity T5 is typically of the order of the period (and of course to that of the ramp
phase); ,\ is seen to control the ratio Tu.‘,_,;,,/Tp..rimi. As we shall see the estimates obtained

and that

for Tcmh and TIM“; from these formula? agree very well with the subsequent numerical
2\ "work. Very similar formula) can be derived for the case (,3) : ,. In fact it turns out

1+i\.1"

to be, much simpler to proceed numerically.

Numerical Examples

The above equations have been numerically integrated taking the tinnystep A! to
be 0.1 as, and with the initial conditions i/(O) : U and 1(0) ~ CN])(—/\). It has been
found that the most significant noise cllet'ts arise from (‘1. and so in the results presented

here, [,1 E 0. lt is convenient to represent f]. by the harmonic. form fcoswl‘ where the

amplitude f and frequently u) are to be varied. For given or. we take the ratio f/wrs to
be a measure of the noise level,

\Vith this form for (f) we have carried out a wide ranging set of runs with different
Tj,/\ and noise levels. Thus, for example‘ we have investigated the case T3 : 81115,,\ =

100,u)7'5 = 200, for the range of noise level f/uJTs : 10—10 (noise free) to 1.0. The
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first figure shows the temporal behaviour of 10+y(t) (Fig 1a) and X(t)(E 12(0) (Fig 1b)
for f/wr, = 10'“). We see that the quantity 10 + y(t) (normalised so that yum = 2.0)
shows the characteristic sawtooth waveform, with a period of order 16ms; we note that
this is in good agreement with the value given by equation (5). The variable X(t) is seen
to be very small during the ramp phase, and to show a 6-function like behaviour during
the crash. The crash time, as estimated from equation (4) (Term, 2 730m), is also in
good agreement with the calculation. As the noise level is increased the period and
amplitude decrease continuously. An abrupt “transition” occurs when f/wr, is in the
range 10'2 ~10”. Further increase of f/wr, leads to the disappearance of the sawteeth.
The variable y is now essentially constant with a superimposed fine scale fast oscillation
of frequency w.

(b)¢=.—1%

The simple heuristic model discussed above has two aspects which are unsatisfactory.
Firstly, following the crash, the ‘turbulence’ amplitude in the ensuing ramp phase is at a
level which is insignificantly small compared to that expected to occur in an experiment.
In other words, 1(1) has a magnitude which is insignificant compared to the ‘natural’
noise/magnetic fluctuation amplitude. Secondly, as constructed, the o = 1 model is
symmetric about y = 1. That is, the growth rate for y > 1 and the decay rate for y < 1,
are of the same magnitude. This would seem to be a very implausible property of the
model. In order to remove these two aspects of the simple model, we have investigated a
second heuristic choice for <15, namely, q5 = $712,. For conditions identical with the 45 = 1
case (T, = 8.0ms,/\ = 100,w1', : 200), as f/wr, is varied from 10—10 to 0.05 there is
almost no change in the period or amplitude of the sawtooth. Hence this model is more
robust to noise than the previous one. As f/w-r, is varied from 0.05 to 0.16, however,
significant changes in the solution are observed. The period lengthens, the amplitude
at the crash falls, and the variable I exhibits the driving noise. Figs 2 and 3 clearly
indicate these features. Finally, completely stable behaviour is obtained (see Fig 4) - a
result reminiscent of the ‘monster’ seen in JET. Note that the line plotted in Fig 4b is
actually the envelope of very rapid oscillations between 0 and 0.02.

Conclusions

We have established that a very simple pair of non-linear differential equations are
able to reproduce the periodic behaviour of sawteeth. The two variables play the role of
internal energy (temperature) and magnetic turbulence. If the noise level is increased
beyond a sufficiently large value then the period lengthens and the amplitude falls, and
eventually a ‘monster’ - like solution is obtained.

Aydemir, A Y et al Phys. Fluids B1, 774 (1989).
Denton, R E et a] Phys.Rev. Letts 56, 2477 (1986)
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SAWTEETH STABILIZATION
BY ENERGETIC TRAPPED IONS

Samain A., Edery, D., Garbet, X., Roubin, I.-P.
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Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Cadarache B.P. n °I
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ABSTRACT AND INTRODUCTION

The analysis of a possible stabilization of sawteeth by a population of energetic ions is

performed by using the Lagrangian of the electromagnetic perturbation. It is shown that the
trapped component of such a population has a small influence (of order (l-q)2 in the limit
m/md —) 0) compared to that of the passing component. The stabilization threshold is calculated
assuming a non linear regime in the q=1 resonant layer. The energetic population must create a
stable tearing structure (A‘=0) if the average curvature effect on thermal particles in the layer is
small. However, this effect decreases the actual threshold.

1. ELECTROMAGNETIC LAGRANGIAN FOR ENERGETIC PARTICLES

The mode is described by potentials (5U,5A) = (U(x),A(x)) exp(—i0)t) + c.c., to which

each particle species 5 responds by the current and charge density j(x),p(x). The Maxwell
equations are equivalent to state that the gauge invariant functionnal:

L‘Ut'A*;U’A) = Lvacuum+ 2 Ls ;
s

L’Vacuum = ' Ella-J4 d3X Irgt A|2+ EDI d3x|1wA -VU|2

L5 = I d3x ( jA‘—pu‘) (1)
is extremum in U*.A*. The functional Ls is simply related to the integral i d3x d3p f-h where
f(X,p) and h(x.p) = e(U - Av”) are the perturbations of the distribution function and of the

hamiltonian. A standard expression for L: is derived by expressing the Vlasov equation relating
f to h in angular action space [1]. This itinerary leads to more flexible and more precise forms
of L5 than the extension of the MHD energy principle [2] using the gauge (U=O, A=§xB0),
leading to L5 = — i d3x (j x B0).§* where j x B0 is related to the pressure tensor perturbation.
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We apply the variational principle (1) to the study of the mode triggering the sawteeth,

exhibiting Nmmidafil and a MHD structure outside a resonant layer on the surface r=r1, where

qzl. The stabilization of this mode by a species s:t-1 of hot ions requires that the contribution

LH balances the destabilizing terms in Lllh‘l‘mfll’ namely the tearing temi (cc aj/ar) and the

interchange term (a: Dp/Br) in the MHD region. We dispose of a general expression for L“

applicable for A parallel to BO:

. tug—F + N—ai
L.= d31d3 Aa—F 2 ———H 7W 2 2

H J \ p [ afle Ul i“? (upcoo-Na),p Ihpl } H

where FtttJ—lgi‘il) is the unperturbed distribution function (tt=v_2/2B. I~l:mv2/2, :M'sQ),

(1)0(tt,H,fM) and (nq,(tt,H,5\{) are the time average poloidal and toroidal frequencies (for trapped

particles (00 is the bounce frequency and U)LP=0)d is the banana precession frequency). The

subscript p indicates the Fourier component exp i(p6 +t ) along the angular variables for the

poloidal and toroidal motion (such that dt8*,q)*)/dt = (09,,p ; for trapped particles 6‘ is the phase

of the bounce motion and (9‘ z (p - qB ). A more specific expression for LH is applicable under

the MHD constraint: imA - VI/U:{)

Lt! = Lint + cs

2 k

_ 3 3 6,3_F VUX‘EQ. .L,,,,_ Refdxdpmzam B02 vw)(t7u val)
9F + Ni

7 (”3—H— BM
m-m—wcs: 2 J d3Xd3pc—2“

P (J)
l<t-VU),)I“

where VGi is the curvature drift velocity and ‘l’ the poloidal flux. The functional l accounts

for the traditional interchange MHD effects, while the functional s reflects the toroidal

magnetic pumping effect by the mode [3]. For a) in the thermal diamagnetic range of frequency,

the leading term for trapped particles in LmS is the term p=0, for which the resonant

denominator m-pwe—N0)¢ reduces to the small value oed. For a) -N(nd = (Dd, a stabilizing role

may be played by this term if it is dominant compared to Ln“ [4,5,6]. This is the case if the

energetic ion population contains the same number of passing and trapped particles, because the

compensation of the unfavorable and favorable curvature then lowers the value of Lu“. Then,

it is very important to notice that we have L“ z L,c5 proportional to IUIZ/w2 quasi

independently of the value of (l-q) in the domain r<r(q=1). In view of the MHD constraint

iouA = V/yU = ((1-q)/R) U, the functional LH is proportional to lA'Z/(l—q)2 and dominates the

tearing and thermal interchange effects (proportional to lAl2 and lA|2/(1—q) respectively) at low

(l-q). However, in the experimentally important limit (.0 << cod, if the energetic population
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consists of trapped particles only, the value of LH may be derived from (2) in the limit

(VI/U = imA, co —> 0 ) and therefore

I.” = I d3x d3p Z ——N aF/BM |e2(Av//)p|2
P ‘P‘Db'd

clearly independent of (l-q) for given A. It may be shown that in this case LH is proportional to

IAI2 instead of IAlz/(l—q)2. For co << (ad, the influence of the topology (trapped or passing) of

the energetic particles on the stabilization efficiency provides an important experimental check

of the model.

II. STABILIZATION THRESHOLDS

By combining L“ with Lvmum and mmflin the MHD domain. and forming the Euler
variational equations, one obtains the mode structure and the contribution LMHD. We

essentially assume in what follows a tearing structure, i.e., a non cancelling component

A(r)exp i((p - 9) of the potential A(x). We may then write:

LMHD = ”go A’ A(r1)A*(r]) ; 5=2nR 2a (3)
where A‘ is the usual jump across the surface r=r1. Neglecting toroidal and thermal pressure

effects, we have A‘ = + co in the absence of hot particles, meaning that the mode is strongly

unstable as a tearing mode, while it is marginally unstable under the MHD constraint in the

layer A(r1)=0. The energetic ions introduce a finite value of l/A', which, in the typical case of

an isotropic pressure profile pH:pHO for r<rH<rl and pH=O for r>rH, is given by [6]:

l— : 1 BHBCrit
. 2 “

A H S1 Bari! ‘ BH

e _ 2 1/2 3/2 2 2
where [3H — Pno (lilo/B )R r“ /2r3 , sl=(dLog q/dLog r) and Bet-u: (l—qO) /G(rH)

with G(r) = (1 - rz/rlzf1 ~ L0g| l-rZ/rlzi — 1/2. The toroidal and thermal pressure effects in the

MHD bulk also play a role in the value of A‘. For small l/A‘ (l/A'<<r1), one may write:

1 l l

A, AvH A'lhermal
(4)

where A‘mcrmal is related to the MHD energy 56/ {32 given in [7]:

A 2
2

1 5W ”0R 3 r1 1'1 2 2
= __ = _ — — (1_ )__( - )

A'lhcrmal 5r12512B2 2 517- qo R7. Bpol Bar

where Bpol refers to the pressure difference within r=r1 and [3cI z0.4.
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The contribution Llayu of the resonant layer to the functional (1), calculated in a non

linear island regime, involves the Rutherford currents proportional to the mode growth rate Y

and the stabilizing interchange effects due to the average Curvature within the layer proportional

to Eli/Er [8].

i’tnycr : i< 0: 5151 Y’l’ gig)?! (151101 + 151)) A(TOAXl’I-l) (5)

where 5151 is the half island width. Expressing that LMHD + Liam derived from (3) (4) (5) is an

extremum in Agtrl) provides the value of 7. If one neglects the average curvature term

(or. MSW/8r) in (5), one obtains y = 0 for A‘ : A'H : 0. i.e. B” = 15cm [6]. On the other hand.

retaining that term in the limit 5M a 0, one obtains Y = O for A'=oo. For l/A‘H <<rl,

i.e. 6H <<l3mh this means that stabilization is achieved for l/A'H =11 1311/ s12 = ‘l/A'ummmt

which is essentially the condition given in [4],[5]. In fact for small islands, further important

effects linked to the transverse diffusion of particles contribute to the value of L133.“ . These

effects first produces an imaginary term proportional to (CD—(0*), whose cancellation imposes

that the mode frequency is of order of the thermal diamagnetic frequencies (ox. On the other

hand, if 5151 < 5C, 2 (D/co)H2
destabilizing tenn

8T. ‘ 2 *
5—0( 1.5 3—25; BMRZ (TD?) ) [\(r1)A (rl) superimposes in Liam [91.

l isl

Therefore, the average curvature effect in the layer can only stabilize the mode for 5151 > on. In

. where D is the transverse particle diffusion coefficient, a large

these conditions, the stabilization threshold is given by the expression:

L ___1_ _ 1 . _ ifl-% LiA,“ + A' — where A layer — — 51 5” Hr (Bpol + 2)
thermal A layer

Even for small ratios 56‘. / r1, the stabilization threshold may be determined by A'luyfl rather

than by A'mcrmal. The observed stabilization thresholds could in fact give an useful information

on the stabilizing or destabilizing effects taking place (with a divergent stueture be 1/5.“) near

the resonant layer of the tearing modes.
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I. Introduction. The effect of parallel compressibility on the stability
of resistive ballooning mode and of the m=1 internal kink mode in
collisionality regimes appropriate to present day tokamak experiments has
been recently investigated[l-3]. As resistive instabilities are described
by a two spatial scale structure in toroidal geometry. the effect of
compressibility can be defined either with reference to the short scale.
of the order of the connection length qR. with q being the safety factor
and R being the major radius. or with reference to the long scale
associated to the radial localization of the mode. We are interested to
the case in which compressibility effects manifest only on the connection
length scale. a situation which occurs if the frequency of the mode w is

comparable with the ion transit frequency mu= vti/qR or with the ion

bounce frequency mm=(e/2)1/Zmfi.but w is still larger than the transit

frequency over the long scale m))k” vti,with vti being the ion thermal
velocity. In this limit the relevant physical effect is the ion transit
and bounce resonances[2].
The effect of the mti resonance has been investigated in Refs.[l.3].

The purpose of the present work is twofold: first we want to analyze the
effects of ion bounce resonance on resistive ballooning modes in tokamak
plasmas; second we want to discuss the effect of the transit resonances
on the m=1 internal kink mode with particular regard to the effect of the

external region. The effect of the wbi resonance in the layer has been
discussed in Ref.[4].

II.The Resistive Ballooning mode. The optimal ordering scheme is similar
to that assumed in Ref [1]. The first condition to be imposed is the mbi

resonance w==mbi. Next we balance inertia and line bending yielding m=

myfitfihere mA=vAlqR. VA is the Alfven velocity. andx is the extended
poloidal variable in the ballooning representation. This yieldsx=5’1with
the expansion smallness parameterfi being formally ordered as 81/2
(B=8nnT/BZ). The ion Larmor radius is ordered according to the
requirement that inertia and normal curvature are of the same order
(kipi)2= wDym. or. after using the previous conditions. kapi=EL
Therefore. we have kipizfi. and we can neglect finite ion Larmor radius

corrections. Note also that ”Dv/w=5- with m being the geodesic
curvature term. Therefore. at the lowest order. the bounce resonance is

+)ENEA student
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not affected by the mpterm. Within the proposed orderings. the

diamagnetic drift effects are important for Lp/R=52=B,with Lp‘la1Vp/pL

which is consistent with the choice of a high-Bequilihrium. Ion

collisionality. meanwhile, is chosen to satisfy the banana condition

viflmbi=5.1n order to simplify the analysis. we also assume the electrons

in the Pfirsch -Schluter collisionality regime veflmteefi'l.The above

ordering then allows us to retain the simplest form of Ohm's law. Next we

impose the strongly collisional ordering (kHVte)2/(0Vei)=52 oruflmte=fi

Following Ref.1 the stability of modes driven by free energy in the
ideal region is described by the following equation

1 ELL/2] _1
74‘ 1/2

3 5 1/2 3 1/3
1 [Q0 +L2/4] {3k Qo ‘ [12]

3 [Oi +L/2J 3l4=AB 3— (1)I s an 1Z l/2 +3. { Q0 +1.2 /4

(Q: +L2/ 4]

where Q='i(D/(Do, Q03=Q2Qi'QQ3, Qi=‘i((1)-(D-i)/(DD, m-i=m-ni(l+ni) . ni=Ln/LT-

m- =cTi /(eBLnr ), Ln'1=Vn/n. L '1=VT/T, A' is the ratio between theni s T 3

large and the small solution of the equation in the ideal region and S is
the magnetic Reynolds number. The quantity L[S] is related to the long

mean free path ordering. In addition, mo [(c2nHlZ<JBZ>’lm<JB2 /|Vw2D)

/énmun<JB2/!Vq42)<31Vu42/B2>/(v'>2]1/3, where l is the toroidal mode number,

n“ is the parallel resistivity and J, v'anlwP are equilibrium
quantities [1]. Kinetic effects are contained in Q3 which is defined in

Ref.l. For a low-Bcircular flux surface equilibrium the quantity Q3 is

given by

my 2 m—m* . 01* _
:..__L4 “1 .31. - ___EL .31.Q (00 q 0, G°(‘°bi) mi 0, G1<mbi) (2)

with Go(x)= x6Z(x)+x(x"+O.5x2+3/4). 61(x)=(x871.5x6)z(x)+ x(x6+o.5x4+o.75x2+
15/8) and Z(x) is the plasma dispersion function. The solution of Eq.(l)

are acceptable if Re([L/2+(QO3+L2/4)1/21/Q)>O.
Looking at the limit 003 (L2/4. from Eq.(l) we have always three unstable

modes with growth rate
/15

5
’2 m. 2 V

L3 2(___x»:/ 2) [ b1] A'Bil] elk n/ 15 (3)
1/2 5' qz
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with k=-3.1.7. if |Q|>)o)-/wo, and five unstable modes with growth rate

2/13
[22(e___/221) mo fi .: i2nk/13

41:1/32r512‘ — (1) AB S e (4)
(”:2 o

with k=O.8,i6.-é and m-2=m-n1(l-1.51]i). in the opposite limit. Note that

these modes are very weakly dependent on A'B,Yf—*A’E 0‘1.

III. The m'l Internal kink mode. Following Ref.6. the hot ion component is
described by the gyrokinetic formalism. The optimal ordering for the hot

ion temperature is Th/Ti~5'2 and Bh/B1=E, with €=a/R(l. a being the minor

radius and Bj=81ij/B2. Such a choice implies nh/ni“£3 and overall charge
neutrality can be assumed. Therefore. at the lowest order. the plasma is
described by the usual one fluid ideal MHD equations.

The compressional effects of the bulk ions are retained through the
solution of the drift kinetic equation. Looking for competition between
hot magnetic drift resonance and diamagnetic effects. we order the

frequencies as mew-i=wdh. This requires £p=LPIR~TilTh-€2. The condition of

mbi resonance yields m=mbi or kepi=€2. Finally. we balance inertia and

line bending on the scale of the layer. which yields kllzflil/Z/R. Note that

with the present ordering. ki<l on the scale of the layer.
Following the usual variational approach we can derive the following

general dispersion relation

. 2-15 {mun—co”) / mA} +5wc +5WMHD.h +5wkh +5wki -0 (5)

where mA:vA/(31/ZR) and s:rq'/q at r=r5 is the shear. Note that the layer
physiscs is described by the usual fluid approximation. A slowing down
model with a single pitch angle is considered here for the hot ion

distribution function. In this case. the hot particle kinetic term Swim

can be modeled as [6] fiwkh=(Bh/E)(w/wdm)ln(l-mdm/u)) with Oldm being the

magnetic drift frequency at the maximum energy. The term 5WMHD.11[7]
accounts for the effect of the hot particles on the ideal MHD energy of
the bulk plasma SWC [8] and. for the sake of simplicity, will be neglected
in the following. Finally, the term 5Wki accounts for the kinetic
contribution in the external region. For mbi<m<mti. we have

(9—0) . 11,0) ,2 r r *m m 1 *m (05W,=——VI——d——F ——_F———— (5k1 3B, rs [n91 mu. {cog} u)li {mufl )

with FO(X)=(X4+1.5x2+1)Z(x)+x(x2+2). F1(x)=(x5+x4+7/4x2+l.5)Z(x)+x(x4+
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1.5X2+3). Upon retaining the contribution of the resonant ions. Eq.(6)

yields ki~-ifii(4n/9)1/2(w-<co~>)hum. with (m'>=ZI(rdr/r52)m'i(l+l.5T[-1).
The effect of the bulk ion resonances is equivalent to the effect of

parallel viscosity and it is stabilizing for m>><m'>.Such a term is

formally similar to the inertia term and smaller by a factorBil/Z. For
mbi<mdm<mti- the fishbone threshold t(f) is larger than the internal
kink threshold [Shaun—Es mdm/(nmA) [a]

1/2k
B“) =B()[1+[4EB./2752) ] (7)
he he I

For wfiwbi, the quantity 5Wki is associated to the trapped ion response.

The resonant ions yield, for m>>m'. Bwkis-iBi(4n/9)l/2 (w/mti)(m/wbi)0.
The effect is again stabilizing and the threshold assumes intermediate
values between t(k] and fihc(f)

IV.Conclusions.The stability of resistive ballooning modes has been
investigated. in the long mean free path regime. by including the effect

of the mbiresonance. The resulting unstable modes are very weakly

dependent on A3. The effect of the transit and bounce resonance in the

external region on the m=l internal kink mode has been also analyzed. The
contribution is stabilizing. yielding an increase of the high frequency

fishbone mode threshold by a factor (1+B11/2) for whiswdm<wti~ Therefore.
under this condition. a stable operating domain exists for t(k)£
Bhgfihc(f)-
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Progress in achieving a physics—based understanding of anomalous transport in
toroidal systems has come in large part from investigations based on the proposition
that low frequency electrostatic microinstabilities are dominant in the bulk (“confine-
ment”) region of these plasmas. Although the presence here of driftitype modes de-
pendent on trapped particle and ion temperature gradient driven effects appears to be
consistent with a number of important observed confinement trends, conventional esti»
mates for these instabilities cannot account for the strong current (1p) and /or q—scaling
frequently found in empirically deduced global energy confinement times for auxiliary—
heated discharges. The present paper deals with linear physics features, ignored in
simpler estimates, which could introduce an appreciable local dependence on current.
In addition, the dependence of the linear and quasilinear properties of the instability
on the electron and ion temperatures is examined.

A comprehensive kinetic code[1] is used to calculate the linear eigenfrequencies
and eigenfunctions of highsn tokamak instabilities, such as toroidal drift modes. This
analysis is applied to specific cases obtained from TFTR experimental data. An im-
portant issue investigated deals with possible current scaling associated with microin-
stabilities, i.c., dependence on q“, and thus on plasma current. On a particular mag
netic surface, the mode eigenfrequency depends on q and 3 E (r/q)dq/d7‘ partially
through the orbit averaged trapped electron magnetic precession frequency given by
(.052) E w.e(Tne/R)(E/TE)G(K) and partially through the circulating particle transit
frequency, (1);, E vj/qR, and the corresponding trapped particle bounce frequency,

at E (r/R)‘/2w.j- Here, n s {[1 + {1 — [(vu/v)2]Bo/B(0)}(Ii/1')]/2}1/2 is a pitch-
angle variable that goes from zero for deeply trapped particles to one for barely trapped
particles. The variation of G'(rc) with q, E q(a), and therefore with the local q and 3,
is illustrated in Fig. 1 in various representative equilibrium scenarios where the total
plasma current (and therefore, qa E azB/IPR) is changed. It is obvious that the high
current (low qa and corresponding low 3) cases give the smallest values for Gm, (the av-
erage of G(Ic) over K). The strength of the collisionless trapped electron mode (CTEM)
depends sensitively on the factor G which in turn can have a significant dependence
on current via the local q and a With respect to the ion Landau damping, the effect
obviously becomes stronger as the ion bounce (£15,) and transit frequencies (Cm) ap-
proach the eigenmode frequency (w). This favorable influence on to clearly improves as
1,, increases since L3,,- and :25, (both o< l/q) would correspondingly increase toward w.

Up to this point, the arguments given for the presence of a current dependence
in the CTEM have been primarily qualitative. In order to demonstrate this quantita-
tively, comprehensive linear eigenmode calculations have been carried out numerically.
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32
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Fig. 1: Plot of the G-factor from the trapped—particle precession frequency
as a function of the velocity~space pitch-angle variable re.

The comprehensive codem employed provides solutions to the appropriate toroidal
eigenmode equation without any frequency expansions. Thus, the precession reso-
nances as well as the ion bounce and transit resonances are all evaluated without
approximations. The usual ballooning formalism is employed, so that the calcula—
tions are local to a single, chosen magnetic surface. This stability analysis is interfaced
with self—consistent, numerically computed MHD equilibria. in studyin the possi-
ble dependence on current, the (JET) profile is varied by changing (1(a) fie. chang-
ing the total plasma current) at 1xed q(0) with intermediate q(r) values scaling as
can) : {[qmla) , q(0)l/[qom(a) — 9(0)l}[qoid(r) — q(0)l + q(0)- A nuncrical MHD
equilibrium is recomputed for each new q(r) profile, and the corresponding growth rate,
7, is then maximized over 139.

For the trappedelectromm-type instabilities, the linear growth rate is found to
be strongly reduced as q“ is decreased from intermediate (~ 6 — 7) to low values (~ 2).
This dependence is strong enough to account for part, but not all, of the dependence
of transport on plasma current observed in most auxiliary-heated tokamak plasmas.
As qa increases from intermediate to high values (~ ll), no single trend is observed.
rl‘hese trends can be understood as coming in large measure from the dependence of
the orbit-average magnetic drift frequency for trapped particles on local q and shear
values. Dependence of the untrapped ion transit frequency, and thus of the ion Landau
damping, on q plays a smaller role in these linear calculations. These trends are illus-
trated in Fig. 2 for a representative case. Results here are consistent with the preceding
qualitative arguments given for the precession drifts and for ion Landau damping.

In addition, for the trapped-electron—m—type instabilities, scaling with ion and
electron temperature is investigated and compared to transport results from represen—

00 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
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Fig. 2: Plot of linear growth rate (7) as a function of q,, for representative
TFTR parameters in the collisionless electrostatic limit, along with the Cave
factor. The lower v—curve shows the influence of ion Landau damping.

tative TFTR discharges. For a particular supershot case, for r/a : 0.325, the linear
growth rates are plotted versus 'r E Te/T; as Ta or T,- are varied artifically from their
respective experimental values in Fig. 3. This is done by multiplying the entire radial
profile Tj(r) by a constant, and then recomputing the numerical MHD equilibrium for
the modified pressure profile o< n¢(TE + T;). The growth rates are plotted for fixed
leap.- = 0.64 as T,- is varied at fixed Te and for fixed toroidal mode number n : 37 as
Te is varied at fixed T.-. These are the values of 159/); and n which maximize the growth
rate for the local experimental values, T5"? = 6.38 keV and T?” = 16.7 keV.

As 7' E Te/T, varies from its experimental value as either T,Z or T,- is varied,
the value of the growth rate also varies strongly clue to dynamical effects, as various
characteristic frequencies such as 6)“,i 0: T1.”2 or way or Tj change. In addition, as
either T,3 gets large (large T) or T; gets large (small T , the Shafranov shift in the MHD
equilibrium increases due to the increase in ii, an the amount of “bad” curvature
available to destabilize the mode decreases. This accounts for part of the reduction in
the growth rate in these limits. The two growth rate curves vary together for moderate
7' (S 1.5), but for larger 7' this Shafranov shift effect causes a decrease in the growth rate
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Fig. 3: Plot of linear growth rate ('7) as a function of T E Tt/T, for
representative TFTR supershot parameters in the collisionless electrostatic
limit.The numerical MUD equilibria are recomputed for the pressure profile
o< Tlce + T;) for each point plotted.

when TE increases, while the growth rate only saturates when T; decreases. This is due
to the fact that, for the cases studied here, increasing Tc (from 6.38 lteV) significantly
changes the MHD equilibrium, while decreasing T,- (for T > 1) has little influence.

As T; is varied from its experimental value at fixed Te, the quasilinear fluxes
are calculated for the “mixing-length” saturation level, radio/TE = l/t‘grp, which
is independent of Ti. \Vith this prescription, the effective ion thermal diffusivity
fill-(Ti) E —Q,~/[n,-(dTg/dr)] turns out for this case to be nonmonotonic in T;. In
particular, while x?” increases with T; for TI up to about I?” = 16.7 keV, above that
value x?” starts to decrease. This calculated trend of different lowfl} and high-T,- be-
havior appears to be consistent with the improvement in ion energy confinement with
T; observed in TFTR, supershotsfl], opposite to the degradation with T,- observed in
TFTR L~mode shots[2].

*Supported by U. S. DOE Contract No. DE—ACOQ—YG—CHOBOTB.
HG. Rewoldt, W.M. Tang, and R.J. Hastie, Phys. Fluids 30, 807 (1987).
'2 D.M. Meade, ct at, in Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research

1990 (Proc 13th lnt. Conf. V’Vashington, 1990), paper lAEAvCN—Sf‘i/A-l—l.
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EFFECTS OF CURRENT PROFILES ON MHD STABILITY"

L.L. LAO, T.S. TAYLOR, M.S. CHU, A.D. TURNBULL,
E.J. STRAIT, AND J.R. FERRON

General Atomics, San Diego, California

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The magnetohydrodynamic (MI-ID) stability of a plasma against the ideal low and high

toroidal mode number kink and ballooning modes depends critically on its pressure and current
profiles, as well as on the shape of its poloidal cross section, which determines its ability to
carry the toroidal current at a given value of edge safety factor q. It has previously been
shown that in the absence of finite current density at the edge, the stability of the ideal low
toroidal mode number n = 1 kink mode can be substantially improved for broad pressure
and peaked current density profiles.1 With these optimized profiles, kink-stable normalized
toroidal beta fl” = fiT/(I/aBT) near six can be achieved.

In the low plasma collisionality regime, significant bootstrap current can be driven which
can give rise to high edge current density. In this paper, the effects of current profiles both
with and without finite edge current density on the ideal n = 1 kink and infinite n ballooning
modes are studied using simulated plasma equilibria with varying fly, the plasma internal
inductance 1;, and different amounts of toroidal current density near the edge J5. The study
is also motivated by the DIII—D experimental results that fly achieved improves with [.22
The shape of the toroidal current density profiles is varied using the two parameters (4, which
describes its global peakedness, and J5. The interesting case of negative .75, which can arise
in a fast current-ramped down plasma, will be described separately and is not considered in
this paper.

The results of the ballooning mode stability study shows that the critical marginally
stable normalized ballooning [3 limit, fiNc, increases approximately linearly with l; for circular
plasma. As the plasma elongation is increased and becomes more strongly shaped, this
dependence on t; becomes weak because of the change in the topology of the (S, a) diagram
introduced by shaping, which reduces the stabilizing efl'ects of the good magnetic field line
curvature region. For a divertor plasma. flNc shows essentially no dependence on 1.- for the
moderate L- values considered. The results suggest that in the low to moderate l,- operational
range in DIII—D, where improvement of fly with Z,- is observed, the plasma beta is limited by
kink rather than ballooning modes, which are more sensitive to lg.

For the intermediate qs : 3 equilibria considered in this paper, the low 11 kink mode
imposes a more stringent limit on the plasma stability than the high 1: ballooning mode.
As J5 increases, the central as well as the edge shear becomes weakened, which makes these
equilibria very unstable to the kink mode with a substantial internal as well as an edge peeling
extanal component. Consequently, as J5 increases, the high 1.- stable operating space becomes
inaccessible and the ,BN stable to the n = 1 kinks is siyiificantly reduced for all lg. As has
been shown in previous studies?" the edge peeling component is sensitive to the exact value
of 45 and is particularly large when 115 is near below an integer value. For a divertor plasma,
the kink modes are mostly internal over quite a range of the accessible l.- space, whereas for
a circular plasma they tend to have strong external as well as global characters.

MHD EQUILIBRIUM
The NIHD equilibria used in this stability study are computed using the EFIT code5

running in the fixed boundary equilibrium mode. The two stream functions pressure P and
poloidal current F describing the toroidal current density JT are chosen to have the forms

‘ Work supported by the US. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE—ACO3«89ER51114.
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Here, 2 = (1,11 — ¢m)/(1/Jb — 1,0,") and the flux function 1,21 is assumed to have a maximum value,
111,", at the magnetic axis and decrease to a smaller value, 1/4,, at the plasma boundary.

The parameters a0, 70, 71, 72, and 73 describe respectively fiN, axial safety factor qD, lg,
the total plasma current I or <15, and J5. Here, as and J5 are the safety factor and flux surface
averaged toroidal current density at a flux surface near the edge a: = :1: 5. This particular set
of functional forms for P' and FF' provide an adequate description of the DIH—D current and
pressure profiles over a wide range of DHIrD operating space. For all equilibria considered
here, go is taken to be 1.05 and 25 = 0.995.

BALLOONING STABILITY
To study the effects of current profiles on the ideal infinite n ballooning stability, equi—

libria of varying lg, J5, and poloidal cross sections are generated as described in the previous
section. The critical normalized beta ,BNG corresponding to these equilibria are then comv
puted using the MEG6 and the CAMJNO codes.7 The results are summarized in Fig. 1, where
the calculated fim; variation with l,- is shown for three different plasma shapes: a large aspect
ratio, A, circle, an ellipse of elongation n = 1.4, and a singlenull divertor. The plasma param-
eters for these configurations are given in Table 1. In the numerical stability calculations for
the divertor equilibria, the singularity introduced by the separatrix is treated by restricting
the computational domain to a; 5 0.995. To provide a consistent comparison with limited
configurations, their domain of calculations is also restricted to m 3 0.995.

The ellipse and the single-null divertor are typical DIII~D equilibria, whereas the large
A circular equilibria are generated by raising the major radii of all DIII—D poloidal shaping
coils to large values. All limited equilibria have similar 45 z 3.2. For the divertor equilibria,
the total plasma current was held fixed at 855 kA, which gives a q 2 3.2 at a: : 0.95 when
J5 = 0. As is shown in Fig.1, for circular large A equilibria, [3N0 increases approximately
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P'(¢)=Oo(1—5r/8) , FF‘(¢)=70+712+7222+73:B3 , (1)

linearly with lg, as is expected from the well known results on (S, a) diagram, because of the
almost linear dependence of a on S. This ENC optimized with respect to the ballooning mode
can be approximated by 41,-.

As the plasmas become more shaped in poloidal cross section, this dependence on 1,-
gradually weakens and for a divertor geometry [3N0 shows essentially no dependence on l,-
over the same range of 1,. This is because of the reduction in the stabilizing effects provided
by the good magnetic field line curvature region due to shaping and toroidicity. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2, where the (S, a) diagram for a large A circular equilibrium at the flux
surface :1: = 0.85 is compared against that at a similar flux surface for a single-null divertor.
As is shown, although the increases in the 2,- results in a stronger shear 5, however, in the
divertor case a does not increase linearly with S, as in the circular case. This change in the
topology of the (S, a) diagram results in the weak 2, dependence in the divertor case. For the
range of l,- considered here, [9N0 varies only weakly with J5.

KINK STABILITY

To study the current profile effects on the ideal n = 1 kink stability, equilibria of varying
fiN, Zr, and J5 are generated for the three different plasma configurations as described above.
The stability against the kink modes is then evaluated using the GATO code.5 The results
are summarized in Figs. 3 and 4, where the kink stability boundary is shown in terms of
the flN and l,- space for the circular and the divertor configurations both for JSN = 0 and
JSN = 0.5. Here, JEN = Js/(I/l") where I‘ is the plasma cross sectional area. With finite
151v, the central as well as the edge shear become weakened, and the high 1,- space becomes
inaccessible and the EN stable to the n = 1 kinks is significantly reduced for all lg.
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TABLE 1
MAJOR. PLASMA PARAMETERS

Large A Single-null
Plasma Configurations Circle Ellipse Divertor

Major radius, R.) (m) 11.668 1.676 1.685
Minor radius, a (m) 0.651 0.659 0.634
Elongation, K. 1.00 1.40 1.89
Upper triangularity, 6y 0.00 0.00 0.24
Lower triangularity, 61, 0.00 0.00 0.42
qs 3.20 3.20 —
I (kA) — — 855
BT (T) 0.79 0.79 0.79

As has been noted in Ref. 1, the
stability boundary consists of two main
branches. The unstable modes in the low l,-
branch are external and those in the high
£5 branch are internal. For a. divertor ge—
ometry, the modes are mostly internal over
quite a range of accessible 1;, whereas they
tend to have a. strong external and global
appearances in a circular geometry.
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1 Introduction
Recent experiments on COMPASS—C [1], and previous experiments on other tokamaks (eg
[2,3]), have shown a wide variety of effects on MHD activity resulting from the application
of externally induced resonant magnetic perturbations (RMP’s). These experiments are

important since they allow a detailed quantification of the error fields effects in future

large devices. The error field implications of the results presented here, are discussed in

Ref. [4]
In this paper we first present a brief overview of some of the key COMPAssic RMP

results (further details in [4]) and then discuss a theoretical interpretation of these results,
in terms of a resistive MHD theory including RMP’S and plasma rotation [5].

2 Experimental Results
In this section we discuss recent results from the COMPASS—C tokamak (B : 0.56m,
ah," = 0.2m). The RMP fields are produced by a saddle coil system consisting of ten 70"
long toroidal bars in each quadrant, with poloidal links, which may be changed between
discharges. This allows a wide variety of RMP fields to be induced, although here we will
discuss only those for which the m = 2, n = 1 component is dominant. For these RMP
configurations, lkA of RMP coil current gives 11,1211) ~ 14gauss at r = 20cm.

Many of the key RMP effects are exhibited in Fig.1 which shows the RMP saddle
current (1:), central soft X»ray (SXR) chord, n = 1 plasma radial field (ie with the
vacuum RMP field subtracted), and m = 2 Mirnov (liq) trace. In this discharge the RMP
current was applied during the current flat-top when I1’ = 98kA, «1,9 = 4.25 (BT = 1.1T),
and fie = 1.2 X 1019m‘3. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that a large locked mode grows at

= 128ms. We term this event as ‘mode penetration’. When mode penetration occurs
there is always a strong confinement degradation, leading to complete suppression of the
sawtooth oscillation. As the RMP field is switched off, a large mode can be seen to ‘spin-
up’ on the m = 2 lag, and the n = 1 radial field, channels.
3 Theoretical Interpretation
We interpret the mode penetration event shown in Fig. 1 as the sudden onset of magnetic
tearing, resulting in the formation of a locked (2,1) island. This interpretation arises from
our theory of the interaction of RMP fields with rotating plasmas, which is presented in
full in Ref. 5. There we demonstrate, both analytically and numerically, that a rotating
plasma will resist tearing due to an applied RMP field until a threshold field strength is
exceeded. The threshold vacuum field strength at the edge of the plasma is given by

[(brvaC)crit:|a = 5—7 (5)24" 92(012/3(f‘THV/apngn)“, (1)
63¢ m a (ms)1/3

an
IM"“‘, ,>. ,w . .
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where A6 is the natural A’ evaluated at the island separatrix, the shear s = (rq’/q2),.“

6 : a/R, g5 — g2 — (5 = 0. with C : 0.397[(:[1/3(—AGI‘,)2/3(ms)4/3)/(17/37")”‘7'I'fI/3)l1/5,f5
is the mode frequency, and TM is a momentum confinement time. If the plasma is free to
rotate poloidally then 1' = 1, if on the other hand poloidal rotation is strongly inhibited (as
expected nee—classically) then I = q(r,)R/r3. Equation (1) shows the mode penetration
threshold is a function of mass density (since the Alfven time TH = noRM/BT).
To test the experimental dependence of the threshold field on density, a wide scan in
density and RMP current was conducted at 1,, ~ QGkA and BT = 1.1T (=> 11¢ ~ 4.3);
the results are shown in Fig. 2 where the mode penetration threshold is compared with
the theoretical expectation for toroidal rotation. In making this theoretical comparison
we assumed ABU'V) = ——a(W/a2) with a = 3 chosen to give the ‘best fit’ results shown
in Fig. 2. This expression for A601") arises from the normal nonlinear approximation,
ABU'V) = A6(O)—a(l/V/a2) [6], and noting the fact that the driven m = 2 islands are much
larger than those which occur naturally, so that I 136(0) ]<<] cirl'V/a2 |. For typical values
of (2' indicated by / ’ calculations (a N 30) we find the penetration threshold is reproduced
by assuming ~ 1/5 of the rotation to be poloidal (and the remainder toroidal). We have
also assumed for the theoretical comparison in Fig. 2 that n: (x \/1 — 1‘2/a2 and taken the
ratio of ion to electron plasma mass as Ali/1MB = 1.88mp/me, which is calculated from
measurements. of the Deuterium to Hydrogen ion ratio, and Zen. Over the range of data
shown in Fig. 2, Z,” varies from 2.3 to 4.3 and the D:H ratio varies from 0.73 to 2.13,
which gives Ali/1M: = (1.88 i0.23)mp/me. This IVA/ME range represents an effective error
bar in theoretical threshold current of i7%. The results in Fig. ‘2 show both the boundaries
for mode penetration and disruptions caused by the (2,1) RMP fields. At high density
the disruption and penetration boundaries merge and the distinction becomes ambiguous.
The m = 2 island widths causing these disruptions are VV/a ~ 20% for IE ~ 2kA. It should
be noted that the current profile is expected to vary with in, and so a should vary with
fie, perhaps accounting for some of the discrepancies in Fig. ‘2.

We interpret the spin-up event in Fig. 1 as the island driven by the RMP field unlocking
as the RMP mode»l0cking force decreases, and then spinning—up under the influence of
the viscous torque exerted by the rotating plasma. Finally. the island decays away on a
resistive timescale since it is no longer driven by the RMP. Fourier analysis (in geometric
poloidal angle) shows the unlocking mode to be dominantly m : 2, with about 30% m z 3
and 10% m = 1 sidebands. Taken in conjuction with the toroidal mode number measured
by the lockedrmode coils, shows that the penetrated mode is dominantly m = 2, n = 1.

According to standard Rutherford island theory [6,7], assuming linear saturation and
neglecting wall effects7 the island decay after the RM? field is switched off obeys

11TR%(¥) = aAMO) — a (g), (2)

where a = 20 cm is the radius of the plasma edge, TR 2 poa2/[7]“(r,)] is the resistive
timescale, and II = 2.326. The solution to Eq. (2) is W : 1V, + (I'Vo — l’V,)e"/’°, where
WU : W(t : 0), W, is the final decayed natural island width, and T0 = ATE/a. In Fig. 3
we plot ln[(W — l‘Vs)/l/V0] as a function of time during a typical spin-up event for a shot
with 73,. : 1.5 x 1019m’3. It should be noted that the RMP coil current in this case is
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switched off rapidly, and that mode rotation does not start until IC has dropped to ~ 1/10
of its value at mode penetration. This means that the m : 2 island induced by the RMP
decays at a. rate governed by the natural AMW) [the RMP plays no direct role]. The fact
that a very good straight line is obtained initially in Fig. 2, indicates that the first stages
of island decay obey Rutherford’s island theory rather well. From Fig. 3. we estimate
To z 4.6 ms, which corresponds to TR z 4Dms, a quite resonable value at q = 2. It is
most important that we have been able to verify Rutherford’s island theory, since it is the
starting point for our theory of the interaction of RMP fields with rotating plasmas [5].

In order to model the viscous spin-up of the island we use of the following model
equation (which neglects wall effects)

%Af+(§)2€;f=0. (3)

Here, Af = f—f, is the mode frequency of the island measured with respect to the natural
mode frequency (f, 2 14.5 kHz), Ar is the region of the plasma which co-rotates with the
island during spin-up, and TM = az/Ui(r,) is a momentum confinement time. Equation (3)
has the solution Af = (Af)oe"/", where 7'1 : (Ar/@2711, and (Af)o = Af(t : O). The
change in mode frequency during the spin—up event in Fig. 1 is well described by this ex-
ponential form and implies 7'1 m 3.8ms, which implies a momentum confinement time of
~ 5ms. This is to be compared with energy confinement times of ~ 2ms during mode pen-
etration, and N 4ms otherwise. To obtain this momentum confinement time we have used
Ar/a = 0.8. This estimate arises from the fact that mode unlocking occurs at ~ 1/2 the
RMP current required for mode penetration (when the RMP current is reduced slowly).
This hysteresis arises because at mode penetration the scale length over which the viscous
torque acts is given by the island width, whereas at mode unlock it is given by Ar. Since
the ratio of mode locking, to opposing viscous torque is ac ArIZ, we obtain Ar/a ~ 0.8

. (using the penetrated m = 2 island width W/a ~ 0.2).
4 Conclusions
Many of the features of the mode penetration and associated mode spiniup events ob—
served in COMPASS—C are well described by the theory outlined in Ref. [5] The threshold
scaling for mode penetration [Eq(1)] is in good agreement with the experimental results
as shown in Fig. 2. The mode spin—up allows a direct confirmation of Rutherford island
theory [7] and also allows the viscous momentum confinement time to be estimated,

In conclusion we note that the good agreement of theory and experiment allows the
effects of error fields in future devices (particularly next-step tokamaks) to be determined
with confidence ( eg in ITER the critical error field 50.5 gauss for penetration, see [4]).
References
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1 Introduction

The MARFE has been studied previously by several authors [1,2,3]. These studies show
that the MARFE is driven by a radiative coalesence instability, but can be stabilised by
sufficiently large parallel and perpendicular thermal conductivities (NH, Ni). In this paper
we present a new analytic formulation which self~c0nsistently treats the axisymmetric
thermal equilibrium and the stability of the MARFE perturbation. We also present results
from 2-D numerical simulations which are in good agreement with this analytic theory.
Finally we will discuss potential implications of our theory in interpreting experimental
results.

2 Linear MARFE Stability

Our analysis is based on the heat balance equation

Egg; = VJCVT — nn‘R(T) (1)

where the thermal conductivity has a value a” parallel to B and El perpendicular to E",
n and n,- are the electron and impurity densities, and R(T) is the radiation function. To
analyse the linear MARFE stability threshold we assume steady state (8/6t = 0) and take
the temperature to be T(r) + TU) cos 0. For the perturbed temperature the linearised
form of Eq. (1) is

T - d R(T) -
Ki? — NllklZIT = nngTZE (IE->11 (2)

where we have used pressure balance along the magnetic field (fiT + nT = 0), assumed
that n.- o< n and taken the parallel wavenumber to be 1:“ = l/Rq. Equation (2) has the
awkward property of involving derivatives in r and T. However, we can substitute for the
term involving the radial derivatives using

«:1 a E an (3)
dr2 _ dr dr2 dr2 (1T
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where the derivatives dT/dr and (FT/d1"2 can be determined from the equilibrium relation

T
' — : nn,R(T) (4)

T

and its integral with respect to T. Substitution of relation (3) into Eq. (2) gives

(FT dT _ , _
(Ai — 25(T))d—T—2 : 'Rfi + ( \HT‘W , zp(T))T (5)

where we define normalised thermal conductivities

2 2H C” k“ < Nu )A 2—. _ , A :_ e.1. 7m, <dr>+ ll rm, Ta/2

and S(T) and ¢(T) are radiation functions

03 2 d RS(T) _/T 1mm", am _ —T dT (T2).

Here the notation (dT/dr)+ denotes that it is to be evaluated on the high temperature
side of the radiating layer. Equation (5) is the required equation for marginal MARFE
stability and may be regarded as an eigenvalue equation for AL, at a given All (or vice;
versa).
To illustrate the nature of the solutions, Eq. (5) has been solved numerically, using a
coronal carbon model [4] for R(T), to obtain the relationship between the Al and A”;
the results are shown in Fig. 1, where the units are SI except for T which is in eV. The
boundary condition as T ——> 00 is T —> 0 , while at T : 0 the boundary condition is less
certain, and so results are shown for T(0) : 0 and T’(0) = 0. The physical significance of
the boundary A_._ 2 25(0) in Fig. 1 may be seen by deriving the following relation from
Eq. (4):-

A J. = ——S-(-0).— (6)
P(1 — P/2)

where 15 = Fwd/P," is the radiated power fraction. From Eq. (6) we find at a 100%
radiated power (15:1), that Al 2 25(0). 50 the line Al : 25(0) represents the limit at
which detached non-steady state solutions occur, possibly leading to a disruption.

3 2-D NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

We have also solved Eq. (1) numerically, to obtain nonelinear two—dimensional solutions,
T(r,9). Again pressure balance along the magnetic field and n or n; are assumed. in the
simulations the density is gradually ramped, producing the effect of increasing the radiated
power towards, and beyond, the MARFE threshold. Figure 2 shows the development of
a MARFE, which is triggered at Fwd/P“, : 70% (for the coronal carbon model used).
and grows as further increases in density raise Fwd/Pm. In the absence of further density
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increase the final solution shown (1‘ = 0.145) is a non-linearly saturated steady state.

Comparisons of the radiated power fraction for MARFE instability show good agreement

between the numerical simulations and the linear theory presented in Section 2.

The poloidal extent of the MARFE in Fig. 2 is rather larger than the typically quoted
experimental result of ~ 30" [5] We have found that by introducing a Pfirsch-Schluter
like poloidal asymmetry into Ki [o< (1 + a/Rcos 0)], that the poloidal extents found
numerically come into much closer agreement with experimental observation. Similar
results were obtained using the experimentally verified neoclassical poloidal asymmetry
in the density [6]

4 DISCUSSION

We have presented a new formulation for MARFE stability which clarifies the relation-
ship between parallel thermal conductivity, perpendicular thermal conductivity (or equiv-
alently radiated power) and MARFE instability.
To make a detailed comparison of experiment and theory will require careful modelling of
the impurity radiation, using for example a non—coronal equilibrium model [7}. However
to examine some potential experimental consequences of our theory we employ the trans-
formation R(T) —+ R({T), which allows us to vary the peak radiation temperature (Tpmk).
The results for various values of Tpmk (coronal carbon model) are shown in Fig. 3, with the
MARFE being unstable to the left of each curve. In this case A” has been replaced by a
more experimentally relevant quantity, under the assumption that k“ = 0.1m'1 (R ~ 3m
and q ~ 3) and that IS; = n‘x (with x : 3m25‘1). Likewise A; has been replaced by
the radiated power fraction (P) using Eq. (6). For given experimental conditions (Pg :
IOMVV and n = 5 x 1018m'3, say) an operating trajectory is defined as shown in Fig.
3 (broken line). It can be seen that as the peak radiation temperature increases so the
radiated power fraction (P), required to trigger the MARFE also increases (for given Pm
and n). This rapid change in MARFE stability threshold with Tpmk may account for the
observed differences in MARFE behaviour between Carbon and Beryllium limiter oper»
ation in JET [8]. With Beryllium MARFE’S typically form at ~40% radiated power in
contrast to Carbon for which MARFE’s generally occur at ~100% radiated power, just
prior to a disruption [9].
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been a strong interest in the stability properties of the internal kink

mode. This has been spurred mainly by experimental observations of sawtooth oscillations on
large tokamaks revealing unexpected features such as double sawteetlr with partial
reconnection, fast crashes, and central q—values well below unity [1]. These observations are
all difficult to reconcile with the conventional Kadomtsev model in which the crash is triggered
by the resistive kink mode becoming unstable when the safety factor q falls below unity. The
theoretical understanding of the sawtooth activity is made difficult by the sensitivity of the
internal kink mode to several factors such as q-profile, pressure, resistivity, aspect ratio,
shaping of the cross-section, and even wall position. In addition, the internal kink in a torus
(with q > 1/2) is a rather weak instability and should therefore be sensitive to kinetic effects.

Here, we present results from a study of the resistive and ideal MHD properties of the
internal kink mode. Generally, we have numerically computed growth-rates as functions of
various parameters, using the full-resistive-IVIHD toroidal stability code MARS [2] and the
cubic element equilibrium code CHEASE [3].

II. INFLUENCE OF THE CURRENT PROFILE
A major uncertainty for the understanding of the sawteeth is the shape of the current

profile. Here, we restrict attention to circular cross—section with an aspect ratio of 4 and choose
two types of current profiles. One has uniformly low shear inside a certain radius r = r =
0421, outside which the shear increases rapidly. The other has shoulders in the current profile
which produce locally low shear near q = 1, while the central safety factor (10 is well below
unity. We refer to these as "low-shear" and "TEXTOR" profiles [1], respectively.

Figure 1 shows the low-shear current profilej = <j >(r) (where r is a flux surface label
proportional to the square root of the enclosed volume). 'lts current profile is monotone, but
the shear’s‘ = (r/q) dq/dr has a slight local minimum at r = r = 0.4a, s(rp) z 0.03. The shear
does not exceed 0032 in the entire region r < r . Profiles of ilris type may arise in sawtoothing
discharges if total reconnection occurs within the q = 1 region, r < r , followed by neoclassical
peaking of the current during the rise phase [4]. We have considerecioa family of equilibria with
self-similar current profiles where we specify the q-value at radius r : r . For this family, the
central safety factor qo is related to qp E q(rp) by q0 = 0.948%. It may be useful to think of
these equilibria as an approximation to the sequence in time during the ramp phase of a
sawtooth, with q and q decreasing functions of time. Figure 2 shows the resulting growth—
rates for four dif erent values of poloidal beta at the q = 1 surface (0.00, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15)
at Lundquist number S E {res/IA = 106 (Fig 2a), 108 (2b) and 1010 (2c). For this q—profile, qp
= l locates the minimum shear (s z 0.03) at the q = 1 surface, and when qp is decreased below
unity, the q = 1 surface moves out into the region of high shear. For instance, (1 = 0.98 gives
§(q=l) = 0.22. In all cases shown in Fig. 2, a conducting wall is assumed at r =% = 1.2a.

We note from Fig. 2 that complete resistive MHD stability is very rarely achieved.
However, in many cases, the resistive growth—rates are small, and we are led to the conclusion
that a weak internal kink is stabilized for most of the sawtooth cycle by effects not included in
the model. A likely candidate for such stabilization is diamagnetic rotation. In present day
toknmaks. air/03A is typically between 0.5 x 10‘3 and 10-2, which is comparable to resistive
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MHD growth-rates of the internal kink. It therefore appears plausible that diamagnetic rotation
can stabilize the internal kink as long as its resistive-MED growth~rate is not too large.

By comparing Figs. 2a-c for different values of S, we note a gradual change in the main
factor determining the growth-rate. At S = 106 , the growth-rates are mainly dependent on qp,
i.e., on the shear at the q = 1 surface, and are only weakly dependent on the pressure. This is
typical of the resistive kink mode. This picture is modified somewhat at S = 108 which
represents an intermediate case. The three lower curves in Fig. 2b ([3 1: 0.00, 0.05, 010)
still show reasonably high growth-rates (about 2 x 10‘3 00A) for a current driven resistive
mode, but for [3 I S 0.1, the pressure has only a weak influence on the growth—rates. For
[3 01 = 0.15, destabilization by pressure becomes significant. An interesting aspect of this
"pressure driven" instability is that it is clearly sensitive to the q-profile and its growth—rate rises
sharply when the q : 1 surface moves out into the region of high shear. Thus, although the
instability is pressure driven, it can be thought of as being triggered by the currenrprofile.

89'3 (2a) S=1.E6
2 'Y

pp=0.15

Hr)
4e-31

00.0 0.5 r 1.0 091998 1.00 q 1.02
‘ P

Figure 1. Low-shear current profile

4e-3 4 -(20) s=1.Es e 3 (2c) 8:1.E10

7
=0.15 =9p [3p 0.15

2e- 2e—3

0.10

. 'M
0920.98 1.00 1.02 081998 1.00 1.02

qp qp
Figure 2. Resistive growth-ratesfor low-shear current profile and different :Bpoi

Much more clear changes from the low—S picture are seen in Fig 2c for S : 1010. Here,
the resistive growth-rates for [3 01 = 0.00, and 0.05 are rather small (a few times 10‘4 mA) and
the pressure driven instability is clearly dominant. Comparing the growth-rates with those for
S = 103, we see that the pressure driven instability is essentially ideal. Thus, it appears that as
S is increased, the linear instability leading to the sawtooth crash becomes more and more an
ideal. pressure driven instability. However, this ideal made is sensitive to details of the current
profile and can be triggered by a slight shift in the q-profile. In fact, the variation of the
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— with at hi h S and not-too-small [5 1 is more pronounced than for the resistive
Eiglvrvrtrrilorgeeat loqD. Figtgire 2c also shows that disceritical B [for-ideal stability is rather low,
about 0.1 for this current profile. We have obtained resuli); Similar to those in Fig. 2 for a
current profile with twice the shear in the central region. In this case, the resrsnve mode at low
pressure gives somewhat higher growth-rates than the low-shear case shown in Fig. 2.

1.5e«2

3 y _0p_03
109-2

2 W) 02

5012-3 0.11

00 0 0.0 (43) S=1.E6
.9+9.0 0.5 r 10 0.98 1.00 qp 1.02

Figure 3. TEXTOR current profile

65'3 (4b) S=1.Es 59‘3 (4c) 3:1.510
Y 7
49‘3 4e-3

0p=0.3
0.2

2e-3 2e-3

0 0 —s=-fl._._8”3.90 1.00 qp 1.02 091990 1.00 qp 1.02

Figure 4. Resistive growth-ratesfor TEXT0R current profile and difl‘erenr film]

We have also computed resistive growth-rates for a current profile of TEXTOR type, as
shown in Fig. 3. The shoulders in the current profile were adjusted so that the shear has a
minimum of about 0.034 at r = r x 0.4421. In this case, the global shear in the central region is
strong and (10 = 0.634q is well Below unity. Figure 4 shows the growth—rates for different S-
values and [Spa] : 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3. In general terms, the behavior is similar to that for
the low-shear profile, but the TEXTOR profile supports about twice the pressure before
becoming ideally unstable.
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III. WALL AND SHAPING EFFECTS
Although the displacement of the internal kink mode is mainly localized to the region

inside the q = 1 surface, the magnetic perturbation outside q = 1 is not small and it is importam
for the mode stability [5]. Numerically, we find that the ideal stability boundaries are strongly
influenced by wall position when the q = 1 radius is sufficiently large and the aspect ratio is
low. As an example, Fig. 5a shows growth-rates for the ideal internal kink as it functions of
[3 01 at q=1 for a sequence of circular equilibria with r =1/a = 0.6 and edge q between 2 and 3,
p0 different wall positions have been considered: blla = 1 (fix bound. ) and b/a = 2 (free
boundary). For this equilibrium, we find that the difference in marginal pol between the fix
and free boundary cases scales as the square of the inverse aspect ratio, as expected from large
aspect ratio theory. At low aspect ratio, the wall position plays a significant role; the marginal [3
for free boundary stability is only about half of the fixed boundary value for R/a = 2.7. When
the edge q is raised above 3 for the circular equilibrium, the influence of the wall position is
weak and not of practical significance.

In the case of shaped cross-section and a large q = 1 surface, the wall position has a
more dramatic influence. An example is shown in Fig. 5b for JET—shaped cross-section with
elongation K = 1.7 and triangularity 5 = 0.3. The aspect ratios are A = 3.5, 6, and 10,
respectively, and r =1 : 0.63 and qo = 0.7 are held fixed. The edge q varies with aspect ratio
but remains between 3 and 4. For this equilibrium, the wall has a strong influence independent
of the aspect ratio. Note that for A > 4.5, the equilibrium is free-boundary unstable even at
zero beta. This, too, is in agreement with large aspect ratio theory, as 5W contains stabilizing
terms o< (1‘ 21/102 and destabilizing terms cc (K-1)2. Thus, at fixed K > 1, large aspect ratio
theory predicts instability even at zero beta when the aspect ratio is sufficiently large.
Triangularity has a stabilizing influence, but for JET geometry and the q-profile used here, this
stabilization is insufficient to compensate for the destabilization by ellipticity.

19-2 (5a) 89-3

Y Y
A=2.7 5

58-3 2‘7 4e-3
5
10

f 10
De+9.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 lip 0.4 09+9.0 0.1 0.2 [3p 0.3

Figure 5. [deal growth‘rates forfree andfired boundaly at diflerent aspect ratios.
Free boundary is indicated by open symbols. (0) Circular and (b) JET cross-section
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The role of ideal MHD in magnetic fusion is in the first place to discover magnetic
geometries with favourable equilibrium and stability properties. Non-ideal effects cause slower
and weaker instabilities leading to enhanced transport and often to violent disruptions.

MHD spectroscopy, i.e. the identification of ideal and dissipative MHD modes for the
purpose of diagnosing tokamaks and optimising their stability properties, requires a numerical
tool which accurately calculates the dissipative MHD spectra for measured equilibria. The new
spectral code CASTOR (Complex Alfve’n Spectrum for TORoidal Plasmas), together with the
equilibrium solver HELENA ill, provides such a tool. In CASTOR, the fluid variables p, v, T,
and b are discretized by means of a combination of cubic Hermite and quadratic finite elements
for the radial direction and Fourier modes for the poloidal coordinate. The equilibrium in non-
orthogonal flux coordinates \V, 6, (t) with straight field lines is computed using isoparametric
bicubic Hermite elements, resulting in a very accurate representation of the metric elements.
Finally, for analysis of JET discharges the equilibrium solver HELENA is interfaced with the
equilibrium identification code IDENTC(D).

All quantities are expanded around an axisymmetric equilibrium (8/811) = 0) in the form

rm) = f0(s,9) + eltcimt f1(s,9), with s = \lty/ws. (1)

Here, 7» is the eigenvalue. The imaginary part of 1 corresponds to oscillatory behaviour, while
a negative real part yields damping and a positive real part yields an exponentially growing
instability. With resistivity n, the equations for the perturbed density p, velocity v, temperature
T, and vector potential 21 in normalised units read

M) = -V' (90"), (28)

Apov = 7V(p0T+TOp) + (VxBO)xb + (b)xBO _ v-n, (2b)
lpOT = —p0v-VT0 — (y—l)p0T0V*v, (2c)

X3 = vO—nOVxa, where b=a. (2d)

The pressure tensor H contains the influence of the anisotropic bulk plasma and of the energetic
ions interacting with the fluid. The latter requires the solution of the linearised Vlasov equation
for both trapped and passing particles yielding a complicated dependence on A.
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In the absence of particle effects, the resulting generalized non-symmetric eigenvalue
problem A x : it B x with block tridiagonal matrices A and B is solved by means of different
algorithms (QR, inverse vector iteration, Lanczos) which produce the complete spectrum,
single eigenvalues, or branches of the spectrum in the complex kplane, respectively. The
structure of the code allows for easy extension with other dissipative terms, e.g. viscosity and
thermal conductivity.

Resistive spectra for tokamak plasmas with elongated cross-section have been calculated.
The central role played by the Alfven branch is stressed. Global Alfvén modes are closely
related to the ideal Alfvén continua. Owing to their global nature these modes can easily be
destabilised by energetic particle effects such as fusion-born (it-particles. On the other hand,
these global Alfvén waves are expected to experience damping by phase mixing through
coupling to continuum modes, similar to the quasi—modes discussed in Ref. [2]. This damping
is especially pronounced for non-uniform density profiles.

CASTOR is used for studying quantitatively the damping of toroidal Alfvén modes. Since
the continuum modes are dominated by their singular behaviour at specific fluxflsurfacesuthe
corresponding snb~spec1ra are obtained by solving a reduced eigenvalue problem A x : 7t B x
on each flux surface. This decoupling with respect to the radial dependence is achieved by
taking into account the fact that the tangential components of v and b are more singular (~ 1/s)
than the normal component (~ ln s). A circular cross-section equilibrium with aspect ratio A =

2.5, the safety factor increasing from q0 = 1.05 on axis to q5 = 2.3 at the plasma surface and
with a small pressure, has been analysed. First, we have reproduced the results of Ref. [3] for
uniform density. For a toroidal wave number n = ~ 1 the m = 1 and 2 continua interact thereby
producing a gap in the continuum around s = 0.8 where q = 1.5. In the cylindrical limit this
coupling vanishes producing two independent continua for m = 1 and m : 2. In addition,
inside the gap a global Alfvén mode exists with large m = l and m = 2 components. Obviously,
this mode does not couple to continuum modes and, hence, does not exhibit damping.

Next, cases with n more pronounced mode coupling and exhibiting damping are
examined. The density profile is chosen as

p(s) = 1—(14D)52 (3a)
with D : 0.05. The mode numbers are chosen as n = r 3 and m :- 2, 3, 4, 5. and 6. The

corresponding continua are displayed in Fig. la. It is evident that there are gaps in the continua

extending from Im k = 0.40 to 0.59 near 5 = 0.47 (m = 3 and 4). from Im K = 1.01 to 108
near 3 : 0.67 (m = 3 and 5), and from Im X = 0.35 to 0.74 near 5 = 0.78 (m = 4 and 5), etc.

These gaps are due to toroidal effects coupling continuum branches with different poloidal
wave numbers m and m‘ at the surfaces q : — (m + m‘)/2n. In addition, the total ideal MHD

spectrum in the range from 0 < Im A < 2 is shown in Fig. 1b. Due to the finite numerical
resolution, continua show up as Closely spaced discrete eigenvalues. Two global toroidicity—
induced Alfve’n eigenmodesl31 are found with a frequency inside the gaps, viz. Im 7t : 0.44 and
0.54, corresponding to the toroidal coupling of m = 3 and 4 harmonics dominant around s =
0.47 and to the coupling of m = 4 and 5 harmonics dominant around 5 = 0.78. The latter one is
shown in Fig. 2. Both normal modes experience coupling to a continuum m = 6 mode localised
near the plasma boundary. The damping of the two global modes inside the large gap is quite
small, viz. 5 : IRe l/Im M = 10‘3. In Fig. 1b the gap just above Im 7» = 1 is also visible with
an eigenvalue inside.
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In ideal MHD the damping is, of course, zero and the singularity is represented in the
limit of increasingly finer mesh as l/As, where A5 is the spatial resolution across the singular
surface. The physical significance of this is revealed by introducing the Landau contour in the
complex l-plane for performing the Laplace transform or by introducing damping in the
system, e.g. resistivity, as done here. The physically correct damping is found in the limit of
asymptotically small 1], where 5 becomes independent of the resistivity as shown in Ref. [2].

Much stronger damping is found when all Fourier harmonics couple to the singularity, as
shown in the eigenfunction of Fig. 3. This corresponds to a global mode inside a small gap due
to m = 2 and 3 coupling at the q = 25 surface computed for a slightly different equilibrium with

larger pressure (B = 1 ‘70). The damping, for n = —l and m = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, is found to be 8 =
4%. These findings reveal that the damping of the global Alfvén modes can significantly vary
according to the weight of the singular part in the overall global eigenfunction.

The damping of the first case is enhanced by slightly changing the density to

pts) = [H 1-0)5212 (3b)
with D = 0.01 and the safety factor on axis to qo = 0.8, so that m = 2 and 3 couple on the q =
5/6 surface and m = 3 and 4 couple on the q = 7/6 surface. The gap structure is displayed in
Fig. 4. Two global Alfvén modes are found with Im A = 0.64 and 0.89, respectively. These
modes couple strongly to the continua at positions and with wave numbers being evident from
Figs. 4 and 5. For the mode in the m = 3 and 4 gap the m = 3 component is singular at s = 0.78
and the m = 4 and 5 components on the outside of the plasma. In both cases the damping is
about 5 =1— 2%.

Clearly, the analysis can be extended to tokamaks with a non—circular cross-section such
as JET. A general result is that the mode coupling is enhanced. For interesting configurations
ten and more Fourier harmonics contribute to the eigenfuncion. This leads to a complicated
structure of the continua and associated gaps in it. This makes the numerical identification of
global modes and their damping with resistivity more elaborate. It is emphasised that this
damping is in the order of 1 - 5%.

The effect of energetic fusion~born tut—particles on the marginally stable ideal MHD mode
is twofold. It can act stabilising and destabilising according to Landau damping or inverse
Landau damping [4]: [5]. In order for this resonance condition to be satisfied the parallel fast ion
velocity has to exceed the Alfvén speed v” 2 VA (.~. 109 cm/sec for (tr-particles with 3.5 MeV)
and, secondly, for destabilisation that the diamagnetic frequency exceeds the Alfvén frequency
(1).}, > (DA. In JET, these conditions are met by lowering the magnetic field to about 1 T and by
appropriate off—axis heating. In the next step the response of the tit-particles on the pressure
tensor will be included in CASTOR. This changes the eigenvalue problem to a non—linear one
which is solved by a Newton iteration scheme. By incorporating the eigenfunctions from the
above normal—mode analysis approximate solutions should become attainable.
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DISPERSION RELATICNS FCR GLLBAL ALFVEN MCDES WITH m>>1

O.K.Cheremnykh, S.M.Revenchuk

Institute for Nuclear Research

of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kiev-28, 252028, USSR

Spectrum of global Alfven modes (GAM) is of great inter—

est in connection with both Alfven wave heating of plasmas in

magnetic traps and studying of various instabilities excited

by high—energy particles. The present report is devoted to

the investigation of spectrum of GAM with large poloidal

wavenumbers m xfl. These modes are localized in radial coordi—

nate in a vicinity of the point a} where Alfven frequency

takes the minimum value:
/

(DAR =0‘ (1)
a=flo

Here GA = kucn , k“ is wavenumber in the direction of magne—

tic field, GA is Alfven velocity and the prime means the

derivative with respect to the radial coordinate a . Small

oscillation equation for the GAM under consideration with the
frequency (D has the form [1,2],RHH
where

2 z I
G V L. .025; f1: MZA g = 31

at 471a ’ a2 a q x

M" H" (a)
Z 1 2 2 Z IA = 2L [4' 0/03,, (4%)] L = aft/o; ‘

) a=ao ’

X is radial displacement of plasma column, } =(é-aokéfl f is
J
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safety factor and n is azimuth wavenumber.

The troblem of OAK spectrum determination is reduced to

tte procedure of finding of eigenvalues G of Eq.(? anypla—

mentod by the following boundary conditions,

X\ :0.
1345»

Using the chango of variables,
( "ij’Z

Azslxn.) Kaela) \i’H)‘

we reduce E .(2) to the standard form of Schrodinger equation:q

z ‘1 _. ,‘ ‘U‘l/Jz ) + [EUR/3H :0 (5)
with the potential

U12) = rZCCLQz + LIQCLJZ (6)

v’
_

\ p \/

amlmmmy
r; = G _ 1/247. (7)

Now GEM Spectrum is determined by energy levels in the

potential well (6). Since the potential UCZ) is positive
always, the energy levels are realized for positive values of

energy E only, i.e. if the inequality

13' >1/u (8)
i9 satisfied, It follows from hq.(8) that considering GRM may

Pxist in {resence of magnetic field shear only.

An analysis of Eq.(6) shows that tho notential well takes

two qualitativoly different forms:

(a) If r a fli, the potential U(z) takes minimum value

1188 : Val V4— at the point 2:0 and increases monotonically

with increasing of \z\.
(b) If 0‘1 Fifi V2 , the potential U(z) has local maximum

at the point 2:0 and two minima 1I{i?;)“ r at the points
iEO = cL “(a/hr)

CAM snectra of two types correspond these two forms of

the potential w€ll. one of them connectefi with the yotential
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well of the form (a) describes the modes with frequencies,

Which are sufficiently away from Alfven continuum edge. The

existence of this spectrum has been predicted by Appert et a1.

[1] and it has been analized by Mahajan et al. [2]. Near the
bottom of the well the shape of the potential (a) only weakly
deviates from the parabolic form, which is characteristic for

an oscillator. This fact suggests that at least lowest energy

level (N=O) differs slightly from the corresponding level of

anharmonic oscillator. Expanding the potential (6) into

Taylor series in the vicinity of the point z=O up to the

terms of order of 24, we obtain the following dispersion

relation for the mode N=O,

Q r: \‘2 + 3/4 +U2_4/4)1/1—(¥/14§(rz_4/4)—’/1 ’ (9)

from the solution of the standard problem. This relation des—
cribes correctly the ground level in plasma parameters region
GZ1/2.

We note that the dispersion relation Eq.(21) in Ref.[2]
obtained for the lower numbers N may be used in fact for des—

cribing the ground state with N=O and G > Fa >> 1 only. For
this limit case the dispersion relation by Mahajan et al.
coincides with Eq.(9).

Higher energy levels condense due to strong anharmonici—
ty of the potential (6), which has been neglected in analysis
of the ground level. Using WEB—approximation, we obtain for
the levels N 21:

2~ QQQ‘Vif x (N+¢Qr
V‘ka (1-4/2 Q [_(G—4/4)”i]. (’10-)

In the limit G2>1 Eq.(10) coincides with Eq.(25) of Ref.£2].
The potential (b) has a form of two symmetrical wells

separated by a barrier. Here GAM Spectra of two types may
take place. First of them exists, if \‘< 4/2 and G<’I/2, and
it is placed near the bottom of both wells. This spectrum



’scribes GAM v;ith the frequencies lain; n-gar tbr gigs of

Alfven continuum. In the case of infinitely wide barrier the

energy levels for both wells would be the same. The finitness

of the barrier leads to a splitting of each lcvol into two
" WK}: —ones. These modes are describec well in the framewo

approximation and satisfied the following dispersion relaw

tion,
2

2 61+ (C-Mfl "‘x Lflrl+1 1: QXP[ 11m ,,
r = ——-H- » M#—r# («43

e4 (<1 ‘53“; ‘ (4* «3/43“
'Fhe spectrum of the second tygr for the potential (b) exists,

if 33-1/2 and V‘Ci/i , and it is glacci ovnr the barrier. It

coincides with the spectrum for the well (a)3 which is deter— \

mined bv the formulae (9) and (10).
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STABILIZATION EFFECTS ON TOROIDICITY INDUCED SHEAR ALFVEN
\\.:A\,rss IN TOKAMAKS

I'LL. Berk. Z. Guo, D.M. Lindberg, J.VV. Van Dam

Institute for Fusion Studios. Austin, TX 78712. U.S.A.

MN. Rosenbluth

University of California, San Diego, CA 92093. U.S.A.

From results from both theory (1,2) and experiment (3,4) there is concern that
the Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmode (TAB) will be excited in an ignited plasma and cause
anomalous radial loss of alpha particles. In calculating the TAB frequency, additional
Alfrén resonances can arise at a inode’s periphery even though a basic gap structure
is present. as illustrated in Fig. l. The resonance at the periphery can be explicitly
accounted for using causality arguments which allows an analytic continuation solution
that leads to damping. The damping is found to be sensitive to the density profile and
detailed parameters. Typical damping rates ~7/w found for the n : 1.771 = l, ‘2 modes
for the density profile

1+2A1)
.; 7‘ 1+exp _—-—

17(1) : “\ (. ) : ( 2A2

N” 1+ exp KG)? 71+ 2A1) /'2A2]

with A] = 0.2 and Ag : 0.05, and a q—profile q(r) : 1 + (q(a) — l)7‘2/fl2. is shown in
Fig. ‘2. Typically. —‘,’/w varies from 173% depending on the details of the profile. This
should be compared with the alpha particle drive prediction for the growth rate “."n (in
the absence of other dissipation mechanism). in Fig. 3 “/n/u: is plotted as a function
of ssh/w, based on a formula that accounts for alpha particle banana effects in the
equilibrium (5) and uses a slowing—down distribution function. If only alpha. particle
dragr is taken into account in the alpha. particle distribution function. one finds for the
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discontinuity parameter A can be obtained, and one observes that the eigenfrequency
(Q —— Qgflfo/a is a finite number as a/BD —+ 0. The asymptotic nature of this result is
confirmed in numerical shooting code results that duplicate the asymptotic method as
a/HU —> O. as seen in Fig. 5.

This method can be generalized to arbitrary (771.71.) coupling. Space limitations here
precludes a detailed discussion. Further details are given in the poster.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Example of mode with gap in center of plasma and Alfvén resonance at the
edge (the resonance arises because of the intersection of the mode frequency given by
horizontal curve with the rising m = 2 curve near r/a = i)
Fig. 2 Relative damping rate fer/w for a density and q-prof‘ile given in the text as
a function of the edge q—value, q(a). Multiple roots are found for certain q—waves as
indicated on the graph.
Fig. 3 Relative growth rates produced by alpha particles in optimum D<T mixture as
a function of to“. At lDKeV for a. plasma beta value is 3% at the gap position. At
increasing temperature the solid curve is for the same density as the 10 KeV case, while
the (lashed curve is [or the same beta.
Fig. .1 Schematic asymptotic matching of the toroidal eigenmode to cylindrical eigen-
function with a discontinuity at the gap position.
Fig. 3 Comparison of asymptotic prediction of eigenfrcquency in limit a/R << 1, to
results of shooting code for a/R finite. Result extrapolates exactly to the (1/12 —+ 0
limit.
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STOCHASTIC NATURE OF ICRF WAVE-PARTICLE INTERACTION

P Helander, M. Lisak and D. Anderson

Institute for Electromagnetic Field Theory
and Plasma Physics
Chalmers University of Technology
8-412 96 Goteborg, Sweden

ICRF heating of minority ions has proved very successful in Tokamak ex—
periments, but the detailed physics of the heating process is not yet fully
understood. As the RF wave and the particles interact, energy is exchanged
and the particle orbits are perturbed. As a result, the trajectories may, if the
wave amplitude is large, exhibit stochastic behaviour, even when collisions
are absent. The ions then diffuse in velocity and coordinate space, giving
rise to heating and particle transport. Since the electron temperature
usually is very high during high power ICRF heating, ion—electron collisions
are relatively infrequent. RF power absorption by energetic ions therefore
depends on whether collision~free stochastisation of orbits occurs or not. It
is therefore of interest to determine the threshold in wave amplitude for the
onset of stochastic motion of the ions. Earlier works treating this problemlr3
rely on the assumption that the particle orbit width is small in comparison
with the distance to the magnetic axis. In present-day experiments particles
are heated to energies of several MeV and tend to move along very wide
banana orbits. The present work fully incorporates large orbit width effects.

Unperturbed motion
Consider the motion of a charged particle in an axisymmetric, large-aspect-
ratio tokamak with concentric flux surfaces. Since the motion is integrable,
there exist three constants of motion, e.g.

Il=2v2Rc—v}_R

12: i— VZRC
13=W‘ WI“ (1)

where RC and R denote the distances from the magnetic axis and the particle
to the axis of symmetry, respectively, v” and are the components of the
particle velocity v and w is the flux function

rtncr' I (of
w: —dl'Eo q 2q

Here r denotes the distance from the particle to the magnetic axis, we is the
cyclotron frequency and q=rBwlRB9 is the safety factor, here 'n~~utned to be
roughly constant.
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From eqs. (1) we obtain the equation for the guiding centre (.il‘lll surfaces

11R: "(W’13)2R=Rc+~————— (2)
[I

which intersect the equatorial plane of the tokamak whenever

R(u1)= Rc : my) (3')

This is a quartic equation in \y having four roots (W1,\lt2.\}l3‘\tl4) of which are

always real, the others possible complex

The solutions to the equations of motion are conveniently expressed in terms
of these roots. In the case of two complex roots we find

(\lIZSi-WIT) + (WES—WIT) Cl](0)Dl, K)

WU) = 2 _1
(W3“W2) + (“ll—W3) sn (mot, K )

1
(D0 = 1‘ 4/ (VF'WM‘VT‘W)

4 R—(1c

W) =“W <4)

52 = (WI—‘VJX‘VI’WN
T2 : (‘VFWXW’WO

7 x’S_T_
(t)0 -— —2c

2 2
2 (Wt—W2) — (S—T)

K =T< 1 t

and in the case of four real roots 1

WNW—‘11:) + W2(\l’i—‘V3) snzmoh N71) (5)

2 (WI’WAX‘Vz—‘Vfl
K :————-——>l

(WF‘VsXWZ—WU
At sufficiently low energies, the former solution describes the motion of

trapped particles. the latter that of circulating ones.

Wave-Particle Interaction
If an elliptically polarised ICRF wave is present, the integrals of motion 1501,
13,13) are no longer constant bur vary in time, Their time derivatives can be

determined by averaging the equations of motion over the unperturbed

Larmor rotation. The result is
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d1, 26 Vi 1(a-d_t= m Rc 1+ T [E+ 10(kip)+E_Jz(kip)] cos¢:All cos¢

d1; 26 Vi auT=v m R 1_—w- —Rc [E+ J°(kip)+E_Jz(k_Lp)]cos¢=Alzcos¢

dl3 ekuk ——
F = — mu) [E+ Jo(k_|_p) + E_ 12099)] ] cos ¢ = A13 cos ti)

where 13;, and E, denote the amplitudes of the right-hand and left-hand
polarised electric field components, respectively, kn and kl are the parallel
and perpendicular wave vectors, p is the Larmor radius and a) is the angular
frequency of the wave. «1) denotes the phase difference between the Larmor
rotation and the wave

‘1) = J (CDC—(0 + aH)dl (6)

Nonadiabatic interaction takes place in a resonance zone, where the ion
cyclotron frequency is close to the Doppler shifter angular frequency of the
wave so that ti) = 0. At resonance the invariants I receive nonadiabatic
changes computable by means of the stationary phase method

AI =3% cos(¢ i I?)

Between resonances particle motion is essentially unperturbed. The phase in
evolves according to eq. (6) where

(”C(Rc) Rc _ WO)‘ 13 (7)
Row» W” Rme“) =

with w(t) as in eq. (4) or (5), and I is approximately constant. This leads to a

set of finite difference equations governing the evolution of I

1n+1=ln Al_. / iTTcosmni rt/4)

¢n+1 = ¢n +fimC—w+k‘|vu)dt
(3)

An approximate criterion for the onset of stochasticity in mapping equations
like (8) is that the stochastici parameter

a¢n+l _3% 11 (9)K:|
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exceed unity/4. 1n the present case

— a . a
K: EE‘AI‘lJl—Ei-FkH—XflJdtl (10)

\/ |¢| KM 01

where the derivatives with respect to 1 may be calculated from eqs. (3), (4),
(5) and (7) and the integration can be performed numerically.

Conclusions: The requirement that K > 1 far any of the resonance crossings
leads to a threshold in the electric field amplitude Ecru, which has to be ex—
ceeded in order for the ions to move stochastically. In fig. 1 Earn is p1otted

as a function of x = lv for a 200 keV lie-3 ion with r = 30 cm in JET.

Trapped particles, which have -0.36 < x < 0.29 are seen to be much easier
stochastisised than circulating ones. At the trapped~passing boundary an
arbitrarily weak wave field is needed for orbit stochastisation.
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Fig. 1. The criLical electric field needed to stochastisise a
lie-3 ion in .lE'l'. Here r=30 cm, k” = 0.01 cm_ ,
li—L : 0.3 curl and E_ = to 11+.
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THE INFIUENCE OF ELECTRCNS HEATING ON THE
MAGNETOPLASMA SURFACE WAVES PROPAGATION AT

THE PLASMA — METAL STRUCTURE

N.A.Azarenkov , K.N.Ostrikcv

Kharkov State University , Kharkov ,310077,USSR

The study of nonlinear effects in plasma-metal structu~

res nowadays is of considerable fundamental and practical in-~
terest.This interest is due to the fact that such structures

are often formed in gaseous plasmas and their study is neces—
sary in connection with the problems of plasma confinement

( limiter in tokamak [I] ),impurities ( divertcr [I] ) and
probe measurements in plasma. They may also occur under plas—

ma or laser prosessing of metals as well as under movement of

artificial satellites in ionosphere.In such structures the

existence of surface ( located near the interface ) waves
C SW ),propagating across the external magnetic field is pos-
sible [2] . The phase velocity of the SW is usually much less
compared with the light velocity and a behaviour of such wa—

ves becomes sufficiently nonlinear under relatively small am—

plitudes. Note that nonlinear properties of the SW considered

may be due to several nonlinear mechanisms. In our previous
works [5 , 4] the influence of nonlinearity,which is due to
nonlinearity of the basic set of Maxwellian equations and
quasihydrodynamic equations , on the SW propagation was studi—

ed . The aim of the present report is to study the influence

of nonlinearity which is due to electrons heating in the high
frequency SW field on magnetoplasma finite amplitude SW pro—
pagation at the plasma — metal structure .

Consider semi — infinite plasma occupying the half ~

space ‘l‘> 0 and bounded at the plane :I‘: O by an idfllly
conductive metal surface. The external magnetic field }{0

is applied parallel tc the boundary at direction; We are

Ted in study of the SN , propagating across }{0 \ alonginteros
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Y axis )‘ at the plasma— metal boundary. SW frequency sa~

tisfios the following inequality (,5 >>977$ , where

§_1 is the characteristic time of collisional electron

impulse variation and 5-1 is the characteristic time of

collisional electron energy variation . 'w'e take into account

electrons heating; in the SN field , which leads to variation

of electron collisional frequency. This results in variations

of electromagnetic properties of plasma.

Electrons heating; in the SW field is assured to be weak,

so electron temperature can be written as e =T + e, ,

el<< T , T is the electron temperature in the ab—

sence :23“ the 531:} , e, is a variation of electron tempera—

ture due to the action of the Si] electromagnetic field. Col-—

lisional frequency as a function of electron temperature

can be presented as follows

9(9)=\>(T)+‘S»9(x)3,lEl2), (I)
where 8)) (X,j,lE}Z): %@ 6='T' 9/(DQH)IE!2)<< 9(T),

The dependence of collisional frequency v on X and fl

coordinates is due to two - dimensional character of the SW

field pattern.

To describe an influence of electrons heating. on the SW

propagation we start from quasihydrodynamic equations for

high — frequency electron motions with collisional frequency

’3) taken in the form ( I > and Maxwellian equations for

SW electromagnrtic fields . We also used stationary energy

balance equation [5] to obtain the electron temperature va—

riation QYXALIEP) . When calculating 9/(X,j,lEl2) we assu—

med a temperature dependence on the 8‘s] electromagnetic field

amplitude to be local. This is valid when the effects of

heat conduction may be neglected.

After the solution of_'the above mentioned equations ,

using boundary condition t5(T=O)=0 , where E3 is the

tangential component of the SW electric field , we obtain the

following nonlinear dispersion equation
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‘1)(w, mg) + 1R9, (1111:12p (-2161n ~
IilElzeXP("2K2//l'30=0 <2)

whele 1) (60 K2) is the linear, dispersion equation of the
E,’ consideied [21’K—2:-/K2+LK2” is the SW wavenumber ,

R29 _ 95:24? (w2+co&)2(a:)’452’)>990?) 9m
1' Mecca-win <21)“n as Mm

ImQ = ezniaofloé) 8; 99(9) om (jam:
1 2mc(w2_wdill I£Il(5/)3/2 (Be T$(T){48 X

xSize; [2 3(21)2)- 5; (“(82) 5““ )J + 2“) w[
81” - a;’agfi—Qs #15211}

we , 52a are electron cyclotron and plasma frequencies ,
/

e , m are /electron charge and mass , 81:51+LEI// ,

I

52.: 52/4..916: are collisional magnetoactive plasma dielect
1‘ic tensor components,respectively.Linear dispersion equation

13(60) (,2) includes linear collisional damping. Terms,pro—
portj onal to 9 Q1 and Im 621 are due to nonlinear dam—

ping and nonlinear frequency shift of the SW considered ,res-

peciively.0ne can see from { 2 ) that nonlinear damping dec—
rement and nonlinear frequency shift decrease with the inc—

rease of the distance from the source of SW excitaticrflflio)

Numeri cal estimates show that the condition of a weak

elect-11.115 heai 1mg: approximation 9 <<'T in a dense plasma

(ma/£01» 1 ) does not give more strict restrictions

on the Ski amplitude values than the condition of a weak non—

linearity approximation JV << 1 , where fi=—V;— Ni)“ (VE
:s the characteris{tic electron oscillation velocity in the
f1 old of 51.,Vph is the SW phase velocity ) .80 ,when
:1 ,ma density non/1012 511-5 73.1.0” I kOe ,parameter f1
value 0,1 CCIMIOSPCUZI s to SJ prr‘litnde value E N I kV / em.

:3

Such field amplitude values may be produced in experiment.

More detailed investigations were carried out in the
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ency in The form 9(6U;JE? A: ,L

completely icnized gaseous plasma,we ccnclude t

Biomal dampil; ccmparinj_ linear HDDIOYiDHfi

tion.[u fhis 015

She whole frequency
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ON EZISTENCE OF SOLITAR DRIFT WAVES
IN THE PP SEER3B O’ INHWAOGENEOUS ELECTRIC FIELD

Smirnov A.P, Sheina E.A.

Lomonosov MC-scow StateUniversity, Moscow USSR

xu - Au). + (u + nu“)w : J'u,Au), :E .2

are considered in magnetized plasma. In Eq.t:r
J4¢,I} = mvrw — wvtv, u = utx,y,ti = eG/T , E — the electricl a , -

, T v the electron temperature, 2n = 5 ln Txa 1n n,. i
n — the plasma density ,length is normalized torrL ,,

to i/w , £4 — ion frequency. 0X axis is herpendioulfl to the

magnetic field and the plasma density gradient. It is shown
Lil that this equation has the solution in the form of

solitary wave which moves with constant profile.
in this report we studqr the question of existence or

analogous vertex in the presence or electric field deline.d
:y the potential ityi. This mathemat i’:al tcdel also des~
crises ‘RDFIEX in the shallow retating liouid on the back-
?reund of zonal flow Ls}. it is shown on the casis of thee—

l veiistence or eigolentially decreasina vortex or
a“9‘"trcurc e: inhomtseneous electric

‘ J tenniticns. These waves move oergendiv
cuiarly to the plasma sensity Jrac. nt ans the magnetic

r ese we in thisrreport are illustrated

By nuinerical calculations of inhrmwfleneous :‘ielc and vertex
i

tr.7~ Th; 1" firm ‘wr‘-l m l. a J. m - A.

1- * n - r Hm UAW"in {ii .3 t, , this“
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WAVE PROPAGATION IN AN INHOIVIOGENEOUS
RELATIVIS’I‘IC

NIAGNETOPLASMA

Kerkhol, M.J., Kmnp,L.P.J., Sluijter,F.VV., VVeeninlglVll’.ll.1

Eindhovcn University of Technology , Dept. of Applied Physirs
5600 M l} Eindhoven

The Netherlands

1 Introduction

This paper contains two subjects. In the first part a self-consistent descrip~
tion is given of the electron and ion statics in a relativistic inhomogeneous
magnetoplasma. ln [MahajamSQ] this problem is treated for a. non~relntivistic
plasma. with electrons and ions having equal charge.

Furthermore it is shown that there exist equilibrium solutions that sim-
ulate the interface of a semi-infinite neutral plasma with a. magnetic field.

In the second part the time—dependent Vlasov—h‘laxwell system is lin-
earized around this equilibrium. The case of a non’rela‘tivistic plasma was
treated in [Martinfl'f]. In the present paper at set of fully relativistic differ
entinl equations is derived for the first order electric field.

2 Equilibrium in a relativistic two-component
plasma

Our starting point is a plasma, that is inhomogeneous in the redirection and
which is contained in a magnetic field B0 in the z-direction. The equilibrium

1Eindhoven University of Technology , Dept. of Electrical Engineering

\ -"' L . - > ‘- "Ma/‘H lum‘n’ui, mu, “11 i\li;1lil-{;it::ild§.‘-ly

8046 Gard-ring bei Mflnchsn
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t'lt‘t‘tl‘l(' £ttl(l ningnotir fivld are described by tho potentials (l) and A:
'l‘ .4 1');" 1’ * ‘c: . 111= ‘7'“(2 a o — .0:1: (11‘

For tho equilibrium distribution functions f, (s:(‘,i) that satisfy tlw tinnt

$4

iinlupondruit Vlzlsov equations for tho Clortrons and ions wv rhoosv functions:
that rcsonililc rvlal ivistic l\l£1X\VClli£lllS [[SyngejT , [h‘laliaja‘InS‘Jl,[Clcniniougtitl])z

. (1 (NJ‘
thy/J) : newt—1!. |+ ()2 7 #flnm +

h a
("-3)

with (a, : (171,,r'2)(rc7',)‘1 and C, =[1,(l171\"2(;1,))‘1,where. K2 is thr: 111mliliml
Bessel function of the second kind of order two. For convenience we introduce
the (limousionlnss potential ‘1) :2 r’.rl(:1:)(m¢r)”1, the parmnetPrS Z :: 47w” 1,
o :: ETC", [7' :: 711(777:1 and the functions [75 and g.- (lefinod by

r (111) - N—w 0° 11‘(. )1, 'w7 111, ('1)./c — Nd] + N“) a /y cl fly ry 1 ,
ZN“) Z:I\- I A “\D — d , 111"n H} [Via il’uf Jllll f3 [’11) [’y l l

Arch-’14): )T/l-’{ i(l\ Ell—l A )f(.tr[) _t‘a l’t‘l‘; l} ' (Ii)

{lil‘l’l =

with

, [X'2(([1,)

Exprvssing the particle densities and thoirflcurrent dcnsitics 1n the functimis
g, and their derivatives lends after some algebra to thc following not of difA
fervntin‘l equations for the potentials X (:('(l »|- e‘l)‘l’)(2r;fl;)‘l) and \I’:

(12x l+§ _ ..97 = 1;, oxpt(6xllsmlltxlgt‘1’)+coslitX).qa(‘1')l. 161
12111 3

3,72 : ‘7\Lc 6xlro<lxx+m)r1l‘1') sinhw»+—1515)17!1(‘I')J (T)

with

Zvn‘ , l 1
15(6) =art‘lflnhtét II: This lam). .01 2 7(1): m) - t8):Z+o" 2 2

lt can be shown that for a, suitablp choice of f] (and with 9,1 taken eo) the
solution 710(1) x %1\"0(tzinh(rrL") + 1), 170(1) = U, — B tanl1(:rL‘1), E0 = 0
satisfies the equations (6) and (7).
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3 Linearization of the time—dependent Vlasov-
Maxwell system

Starting from the presumed equilibrium, the time-dependent Vlasov—equation
is linearized with respect to a small deviation. Because we are interested in
the highlrequcncy behaviour of the particlesdhe ion motion is neglected.

For the first order perturbation of the electron distribution the following
equation is obtained

(3231+ "‘ Vlfl — at; X Boc,)- fr

e/re‘“ p ' '—
= W47r1\2(#)( /z(\11)p-E,—h’\D( )(El +C”Y X B1)y) . (9)

Assuming harmonic time-dependence of f1, Ehand 131 according to

f1 7 E1 1 51°C 5““ (10)

and using cilindrical coordinates (pl, 45, p”) in momentum space the leftihand
side of (9) yields

—iwf1+—Cpicos(¢)%£—f+n(m)2; (11)

The function fl is expanded in a Fourier series

= "in f(")e.""4’ . (12)

This leads to the following equations for f("):

_ ,‘(w _ 779(5c__))f(v1)++C_2r:lia_m0_(f(n+1) + f(n—1))_e Ht") 7 (13)

in which I?“ is the n-th Fouriercoel’licient of (9). Using small gyroradius
approximation, the set of equations for f(") is solved to lowest order. \Vith
this result the components of the current density can be calculated. We have

4

D1
1;fzfo+ . 1.I .4 1 (M)
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I 11/30 ‘

I : —* i l50 [I0 01—” l ‘l

3 I {if—"L92: ;
3 — l/ “ 1112-21 . (1111

112W) 2

ll1‘1‘vlhc 11011501 operator T is givr‘n by

El) (01271)“; )‘lfll 1—2) (004)1112 M'—).((1) 'ml/ p1013 —_Z 0°15“ (—0:’1(2 *l) (3115+) +0 2‘” “’3“ :12) (01(1’0 0—HT

’1“), T11»), 31:2): 71:11:11 .1181
7)

lhr functions G'E‘g,(1'(zfi) an lineal mmbinalimis of lhe 1elali1istir (lieu 11 ision
[mutions of the 11151 and socmul hmmonics 11' hich 1110 defined by

nQ_ (aw—HEM co (72 e (a—UC—uvl
Fall/1,?) : *Lnn-Av—d'y , (19)

w 'y —A :—

7Boi‘iiatici,88 with r : § — 11 : (J. i], :l:2 . The explicit cx )rossions‘. ofl 2 2 l
[1the elements of the tensor] will he published later.
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INFLUENCE OF PLASMA DENSITY iNHOMOGENEITIES ON THE
EIGENFREQUENCY OF GLOBAL THREEDIMENSIONAL MHD MODES IN

TOROIDAL PLASMAS

Ferdinand F. Cap
Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Innsbruck, Austria

Introduction

The propagation of electromagnetic and of MHD waves in toroidal plasmas is of interest
for the heating of fusion plasmas. As long as the wavelength is small in comparison
to the length scale of the device the use of geometric optic methods (ray tracing) is
suitable. If. however. the wavelength (of low frequency waves) is of the order of the

dimensions of the device, global wave solutions are necessary. For toroidal geometry the
MHD wave equations are however not separable into ordinary differential equations. Using
a collocation method [I]. the partial differential equations describing MHD waves are
solved for a toroidal and arbitrary meridional cross section of the containment chamber.
The influence of various density distributions on the eigenfrequency of the global wave
solutions and the satisfaction of the boundary conditions on the metallic vessel wall will

be discussed
Starting from the equations of continuity, of motion, Ohm’s law and Maxwell’s equa—

tions we obtained by the usual linearization a set of equations for p (density), 17 (particle
speed), c, ( adiabatic sonic velocity), CA (Alfven Velocity), and the electromagnetic wave
fields 5,3 Eliminaitiong ; (current density), E,1§,p and v9 we obtained in circular
cylinder coordinates T, Lp,:, see Fig. I. with the assumption ~ exp(imap — ikz + iwt) two
ordinary differential equations for v,(r) and 'v:(r) of the MHD waves:

our 2 2 2 2 (412 n22
I dr (631+ T165) + (to: (CA + ncs) — g + mid—

iv, 2 I dpg 2 _
+T[(nc,(r;;?+l) —CA)] —0 (I)

dvz ., ., . _rlv, ., . I dpu c2
E—(r2w2 —I71'C:l) + 2: dr krcf4 + vz (r2w2 p—Dgr— + Zrkgcf, + 4m2 74H-

—i—ilcv,.(r2..o2 — 7722c?1 — 2&1) = 0. (2)

Here p0(r) is the assumed plasma density distribution, 3300‘) = Bo(r)é}, is the toroidal
containement field. 30(7‘) 2 RBO(R)/r. R is the major (and later a the minor) toroidal
radius. Ci : B3(r)/,ugp0(r) and n is an abbreviation for n = u.‘"‘)r‘2/(1.L127‘2 - mgcg). Due to
the gyroscopy of the magnetized plasma the phase factor 1' : exp(i1r/'2) appears in (I),
('2). so that the MHD waves are prescribed by a time dependent rotating structure. We
therefore make a “snap-shot" at time t = 0 and consider the two modes type I (v, —» if»)
and type ‘2 (U: —> 1'01) whose superposition describes the rotating MHD mode. In order
to solve the equations (1). (2) we assumed Tm, = ’ 513cm,“ = IcV, BO(R) = 5T, 7,, =
“mm = '2 and a Gaussian density distribution (710 = IOE20 particles m'a)

pom : noA exp[-/3(r - RV/agl» (3)



where {ltd} has been chosen in such a way that the total plasma mass remained constant.

when 5:] was varied.

Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions on a containing highly conducting metallic surface are 17-17 :
11., : O, B . 1—1 : I}n = t) and F, : Li' X :7 : t). H the toroidal containment chamber

is s1tuated as liliv'. I shows, then the normal vector 17 is )("1'JClltlllfllli'll‘ to C. and thea 1 .
: 0. it the merit'lional

is described by a curve
boundary conditions tor U and E are automatically satisfied if 1‘

cross-section in the r.:—plane of the containing toroidal Burl}.
:‘ : :(r) and il‘ tanu : (hat/(1r. then 1-,, = —1',,sino‘ + 1': c050 : U. inserting the real

solutions 13,. and 11: from (i) and (‘3) in the form for mode type 1

ILA!
11.02532): Z x imrit'mltr)cos/vt 11:05:11; (.1)

15111,:

[Coll

firtr. Yr". :) : Z flini‘filf””l(i‘l sin ls: - cos 111g. (3)
/(.111,5

where 5 : 1V ‘2 indicates two different but arbitrary initial conditions used in the numerical

integration of (l)‘ (2.) one obtains for P collocation points 1';.:;. 1. = l ...P a. system
of P equations for the unknown partial amplitues slim. Since the sum over 5 : l,‘3
gives two values and it summation over 111 gives ill values and over I: one might have [1’
values‘ the number 1‘\’ of unknown partial amplitudes slim is given by P = 'Zti‘ll + l) ~ It'.
The number P of collocation points determines the accuracy of the solution. For tixed
P it has been shown [ll that the. accuracy ol' the results is practically independent of
the arbitrary choice of the separation constants 1.". According to our experience with

axisyn‘in‘ietric MHD modes [ll we make the choice A‘ : l/a, 2/111 3/11 . . . lt/(t. where (1
is the “effective” minor torus radius for arbitrary cross section. When the l2values are
given, then the condition 11,, : t] with 11.. r; inserted l‘rom (4). (:3) constitutes a system of

P linear homogem-ous equations tor the 22(;l[ + 1] ~ [1' unknowns .lw. In order that this
system can be solved. the determinant D of the coefficients (known at 17,:1) must vanish.

This condition determines the global eigenlrequency w. In order to be able to integrate

(l), (‘2), the density distribution ol‘ the plasma and the lrequency LC have to be known. We

thus inte‘ 1te the iilill'erential equations (which deliver the elements of the deterniinaut)
with an initial guess for to and calculate Dltt‘l Looking for a root ol' the function D(U.l)

we obtain an iinprorr-tl value [or w and a new integration yields improved coefficients and
an improved to etc.

Results

\s soon as the solutions (/1). (5) are known it is possible to calculate the electric lield

E,.(I‘.:.t,:) and Edi-511,3) being known. the ditl'erential equations for the electric field

lines (l:/F,';.(1'.:) : (/1'/E,.t/‘..'.J have to be integrated numerically, The results obtained
are sununarizetl in Table I and in Fig. 2 l2.
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Curve b m a" A type 1 type 2 Figs.
circle a 0 0.1 3. 1.559 1.451 5. 6
circle a 0 1.4 3. 1.764 1.557 5. 6
circle a 0 0.2 3. 1.522 1.433 5‘ 6
circle a 1 0.2 3.1.804 1.456 7
circle a 2 0.2 3. 1.646 1.432 —
Circle a 0 1.2 2. 1.771 1.489 S, 9
circle a 0 1.2 20. 1.674 1.539 S, 9
circle a 1 1.2 2.8 1.774 1.511 117 12
circle a 1 1.2 20. 1.675 1.540 11, 12
circle a 2 1.2 4. 1.778 7 0
circle a 2 1.2 20. 1.677 7 10
ellipse 2. 0 0. 3.1.701 — 7
ellipse 2. 0 1.2 3. 2.002 7 —
ellipse 2. 0 3.2 1.3. 2.556 7 —
ellipse 2. 1 0. 3. 1.76.3 — 7
ellipse 2. 1 1.2 3. 2.026 7 —
ellipse 2. l 1.6 3. 2.127 — 7

Table 1. Angular eigenfrequencies w in E7 as dependent from inhomogeneity parameter
,3, aspect ratio A = R(a : 1) and geometry.

We see. that the frequency increases practically linearly with increasing inhomogeneity
parameter J. The dependence from the aspect ratio is discussed in Figs. 8 — 12. Also
D-shaped cross sections have been calculated.

References

{1] F. Cap. N. Schupfer. Axisymmetric MHD modes in an inhomogeneous toroidal
plasma of arbitrary meridional cross section and arbitrary aspect ratio. Nuclear
Fusion fl, Ni‘ 9 (1.989), 146.9 - 1478
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ANOMALOUS DISPERSION 0F ELECTRON-CYCLOTRON-WAVES

IN NON—MAXWELLIAN, RELATIVISTIC PLASMAS

LMoser E.R§uchle, Institut fiir Plasmaforschung der Universitit Stuttgart_._x

7000 Stuttgart 80, Pfaffenwaldring 31, Fed. Rep. Germany

Abstract:

The dielectric tensor due to Orefice (l) is used to investigate the dispersion and

absorption of electromagnetic and electrostatic waves propagating obliquely to a

constant magnetic field in a weakly relativistic plasma. For the fast and slow onlie

nary wave propagating perpendicularly to the magnetic field anomalous dispersion is

obtained in a small range around the electron cyclotron resonance. The influence of

the electron distribution (Maxwellian *, drifting Maxwellian ~, Loss- Cone-distribution

functions) on the propagation of the electron—cyclotron waves is investigated numeri—

cally.

Deviations from thermal equilibrium lead to maser‘instability.

The dielectric t_ensor:

Electromagnetic and electrostatic waves are investigated in the frequency range of

the electron—cyclotron resonance. The plasma is assumed to be homogeneous with a

constant magnetic field g0. Due to Orefice (1) and Moser et al. ('2') the dielectric
tensor for a weakly relativistic plasma is given by:

m 2 , 7 L (fl .r 3 ,. "pt- 2 j I _ w . _ . 2 Ien. uij+l m , lHijL Pi] Iij‘wl wzuzpoll (1)

for an electron distribution function f:

flp p;,l=wlf1(p.|\Hl+w.,f,,lp ,m) (2)

with wl + \v x = l .
There is flip .p ll) a Loss? Cone distribution function given by:

f1(P.‘W) : nopfinn l‘fm‘ expl—ljgzllpf + [73);]. (3)

Topic: General Plasma Theory lG)
Responsible author: Dr. Fritz Moser
Address: lnstitut fLir Plasmaforschung der Universitiir Stuttgart

7000 Stuttgart Hi). Pfaffenwzlldring Fl. Fed. Rep. Germany
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From (on) or (oh) there results the dispersion eguation:

DetlAij|=0 (7;!)
_ A _ 1‘1 y

with Aij:n (kik3~oij)+eij(m,k), ki_l—l<.—l‘ (7“

Numerical results:

The dispersion relation (7a) is solved numerically using a method of complex resi-

dual calculation in the root finding code. If the complex roots for the index of re-

fraction are determined there results the wave field SE, SE by solving equation

(6b). In the numerical calculation of the tensor elements 21' the recursion formulae

for the generalized relativistic dispersion functions due to Shkarofsky (3) and Robin-

son (4) are used.
Two characteristic examples for the dispersion of the fast ordinary wave are shown

in the figures 1) and 2). In Fig.1) the anomalous dispersion considering relativistic

effects is compared with the result of nonrelativistic hot theory. Relativistic effects
result in smearing out the nonrelativistic singularity at the electron cyclotron reso-
nance. In the nonrelativistic result of hot theory there is no damping of the wave in
the frequency range around £099 (ni= 0). but considering relativistic effects there is
a strongly marked damping for B”? 1 or for o) < mcewith E)”: Lace/to.
In Fig.2) the anomalous dispersion of the fast ordinary wave is shown for the pro—
pagation in a weakly relativistic, low density plasma with a Loss-Cone distribution
function with the Los37Cone indices ml =2. m ll =0. It is shown that such deviations
from thermal equilibrium lead to an instability, the maser~instability.
An analogous anomalous behaviour has been found also for the slow ordinary wave in
the frequency range around (a 1, whereas for the extra ordinary wave (X.W.) no
anomalous behaviour out he found neither in low density plasmas (to: ~’ 1) nor in
high density plasmas (Tape 1). There is Tape: Lope/La.
For the ordinary wave no anomalous dispersion could he found in the case of propa—
gation in high density plasmas. The anomalous behaviour could only be determined
for the case of low density plasmas.
The form of the electron distribution function has a large influence on the absorption
of the waves. Therefore the knowledge of the distribution function is necessary to
ohtuin a good theoretical understanding and desoription of experimental results.

Morences :

l i) A. ()refice. J. Plasma Physics _3_9, (1988) EL
(3) F.l\'loser ct 211.. Proc. 17th Europ. Conf. on Controlled Fusion and Plasma

Heating, Amsterdam. 1990. Vol. IV. 1803.
(3) l. P. Shkarofsky. J. Plasma Physics 3: (198(1) 319.
(-1) P. :\. Robinson, J. Math. PhySJlZ. l 1986) 1206.
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A MULTIPLE TIMESCALE EXPANSION AND
ANOMALOUS PLASMA TRANSPORT

J .W. Edenstrasser

Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Innsbruck, Austria

ABSTRACT
At the last meeting we had presented the application ofa multiple timescale dcriaa-

[inc (Ipmlslott to the dimensionless Fokker—Planck equation. In continuation of [his
work. the zero order Foli‘lcr—Planck collision operator appearing in the second—order
cquatlon is integrated and the first three velocity moments are performed leading to the
transport equations on the collision timescale. The transport processes resulting from the
finite :cra—order fluid velocities and from the Mill) fluctuation spectrum turn out to be
one order larger than those ofclassical or neoclassical transport.

INTRODUCTION
To make progress in understandinrr and describing processes like plasma relaxa—

tion, profile consistency and anomalous turbulent) transport occuring on intermediate
timescales between the two limiting scales of ideal MHD and resistive diffusion, we had
initiated a multiple timescale approach at the last meeting of this conference series /1/.
The expansion was based on a small gyroradius assumption and the four timescales
considered were those of particle gyration, particle transit, collisions, and classical
transport. The solution of the resulting zero and firstworder Fokker-Planck equations
has led, depending on the assumption of vanishing or non—vanishing zero—order fluid
velocities to the static Stellarator and the stationary Tokamak (RFP) equililiria.

For easier reading and convenient reference we write down once more the Fokker—-
Planck equation in dimensionless form applying the normalization

t 21/9", r : ICOVOfi/llu, ii: ii/B, E = Ec/vaii, v‘ : G/vgh, v : iii, 0 = 00/0“. (1)
t

flu is the gyrofreqnency, Va is the Alfvén velocity, in is the particle density7 [—5 is the

magnetic field, and vfgh the thermal velocity, all five values taken at the magnetic axis

for a characteristic instant. I is the characteristic length over which the macroscopic
quantities change and which we take as the plasma radius a.

pro/311+ (infirm + a((10)(aul3 + M) era/a? = raccx with (2)

can-r) = 12? 23% fdfiv- {f1(3)0fi(?‘)/0ii1; — 'fi(3')df3(V)/dvk +
J” I

Lfllrawiami' 7i i/avt a nav'mwmn/avkn Ujkfiifi') and (2.a)
cam = if; 23% fast“{Hiefiwrnv'i/avt—ie(?')are(U)/avk +

J’ '

(it)‘3'2laid?)(WWW)/r‘lvt—fi(V'/x/i—vi)0fetil/0kUMV—V'), (2.1))
where the dimensionless factors 1‘0 in front of the collision operators are given by
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‘1-—_.i L191 (11 q -—-3 £71: 2 .7
11 -’ 2J3 lwifli 0'1 (~.C) Fe -p T 111.91% be (”(1)

1111111.11el.ei1s1)1'11j1.is (11111110111111 ENE) : (gig-.1 2 i11|§13 (2.0)

1'110 1‘10 _ . 'l‘- m
“1.1::1‘51'“ 5“ ::ST:T" 0(1)“) ;: Slgll1(1..1. A ;:_l,.1‘ 7 ;:fi (3.1)

.1 "1.1 ”F:

Z is1111>cl1argc11111111111111111111111115, 11f1 1111111111 1111|ision 111105.1101'11'1) 1111‘ 111111.111 11111((111.111—
110.: — vgh/l, 110 are 1110. 11.;11'111111' radii.

ll. turns 0111 11131. for a fusion 11111311111 in a prcsoi'11.-—1'lay largo [1151011 expcrinionl 1111:
(0111' timescales considered obey in a standardized 101111 1110 1'111111i1111

71111 = 7006(3) 1111.11 7&0 -- [1‘31 and 11 : O.1,2.3 (:3)
The multiple 1111103111113 derivative expansion approach 111011 11711113 in :1 51.1111d'111'1llzcd
1111111 1

‘1 : E15|1fnn(x.1';.1014.113111) {111110 A ”11$151} I) (l)
11 11:11'0‘0 T 71—“

This 10r111alis111 is now applied to 1.111) 1111111111510111035 l"ol<1;er~rplai11'k 11q11111ion leading for
cach order of 60 1.1) a separate eq11a1ion. The 21111) 11nd firstwrder 01111111111115 11'111'13 111-011 I

1101111111111 /1/ leadinn 101.111: sta1ic Stellara101' 111111 313111111111'1' ”1011' 11111111. (RF?) conili—
1)ri£1.1n this paper 1111) will discuss 11113 50101111 order 19111121111111 (:3).

{“1111 81m MHz 63 _‘ 4 2 0100
W+ T7141)UW + V m + HUI”) Efilaoll‘z '1' \'>< 3 74 +

111
'5 111

i[11niil+(¢x111[~a 1 [a 11... who) 2“2} :r(.l1'm)1rm.,.rri._01 15)
J“ {N 1)\' '

lNTliGRA'l‘lON OF THE ZERO—ORDER COLLISION OPERATOR 01111 (1)1011“)
T1111 zero 01'dc1 collision op1111"111018 1111.1 0111111111311 1111111 1211.. (2.11) 111111 (2.11) 111' 111—

sorting 101. £00 1110 (1111 1.1111 normalized hla.\\11.‘lli11n 11i s11i11111111n lnncllions. A11111111nfr to

11113 111110111111 111111111117 11'01111111122111011 111' 1111111 111 (‘11) 111111 C111 111 1111.11r1 £1011" (F .l) and

fio1 Vl/c/Th) reapcm1i1'11y. with111.0 =1le11/\/—\:111(l 11111 r inn/711.
The collision opcralwom (1111 now 1113111119011111111 11111111112 11111.1 31111111 1111111115 manipui

111110113 Lo 111C simple 101111

. 1 ($0 + Ba)? 4. 1 ' "(1111(X1 \. 12. t1) : “JUMPlmfiQ—w—dw‘zfi) MW ((11

11 11 A a L : L _ 2 _ '
”1.1 : x- 13 '62))" ”'11 : ’l11(""‘1111)- B11 :,1n(11)m ‘11.:101-711:‘711W'11 + b1. (“-3)

IV

1. : fl. 1. -~-»—1—. 01:11 «£1.11 ('1 : 11 - 1101 111.111
‘IJa m «1) 1‘ 11‘.) '

\\1111 1110 {1111 1111110 13(‘11101111ic111 211' 1111111 11111111101 1110111111011 opmmors 1’l and P11 11113 11111—

501 111' can 110 1111111311 213
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* 7 <1” 1v = (g «1335) + mug), gm) = «re—431 he) = {it cram — mg} (ac)
From the above equations we infer that the collision operators Co0 vanishes for 20 : 0,

i.e., for equal zero—order drift velocities and temperature profiles.

VELOCITY MOMENTS OF THE COLLISION OPERATORS Cao

The zero—order moment, defined by (1) :: [Cuod3v vanishes on account. of the ve~

locity divergence of Cuo, thus expressing particle conservation.

After performing the integration of the firstwrder moment ((3) :: [VCOOdl‘v we

obtain
be 2xaAgnionfl0 bg.l _ _ 2 \ ,. h

(”GTE—f+ 300 {expl m] S(,\Qlao,bu)], ulth (r)

5mm) : WAETGOCXP[‘P3‘E—O] id—lln—ijgfigfi lfiexplwfiflll (8)
n=0

9
and Hi21+ 1/7, Ne=1+7, flziT‘

Neglecting terms of the order 0(7) we finally obtain
. _; i 2 _., ’ ,(3% = (rm—us) gflTfitfifi (we: (utter-lo) 9%? (9)

The friction forces It“ are then simply written in dimensional form

_‘ d -+ll“ : IllOIloFuQaV?h<\/>Q (10)

It can be easily shown that the sum of the friction forces vanishes just as it should be.
For the secondwrder velocity moment defined by (v2/2) = f (v2/2)Cu0 d3v we

analogously obtain
v2 211mm“, cabal bg

<2—>n: lll<u+i+ m Cl exPl‘W‘l —2 O
bo’lcorO 1 + 0 do 0‘ Q G a

7 [Cuba + kal SugtToO:bo)} With (11)

1ii:diilri%(1+7)“bi,ke=%l§-K’1fi%(1+7)—beyd0=ilalfiaol
Again neglecting terms of the order 0(7) we finally obtain

"2 ‘ - - r F; , , 2—. :t —i
<§“)i:m¥fi%¥1{l’lrio*ho)“3Ui0(UeD—Ui0)} and

e

6‘39 I Q'f'glég‘) {(Teo ‘ ATiO) ’ % fieoffiio — 6e0)] (12)
9
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ELECTRON HEAT CONDUCTION AND SUPRATHERMAL PARTICLES.

0.G. Bakunin, S.I. Krasheninnikov

I.V.Kurchatov Institute, Moscow, USSR.

As recognized at present, the applicability of Spitzer—
Harm‘s theory on electron heat conduction along the magnetic
field is limited by comparatively small values of the thermal
electron mean free path ratio, A to the characteristic length
of changes in plasma parameters, L: yzA/L 5 10* [1—6]. As
shown in [7], the stationary kinetic equation for the elect—
ron distribution function inhomogeneous along the x—axis
f (3,x) allows one to have solutions in the self—similar

5
variables. The objective of a given study is to generalize
the solutions [7] for the case of arbitrary ZdT, that will

allow one to compare approximate solutions to the kinetic
equation with the precise ones in a wide range of parameters.

The electron distribution function may be represented in
the self—similar variables [7]:

remix): N F(\7)/[Te(x)]°‘, a: 17(m/2Te(x))1/2, (1)
where N is the normalization factor; fF(v)dv =1; a is the
free parameter; the function 7'(X) plays the role of a cha—

racteristic average electron energy. In this case kinetic
equation for f (V, X) is converted in the following way.

A '3’V aF _ E BF 1~ u 6F a ‘ 2 6F
Wu [aF+— ] 2E[“TV+—V—62:%1u] [91:(V,F)+ZIV_3:J1—u )6—11]' (2)26-?

where the parameter 3E: eETe/(Znqne) is found from the

particle flux ambipolarity condition J: I F(y)Vu dv=0,
St(V, F) is the collisional Colombian operator; E(X) is the
ambipolar electric field, u: COS(V X).

The solution of Eq. (2) corresponds to the constant ratio
of the mean free path for electrons with the energy of about
1¥(x) to the characteristic length of a change in Te(x):

3' : — Tez(dlnTe/dx)/(2ne41\ne) = const. (3)
Taking account of Eq.(1), the relationship Eq.(3) re—

sults in the following dependencies 1¥(x), n (x) and for the

energy flux density q(x):

TJGAL%)(dTe/dx) = const, n a T n/aal ; (4)
e e



(Ti-CCq(x) = QTJX) JN(2/m):, Q = j tyhdv . (5)
In the limit of intereest, V >\1, Eq.(2) is transformed

into the form:

V 6F *3 0F 1—“ SF
”[QF*E1;E]E‘[‘a—g 7g 29;.
where 5: Va, B:(1+ZI)/2.

Further simplifications of the kinetic equation can be
related with a fast symmetrization of the electron distribu—
tion function at high B, when F(V) can be represented in the
form: F(V): F0(V)+ uF](V); where FO>FJ

37' (1—a)d [ Fag J _ Q d 85 _ g d P: + a] h
3 LE dE ‘ 0 E E[ 0] - E CE 0 d5 ’ (r

where 6=3F/3 —1, Fbeig (f F )/d£+a§“dFn/d§.

Now let us consider when such an approach is justified
from the viewpoint of a research in an effect of suprathermal
particles on electron heat conduction. Let us assume the
electron temperature profile to be characterized by the mag~
nitude of y<<1. Analyzing Eq.(7), one can show that a distor—
tion in the Maxwellian distribution function and, as a re~
sult, an essential effect of suprathermal electrons on heat
conduction, provided by the suprathermal particle transport,
starts to be manifested at the energies E z fl/g“. On the
other hand, in order the condition Fn(v)>> Eh{v), to be true,

(Hind

it is necessary, as seen rpm Eq.(7), to have the electron
energy to be rather small 8/7. Hence, it follows that an
analysis of the suprathermal particle effect on electron heat
condition at the plasma parameter profiles characterized by
can be based on a symmetrized kinetic equation of the type
[6] or Equ(7) under condition 8 2 if “ only. Then, at the
energies E“: B/a‘, i.e. when electrons iavo time to diffuse
for a distance (in the free mean paths) of about if distor—
tion in the Maxwellian function becomes very strong ,and
f (V, x) is determined by the integral T§{X) profile. A strong

f
E:

anisotropy in f (V,x) and Violation of the applicability

conditions Eq.(7) can be expected to approach at 5'2 0/1,
when the mean free path become greater than the characteris—
tic inhomogeneity size in T (x). (Fig.1).

*l. c‘
In the apposite case (B i J J, a distortion in the

Maxwellian distribution function is accompanied by a strong
anisotropization even at rather low energies, not mentioning
energies of the order of E? 8/7. Therefore here one should
consider the complete equation Eq.{6). (Fig.2).

We omit here the exact solutions of Eqs.(d),(7) since
they rather cumbersome [8}. However, the presence of a stron-
gly~anisotropic tail in terms of po:!er iwci to the distribu~
tion function at the energies E 3 HE/J) should be, first

V
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of all, emphasized in the solutions of the above—derived
equations. This result is quite natural, if one takes account
of the fact that electrons are collectivized at such energies
and their spectrum should be determined by global characte—
ristics of the temperature and density particles, Te(x),

n (x), not by their local values. Since we consider the dist—

ribution function fe(v,x) in the dimensionless variable "en—

ergies" g, Eq.(l), the only dependence feon V, satisfying

this conduction, will be fem l/Vza [7].

Formally , such a power-law dependence, fe(v) results in

a divergence of the dimensionless heat flux, Q in the expres—
sion Eq.(5), at «:3, provided by the contribution of supra—
thermal particles that corresponds to a rather steep depen—
dence Te(x): dlnTe/dlnx 22/7; the quantity 7 in this case can

anywhere pear to be negligible. At a=3 the divergence has a
logarithmic nature, at a<3 it obeys the power law. One should
note that the Luciani like expression for the heat flux, for
the electron temperature and density profilesunder considera—
tion does not discern the cases when a >3 and a < 3: gs:

2 2
q5H(X)/[l—7 (3-a) J-

However, the emergence of a great amount of suprather—
mal, electrons is related with their transport from some
hotter zones. Therefore in the real limited systems, the
effect of tail electrons on the heat flux becomes essential
at a rather great temperature difference:

1/2 -1/2
T we 1/(3-04) C1/7 ’80!
m >[7[ — ] ] x exp (a<3), (8)

2 vs —u2'“‘" cans/w ) 43>:

here 01 = 2/[3(3—a)], 02 = 3"5r(1/5)r(4/5)/[5(3—a)].
Note, however, that the estimate Eq.(8) and other gene—

ralizations made in a given paper are based on self-similar
solutions to the collisional kinetic equation, obtained for
the electron temperature and density profiles characterized
by 7. It in natural that they are not spread to the zones
with uniform electron temperature at the steep—wise tempera—
ture profile. Moreover, a definite effect on the heat flux
production is done by some boundary effect too (e.q. integra-
tion between the plasma and divertor plates of the tokamak).
Their study is beyond the framework of a given paper.
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LINTRODUCTION. _
Recently it has been shown on many tokamaks that a transition into regimes with improved

confinement is accompanied by an increase in the poloidal rotation velocity Vp at the edge of a

tokamaklfl'his is also borne out by experiments on the tokamak " TUMAN 3",where large
poloidal rotation velocities much in excess of the poloidal sound speed @CS(®:Bp/B and
CS =(T/mi)1/2 ) were induced by means of the externally biased electrodel.
Here.the temporal and the spatial relaxation of an arbitrary poloidal rotation velocity is
consideredlt is shown that extending the neoclassical expressions for the parallel viscosity
and the inertia for the plateau regime into Vp>®CS yields qualitatively different results

compared to Vp<<®C52.The parallel viscosity and the inertia ttu‘n out to be the grossly

nonlinear functions of the VP.Moreover for VPZGCS, the time scale for the relaxation of Vp is

strongly enhanced versus Vp<< GCSFurthermore the quasi-stationary state does not emerge
at all (the torque provided by the inertia can not be damped by viscosity) within the framework
of the neoclassical theory provided that V >>®CS.Therefore the inertia and the viscosity
driven by the turbulence are invoked resulting in the quasi-stationary profile of the poloidal
rotation velocity.Thus our model accounts for fluxes driven by a turbulence and therefore is
more general than the neoclassical theoryResulting profiles of Vp acquire the large flow
shear,beneficial for suppresion of edge turbulence by decorrelation3.

2.KINETIC MODEL.
Because the typical timescale is much longer than the gyroperiod,a drift kinetic equation is

employed in the plateau regimeln the circular cross section approximation with coordinates
r,t) and z.which will frequently be used for simplicity,the magnetic field is given by

B:B0(ez+®eU)/(1+ecosv); e=r/R
The drift kinetic equation can be written for the ion distribution function f i as 4

ari/atwd -Vfi + V||i(9fi/8V”i)+ Vii (afi/BVJJ)=St fi (1)
where Vci is the guiding center velocity and Vllitvii are rates of change of the parallel and
the perpendicular velocities.They are given respectively by
Vci=-cm1(Vii2/2+V|t12)(evcostHersino)/eBR+c[BXV<1)]/B2+V”iez+urer (2)

Vm = -e®a<I>/mirdo - VLizeesinv/Zr + VOVIIi esino/r (3)
Vii = VI“ Vii (amino/2r + V0 VJ.i esinU/2r (4)

where ur is the velocity of anomalous transport and V0=cd>0/Bdr is the rotation speed in the
radial electric field.
The tirst term in Eq.(4) and the second in Eq.(3) arise due to the conservation of the magnetic
moment tt=miV i12/2B at the trajectoryThe last terms in Eqs.(3&4 ) result from the
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inhomogeneity of the electric drift in the nonuniform magnetic field.The solution is sought in
the form
firfm (r)+ flitrJJ), ®=£I>0(r)+CD1(I‘.D) (5‘)
where fOi is the angle—average distribution functionelose to Maxwellian and f“.<D1~exp(it))
are the first order perturbations determined by Eq.t1).ln the plateau 1‘egimc,thc conventional
approach V140 yields5

f1i=[P.V. { (V0+GV1|1)_1}+ 7E5(V0+OV|H)B/3U]Aif0i
Ai={e<i>1/mi lOB/BmnriB/(eiBfirl ‘Clni(VJ_i2/2+V|li2) ceosva/(eiB)8r +rn-1(V”12+VJ_i2/2)

Ecosu/T} (6)
where P.V. is the principal value integrallntegrating Eq.(6) over the velocity space and
employing the quasi-neutrality,the variations of density n1(u) and Ullim) are obtained in a
simple and compact form for IVOI >>GCS.

r11(U)/no= - Zecos u[1+(1+T€/2Ti)/V0’2] (7)
uni22£CScos U (1+Te/2Ti)/V0’ (8)

where V0’=V0/E)CS, um is the poloidaly varying flow velocity.The flux surface average <um>

has been assumed to be smaller than we in accordance with experimental resultsThus
Eqs.(7 & 8) are highly nonlinear functions of V0.The dependence given by Eq.t8) differs
significantly from the linear function for |V0|<<®C5 2, given by the well—known Pfirsch-
Schluter formula

uuiw): — 2eVpcos DIS (9)
where Vp=V0+Upi is the speed of poloidal rotation and upi=c(eBn0)‘1dpi/dr is the
diamagnetic drift velocity.Note that the expression for unite) has the opposite signs in Eqs.(8
& 9) and is much smaller in the case given by Eq.(8) than by Eq.(9).Moreovcr the variation of

density is of the higher order in p/Gr if IVOI<<GCS 2.Tlrence the variation of density
contributes much Inore significantly to the flux surface average flows in the case of
IVOI >>(~)CS than for IV0|<<®CSV Furthermore the variation of density peaks at the inner half
of a tokamak.This is reminiscent of the MARFE phenomenon6.
The flux surface average flow reads

Fi=<IdVi(VCi)r(foi+f1i)> (10)
where Vci is given by Eq.(2)rThus the surface average of the parallel viscous flux is

ri:<B-v7é>(NEO)= — \innocTiezt'eBUr)‘1V0'(2V0’4+2V0’2+1)exp(-V0’2) (11)
The particle flux given by Eq.(1 l) is the (mi/me)”;- times larger for ions than for electrons

regardless the value of V0.Therefore the ambipolan'ty requires Fi=0 and Eq.(l 1) yields
V0’=0. However,it is important to keep in mind that Eq.(l I) has been derived under the

assurn tion that u ‘ <<(~)C .More accurate] rthe relation V :O(®C )has beenP pr s l 0 s
obtainedAccounting for the higher order terms in Up‘I/GCS (this procedure con'esponds to the

next order expansion in the parameter pi/Qr) the well-known expression from the neoclassical
theory for the poloidal rotation velocity is obtained

Vp=kc(eB)'ldTi/dr (12)
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Where it is a coefficient.However,a.lthough this result remains unchanged,the relaxation
process from an arbitrary V0 to the value given by (12) undergoes the drastic changes when

the parameter V0} ranges from zero to infinity
In order to emphasize the difference we list cases a).V0’<<1 2 and b).V0’>>1 below.

The flux surface averaged parallel momentum balance governs the process of relaxation
showing that the parallel viscous force damps the poloidal flow according to

mnd<u||1B>/dt=-<B-V7t.”>(NE0) (13)
Thus within the framework of neoclassical theory(neglecting terms originating from
turbulence)the time dependent inertia proportional to aVoldt cancels the viscous forcefl'he
term at the left hand side of Eq.(l3) may be described as damping due to the transit time

magnetic pumping in the wave field of the HR modulation of the toroidal magnetic field7.In
case a).using Eq.(9) and performing the averaging we obtain 2

tasztz/nfl/ZqR/Cs (14)
where q=E/O is the safety factorln deriving Eq.(14) we have used the expression derived in 2

mnd<umB>/dt= - (1+2q2)cmin0(el30)‘1 avg/at (15)
In contrast to the case a),the typical time scale is grossly enhanced for the case b) in
accordance with

rqR/csexprtvo’fli/vo'z (16)
Thence tb-too when Vo’fim and the rotational quasi-steady state does not emerge.We
emphasize again that this rather unexpected result originates from the significant accumulation
of density at the inner half of a tokamak due to a fast rotation (thereby almost canceling the
effect of the increase of the magnetic surface at the outer half) and the sign reversal of um for
the case b) versus case a).The latter effect is manifested in the expression for the transit time
magnetic pumping term

mnd<u||iB>/dt= 2q2cmin0(eB0)'1 (aVolat)><(V0’)’2(l+T€/2Ti) (17)
Thence an arbitrary poloidal rotation velocity increases on the time scale given by Eq.(l6) for

IV0|>>GCS and the quasi-stationary state described by Eq.(12) does not exist within the
framework of the neoclassical theory.
In order to alleviate the difficulty we modify the neoclassical theory incorporating the effect of
anomalous transport on convective inertia and viscosity.The corresponding terms are added to
the Eq.(13) yielding in the steady—state

mnuld<umB>/dr = — <13 -V3¥”>(NE0) - <B-v’7t”>(A) (13)
where my =-D(A)dn/dr is the anomalous flux,which is also assumed to be ambipolar.The
anomalous viscosity is determined by the dependence of “Hi on the minor radius component r
and may be reduced to 8

<B-V7t.[|>=<(B/r)d[mn(du”i/dr)]/dr> (19)
where n/mi=D(A) is the anomalous viscosity.If IVQI<<(E)CS (the case 21)) Eq.(18) yields 2

dVO/dr+0.(r)(V0—V0(NE0)):(min t ur(A))'1d[rnn(dVO/dr)]/dr (20)
where 0t(r)=(ur(t°t)1:fl)'1 ,V0(NEO) is the neoclassical profile of the rotation velocity.Eq.(20)
governs the spatial relaxation of the V0 profile for the case a).The resulting profile crucially
depends on the ratio of the third and the first terms in Eq.(20).Ifn/mi =D(A),then the third
term due to anomalous viscosity is of the order Ln/LVo the first term arising due to the inertia
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enhanced by a turbulence.I-lere,Ln and LV() are the spatial scales of the density and the
rotation speed profiles,respectively.

When |V0l2®C5.Eq.(18) represents the strongly nonlinear equation with respect to VO.'I‘lie
analysis of this complex equation is postponed to subsequent pub]ications.However.for the
case b),when IVOI >>®Cs,the simple solution may be obtained because then the effect of the

neoclassical viscosity is weak due to the exponentialy small amount of trapped particles.
Thus,the second term in Eqs.(18 & 20) can be neglected and the obvious solution is obtained
reading am is a constant independent of t.Thence substituting Eq.(8) we obtain for

IVOI>>®CS
V0(r)=A q (92 Ti (ore/2r.) (21)

where A is a dimensional coefficientgoverned by boundary conditionsz.
In summary, the profile of the velocity of the poloidal rotation is determined by profiles of

q,®,T-l and Te if IVOI>>®CS.

3.CONCLUSIONS.
1. It is shown that the quasi-stationary profile of the poloidal rotation velocity does not
emerge within the framework of the neoclassical theory in the plateau regime if the imposed
poloidal rotation velocity significantly exceeds the poloidal sound speed.
2. In order to obtain the equilibrium profile the neoclassical theory has been extended by
incorporating both the anomalous inertia and viscosity.Thence,the resulting profile for the
poloidal rotation velocity is shown to be governed by both of these effects.
3. This profile is characteiized by the enhanced flow sliearbeneficial for suppresion of edge
turbulence by decorrelation.
4. The significant peaking of the plasma density is found at the inner half of a tokarnak
resulting from the fast plasma rotation.
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Net Transport Equations For A Tokamak Plasma"
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Introduction. Tokamak plasmas seem to exhibit a combination of classical /neo-
classical (Coulomb-collision-induced) and anomalous (turbulence induced?) trans-
port mechanisms — Spitzer electrical conductivity plus bootstrap,1 trapped-particle2
and poloidal flow damping3 effects along the magnetic field B, but mostly anomalous
transport perpendicular to B (except at low plasma current where ion neoclassical
heat conduction can become d0minant4). Thus it is of interest to develop a plasma
transport model that includes, simultaneously, both collision» and turbulence-induced

processes in a tokamak plasma. In calculating the plasma-tnrbulence-induced trans-
port it is important to eliminate the components of the fluctuations that cause no net
transport (e.g., those that satisfy E + V x B = 0). In order to begin such a develop
ment we consider a fluid moment (n,V) description of a tokamak plasma that allows
for a kinetically and nonlinearly determined stress tensor (11) closure relation. These
extended fluid moment equations are the result of fluid/kinetic hybrid descriptions
of plasmas based upon a Chapman-Enskog—like approach that have been developed
rcv:ently.5'6

TimeScales. Presuming the tokamak plasma is stable to ideal MHD instabilities,
on the relatively short Alfvén time scale (1,1 N Rog/VA ~ 0.1 ~ 1nsec) it comes
into local MHD equilibrium and the poloidal magnetic flux surfaces are governed by
the lracl~Shafranov equation. Collisionless free-streaming (1,5 ~ Rag/UT ~ nsec) of
electrons and ions cause the density and temperature to be constant (and governed
by an ideal equation of state) along magnetic field lines and hence flux surfaces on
approximately this same time scale. On the slightly longer time scale of electron
collisions (tun ~ 1/11E : 10psec) electron inertia effects become negligible and the
classical/neoclassical Ohm’s law becomes established. On the even longer time scale
of (liamagnetic flow effects (11. ~ l/w, ~ 10 — lUOOnsec) and resistive reconnection
of magnetic field lines (1/7}? ~ tAS3/5/m2/5 ~ insec) one can have various types of
microinstahilities in a tokamak plasma. On roughly this same time scale ion collisions
(1",. ~ 1/14 ~ msec) clamp the poloidal ion flow3 and lead to purely toroidal net
plasma flows within a magnetic flux surface and ambipolar cross—field transport.3'7
Finally7 on the transport time scale (TE ~ At(a/Arc)2 2 az/Vipgi ~ 1007nscc) there
are small net cross-field plasma particle and heat flows due to classical (A1: ~ In, At ~
l/m), neoclassical (Ax ~ fipghAt ~ 6/"t ~ fl) collisional effects and the
turbulent fluctuations (A1: _>. c1n,At 5 msec?) in the plasma. A comprehensive
theory of plasma. transport must properly take into account all these effects to obtain
the correct net transport.

Generalized ”Frozen Flux" Theorem. In plasma physics textbooks8 it is usually
shown that in the ideal MHD model [E + V X B = O] the magnetic field moves with
the plasma fluid and hence that there is no net transport of the plasma relative to the
magnetic field. Kadomtsev and Pogutse7 have extended these notions by showing that
for isothermal electrons and an Ohm’s law given by E+V x B —(1/nq)Vp : 0 there
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is still no net transport of plasma relalive to an extended magnetic flux functioni
dia111agnetic flows alone induce no net transport. “1: generalize these concepts still
further by calculating the net change. in a generalized flux function for the complete
momentum balance equation of a given plasma species:

({V
1711LT:1N{(E+V xB)—-V]1—V-E+F (1)r

in which V -H is the viscous force and F : —11qJ/rr is the frictional force both
dissipative etlects. Motivated by the l‘orm oi the canonical momentum p : 771v+ qA
and its velocity space moment P/n : 111V + ([A. we generalize the usual magnetic
flux 111 : ff (IS - B : jd - V X A to a surface function If}; that is a combination
ol‘ the magnetic and vorticity flux:

1W://115-V><(A+EV)://rlS-(B+’—71V><V)r (2)1" q 1“ (1
Then, taking the total time derivative of 11",; for an arbitrary surface F that moves
with the species llow velocity V, we find [after using liq. (l), Faradav’s induction
law (V >< E = *UB/Ut), and the identitymrlS = {V - V)dS -— VV - ([5]:

/(II/71¢ :_// (IS V)’ [V11 +V LI F] :_/ ll [V[)+V- H F] (3)
fit" 71(1

The fi1st te1111 in the surface inteflral exp1ession can be mitten as V N(1/nq)Vp :
(l /q)V(1/11) X V11 : (l/111]_VT X V12. For an ideal (Len non»entropyproducing)
equation of state (id/cltflp/nli) : n, we have 71 0:71 and hence this first term vanishes.
Thus, we find that the only processes which cause (/r"#/1'/1‘ to be nonzero (net motion
of the plasma Species relative to the surface it?) are dissipative ell‘ects the viscous
and frictional forces in Eq. (1) and the "small” entropy—prodncing etlects that cause
deviations from the ideal equation of state. The tact that other. reversible motions
of the plasma give rise to no net transport must be talicn into account in calculations
ol‘ net “radial" transport of plasma in a lokamak.

Net Parallel ’t’ransport. The parallel (to B) transl‘mrt (Ohm‘s law) processes in a.
tokamak are developed as follows. For times long co111pared to the electron collision
time (1‘ > 1/15) the electron inertia term in Eq. (1) becomes negligible and the
equilibrium parallel (13-) electron momentum balance yields the Ohm’s law. From
the charge continuity equation (V-J = O)i11tl1eprese11ce of diamagnetic flows induced
by the gradient of an isotropic, pressure (to lowest order)? we have

111’ 13‘1 < .1“1;> b”.1 :-_ ._—"U 1dr” <B'-’>' <13->
in which Ha") : H1371isthepoloidal current I‘unclion and <> represents a [luxisurl‘acc
average. Here. the first term represents the Plil'St‘ll~S('illtil€31‘ current11 and < J” B >
is determined from llux—surl‘ace-averaging the Ohm's law to yield (< B ~ Vpc >:
< B1V1§>2tl):

(*1)
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1
<.I"B>=(7"<EmB>+fi<B'V'EE> (5)

in which a" is the Spitzer electrical conductivity, < EI’I‘B > represents the inductive

electric field drive, and the parallel viscous force causes the neoclassical trapped—
particle and bootstrap contributions3 to Olun’s law in a tokamak. In view of Eqs.

(2) and (3), we should really take the B# = B + (mg/(1,3)V X VE component. of
Ohm’s law and average over the We surfaces — instead ofjust the 11‘ or magnetic flux

surfaces, However, since the electron vorticity correction to the flux function is of

ordeir 171,,(V x Ve)/qEB ~ (kipc)(VE/UTE) ~ (klpg)(pe/[), it is second order in the
gyroradius and hence negligibly small for this calculation. Phys. Fluids 31, 8 (1988);
31, 2249;

Net Cross-Field Transport. For perpendicular transport we take BX (or B#X)
themon to determine the perpendicular components of the
flow:

1
nq

which indicates, respectively, the E X B, diamagnetic, viscous and frictional force
induced, and inertial flows. Taking the flux-surface (or really x/'#) average of the
density balance equation we obtain

VL= BX(-a+Vp+fl_—a/ofmndV/dt (6)

H < n > I?
—+—<nV -VV >=0 781, (m i it ( l

in which V# is the volume of the that flux surface. The net ”radial” particle flux, after
eliminating the non-dissipative flow effects since they apparently, from Eq. (3), do not
contribute to net plasma transport, is (after using the vector identity Vzfi x B/B2 :
—IB/B2 + RQVC)

F E <nVL-VV#>
_ V7]? X B nq] ] l 1 J")? ,A
_ (T a >+q<(B2 <B2>)( 0’“ EHB)>

—;,<B-V-fl>+£<R2VC~V-fl>. (8)
q<B-> q

Here, the first term indicates both classical transport (due to the equilibrium dia-
magnetic current) and resistive instability effects (due to fluctuating currents), the
second term indicates the Pfirsch-Schliiter transport, the third term indicates neo-
classical perpendicular transporta'12 (note that it depends on the same component
of the parallel viscous force” as appears in the average Ohm’s law [Eq. (5)], and
the last term apparently indicates the dominant effects of kinetic plasma instabili-
ties since it is negligible for Coulomb-collision-induced processes.12 Thus, anomalous
transport is represented here by the toroidal viscous force that the plasma turbulence
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produces. lu obtaining this equation we have neglected the dilterence between It-#
and 7;“, which, as noted above, seems to be second order in the gyroradius expansion
and hence negligible. Also, we have neglected Viz x VT etleets due to the "small“
departures of the equation of state from its ideal non~entrop_\'sproducing form. We are
currently developing a more complete approach ham-(i upon a formal small gyroratlius
expansion. We should also note that the present analysis does not allow for “magi
netie islands“ which would change. the topology of the If}; surfaces. While the present
development of an expression for the net. particle llux is somewhat 1)lrenomenologieal,
it does indicate that the net transport is due to dissipative effects (friction and Vis-
cosity) and how the classical, I’lirsch-Schltiter, neoclassical and turlmleneeiinclueed
transport fluxes should be added to obtain the complete, net particle llux.

‘ Research supported by the U.S. DOE under grant. DE—FGOZ-SGERDR‘J1S.

l. .\l.C. Zarnstortl‘et at, Phys. Rev Letters 60, 13t (lQSS).
'2. MC. Zarnstortt et al., "Parallel Electric Resistivity in the TFTR Tokamak,”
l’l’l’lr‘2675 (h‘lay, 1990).
3. See tor example: ll). Callen et al.. in Plasma Physics and Con/rotted Nitrlrar
Fusion Research 1.957} (IAEA, Vienna, 1987), Vol. II, p. 157 and references cited
therein.
4. M. Murakami et al., Phys. Rev. Letters ‘12, I355 (107.0).
5. .].P. \Vang and JD. Cullen, ”li‘luid/Kinetic Hybrid Moment Description! of
Plasmas Via A Chapman-Enskogdike Approach,“ Report U\\" CPTC 9078,
November, 1990 (to be published).
6. Z. Chang, "Unified Plasma Fluid/Kinetic Equations for Tolc'amalt
h‘licroinstaliility and Turbulence Studies,” Phi). Thesis. UWllarlison, March 1991
(available as lteport UVV CPTC 9172).
7. Tl: Stringer. .l. Plasma Phys. 10,-133 (1073): SP. llirshmam Nurtlear Fusion
18,917(1978t
8. See for example: G. Schmidt, Physics of [fig]: T: 111])(‘7'rI/III'F [’lasmas (Ar‘arlernie
Press, NY, 1975)). 3nd Ed... p. 87 et seq.
fl. l3.l3. Kadomtsev and 0.1’. Pogutse, in Plasma Physic-5 and Control/ml Nantrar
Fusion Research 193.] (IAEA. Vienna. 1087)), Vol. II, p. tit).
10. ll.l{. \‘\’innnel. Eur. J. Phys. 3. 223 (1.933).
ll. l). Phrsrh and A. Sehliiter, Max Planet; lnstitut lteport MPl/PA/T/(izt157162).
1'2. 8.1). llirshman and DJ. Sigmar. Nuclear Fusion 21. 1079 (lOSl ).
13. NC. Shaing, Phys. Fluids 31, S (1988); 3], 23K).
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FLUID-KINETIC MODEL OF TOKAMAK TRANSPORT

W. Feneberg

l\lax»Planck-lnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association,

D6046 Garching, Fed. Rep. Germany

\V. Kerner

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 SEA, United Kingdom

Introduction:

It is well known, that neoclassical transport based on collisions between trapped and

transient particles, scales like the collisionality 1/ in the banana region and is far away
to explain experiments. (11* is of order 0,05 under reactor conditions). For this reason

we have started a knew approach for solving the kinetic equation which studies the

effect of the transient particles on transport in the region of long mean free, path.
The losses due to transient particles are based on the drift terms arising from the fast
gyromotion in conjunction with poloidal variations of temperature, flow velocity and
density on a magnetic surface. In analogy to the collisional regime, the driving term is
the diainagnctic poloidal heat flow, which is in toroidal geometry not divergence free.

a:

Complementary to the usual neoclassical ordering scheme a kinetic model is set up by
extending the Chapman—Enskog procedure into the long mean free path regime. For
the distribution function the ansatz f : fM + f] is appropriate, where 151”. is a. local
Maxwellian with two temperatures T" and TL. So we preserve the basic idea of Grad’s
13—moment method, but intend to solve the kinetic equation directly in order to find
a closed S};stern of moment equations. The collision term of Clemmow and Dougherty

T . ' ' ' .' . '.a,LIE k 1/ 3—; [u,,f+ "T“ EL] , which is consrstent With particle, momentum and energy

conservation, is applied enabling an analytic treatment. The basic result obtained for
the electrons in this model is the electron parallel heat flux to be independent from
the mean free path and thus from the collisionality. This exhibits similarity with the
case of a Knudsen gas. As an immediate consequence the radial heat transport is in
agreement with plateau scaling and widely exceeds the trapped particles contribution.

A. Parallel heat conductivity derived from a 1d kinetic equation:

Taking into account the motion of the charged particles along the magnetic field the
simplified 1 — (Z Fokker—Planck equation for the distribution function f for the electrons
reads in the steady state case:

3f , 0f 6 8f aVe C7f
“’6: +l fix me E” 0v” 7 at v,, 817,, _

Here in, denotes the random velocity v” = v — VHVE the mean velocity and E” the
parallel electric field.
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We look for a periodic solution with periodicity length I : 2n Rq which is the closing
length of a field line and introduce a periodic coordinate : .r/Rq.

With the ansatz f : fM + f1 the first part flu is given by a local Maxwellian with
inhomogeneous density 12((3'), teinperatm‘ T,:(~1'l Mid HOW VPIOCitY litil‘l

,,
m- 1/“

f“ = 116(1') (4) 6‘1'1)(7177(jlifi/21‘l/(‘li))'
277Tlr(r)

fl is chosen to staisfy the conditions fflcir'u = 17,1361», : f '1q 6 r : 0, therefore it
does not contribute to the moments of density, flow and temperature.

For the ordering we introduce two small parameters namely 15 2 Ti (STE/56 and a =
lE/L'me. Here vim. denotes the thermal velocity. The moment equations determine
ric,l’(._T6 and E” with the heat flux determined by the kinetic equation. This allows
the electric field to be given in terms of appropriate source terms. Here instead of
E“ the temperature variation is prescribed. Non trivial solutions with finite surface
variations for HHTHJ’} and the electric potential E” : —0o/Rq09, are derivecl.The
heat flux in the energy equ, is assumed to scale like 6 inplying the density variation to
be of the order Hitting/69 % 50‘1.
This large density variation is a disatvantage of the l—d kinetic equation and due to
the fact that the collision term IC of Clemrnow and Dougherty does not contain a non
symmetric source Capable of driving a surface variation. Retaining terms of order (5
and (So—1 the kinetic equation becomes

5f1 5f.” 1‘" ofM . 6 E 5f.” 51‘} 5f.”
D” — + “H s "-3- _ 7 ll 7 — - t'Il s "“ [p‘

(51' bar = 01' mg be” br (m,

Expanding f1 in Hermite polynomials

N

f] : ff” 2 Uni") Hut-l"): (-i‘ : L‘lI/Ul‘hgy N : truncation number]
n=3

the Fourier transformed moment equations for the different orders H" yield a. recursive
system. This tridiagonal system is solved mrrmnericallv. For the third order moment
((3. which describes the heat. flux, we find the very interesting result

, _ ~ m > 0
(1.3 = $ 1. 0.21 Tum

Tn < 0

This expression holds for every ratio A/Rq of the meanfree path /\ : CHM/II to
the connection length Rq. It. is emphasized that collisions are necessary to get a
solution. The case without collisions yields only the trivial solution f1 : 0 and
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1-uisliing surface variation of the macroscopic quantities. Even for reactor relevant

plasmas the electron collision time is in the order of 30,115. In the special case of
m : ML TH __ Tim ( T351710 + T 13099) the heat flux 5,, reads

5,, = 0.78 71.6 T,, Uihe (Tcsing — Tscosa)

In order to find sufficient convergence we need N z A/Rq(i.e. N z 100) polynomialsl
Therefore the standard thirteenemoments approximation yields accurate results only

in the collisional regime in difference to the result achieved on the basis of the Krook
collision term /1/

B,W
The explanation of perpendicular tranport is based on the drift term in the heat flux,

whose poloidal component

5 6 TE5i : _ 28B (ire/,1,-

is not devergence free in toroidal geometry (here We take circular magnetic surfaces OB
the magnetic field). Therefore a return flow 5,, is set up such that V- (5,, + SL)_—

This causes a variation of T: Te 0 (1 + T sznl'iHLTC c0519) in a wa\ where T is of order

E = r/R (e the inverse aspect ratio) and TC of orde1 62 . \Vith 5,, from the foregoing

chapter we found

T3 = —6.4 €95,9/LT-

(here 9“; is the poloidal gyroraduis, L71 the radial temperature decay length).
To estimate the effect on the radial transport we will use the radial component of the
(lrift term and average over a magnetic surface. This gives a heat diffusivety for the
electrons of

XE : 6.4 (Tm/5B,, Ra)2 fl(771251')~ Tea/Zq/BSRO
”the

For JET values (Ta = 4kcl",q : 2.130 = 2,5T) we find Xc = [)Arngs’1 not far from
the observed values!

C. The treatment of the complete kinetic equation:

As described in an earlier paper /2/ the distribution function f = f0 + fl is based on
a two temperature local Maxwellian fa and for f1 the ansatz is made

DO

f,= M111) 2 fiagn)Hz(N)(1t7),
72:3
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where H1“) are Hcrnntian liolynonnals of order n, (for definition of a? see /'2/) The
equation for fl is derived such. that the loner 11101110111 equations (zero. first. second

order) are satisfied automatically.

f; 155 Separated 111 j] = _fo(‘x;] +93) \\'1tl1 pl 2 T‘dum. w“) a quantity independent from
gyrophase. 7:1 is of first. order in the unallness parameter 5.

After some algebra we obtain for on the equ:

fart/,C/QTMl);éTJ_/6.t'i)tl'u(1111 — 2) ~1— f},1.'11,€/2Tu(blc’iflJm', )a',,tu';", 7 3)

+Hfiv‘f’f0/a/H§?,’I.(_fm)sm +Hfllfa/a./H,‘1’I.(.r‘o;1)a3u=

(‘3) ~ (’3) ~ '1 '5 - . -/ -
‘I’I’H’HH ”la/HM ”‘HJLDZ’:a LEI/CTN5 l“ t l'rhrll‘ufof’z‘b iii/(51?: Ii~l.ftl'i:l)

21’ means derivation at. fixed velocity variable 172

. 2 —- .
NW : (TH/HIE)” .01., : i‘,i,:7"1c/TL and c1 : 2m,

Eis the unit vector of the magnetic field. Contributions to polynomials of first (> HUI“)

and second order (H:,f'j will cancel automatically. To solve this equation we work with

an ansatz for (tin) which contractS 0E") Hz") to polynmnials of u‘u- 1:12 only /3/

The equation for ,9: depends from the gyrophasc Here we work with the usual gyro-
radius parameter 6 and expand 62 up to second order. This Work is still progressing.

(l) \V. Kcrner. D. Pfirsch and H. Weitzncr.
Zeitschrift fur Naturforsch. 1L“ [1989) 11111020 — 1040

(2) V. Oraevskii. R. Chodura. W" Feneberg.
Plasma Physics Vol. 10 (1968) 1)}3.819

(3) H. \Veitzner. private communication.
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3D MODELLING OF RADIAL DIFFUSION OF HIGH
ENERGY IONS IN TOKAMAKS

F.S. Zaitsev 111, A.P. Smirnovi‘. NLR. O’Brientg, M. Cox’f'z.
lMoscow State University, USSR.

2UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association, Culham Laboratory, UK.
ipart 1, [part 2.

Part 1. Neoclassical diffusion.

We solve the 3D Fokker-Planck equation for the hot ion distribution function in a.
tokamak allowing for neoclassical diffusion [1,2]. The equation for the distribution
\1. h1ch IS a function of speed 1) dimensionless magnetic moment 5—_ viBo/(U2B) and a
magnetic surface label 7, takes the form [2]:

8f “01 3 9i 1) 1 0 (1)“ vs 5_f5:7:[17311 [a(%v)3v+b(m )f]+J(7,s)Bs[C (f7 ”2% )63]+
1 <9 (2) s ( ”' 5 _ J§(%3)fl)]]

[7A(7)6 [’77 ) “1(7) x J1“, ) J2(713)87 (1)

where

x\(1)J1(7 S)7<9—7

. _ 2711100110390 _ yang
“(’11))“;Z/3 Tl: 771/3 777.1) fl/j(’)’,1)), 6(7vv)—§‘p 77.: mgbfitfiv),

n '7' n '7C“)(1.v):42~7§ i(.)cfi<~tv)/v3, c”’(7.v):ZZZ ”(gleam/v,
fl 5a 'c "

[m]1/2 E3]?
Tc : — °

9 1rn:e“zzlnA

Herc w1(7) is the poloidal field cyclotron frequency. The last term in (1) describes
neoclassical diffusion. For high energy particles some negligibily small terms in the
radial flux term were omitted [1.2]. The coefficients an, bp, c5 have the same form as
in [3]. The following system of real-space coordinates was used [4]:

X = (R— AM) +7 cos 0— 6(7 )sin2 ) cos d)

y = (R — AM) + 7 cos 0 75(7)sin20)sin ¢ (2)

z = My” sin 0
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with 0 E 7 5 7m —7'r < 0 3 7r, 0 S o < 27m 7'” the label of the limiting magnetic
surface, 0 the ‘poloidal’ angle and rt: the toroidal angle. For the flux surface labelled
7‘ ,\, A and 6 are the ellipticity, shift and triangularity. The coefficients .1; arise from
the surface averaging of the equation and take into account the magnetic field geometry.

At the trapped/passing boundary (5 z 1 7 (7 + A(~,))/l?) We aSsume continuity of
the distribution function and of the flux in phase space. The equation for the conti—
nuity of the flux is put in more com‘enient form by changing from s to the variable
6 = s + (7 + Ah) — A(O‘))/H. This leads to the appearance of additional terms in
the radial flux, however they are of the order 7/]? and should not play a substantial
role. The boundary conditions at s : 0, s : 1 + (7 7 AVH and 7 = t] are the bound»
edncss of f. At '7‘ 2 PM and at v a so, f = 0. Eq (1) is solved for 1' > 11min: for
v 5 13mm = (Zn/infill? the distribution is Maxwellian.

Calculations were performed with the code VSG developed by F S Zaitsev for T-lO
parameters: R : 150cm; 7“ = 29cm; B : "T; Tl? : To (09(1 ~72/7i) +0.1); 11.” : n?
(0.9(1 — 72/73) + 0.1); To = lkeV; 712: 1013 cm”; H:d(euterons). C(lectrons); current
density j(‘/) :ja(1— 72/73,]; = EBA/c.1712; ,\ : LA : 5 : O. The effects of neoclas~
sical diffusion for devices of the size. of T—lO are more important than. for larger devices
[3]. The grid (V',f,'y):(100,96,32) was used for the numerical solution

Fig.1 shows the dependence of the steady state distribution f on energy w for 5:]
and different 7. The dashed line shows the Maxwellian function7 the dot~dashcd line
the results obtained from analytic formulae [5] and the solid line. f“), the solution of eq,
(1 ). It can be seen that analytic formulae and fa“ give very similar results for the midi
dle range of 7. Differences occur for small and large 7. Apparently the reason for this

ris the assumption in [3] of local [\‘laxwellians for f which give sharper radial dependence.

In order to compare fw and f2!) [3] we have. averaged faD over 5', Fig. 2 shows
< f‘w >,, (Solid line) and fw (dot-dashed line). There is good agreement between
these functions for small and middle "1‘. However for large 11‘ the, results differ signif-
icantly. This can be explained as follows: < f“) >5 and f“) are comparable in the
range of 1' where f‘m depends on s weakly. The increase in < f3“ >5 for large 7 is due
to the fact that BBB/Dim < S/Cl/Z is greater than unity for 7 ~ 0.nco nco —

Our investigations Show that simplified models [53] give a good (les<""ptiori of the
region of detachment from the Maxwellian distribution and the dependence on energy
for the middle range of 7. However in the peripheral regions substantial differences
occur (2-50 times) arising from the strong dependence of f on Due“.
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profiles for Maxwellian distributions for
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Part 2. Influence of magnetic field geometry on the
distribution function of hot ions.

Many working and planned tokamaks have non—circular cross-section. Here we dis
cuss the influence of deviations from circular geometry on kinetic proresses. Preliminary
conclusions can be drawn from analyses using Maxwellian distributions. \\"e have con-
sidered the (A, A, 5) model of the magnetic. field (‘2) and studied 3 cases: (a) - ‘standard
ITER’, R=6 1n7 “in : 2171,,\ : 1.7 + 0.372/73,A : 70.6(1 ‘ 72/737756 = 0; (b) .
‘Circular ITER with the same volume“ R26, 7., = 2.83,/\ : LA : 0 (total number of
particles is close to (a)); (c) - “circular ITER with the same minor radius’ (for fixed 7
the density is the same as in (a), but the total number of particles is different). For
(a)(c) we consider the same profiles: density n : (0.990 - 7'3 7:) + 0.01) X lllg‘Jm‘3
and temperature T = 30 (0.9(1 - yz/qg) + 0.1) keV. Fig. 3 shows density profiles of
passing and trapped particles. Cases (a.)—(c) (litter by 10.30%. The differences arise
because cases (b) and (c) have higher ‘effective inverse aspect ratios‘ 7/3.” than (a)
Thus geometry can have a strong influence on kinetic processes in which the fraction
of trapped particles is important.

To illustrate the influence of geometry we consider the extreme case in which the
radial diffisivity of trapped fast ions is very large (D R: 100-,3/TL.(400keV)) and zero
for passing ions. The solution of eq. (1) was performed using two independent codes:
VSG and BANDIT-3D [6]. This gave the density profiles shown in fig. L1. Note that
the diflerences between (a), (l3) and (c) are similar to those in fig. 3. This is because
the maximum losses depend strongly on the position of the trapped/passing boundary
in phase space. which differs for (a), (l)) and (c). These results suggest that when
simulating experiments with a. code which treats only circular geometry= surfaces of the
correct aspect ratio (and preferably the correct shift.) Should be chosen. Due allowance
should he made for the different. areas and volumes of surfaces when calculating global
quantities such as current, as well as for the higher poloidal field in shaped plasmas (for
the same safety factor) which will give lower neoclassical transport for example.
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NEOCLASSICAL CURRENT AND PLASMA ROTATION IN HELICAL SYSTEMS

N.Nakajima and M.Okamoto

National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya 464-01, Japan

In order to clarify geometrical effects of the magnetic field on the neoclassical
theory in general toroidal systems, the neoclassical parallel particle flow, heat flux,
current and plasma rotation of a multispecies plasma are examined using the moment

approach on the basis of the original papers [1' 2' 3] under the assumptions of no
fluctuations, no external sources and losses except for a. fast ion beam and an external
inductive electric field, steady state, and I 11', [<< UT“ where 17,, and 117,, are the macro
and thermal velocity of species a, respectively. Hence, we might have a point of view of
unifying understanding the neoclassical theory in general toroidal systems. Three
collisionality regimes, i.e., the 1/1/ ( in non—axisymmetric toroidal systems ) or banana (
in axisymmetric toroidal systems ), plateau, and Pfirsh-Schlfiter collisionality regimes
are examined separately.

In order to obtain the flux—surface-averaged parallel particle flow and heat flux. the
flux—surface-averaged parallel momentum and heat flux balance equations are used:
{1,2,3}

<§~V 11> _ <B-F,,> <B-F,,,> + naea<§jm>
—<§-Vv54> —<B-F,,2> —<B~Fm> 0

(1)
where II, and 6a are the viscosity and heat viscosity tensor, respectively. Fa, and [an
( j = 1 or 2 ) are frictions of a species a with thermal species and fast ions due to the
neutral beam injection, respectively. And E“) is an external inductive electric field.
The friction coeifecients are classical quantities in the sense that they are independent of
the magnetic field E and reflect the self adjointness and momentum conservation of the
Coulomb collision operator, The geometrical effects of the magnetic field come from the
viscosity terms. In axisymmetric toroidal systems the magnetic field strength B is a
function with respect to the flux label and the poloidal angle, so that there is only one
type of trapped particles and the geometrical efiects of the magnetic field structure in
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the lluxesurl‘ace-averaged parallel viscosity appear through the connection length and
the fraction of trapped particles except for some magneticsurface quantities. in contrast
to the axisymmetric toroidal systems in non-axisyrnmetric toroidal systems the strength
of the magnetic field B also depends on the toroidal angle. thus there are many types of
trapped particles and another type of factor reflecting the magnetic field structure
appears in the parallel viscosity, which is called the fluxesurfaceaveraged "geometrical
factor" < G175 >. [2- ‘l' 5] The llmK—surfaicc-averaged parallel viscosity and heat viscogity
have the following general form:

< I? ~ V- fia>l mama [Mai ”12”] [< Bung >]
A .. 2<Bq u>__ < B. V, 90> J 4.1m it“ Has _;__§"L

T P 9,19 '3
ll. ‘Tt I L J 4 T I

+ _°l_a<GES> lrlnl :La" “(pa :1 la) , if!)

T“ L ”a? #:13 ~21 ‘

where Na] (j : 1 ~ 3) are the non~dimensional Viscosity coefficients which reflect the self
adjointness of the Coulomb collision operator. The above general form is obtained by
modifying the original results. [1' 2' 3] The geometrical [actor prescribes the parallel
particle flow and heat flux due to the Gradients of the density7 temparaturm and
electrostatic potential. In the 1/1/ or banana collisionahty regime, the viscosity
coefficients are (j : 1 N 3) [1. '3]

ft_ f 1 3(133) fr 1 ”X 1 \ B '33
l I — L : — — —, ’, . 2 __ 4 .

ho fall a]! z 4 33m: 0 <91) ,91 Hm”, t

where ft are the fraction of trapped particles and f: : 1 7 ft. The coefficients
[in] (j = 1 ~ 3] are not dependent on the magnetic field ‘nut dependent on the particle
constitution. The lluysurfaceaveraged geometrical factor < G55 > is given h)’ the
following equations: {2]

1 3<83) 1w
G r “ a 7* — at i< 55> }f{<9.> 4Ban/owl” )1 (4)

HM £1 , ” , 1) r
B Tin?) _ w View , 92(e),0, 3)

13v (2:) : Exvv.v(i) gitizoy (m
‘91 £71,

In the plateau collisionality regime‘ the viscosity coefficients #a; (j : I N 3) are
expressed as follows : [1' 3' 6}

,\a l ‘P' t t + (i _.
.Llfll : +1111], — Ew' (I)

7 '\PL '\PL < B" >

where ,\n : Two“ is the mean free path of species «1.. [m : 2. [143 : —1. [1“; = 13/3, and
It“ is a characteristic length of the magnetic field in the plateau collisionality regime.

l
l
l
i
l
l
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Note that pm. (j = ] ~ 3] is independent of the particle constitution. ,up and u, are
given by

f fl ' VB aa(9,c)/89#P = T‘ o' m)’ <8)"’ T m#0,n#0 “'

,u, = Tl (13’ 27r|tm+n| )’ (9)~ T m¢0,n¢0

where a = 3/13 and B = 2m," 3mm, C) = Em," acos(27rm€ + 27rnC + ram) is
assumed. The fluxcsurface-averaged geometrical factor < G55 > is given by

JV J#p - 1/1:<G >= ~———. 10BS dab tup+m ( )

In the Pfirsh-Schliiter collisionality regime, the viscosity coeificients are [1' 2]

A, 1 = §< (ems)? > (11)
Aps‘ /\p32 ~ 2 < B2 > ,

MAJ = ( )zflajs

where [la] (j = 1 ~ 3) are not dependent on the magnetic field but dependent on the
particle constitution as well as in the 1/11 collisionality regime. /\p5 is the characteristic
length in the Pfirsh-Schliiter collisionality regime. The fiux-surface~averaged geometrical
factor is given by

< %(J%—I%)(fz-VB)> (10)
< (a - VB)2 > ' “

In axisymmetric toroidal systems, the geometrical factor reduces to the same expression

< Gas >= 271'

in all collisionality regimes. In contrast with it, in non-axisymmetric toroidal systems,
the expression of the geometrical factor changes according to the collisionality regime as
well as the viscosity coefficients, i.e., it has the dependence of the fraction of trapped
particles in the 1/11 collisionality regime, and the connection length dependence in the
plateau and Pfirsh-Schliiter collisionality regimes. The normalized geometrical factor
< G33 >,V, which is defined as < Gas > / < G35 >T and generally smaller than unity,
may indicate the deviation of the general toroidal system from axisymmetric toroidal
system. The normalized geometrical factor changes drastically according to the
magnetic field structure in the 1/11 collisionality regime and it becomes very small and
even negative. [2' 4' 5‘ Tl In the plateau and Pfirsh—Schiiter collisionality regimes, it is
considerably small. Thus, this geometrical factor mainly makes differences to
neoclassical results between axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric toroidal systems.

Solution of Eq.(1) gives some general results. The self adjointness and the
momentum conservation of the Coulomb collision operator give common properties to
the multispecies plasma in general toroidal systems in spite of the geometrical effects of
the magnetic field. The parallel particle flow due to the radial electric field is
independent of the particle species and the parallel heat flux is independent of the radial

M3X~MhilhrrliieiliUl mz' Htsmagihysih
8046 Garohing bei Mflnchen



electric field. if there are no other external sources and losses without the momentum
conservation. for example, the charge exchange loss. Consequently, the charge neutrality
guarantees the neoclassical current ( the bootstrap curcnt ) be independent of the radial
electric field Quantitathe changes l10V\€\ e1 appear in the neoclassical current niaia
through the geometrical factor. “4' 5' Tl The magnitude 111the bootstrap current.
which is proportional to the flux-surface-averaged geometrical factor, changes
considerably in the nonraxisymmetric systems according to the magnetic field structure,
Moreover, the poloidal and toroidal rotations change both qualitatively and
quantitatively. 1n the axisynimetric toroidal systems. the poloidal rotation in the
tnultispecies plasma is independent of the radial electric field. [8] 1n non—arcisyrnnletric
toroidal systems. however, the poloidal rotation has the radial electric field dependence,
The radial electric field dependence becomes larger as the geometrical factor decreases.
Consequently, if interactions between thermal ions and fast ions are newligible, then the
ion parallel flow almost disappears in non—ajx'isynlmetric toroidal systems with a
sufiiciently small geometrical factor. which contrasts with the fact that the ion parallel
flow streams to cancel the ion poloidal flow in axisymmetric toroidal systems
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NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE DRIFT-KINETIC
VLASOV EQUATION

A. Ghizzo.‘ M. Shoucri, P. Bertrand‘, M. Feixi E. Fijalkowl

Centre Canadien de Fusion Magnétique, Varennes, J3X ISl, P.Q., Canada

The problem of E X E drift at a tokamak edge is of great importance in tokamak physics

It is now generally believed that the anomalous particle and energy transport in tokamaks

is caused by turbulent fluctuations generated by instabilities due to the E X B drift'1n the

plasma edge. (See recent results from the Tokarnak de Varennes [1] [2]) Also, E X B rotation
associated with a radial electric field in tokamaks edge have been associated with improved
confinement performance of the tokamalcs known as H- mode [3].

It is the purpose of the present report to present some results in studying the solutions of
an important equation pertinent to this problem, the drift-kinetic Vlasov equation or guiding
center equation. The advantage of the Vlasov codes over particle-in-cell codes for such a problem
is obvious. Given the low noise level of these codes, they provide a powerful tool to study low
frequency oscillations.

The Drift—kinetic Equation

This equation couples the motion along a magnetic field with the E X E motion normal to the
magnetic field (Eqs. 1. 2). We solve these equations for the case of a. slab model, periodic in the
x-djrection, finite in the y~direction, and allows the total magnetic field E (in the z — 2 plane)
to have an angle 0 with the 2: direction. In this system of coordinates, the electron distribution
function f (x, y, ”lla) [or the electrons obey the following equation:

% ‘ sind fife sinflfi
dt + (LNG cosH + By C ) 3 ET we By

—E cos9af =0 (1)
(9v12:

and the ions distribution function f (3:, y, viii) obey the following equation:

E y ('93: 2 L126 3y(2

me Te 1/2 0f 5
(m1 Ti) Er cos 031—)“t _ 0 (2)

0 I' c I 1/2 I ‘f + (”Iii (m'Tt) €050 s_in9)_B_f,- —E s1n9 if;

'l’llysique Théorique Univ. de Nancy. Nancy. France
lPMMS/CNRS-Université d’Orléans, Orlc'ans, France
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“HE is normalized to the electrons thermal speed rm: 2 (Tc/171$)1/2, ”Iii is normalized to the ions

thermal speed v1; = (Ti/mtf/Q, 1‘ and y are normalized to the electrons Debye length ADe,

and the time t is normalized to tap—Ll. we is the electron cyclotron frequency normalized to (opp

The subscript (ll) refer to the direction of the total magnetic field.

We solve the Poisson equation:

Ag; : 71; — 71E (3)

and

059‘ 9i
.I_n?):, y——Dy (-l)

The numerical code developed applies a method of fractional steps associated with a cubic

spline. interpolation technique [Ll].

Solution of the 2D equation.

For 6’ = 1%, lilqs (1—4) reduce, to the wellrknown vorticity equation

7 a
59% + a .Ap : 0 (5)

V290 = —p=(n5(1‘.yl- nit-Kill) (5)

where p is the. electric charge, g; the potential and

—- ..
[9X62.7 : 7w: ( )

where 27: is the unit vector in the direction of the magnetic field.

The linear perturbation of Equations (SH?) around at velocity profile of the form

(r = sin Icoy [:0 = ‘27r/L (8)

leads to an equation well-known in hydrodynamic as the Raleigh stability equation [4]. For

: Err. the linear growth rate predicted from this equation for the profile in Eq. (8) is 0.122,

while the numerical value calculated in Fig. 1 is given by 0.125 [5]. Fig. (‘2) shows contour
plots of the nonlinearly saturated potential.

Solution of the Drift-kinetic Equation (6 75 g .

We have studied the solution of Eqs (1-4) for 0 # 5% using an equilibrium calculated in [6], which

Consists of a [lat density profile in the center decaying to zero at the boundary. The growth

rate of the unstable fundamental mode which is maximum at 0 = %. decreases when 6 gets less

than 77/2.
Calculations are done for rue/m.- : 1/100, T8 = ’1‘; and a time step A z (up = 0.05. The

number of grid points used in the simulations is NJ: Ny Nit" : 6-1 X 80 x 3‘2.

The growth rate of the instability at 0 : 32', calculated in [0] using a water-bag model, is I,n

w : 0.138. The corresponding value calculated numerically is [m = 0.13. Fig. 3 shows the time

evolution of] (Pt- I’2 for the fundamental mode, whose growth rate is decreasing with decreasing
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0 value, while in Fig. 4 the time evolution of the first harmonic shows this mode becoming
dominant for decreasing value of 0. This behavior is confirmed by examining the contour plots
of the potential.

Work is in progress to apply this code to study the E X E instabilities at the plasma edge
of a tokamak.
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potential (log scale) as a function of
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THE INTEGRALS OF DRIFT PARTICLES MOTION
WITH FINITE LARMOR RADIUS

V.I.Ilgisonis
InV.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow 123182,USSR

A large number of cosmic and laboratory plasma objects
is often described with help of collisionless magnetized
plasma approximation. The object considered is assumed to
vary its state with time and spatial scales which are more
great than cyclotron period (Ni/Q:mc/eB) and Larmor radius
(v/Q) but less than path and time between collisions. The

particle motion consists of fast cyclotron rotation, drift
across magnetic field lines and longitudinal moving. The dy—
namics of slow drift and longitudinal motions of particle
ensemble could be described by Rudakov—Sagdeev drift-kinetic
equation (DKE) [I] derived from collisionless Vlasov equati—
on by cyclotron rotation averaging. The importance of finite
Larmor radius (FLR) effects for plasma equilibrium and sta—
bility problems [2] has stimulated the various attempts to
modify DKE for non zero value of 1/9. Contrary to previous
papers [2,3,4] concerned to 2D—geometry there was obtained
the generalization of DRE [5], including entirely the all
FLR—corrections at first order of 1/0 for arbitrary 3D-case.
Using this equation the problem of particle motion integral
existence is here investigated taking into account a macro—
scopic plasma flow and FLR—corrections to drift motion.

The generalized DKE (gDKE) has been obtained from Vla—
sov kinetic equation by means of expansion procedure in
powers of 1/9 and Larmor rotation phas% averaging. The mag-
netic moment of charged particle u s mvi/2B is well known to

be conserved in any order of an expansion in powers of 1/9
[6]. Being influenced this fact let’s attempt to build the
analogous integral of DKE. As can be easy seen at zero order
of 1/9 the value

0
is an integral of traditional DKE [I] if the magnetic field
is frozen in plasma moving with mass velocity V, i.e.

: mui/ZB (1)

atB : rot[V><B] . (2)
Here u is an ion random velocity and subscripts "1,W' cor-
responds everywhere to the direction of vector b=B/B. If
1/0 i 0 the equation (2) should be modified as

atB/B = rot[VxB]/B — rot(F‘/mn)/Q , (3)
where F : mndtV + V-P, P — pressure tensor, n 7 plasma den—
sity, and dt= 6t+ V-V . At zero order of 1/9 the pressure
tensor is orthogonal one: P4: pidj + (pll — pl)bl%. Taking

l 1 I .

into account (3) and terms Nl/Q in gDKE, it’s possible to
find the FLR-correction to (1):
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So the sum ”0+ ”1 is the gDKE—integral taking into ac—

b-rot(u”b+V). (4)

count the main FLR—terms. The magnetic moment itself is known
to contain some more phase angle oscillating additions:

L1 p ‘13 VP
1 2 _ o . jg §_ 2 i H A _ __i 5

“1+ M1 v fin 6w (ul B + u‘ ((uh + mn )b mn i

+ ZqVVH + ewpmnb + V] , (5)

where e [V] : (aw-(ep-V)V — 7% b-rotV), ep and ew are the

orthogonal to b unit vectors in velocity space:
ep : (u — (u-b)b)/ui, ew = [b ep].

Thus corp? is the integral of gDKE and u : “0+ u?+ u:+ u? is

the solution of kinetic equation at first expansion order.
The expressions (4,5) generalize the known magnetic moment
formulas [6] for plasmas with non-zero mass velocity V.

If a particle moves in a stationary electric potential

(E = - ve, ate : 0), its total energy E : e¢ + mvi/Z is very

well known to conserve (the presence of slowly varying mag—
netic field is also permitted). In this case E is the integ—
ral of kinetic equation as follows from direct substitution.

However the same substitution of 5 into DRE [I] doesn’t

transfer the equation in an identity. The appearance of this
paradox is connected with a breach in the logic of an expan—
sion procedure in powers of 1/0. So the paradox elimination
is possible only on the base of generalized DKE [5]. Actual-
ly unlike the function F the electric field at V‘ e 0 con—

tains the value of order XQ which should be taken into con—
sideration at main order of expansion. Formally the statio—
nary function ®(r) satisfies DKE in case when VVQ + uubv® :

= O, whence it follows va a [V B]/c (the multiplier B/c pro-
vides to ¢ an electric potential dimension). This expression
should be substituted into the first order (kl/Q) terms of
gDKE {5], whence we’ll obtain that the value

EDKE : ed: + (u:+V2+2uHV“+ui)m/2 (6‘)

is also the integral of the equation considered as a magne—
tic moment is.

There is the important property of gDKE that the value
(6) seems to be the approximate integral of gDKE also in
case of variable fields with frequencies w 4 0. For this the
scalar electric potential in (6) should be specially calib-
rated in accordance with following formula:

std» — V-atA/c 0. (7)

Here A is a vector potential: rotA = B, and the electric
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field is given by usual general expression E : — Vi — atA/c.

By the way the scalar potential is defined with appropriate
function 5 moving with plasma together (i.e. atg + v-vg : 0).

In other words the replacement a 4 o + g (and A a A + Va at

the same time where ata/c : —£) conserves both the electro—

magnetic field and the calibration (7). For the stationary
plasma flow (atv:0) the calibration (7) turns into Petviash—

vili—Gordin one [7L
Now let’s consider the macroscopic conservation lows of

magnetized plasma dynamics. The equations of continuity and
motion are formally’ identical to corresponding MHD—
equations, therefore the total particles number and plasma
momentum conservation is obvious in case of essential FLR—
effects too. It’s natural to expect that the total plasma
energy should be conserved without a dissipation as well as
it takes place in magnetohydrodynamics. Nevertheless for
this time there is no general expression for energy density
variation were obtained in frames of drift theory [8]. The
such expression can be derived from gDKE in first order of
1/0. Firstly let’s comment this derivation for the usual DKE
in zero order.

The space energy density of particle heat motion is

simply E2 (ui + ufi) = pi+ pn/Z. Taking DRE—integral with

weights ui, u: and summing the equations obtained we’ll have

dt(pi+ pH/Z) = - (2pl+ p"/2)divv — d1v((qi+q”/2)b) +

+ (91' P”)b(bV)V
The non—divergent items in right side are removing by taking
into account both magnetic energy and plasma flow kinetic
energy. So

2 p 2 a p 2
6t(mn!§ + pl+ 5! +25) = — div[V(mn!§ + 2pL+ 51 + g?) +

qn B2 1+ (ql+ —2- + (p”- pi- HW'DW] + var + E [B>:rotB]). (8)

The energy density variation is connected with convective
energy transport (first divergent item), longitudinal heat
flows (items with qlln, energy convection along magnetic

9

field lines (with magnetic energy) and a work of electromag—
netic forces too (final item in (8)). For example, if the
electric current is conditioned only by plasma component
considered then the final item is disappeared precisely what
is equivalent to a zero electric field in co-ordinate frame
frozen in this component.

Having performed the same procedure for the gDKE we
obtain the expression of energy density variation including



FLR—terms:

a pm B2 . v2 pu B?
at(mn—5 + pi+ E_ + 5?) = - div{V(mn4§ + 2plT E" + Zfi) +

q” B2 1 R# VB
+ b(ql+ .5 + (pH—pl_ ZE>VH) + 45 [(ZRLT _§)[b' B] + (2Rl_

R“ + R# RH
— —74§4——)(brotb)b + rotb (R#+ 45) + (q”+ 4qi)[b-bVV] +

+ b b otV) +5 vi v + b(brotb)p” _ pl (23 -- Fl 4-
ql ( r [ B ’ 1 mn 1L1 2)

p " P p VP p a_L n H .L , H B F
+ [B ' [‘“W (293 ‘2) )‘ HE‘ZPJ *2)“ + T1 [mm ‘
— n Pl-V + F(V — #3-- rotB) + L rBl'rotB] (9)

4nmnfl 4n L '

H R — u4 R - m u2u2 2 R - nu4/8 are the fourth
are If m“ n‘ #‘ n H 1/ ’ i” m' J.

moments have been calculated by isotropic part of distribu—
tion f0, and the expression for pressure tensor P ~ 1/9 has

been given in [5].
For an one—component (e.g. hydrogen) plasma formula (9)

describes the energy variation of ions and magnetic field.

In quasineutrality F+Fee — i3 [B-rotB] and Veev rotB4na
(the subscript "e" marks electron component) and we’ve the
removal of final (nondivergent) term in (9) when pressure in
left side denotes the sum of electron and ion pressures.

Finally the total volume energy integral conserves with
FLR-corrections similar to ideal MHD:

2 PM E33 V _
Dtjd r (mn—j + pi+ §_ . gfi) — O.

The simple consequences of FLR—generalized DKE given in
this paper expand the convenient notions of charged magne—
tized particles drift motions for a case of final Larmor
radius.
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DRIFT EFFECTS IN THE THEORY OF MAGNETIC ISLANDS

A.I.Smolyakov

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

1.Introduction
Destruction of magnetic surfaces is one of the possible

reasons for anomalous electron heat transport in tokamaks.

Several models for electron heat conduction emerging in
overlapping chains small—scale magnetic islands has been
proposed recently [1,2]. The problem of magnetic islands
emergence and stabilization mechanism is a basic one for
such models. It is known [3], that in nonlinear regime
magnetic islands grow when A’ is positive. Magnetic islands
pass into the nonlinear regime when their width exceeds the
linear tearing layer width [3]. The linear tearing layer is
very thin for the present day tokamaks parameter so the
typical resonant magnetic perturbations from external
sources (e.g. field errors or another instabilities) are
large enough to produce magnetic islands in nonlinear
regime. Recently it was noted that the magnetic islands
dynamics can be essentially modified when plasma
inhomogeneities are taken into account [4—6]. This
modifications result in a conclusion about possibility of
magnetic islands grow when A’ is negative [5,6]. Here we
examine this new driving mechanism which arise from drift
effects as well as FLR effects for ions. Besides we
investigate the role of radial electric field in the
magnetic islands dynamics.

Perturbation in a magnetic field is described by the
potential 2

x
wrs/Icosg <1)

2L5 5
A t' I I A

Here 5 = (m9 — fw(t)dt), 6 = 9—C/q, x :ot-aS —is a distance

from the corresponding magnetic surface, LS=qR/S, S=rq’/q.

Dependence w and w on time is caused by the dissipation.
Here we suppose that this dissipation is sufficiently small
(aw/at)/w=(aw/at)/w <<w , so we can apply the method of
successive approximations including dissipative effects only
in the first order equations and neglecting ones in zero
order.
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2.5hort-wave ( v/p_<<1) magnetic islands1
in inhomogeneous plasma

At first let us consider the magnetic islands with width
less than ion Larmor radius. For the electrons we adopt the
standard MHD by Braginskii, which includes thermoelectrical
effects. The ion density response in the short—wave regime
is adiabatic. The longitudinal electron heat conduction and
longitudinal plasma conductivity are taken into account as a
dissipative effects. The initial equations are

d0 1
e n - —— VHJ =0, (2)
dt 6

T0 1 1
EH + —~ vun = —~ J — (1 + a) ~7eVHT =0, (3)

en

3 do T
— — T = V ( K V T) + (l + a) —77V J. (4)
2 at H H 1| 6 ll

1 am do 0
Here E” = —V”¢ + — ——, — = —— + VEV.

C at (it at
These equations can be integrated in stationary case
[5]. Using standard matching procedure for the solutions in
nonlinear and linear regions [3] we obtain

, i 2 2
av A 2b2 mp9 L5 2 2

G{—— = Dn (—— + _, ——~——— —- (w — w*)). (5)
fit 4 V 2 2 2k V C

9 to
The second evolution equation is obtained from the energy
conservation equation

1 6w 6w
- —~ (aim u w.) + a? ‘— = (6)
V at ‘ at

a w2 L23 p? s P
-DR —2 —————V 4A w* (m + m*) t (7)

w k2 V2 c2
8 Le _)

Ffle f = GER: + CHtvw* - 1), DR : CUfino, W - islands

width, C1: 1 +(1+ d)2 UT/EgK, C1 : 3(l+ a)UT/262K. numerical

values are a‘ e 2, a2 5 1, a3 2 0.3, G1 2 G“ 2 0.4. The

steady—state islands with A’<O are possible when w? > m?

and f =0 [5]. The condition for the formation of short—wave
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magnetic islands (under the assumption A’<0) are ne > 2ncr

and n < O, nn=Cl/CZ. The width of such islands is of thea
order of 2 2

RVSBL/L,
2 9 I 5n . ‘

where B =4nnOT/Bg 1%: no/ no, and frequency is defined by

equation
w = w.(1 ”La/7'”)-

For the n >0 these islands move in the direction of the

diamagnetic ion drift. We have found that such steady—state
islands are stable.

3.Long-wave (v >> p )lmagnetic islands
In the long—wave regime the effects of the finite Larmor

radius are important. Here instead of adiabaticity relation
for ions we use the current closure equation div J =0 taking
into account the gyroviscosity in the equation of the ion
motion. For the electrons equations (2—4) are used. As in
a short—wave regime we can integrate initial equations [5]
and then we find equations determining evolution of w and w
for the long—wave magnetic islands

2
I

all A IGGZ Ls
G-—— = D (—— - — w(w — w*_), (8)

1at R 4 V3 k2 c2 1
9 a

6w 2 2 2 2 a 2—— (—I m V /p + I w + I ww ) + I w ——w =1 * 5 2 3 * 4
at 2 6t

1 f L3 2 2
-D — w (w — my) . (9)

R 3 2 2 '1w w — w k c
' 8 3

Here numerical values II E 0.3, I2 2 0.5, 13 s 1.4, I4 s

1.4, 16G3 ~ 1. From (8) we can find that in the case A’ < 0

the long—wave magnetic islands can grow when 0 < w < wH [5].

The steady—state islands width is of the order of
2: 2 2 2

(ROW) 1 (Rep!) 8 Ls/Ln-
The rotation frequency is determined from the same equation
as in a short—wave regime.

4.Magnetic islands in a plasma with radial electric field
In the case of magnetic islands in a homogeneous plasma

with radial electric field the first evolution equation is
readily derived from (8) by substitution w a w - wE, where
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wE = k9C¢’/BS, so we can obtain

2
’ i

av A ICG: L5 ?
G—=D (— s — (w—w)‘). (10)

1at R 4 w3 k; C: E

Similar equation was derived in [7]. The second equation for
the v and m which is followed from the energy conservation
has the form

6V fl 6

—(Kw2+w-Km")+w——(Kw2+w)=
at. 1 2 E 31: at 4 5 E

L2

1 s 4
"DR ;3—k‘2 C2 (w ' UE) . (ll)

9 a

Here K1 2 0.9, K2 2 1.2 K3 5 2, K4 2 1.4, K5 ; 0.1. The/

second term in equation (10) associated with plasma inertia
is always stabilizing, so the islands grow when A'>O.
Recently’ the stabilization of magnetic islands by radial
electric field was investigated numerically in [8].

5.Conclusions
We have obtained the equations for the evolution of the

magnetic islands width and rotation frequency in the
short—wave and long—wave regimes. We have shown that the
nonlinear exciting of magnetic islands with finite threshold
can occur when A’<O. The possibility of existence of the
steady—state islands in inhomogeneous plasmas is
demonstrated. The stability of such steady—state islands is
studied. It is found that the radial electric field can
stabilize the magnetic islands growth.
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INFUENCE OF MAGNETIC ISLANDS ON MAGNETIC FIELD LINE DIFFUSION

A. M. Marlins and J. T. Mendonca

Centre dc Fusfio Nuclear. .‘Issociacfio Eu‘ratom/IST

Instituto Superior ’l‘ecnico, 1096 Lisbou Coder, Portugal.

1. Introduction

One of the proposed mechanisms to explain the observed anomalous transport

in Tokamak discharges is the ergodization of magnetic field lines due to the

interaction of small magnetic islands, excited by microtearlng instabilities in adjacent

rational surfacesl. Such an interaction does not necessarily lead to a complete

ergodization of the field lines and it is perhaps more likely to assume that a number

of periodically distributed magnetic islands still remains, surrounded by a stochastic

sea. The change in size of these islands. Wlll eventually serve as a self-regulatory

mechanism for temperature profile consistency.

Apart from the purely stochastic situation, for which analytical expressions

for the diffusion coefficient can be derived, the influence of the magnetic island

size and spacing has only been studied by numerical methods.

In the present work we study, on purely analytical grounds, the changes

occurring when the quasivlinear diffusion process for the stochastic field lines is

perturbed by small size magnetic islands. First, we derive our model equation, which

is a diffusion equation with a locally perturbed diffusion coefficient. We then solve

this equation using an iterative method which leads to a renormalization of the

dominant diffusion process. Our final result will depend, in a simple way, on the

islands size and spacing.

2. Model equation

in a toroidal configuration, the magnetic field line equations can be written in
‘7

canonical form as“:

(La f % dl’ : 87.0,, (1)
d: Hi) (If ' a0
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where w and LOP are the toroidal and poloidal flux Functions and g an (i are the
torordol and poloidal angles. The general form for the Hamiltonian wt, is:

wean 7» wwwi + timer) (2)
where the first term describes the current profile and the second term is associated
with the magnetic field fluctuations:

imOimam = 2 Ammo e (3)
lil

Let us first consider the case where the field lines described by eq. (l) are
completely stochastic in some domain of the phase space (10,0). We can assume a

statistical ensemble of trajectories in such a domain, described by a given

distribution function {(19,03). We know that, due to the halniltonian nature of the

Field line trajectories, the kinetic equation for f(w,0,§) reduces to a diffusion
equation:

.31". s L .. IL
35‘ 8xi DU 3e f (4)

where .~:1=zli, x::=0 and:
. d.'-.: l‘ it he anV o o ‘ V f"

Using the quasi-linear approximation, we can write DllEw as simply
I_,. :. , 3proportional to the energy of the magnetic Iicld fluctuations ‘ :

D11 : L0 § in? <1Am(g=0)i3> (6)
where [.0 is the correlation length in the toroidal direction. We can also write4

DDSDOO:(lto/mo)2DH, where kc, and mo are typical (radial and poloidal)
wavenumbers of the magnetic fluctuations. We can further assume that the off—

diagonal terms D13 and D21 are equal to zero, if the radial variation of the

coefficients Am is uncorrelated with their absolute value: <,\m(O:\m/Uw)>=0. Using
these assumptions eq.(-l) is reduced to:

'3 3 .
Eff : D0 [a_1 + 3—3] f '5‘; DD V: f (7)
L 8):“ 8y“

where DO:DI 1. its?) and )r=tmO/l(0)0.

Now assume that this purely diffusion process is locally perturbed by small

magnetic islands with area a, where the field lines are regular and not stochastic,
. : i —) c . i .localized at given posmons r ifmi’j .\: + yij y). The perturbations introduced by

these islands on the diffusion process can be easily described lay the following
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:lV , l [1 .1‘: 4 rl Jxl V‘r 1a
\ 1 J ..

where g 1r - 1‘! l 15 511111141}; peaked Jrr'WLIml V 1111:; slmply means \hat. "11'1“.111111.11 .
these pumls. the du’fuamn rte-effluent 1s reduced 1.. a value (DO—l)", “hick: 15 equrul

’cr-a :11siu'e the 15131d. \11 appranmntc cluice 1<:l0 ;

H A—l‘l $7.) -_"1 .1311” -11‘J,79«\1 71h), 1;)

3. Iterative solution

Following a well Lmt‘wn lie-rain»? method, the solutmn a." c'Fil LJH bc wrnten

as

"—4 n ‘ 1.114 . .
grr,\1—:r “no 11111

”’0
where:

fl )11’ .u , l-‘oliagnl Hr ,l 111.1

and: 3'

1,—D I 1 1 ’- 1—+ , .r‘“ 1r ,m - J 110m v.1 .[ r‘“ 11”) dg <12)
(0

In these CqHlICBHS the Free prrspagatur L'Q 1s the mtegr‘al uperatmr:
r—v a“:
,l'rfi L) 1 [1g]
41g- 1 1

{llr’n

, 7_ 1 1—».
' .1») * , , Jr X 1,1M \7. ‘lK-CQ’DQ J E‘ l)

and l. is lhe perturbed allfferenlwl operator:

. ,1 ,—9 —§1 ".L;raL\Y‘o1rv:.1T- 114)H 1.1
L1

. , ‘ ,—. ~ 7 —‘§ *4
let LiS 13521111113 the lallowmg 11111123] «:wmhtmn llr, lam : Mr » rm}. ‘x‘.e l-.nu\\

thut 1.111: l’wurI-Vr transfnrm ml the seroth order r-nluh -n (ll! 13 51mphr when by:

A0140 1‘ _! ~p
1 'll» .1! ll ”Mural “1111}; 1l. .r1,,' 115“

* a pond“,Jmir1i1L111m1in order Lc‘ :dlcululc the {fallen-111;; order Folutimw \xe

fw!‘ the 411ml: mmmcth: lSlillhlS': riJ71l .‘.+1.1l_¢*1121y, where l4: uml lv ‘rr-z- Ila-2

pcz'iodnmms -nd 1‘ 21 1111.130 fillll! bCl‘i’Cfi'h :idjiiLEHl Llllill'lf 1-!" 1::la.1-_i>. \lter Home

unlculnlfi‘l'vs, we 14111111: --9 »+1,.. 1- ,_ a1""1 ,l. , y l '9’ "‘1 5'1"“ ..I “’
1‘ - ' “ll
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Computation of Plasma Equilibria with
Semifree and Free Boundary

.\. Nicolai
Forsehutigs7entruln .liilich (imbll, Association l_':l§l{.\'li(),\l-l\'ll\

1. Introduction

llesides the solution of the (ill..\l)sSll.\l-ilti\.\'()\' equation for the lixed and sexuitree

boundary value problem /l/ the solution of the tree boundary value problem is of
particular interest because it. pro\ ides the possibility to account for the passive eon—

dnctors and the driving voltages. These voltages are in general composed of t\\‘o parts:

one with prescribed time dependence and tlle otlter used as feedback part. Hence the
perhn'mance properties of the. feedback control ol‘ the plasma position and the shape

parameters can be ass ssed. The solution ol- the semitree boundary value problem can
be used for comparison.
Combining the approach of Sll;\l"ll_\.\§()\‘ concerning the time evolution or etpiilibria
\\ it h the circuit equations: the transport equations for the particle and energy inventory

and the equilibrium constraint: the time evolution of lhe discharge can be tracked
durinpr the current rise and the flat top phase.

2. Solution of the semifree boundary value problem /1/

Instead of choosing the driving voltages as an input~ the inverse problem might be
envisaged, The Coil currents maintaining certain prescribed positions of the plasma
boundary are computed iteratively. Since either the current in the primary solenoid
or the value of the poloidal llnx function at the plasma boundary is known from the
poloidal llux balance a regularization of the semitree boundary value problem is not
neededfl'he prescribed positions at the plasma boundary are those at the outboard
side. at the inboard side. at the upper edge and the lower edge. This means that
the plasma elongation and the plasma volume (or the cll‘cctive plasma radius) can be
adjusted. However, it is impossible to adjust the triangularity. This would require
more coil groups than envisaged here.

3. Solution of the free boundary value problem

.\lthough the numerical approach in solving)r the free boundary value problem is quite
dill‘erent from that for the semirree boundary value problem, the computed time evw
lotion of the discharge is similar to the simulation results obtained in treating the
semilrec boundary value. problem. the. reason is the feedback control of the shape and
position parameters. Since in this paper the aforementioned positions of the plasma
boundary are used as designed positions For the feedback control, similar results in
solving the tree boundary value problem can be expected.
By applying Faraday’s law at the coil positions and at the plasma boundary the fol-
loiving equation connecting the driving voltages with the coil currents and the current,



III-nsin' in {1 \‘ll‘IHill raging /2/ I'CPIEII‘IHg lllC pliln'lllr'l I'IIn IIII IIIIIIIIIII‘II:

I} 3' a 1’ 7 [III
7' ['J r —, (I)
(H ,( I,

III‘H‘ /’ is llII' inIlliI'li\'iI\' IIIIIIIix I'IIIIIIIIIIiIIL,I [III [III' [lllJllllI'll inlI“:IIIIliIIII I)(‘I\\l‘(‘|l IIII'
(‘UIIF IIIIII lll(! pII'I‘wUII'l IIIIII IIIIIIIIIIr IIH‘ ('UIISI llIlIlSI‘”l\(I\' I: is llII' \IIIIIIgI' \(( IUI. /I' Ill(‘
(IliI‘III‘unIIl) [(‘Sl\lill'l(fl.‘ IIIIIII‘ix. / IIH‘ Itnrrcnl \(‘(I(II IIIIII ( SII'HKIS I'III‘ IIIC plilrIIIlil [Imp
\IIIIIIgI‘.
\VI‘ [IUII‘ IlIIIl I‘qIIIIIiIIII (I) III‘iIIiIIIIII‘< frunl II I‘I'UII‘HIIS IIppI‘IIIII'lI ”2/ IIIIII IIII'II 1hr nII-
IIII‘I'iI‘IIl (-rrIII's l‘IlU‘l llIrIIIII'lI (Iii-K rI II/II'IIIHII IIIIII. I‘III \IIll IIIII‘ IN MI nIII_\ ll(‘(‘(ll1l[lIl'~v(ll
lJ\ II fII‘Il IIII‘IIIIIII IIIIII a l((!(ll)21(l\ part III "l(‘ IllC III'I II)IIII< purl is IIssIIIIIIIIl III IJO pin—
[)HIIIUIIZIII n IlIo Ilr'\iIIIiuns l)(‘l\\(‘CII IIIc IIIIIIIII IIIIII IIIC‘ (II'sigIII‘II pusiIiIIn and shape
pill'illllL‘ICFS. 'l'lII‘ l'IIIrdl'urII'aI'Il part is assuInI‘Il Lu be (‘IIIISIOHL

Treatment of the transformer iron

I'ZIIIplIIIiIII; IIIC (IISI'IIIIIIIIIIIH‘ FI‘IRIIIIII for III(‘ IIIII‘.‘;(‘IIIIIII I'nnipunmll ()l.IIIII‘ IIIIIIIIIIIiI
iIIIlIII [I'HICI‘ I'In iIIII'IIrIII IIIIIIIliun III IH‘(IIIUIIH s <IIIIIIII l{l[l(l \IIIs lll‘rl\(‘(l lur II \lIIlc‘KI‘
ItIIrICIII density >iInIIIIIIiIIg llll‘ Inagnctir nI‘IiIIII III [III‘ II'uII IIs Ilr‘scriIIIIIl III I'I‘IIII'I'III'II/ I /I

5. Evolution of the plasma parameter

The Ilflll" m‘nlntiun III Lllt‘ (‘lK‘ClI'UH IIIIII ion IQIIIIII'rIIIIII'I's IlI‘pI'IIIls IIssIEIIIiIIllI' Ill] IIII:
IlislrilmLia III LIIE‘ [IIHYPI‘ 5I)111'(If‘$.él$ ()lIIIIitt, III‘IIIII'III IH‘I(‘('IIUII II!‘ lIigglI II'IIIIIII‘III'I' l1(‘£ll-
ing. IIIIII UH IIII‘ IliHIrilmIiun III III-Ivr‘r lnssI‘s I'll‘I‘I‘IeII by CHIIIIHCIIIIII. I‘IIIII.‘I-I'liun. lin<
rIIIliIIIiIIn. I'lIIII'gI' exchange. iIIIIi/IIIIIIII, I'InIl rIrItIIIIIIIIIII‘IIiIIIIfl'III‘ IIIII'liIilIt SHllI’I'I‘ IIIIII lass
IIII‘ItIIIIIIiSIIIr; \\‘lll(?l1 (IIEIII‘I‘HIIIIP IIIII pIIrIiItlI‘ inventury. III‘I! IIH‘ Ilill'nsiun [)(‘I'pt‘lllllt‘lllilr‘ In
[IIC IIIIIgIII‘IiI: IIUIdI the inward IIIm‘. (Il‘pllSllIUll by HI‘IJLI‘I’II III_j(‘('III)II IIIIII LlIr' I‘IIII'I'I‘linIg,’
[)I‘UCPSHY‘SV

Accounting for IIH‘SC prurmsvs and fur IIII I'I'IIII‘ing Ilnx SIIrlI‘II‘I‘ gCIJI'nI'lI'I IInI‘ {II'I‘IH‘H III
the IHIIISPUI'I I‘qIIIIIiIIns /I/ IN the particle (lcnsitivs IIIC clI‘I‘IrIIII and ion IIEIUPCI‘I'IIIH‘I‘S
III~ II IIIIIIIISDN‘ICS [)lI'ISI‘Im.
'l'lII‘so (‘\'I,Illllll)ll (‘IilII'lIIHIlS I'IrI) ItIIIIIplClCII l)_\' (‘(|1IZIIIIIIIS IIII' (‘IIIII‘F IIII- [IIIluiIlIII Hl' |l1(.‘
IIIIIIIIII’II Ilux lIIIICliIIII \\‘lIiI'lI éll‘ClIllnl fur Illfl N‘EIISIIYC I‘ll‘ccls‘ \\'illIin llll‘ IIIHHI‘ III a
HIlI‘ IlirIICIIsiIInIII aII'nIII'II. 'J'III' IIIIIIIIIII iIII|)III'l III IJIIIIIII'I‘S in IIII‘ IIIrIIiI'lI'Il Ilnx Iin ll](‘
pIIlIIiIlIII llII_\‘ Innclinn IIIIII \ILC \I‘rSII is IIH‘IIKIOKI IIIMI I'Is prupns‘IIl l)\ SIII \l I\ \.\()\
/.I/

6. Results

'I'III' IteilI'IIII‘IliIIIIH III‘I} IIIIsI‘II IIII [)III‘IIIIII'II‘IS I‘IaIiI‘nlly illlLll_\'2\(‘fl for II plllN" length pi‘nlIvII-
gnliun III lllP ‘l I'LX'I‘UII, (ICYICI‘, IIOI‘C l)(YHI(lf‘S the primary sulvnoiIl cm‘I'ring tlm IUII'II
II'LIIl ('Uf‘t‘ and IIIC \‘crliItIIl licld Ituil' shaping ('HIIS llEHl lmcn nssnnIr-II [H IIII available
where LIH‘ )‘IIIICS IIII‘I‘gC Into lll(‘ iron I‘I'II‘I‘ (Fig.1). The minor radius is II : 3|] CIII,

170 F4;
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major radius ft = 175 cm and the toroidal field H, = 2.25 '1‘. Fig.2 shows the depens
dence of the current in the shaping coils and of the magnetic flux on the current in
the primary solenoid Irr- Concerning the modelling of the yokeslyvo cases had been

envisaged: firstly the averaged permeability according to ref/l/ and secondly the local
iron permeability. In the first case [51 saturates at -1.3 3f.»\,and in the second case at
.1,1 ,\I.\. thus showing that the modelling of the yolv'es has a considerable impact. on
the shaping current. The l’ig. further shows that the flux swing available for the flat
top phase is if Vsec.
,\ contour plot of the poloidal flux function is displayed in Fig.3. The plot belongs to
the flat top phase (I,,,. : v-l MA) The currents in the shaping coils ([5: : —l.3 .\l.\)
enforce that no primary flux is released between the. primary solenoid and the plasma.
in this way it is avoided that the plasma is squeezed between the primary solenoid and
the vertical field coils, and the cross-section stays almost circular. 'lihe triangularily is
(5 : 33.5 %.
During the current rise phase a positive triangularity 6 : 1.5 % occurs because of the
attraction by the shaping coil currents ([5l : 400 ltA) which have to elongate the
otherwise prolate plasma crossssection. Without the action of the shaping coils this
prolatc cross~section is due to the attraction by the (positive) primary current [pr :
H} .\l.\.
Similar results are obtained in solving the free boundary value problem as outlined
abovel'he time evolution of the designed and computed plasma current HP and 14 re—
spectively) shows that in the envisaged time interval (0 gt 5 400 msec) the maximum
deviation 1,, and [,1 is around 10%. However, after the transition to the flat top phase
oscillations in l5l and 1p, occur showing that improvements of the equations for feed
back parts of the voltages are needed.

7. Conclusions

the calculations Show that by means of the shaping coils the circular cross section
can be maintained rather accurately although their radii differ considerably front the
major plasma radius. Since the maxima of the plasma boundary in the ILZ plane
are flat. the aforementioned values of the triangularity mean only slight deviations of
the computed plasma shape from the designed circular shape. The solution of the
free boundary value problem indicates that the aforementioned numerical procedure
for the proportional control of the. plasma position and shape parameters should be
supplemented by terms describing the respective differential or integral control.ln this
way the accuracy can be improved, the oscillations may be damped and the optimum
(fltllll‘Ul (:ilfl l)C rCaIillCd.

/l/ .\. Nicolai, l’. Horner, J. Compul. Phys, 90 (1989) 98
/2/ K. 3f. Link, S. C. Jardin, Fusion Technology 12 (1987) 22
/.‘l/ \'. (). Shafranov7 G. V. Pereversev. L. E. Zakharov in Proceedings

of the 3rd. Int. Conf. Plasma Theory, Kievl Trieste, 1977, p. 169
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STUDY OF DENSITY AND TEMPERAEURE
PROFILE ACROSS THE MAGNETIC ISLAND

Qingquan Yu and Yuping Huo

(Institute of Plasma Physics, Hefei, 230031, P.R.china)

I Introduction
It is well known that the magnetic island develops near

the rational surface in Tokamak due to the tearing mode
instability.1'3 In the magnetic island region the energy and
particle diffusivity are much larger than those outside the
magnetic island due to the magnetic field fluctuations and
the reconnection of the magnetic field lines of force. It is
therefore considered previously that the plasma density and
temperature profile are flattened there.4

In this paper it is found that the following question
exists in the previous theories. That is whether the
equilibrium condition

Vp =jXB/c (1)
can be satisfied if the plasma density and temperature
profile are flattened across the magnetic island. Here p is
plasma pressure, p=nT, n and j are plasma and current
density, T is plasma temperature, B is the equilibrium
magnetic field.

If the plasma density and temperature profile are
flattened across the magnetic island, the equilibrium
condition will not be satisfied unless the plasma current
density j and the equilibrium magnetic fieldB become much
less inside the magnetic island than those in the case of no
magnetic island.

In practical case however the magnitude of j andB is
not much decreased inside the magnetic island,3 so that the
magnetic force is larger than the thermal pressure force in
radial direction when plasma density and temperature profile
are flattened. The net force exerts on plasma inside the
magnetic island is inward which pinches the plasma towards
the center of the plasma column.

The resulting inward motion of plasma thus appears which
plays the role in increasing the density gradient across the
magnetic island and making the thermal pressure force larger.

This pinch process will continue until the density
gradient across the magnetic island becomes large enough so
that the net driving force approaches zero. More steep
density profile is needed to achieve a new eguilibrum.
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II plasma density and temperature profile inside the
magnetic island

Here the consideration is concentrated inside the
magnetic island region and a huristic analysis is carried
out.

we first consider the plasma temperature profiLe. The
temperature evolution is described by the energy transport
equation. Since the thermal diffusivity is much larger inside
the magnetic island than that outside, the plasma temperature
profile should be flattened inside the magnetic0 island as
that pointed out in previous theories,5 6 aT/ar E

The plasma density n is determined by the 0continuous
equation

bn/Bt + V-F = O (2)

Where r is the particle flux. Outside the magnetic
island F can be given by F: eDVn, where D is the particle
diffusivity. From the discussions in above section it is
found that the thermal pressure force will be smaller than
the magnetic force once the plasma temperature profile is
flattened inside the magnetic island while the magnitude of j
andB is not much decreased, a net inward force exists which
pinches the plasma inward. Therefore an inward plasma pinch
velocity vp appears in addition to the diffusion flux which
also exists outside the magnetic island. The total radial
flux inside the magnetic island is now given by

T: —DVn +nvp (3)

The pinch velocity vp is determined by the equation of
motion in radial direction in cylinder geometry

pdvp/dt = 'se/C - Tan/6r (4)

Where aT/ar=0 is used inside the magnetic island. p is
plasms mass density.

A simple estimation about the magnitude of v can bePmade here. when the width of the magnetic island is much less
than the Tokamak small radius, w/a<<l, in lowest order jz, B9
and n can be approximated to have the same values as those 1
before the onset of the magnetic island (of course their
gradient is changed). Before the onset of the magnetic island
the equilibrium condition is satisfied and the plasma
temperature is Ta, therefore

pdvp/dt : —na Ta/ar (5)

E::_________________—————————————————————————————————————————~44444447
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Vp is found to be VP ~ (vta)2t/LT from above equation, where

vca=(2Ta/M)l/2 , LT=Ta(5 Ta /ar)-l and M is the ion mass.
From eq.(3) it is found that at the time t~ts~DLT/(vta)2Ln

the diffusion flux is canceled out by the pinch effect and
the total particle flux decrease to zero. Where Ln=n(bn/8r)'L

Since the particle diffusivity D is much less than the
ion parallel diffusivity D = (Vti)2 Iii and LT/Ln~l, so that
ts<< Iii, Tii is the ion—ion collision time.

Just at the beginning of onset of the magnetic island
the density gradient in it is decreased because of the large
particle diffusivity. In a very short time t~tS the pinch flux
becomes large enough to cancel out the diffusion flux and

lead F to approach zero. At t>t3 the pinch flux exceed the
diffusion flux, the total flux inside the magnetic island is
inward, so that the density gradient is increased there.

The increasing in the density gradient leads Vp larger,
the net driving force is therefore decreased. The
acceleration process will not be stoped until the density
gradient is large enough so as to achieve a new equilibrium

T an/ar = —jZBe/c (6)

The density difference across the magnetic island is

An = J (—se/cT)dr (7)

The integration is carried out across the magnetic
island.

If w/a<<l, in lowest order An izBe/CT, where T, jZ and
B9 take values inside the magnetic island.

Because the temperature gradient is very small inside
the magnetic island,516 the density gradient inside the
magnetic island will be larger than that in the case of no
magnetic island when the magnitude of sG is approximately
the same.

So we see that althouth the particle diffusion flux is
very large inside the magnetic island, an large inward plasma
pinch flux develops due to the force unbalance which cancels
out the diffusion effect. At final stage a larger density
gradient results from the requirement of equilibrium.

The detailed form of the particle diffusivity is not
important in determining the final density gradient inside
the magnetic island, the density gradient there is determined
by the force balance of eq.(6).
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III Conclusions
From the analysis made in former sections we finally

reach at the following conclusions:
1. There is a plasma pinch process inside the magnetic

island due to the force unbalance resulting from the
flattening of plasma temperature profile.

2. The pinch flux becomes large enough in a very short
time to cancel out the diffusion flux.

3.The plasma density profile are more steep rather than
flattened across the magnetic island due the requirement of
equilibrium.

Further numerical study is needed to treat the full
transport equations to give the detailed plasma density
profile with practical Tokamak and plasma parameters.

In previous tearing mode theory it is considered that
the plasma density and temperature profile are flattened
across the magnetic island and the diamagnetic frequency is
quenched in the nonlinear stage, the nonlinear growth and
saturation of the magnetic island and the Mirnov oscillations
observed in ‘Tokamak experiments are independent of the
diamagnetic effect.4

The result that a larger density gradient exists inside
the magnetic island found here will change previous
conclusions and lead to different results. The nonlinear
evolution of tearing mode had already been showed to be
dependent on the density and temperature profile
theoretically.7
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TWO-FLUID THEORY OF PRESHEQTH AND SHEATH INCLUDING MAGNETIC
FIELDS

H."E. Valentini

Physico—Technical Institute, Helmholtzweg 4, D/D—bQOO Jena

Abstract: The transition between presheath and sheath is
taken into account by means of a two—fluid model of the whole
plasma. Sheath criteria are investigated. The sheath is HE“
fined as region where the influence of the s ace charge
dominates. A magnetic field parallel to the wal can reduce
the voltage drop across the sheath and can increase the
thickness of the sheath.

1. Introduction

It is customary in the theory of low pressure plasmas to

treat the bulk plasma and the space charge sheath at the

wall separately (e.g. /1/, /2/). A criterion for the sheath

edge and a procedure to match the solutions for the bulk, the

presheath and the sheath are necessary (e.g. /3/, /4/). The
well known Bohm criterion is relevant for collisionless
plasmas only /3/—/5/. Using a two-fluid model for the whole

plasma the transition between presheath and sheath including

magnetic fields are calculated. Restrictions are eliminated

which otherwise would be occur by use of a sheath criterion

or a multiuscale theory.

2. Basic equations

The plasma is considered to consist of electrons and of

single charged positive ions in a motionless neutral gas.

Charged particles are generated within the plasma, flow to

the wallsfl recombine there and re—enter as neutral atoms.

a plane, one-dimensional and steady—state model with insula—

ting walls at Maid is considered. The well known basic equa"

tions for the ions (s=i), the electrons (s=e), the neutral

atoms (s=n). the electric field intensitv EH and the poten—

tial m read
i I _

Nsvsr: + sNs ’ Cls (1)
.. I .-" ’ = ' . \ ‘ —- " "NBMSVEM/SX +L15NS ZEEtEHFJSVBZ) F5“ (

V __ __ ' __ u

Msvsxvsv " Zse sBz Fsy/Ns ‘
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I __, l___ H‘ -
EH — (algfl)(Ni—NE) {4). Q a —F_)( (b)

where l=d/dx and k. e, 5” and later ”0 are used as maual.

Constant temperatureg T4 ahd the magnetic induction Hi direc-r

ted parallol to the walls are supposed. H5 15 the ma,i

the the particle density, VB is the drift velocity, Z1

mazmiiian:vniNe ’ u lN-Meva 5 lb)
ai = {N9 n1 + NivH)MiVi ‘ Vt ; VC + film

with the fraquencioa of ion. vfll . ElaELlC Electrona

atom collision Va” 5 Charge exchange vc and 91‘ tic impacta

between ions ahd atomfi v1. yni‘ ye“ are taken a5 unnatant.

Vhiul m qk(vi: + Bt/HHH\1/3 ho]da a5 approximation with the

effective croaa Sectioh qr"

The Hot of the aavan dierer al equationa ll)~l4) 1% nohw

linear and involvea iSnlated aihgular points at the Eomnfl

Emmen. VE:EVEC where VEE = (RTE/ME)i/L. [7)

Sin boundary cunditiona ara given bv

vsnzvgymo , Efi=0 if t8)

and from a EimDJified electron kinetica /3/, /&/, /7/

l” I 1/: v —g A a u: rVEH (LIE/unme) if u d . (7)

In addition. it is naceaaary to remove the aingularity at

ViH:ViC bv the condition fix H101: ZiE(EK+ViVEE)MPiH' (10)

One can derive tha particle balanca Nivl”= Navy” (ll) and

the preasure balance

g NflfkTfi + Mfivgf) + H2” n ENE/260 2 CDhat :13)
a5 integrals of (1)_(? a, n /5/, /8/.

It can ha aaEily Been that

w " ~ W r 1/2 . m H .
F1 M T k 11 , v0 M (hjl/Mi) 5 95 m IS/Te 5 1

9
LE = EBEIZEI/MS, E0 m Ere/911, 1D x (EOkTE/eiNetfl)
flO = (ID/1i); ’ h = qkVO/vni ’ Aeo : yen/uni

are Characteristic parametera, where an describaa the in"

fluence of Space Charge and H fhat of ion-atom colliaiona.

3. fiolutiwn mathodfi

The Eat (l)-(4) can be solved by an eahsion in powera of

n HC or near the Singular point of the ion gag, Qvinwvicz
numerical integration ia performed in the remaining part5 of

the relevant intarva], where in the subsonic region, i.e.
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Viv vlic" the numerical methods tend to be instable if H is

large, but they are stable in the hvpersonic region, i.e.
Vin Vic . If Tl

useful /3/, /9/. If my

a“ can he used /3/, /7/, /10/. Restricting to cold ions, i.e.

.FP an empansion into power series of 93 is

1 an eupansion into power series of

Ti=0, leads to a hypersonic ion flow in the whole interval=

4. Space charge sheath

It is physically reasonable to define the sheath as region

with dominating action of the electric field caused by the

space charge density. From {12) follows

NekTe + NilsTi = Ex‘/250 (14)
as the condition for the sheath edge, relevant for all values

of R. The quasineutral approximation leads to a sheath edge

at Vixzvfl with an infinite electric field intensity.
Anather definition of the sheath edge could be

(d/d(H/d))(Ni— Mel/NE(O) = 1 . {15)

5. Results

Results are given in the dimensionless variables

S=H/lj, Vs=Vs/V05 wS=N5/Nef0), f=EHIEO, n=fle®/HTE (16)

for an argnn plasma. The sheath criterion (14) becomes
2 ._ ~ c- - _We = tag/ilf if Himu and 99—1 .

The jiglglvshows Vi at the wall, i.e. V1=Viw, where B,=O. If

ial the Bohm criterion cannot be satisfied.

In fig: 2 the profiles of the ion and electron densities w,

shows the ratio of the sheath thickness 1b to the
mean free path of the ions 1in and of 1b to the Debye length

lDb at the sheath edge.

In the jigg_9~6 the influence of a magnetic field is repre-

sented where onlv the electron gas is taken to be magnetixed.

The figures show w, WP and (a(~)/i~‘f)f;3 if afl=2.3 10—6, fi=1.34‘

Qé/V9n=0. 100, further, the wall potential 7W dependent on

tum/v 1+ calf-2.3 10%, r=::=1.em (a); Wells m‘én hem-76 (b).t‘ EE‘l'l

More details. including the transverse variation of Te" are

given in /7/.
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THE GRAD—SHAFRANOV SHIFT CALCULATED ON THE BASIS OF
MAGNETIC COMPRESSIVE AND TENSILE STRESSES

V.O. Jensen

Association Euratom-Riso National Laboratory
Optics and Fluid Dynamics Department

Risa National Laboratory
DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark

Introduction
A magnetic field can be conceived as a medium where an isotropic com~

pressive stress, 32/2110, is superimposed on a tensile stress. Bg/po, parallel to the
field lines. When an ideal MHD plasma is present in the field, the particle pressure
adds to the magnetic stresses to form a combined stress tensor. Based on this
tensor it is easy to calculate plasma equilibria and to interpret the results. An
extended analysis of magnetic stresses is presented and the equilibrium conditions
for the screw pinch and the tokamak plasma are calculated. For the tokamak
plasma with circular crosssections the Grad-Shafranov shift is rederived.

The magnetic stress tensor
The magnetic stress tensor, Tm, is usually derived from the time independent

equations ofideal MHD [1].
pa; = VP (1)

and
VXB : uoj (2)

which together with VB 2 0 can be written
By

Vp=—V—+V- flsv-T . (3)2P 1.1 m

The physical interpretation oq. (3) is that a differential volume element, dV, in
a region with plasma and/or magnetic field is acted upon by a resulting force dK :
(V-Tm—Vp)dV. Therefore, Eq. (3) also shows that the Vp»force in a magnetized
plasma in equilibrium is balanced by an isotropic magnetic pressure, B2/2pu, and a
tensile stress, BZ/po, acting only along the lines of force.

For further examination of the tensile part of the magnetic stress tensor,
Tm; = BB/po, we introduce a local system of coordinates with the i-axis pointing
along the line of force through the origin and with the yz-plane coinciding with the
plane of osculation for this line. In this system we get for the tensile force on an
element, dV, centred at the origin

dV as an
dK z—(e—y’e—fg), (4)

The y~component oq. (4) describes the force caused by the curvature of the field
lines, while the i-component represents the force resulting from a change of field
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strength along the lines of force. The y-component being perpendicular to the B-
lines can also be written

W B2 A— — R
llo R

where R is the radius of curvature of the field line, and ll a unit vector in the R
direction. It is easy to show and useful to know that Eq. (5) is more generally valid,
namely also in situations where B is the projection of the B-field line on any plane
containing the radius of curvature and R is the radius ofcurvature of the field line
projection on this plane.

To calculate the resulting force on a finite volume element, V, it is necessary
to integrate the particle pressure p, the isotropic magnetic pressure, BZ/Zpo, and
the magnetic tensile stress over the entire surface. Being isotropic p and B3/2pO are
easy, they both act perpendicularly to the surface. The magnetic tension acts with
a tensile stress Bl2/p0 perpendicularly to the surface and with a magnetic shear
stress BuBl/llo parallel to the surface and in the BH-direction.

dK (5)
rn,t.i T —

Remarks on the current-free vacuum field, the virial theorem
It is interesting to note that Eqs‘ (3)-(5) hold good also for cases without

plasma, i.e. for p = 0. In this case the field is Laplacian, as also V X B 2 0. For any
volume element, differential or finite, in such a field the forces caused by the
isotropic magnetic pressure B2/2po cancel those caused by the tensile stress BB/un.
As the sum ofall the magnetic forces acting on any volume elementis zero, such an
element cannot absorb any forces. It can only transmit them and only to regions
wherej I 0. This is another way to show the virial theorem which states that a
plasma cannot be confined by the magnetic field generated by currents flowing
only in the plasma region. Confinement can only be established when there are
regions with currents outside the plasma to which the field can transmit the forces
tending to expand the plasma.

Balance equation for linear pinches
The balance equation relating p(r). Bg(r),
and Bz(r) for the linear pinches (Z-, 6-,
and screw pinches) is easily derived by
using the concept of magnetic stresses.
Using Eqs. (3), (4), and (5) on the
element rde clr dz in Fig. 1 leads directly
to the well—known equilibrium equation

d {Bnlr)Z+-Bz(r)2] + new)2 (6)d
— plr) + m = 0 -
dr (h 21.1() par

Based on the concept the interpretation
is simple: the two first terms in Eq. (6)
describe the outwards directed particle
pressure and the magnetic pressure,

Fig. 1- Linear PiMh respectively. The last term is caused by
the tensile force ofthe bending BQ—lines.
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The Gradhafranov shift in circular tokamak plasmas

Perfectly con—Circulor flux tube ‘
amcross—section

Fig. 2. Tokamak flux tubes with circular cross-sections

Consider a tokamak plasma with circular cross—sections of all flux tubes as
shown in Fig. 2. The conducting wall has the minor radius b and the major radius
R(b). The plasma minor radius is a and its major radius is R(a). r is the minor
radius ofa flux tube with the major radius R(r) where 0 s r s b. R(O) is the major
radius of the magnetic axis. The Grad-Shafranov shift A(r)= R(O)—R(r) is
indicated for the three r-values b, a, and r The three quantities varying with r and
6 are designated p(r), Bdr), and Bp(r) for 8—— + n/Z. Using V B—— O and simple
geometry (see Fig 2) leads to

B(~9)—?3’() umtl’ _ [r R(r]+roosfl (7)

13( 0) Tin—Rmr = 1'n ’ P dAlr) (8)
el+reo50 -— (1 case.-

while
plr,0) :B’rr). (9)

We consider a flux tube segment with minor radius r and expanding from — n/2 to
+ n/2 in the ¢—direction. We introduce an freaxis parallel to the R—axis for r}; 2 0 and
calculate the fr-component of all forces acting on the surface of the segment. To the
lowest order in the inverse aspect ratio r/R(r) and in dA(r)/dr we find for the forces
caused by the particle pressure

rdph")
PM”): -2"j ——. r'Zdr' 3“, (10)

(I

by the toroidal field
1‘
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r dB2(r')
FEM: 31‘ I. r'zdr' X, (11)

t ll” a (if

and by the poloidal field

I] 2 dA(r) “‘18:“ ,, A (12)
F (r) = — [28 (r) I'—R )—‘ r‘“dr'] x.

B p P 0 dr dr'
P o o

The balance condition
F + F + F : 0 (13)

pp B BL p
combined with Eq. (6) (or what would be better a toroidal version of Eq. (6)) allow

“dam
I) r

depends on the profiles of p(r), Bp(r), and Bar) in the plasma and can therefore be
calculated when these profiles are known.

The external shift, Aext : R(a)—R[b), depends only on the gross features of
the plasma as it describes the change in the outer vacuum field necessary to
transmit the outward forces from the plasma to the wall. By introducing the
standard quantities: the poloidal D

calculations of dA(r)/dr for all r. The internalshift, Aim = lam-Roi) : J dr,

4”“ [fl (1 )= plr'lr'dr‘ 4
p 1313mm2 0

and the normalized internal inductance per unit length
0 fl1.: “ , [ Bz(r')r'dr' (15)

I Bp(a)a2 n p

we find for the external Grad—Shafranov shift
b2 . |,_| a2

i: (p+'——)(1_‘—)+1n§|. (16>
m 2mm . P 2 . b2 a

This expression was first derived by Shafranov [2]. Now the same result or similar
ones calculated by solving the Grad-Shafranov equation can be found in many
textbooks, see e.g. [1]. The advantages of using the concept of magnetic stress are
that it makes the calculations very simple and that the physical interpretation of
the various terms is easily obtained by tracing the terms back through the
derivations to Eqs. (7)-(9).

The concept of magnetic stress could also be used to calculate corrections to
Eq. (16) caused by higher order effect in the inverse aspect ratio r/R(r). Also none
circular cross sections could be considered. They will be topics for future studies.
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PROFILE CONSISTENCY AS A RESULT OF COUPLING BETWEEN THE
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l. Intrgfluctign.
It has been noticed since along time [1] that in ohmic tokamak discharges a remarkable

near—identity exists between the profile functions of the pressure p(r)/p(o) and of the toroidal
current density j(r)/j(o). Kadomtsev [2] came to an explanation of this based on the principle
of minimal free energy of the sum of plasma kinetic energy and the energy of the poloidal
magnetic field and found:

-2
@_j@_ ri ‘11-p0_ jo —{1 + {12((10 1)} . (1)

Recently, Taylor [3] came to the same expression based on the hypothesis that the current
is filamented on a fine scale. In this paper we will call this form of profile consistency the K-T
model.

In order to test the K-T model, the consequences for the Te-, ne-, pew-profiles are
compared with the experimental ones obtained from the RTP-tokamak during steady state and
transient periods, caused by applying ECRH and ramping of the plasma current For a general
description of the RTP-results, see [4].

2. Steady state ohmic dischargtg.
In Eq. (1) the value qo appears, which cannot yet be measured in RTP However, the

q=1 radius is in agreement with the empirical scaling found in nearly every tokamak
(Arunasalarn [5]):

r(q=1) = a/qa . (2)
Combining this with the K-T model, one finds:

‘10 g (3)qa + 1 '

This simplifies the expression (1) even further for stationary states:

1‘(r)/jo = <1 + qa rz/aa‘2 . (4)
Expression (4) is compared to experimental j-profiles found by Soltwisch [6]. The agreement
is good (see Fig. 1), except for deviations caused by magnetic islands.
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Fig. l. Soltwisch experimental j—profiles [6], compared to the K-T model prediction.

Under the additional assumptions that corrections to Spitzer-resistivity are constant over
the cross-section and that pi(r) o: pe(r), it is easy to predict the me; Ten and pc-profiles and
their halfvalue radii
ne(r) = n<30 (1+ qa flatly”3 Knee/2) = 1-828 a q' 1a” (58)
Te(r) = T50 (1+ gala/32y 4” 1-(Teo/2) = 0.825 a q' 13/2 (5b)
pea) = Peo ( 1+ qa r2/a2)'2 T(Peo/2) = 0543 3 iii2 - (5°)
The experimental halfvalue radii for stationary RTP-plasmas are compared with these
predictions (Fig. 2). The agreement is satisfactory.

3. ECRH—heated plasmas at constant current.
RTP—plasmas heated with 180 kW ECRH show a very high and strongly peaked Tc-

profile (Too = 650 —> 2600 eV; rCTe/Z) = 0.05 —> 0.02 m). Simulation with magnetic diffusion
codes indicate that the full re-adaptation of the j—profile to the new resistivity profile takes
typically 200 ms i.e. longer than the applied EERH pulse of 90 ms. Therefore, the stationary
relations (4) and (5) are broken since j(r) st T3e . One has to go back to Eq. (1) and assume
jEc(r) 2 jg(r). Since, according to the K-T model n(r)o=j(r)/T(r), one expects a hollow Egg.
profile inside r = 3 cm radius and a broadened nEc~profile outside with halfvalue radius
increased by 2.5 cm. This is in excellent agreement with experimental nc(R)-pr0file (Fig. 3).

4. tig disgharges with a [amped current.
Experiments were done with ohmic plasmas during which the plasma current was ramped

up from 60 kA (qa = 6.67) to 100 kA (qa = 4.0) in 50 ms or ramped down from 100 kA to
60 kA (Fig. 4) and compared to a stationary plasma with l = 80 kA (q2‘ = 5.0). The density
halfvalue radius follows the changing qa-value as predicted by Eq. (53), but delayed with
about 10 ms, due to the finite skin current penetration.

5. EC—heated discharges with a rammd current. _ .
The same current evolution waveforms have been used in these experiments as mentioned

under Section 4, but now at elevated electron temperature because of 180 kW ECRl-l (T60 =
700 —> 1800 eV). The averaged skin penetration time increases with about a factor 4. The
skin current penetration time at the edge becomes equal to the current ramp time and therefore
the j-profile in the centre is nearly unchanged by the current ramps. Accordingly, Knee/2)
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does not Change very much. In Fig. 40 one can notice that the density halfvalue radius is
increased immediately after switch~0n of the ECRH, as explained in Section 3, but does not
change very much during current ramp.

For these discharges the TC(R)—evolution measured by superheterodyne e.c.e. was
available. In Fig. 5, the pe(R)-profiles calculated from measured nc(R) and TC(R) are shown
for the case of a rampediup current. The central 2 cm part is omitted since this falls into the
EC-deposition profile, which presumably breaks the K»T model validity. Outside this radius
the pe(r) follows the j(r)-pr0file: immediately after switch-on of the ECRH the pressure
increases dramatically (curve 2) over the ohmic case (curve 1). After the current ramp—up
(curve 3) the whole pe(r)—profile appears to be lifted with a constant amount. The latter means
a larger relative increase at the edge than in the centre as expected from the K-T model.

6. Conclusions.
All experimental observations made in RTP so far are in agreement with the K—I nodel

even in transient situations where skin effects break the proportionality ofj cc TJ/ . The
observed profile consistency, therefore, seems to be related to j- and p-profiles more than to a
particular dependence of the transport coefficients on n and T. The density profile appears to
be the quantity which adjust to maintain p ocj.
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MIMI

A decontaminating working regime of the ergodic divertor at low collisionality has been

studied : the outwards radial electric field which appears in the laboratory frame when the

ergodic divertor is energized, in conjunction with the magnetic ripples action on ions, can
produce outwards flux of impurity ions -Dnz(8nz/nzar+23ne/neBr). This contrasts
with the neoclassical flux -Dnz(3nZ/nzar-ZanH/ngar) which produces the deleterious
accumulation of impurity ions in the nu profile.

1W

The ergodic divertor allows to apply resonant magnetic perturbations which destroy the
magnetic surfaces at the edge. The magnetic field lines within that stochastic layer connect the
confined plasma to the wall [1]. One expects from this arrangement the same basic effects as
from the axisymmetric divertors, e.g. frictional decontamination ofimpurity ions by recycling
hydrogen ions and accumulation of a low temperature high density plasma near the wall [2,3].
In this paper, our interest is focused on the possibility of impurity control by the ergodic divertor
in a low collisionality regime. The frictional decontamination effects are then very weak. The
only possible action on impurity ions is through the radial electn'c field. A radial electric field E

appears indeed [4.5.6,71 in the frame where the ergodic perturbation is static, i.e. in the
laboratory frame, to ensure the confinement of electrons in the stochastic layer :
Er: (TC/e)/(?)nC/ncar). This effect takes place as soon as the stochastic flux lines are
connected to the wall because of the fast parallel motion of electrons along the field lines, even if
the magnetic perturbation has pratically no direct effect on the ion transport. The basis of the
effect we consider is that the ions tend to be extracted outwards by the radial electric field E.
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Effective extraction necessitates however that the average motions of ions along 9, tp are

hindered by resonant static electromagnetic perturbations. Then, the balance of the radial force
nioneionEr by the Lorentz force due to average 9 and (p motions results into 6 and (p frictions

forces, which in turn produce an outwards radial diffusion. We will study the effect of magnetic
ripples 6B ripple/scost acting together with the poloidal magnetic modulation
BBpol/B=(r/R)cose.

A very convenient presentation of the mecanism of ion diffusion is obtained by
considering that each ion assembly exhibits average velocities V9, t in the poloidal (9) and
toroidal (tp) directions, and that these velocities produce frictions —f(pv¢, and —fev0 due to the
magnetic pumping effects [9,10]. The calculation of the friction coefficients ftp and f9 is based
on neoclassical theory. For each type of perturbation, taken alone, the friction force is effective
in the kinetic regime : k/fltco“ > 1 where km“ is the parallel mean free path and k/Fl/qR
for 5Bp01/B=(r/R)cose and k//=N/R for BBripple/B=bcocp. The values of the
coefficients kg and kcp depend whether the perturbations {SB/B produce trapped particles or not
[1 1]. Two different regimes of low collisionality are investigated. In the Landau regime (plateau
regime as far as k9 is concerned), l<k//7tcou <(5B/B)3/2, one has :

k9 ork¢:—“1L“l2Lor bf vm3{]—or Er(Lani—in R r R
qR R

where m is the particle mass and Vlh the thermal velocity (2T/m)1/2. In the Zakharov-
Karpman regime [8] (banana regime for k0), (B/SB)3/2< k/fltco”, it comes

. , = 3i L 1’ 2H {12]—kg or it“, triflqR or N} 4T (R or b}; Vth r or R) Tm“

where l/‘tcon=<(Avi)2>lh /v1h2 and <(Avi)2>1h is the Spitzer coefficient for the
considered species at the thermal velocity Vth- For both species, light ions (H) and impurity
ions (Z), in the stochastic layer, the mechanical balance equations yield :

(1) n.6,(E+V/\B) -VP + F :0

where F represents the friction forces -keve, -kq,vq, and the collisional forces along 6, (p
between the two ions assemblies proportional to the differences v(p,eH-v(p,ez. The radial
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particle fluxes l"=nvr arise to balance these friction forces. The set of equations (1) for H and 2

ions along the radial, poloidal and toroidal directions allows to calculate the velocities ve, v(p

and the flux F for given density gradients anHfiz/ar and a given electric field

E r: ( T e/C)/(a n c/n cal“). In the limit of strong magnetic ripple,

kq,(H)>>(Bez/Brp2)ke(l'l), we find that the static ergodic divertor perturbation leads to a radial
impurity flux of the form :

(2) Fl: -Dnz[(anZ/nzar)+Z(anc/ncar)] (D>0)

which creates an outwards accumulation of the Z ions outside the nC profile. This result
contrasts with the neoclassical flux :

(3) Fz:-Dnz[(anz/nzar)-Z(8nH/nHar)]

which produces the deletetn'ous concentration of impurities within the nH profile.

111 Dimming

The form (3) is a consequence of the friction effects between light ions and impurity ions
which tend to set the two assemblies of ions in thermodynamical equilibrium in the same frame
rotating around the major axis, and this, independently of the value of the radial electric field E.
On the contrary, the form (2) reflects that all assemblies are in thermodynamical equilibrium,
locked in the laboratory frame from, the ions by the magnetic ripple and the poloidal modulation,
the electrons by the static magnetic perturbation of the ergodic divertor. The desired
deeontaminating regime (2) applies only at low collisionality. It appears from calculations that
both assemblies H and Z must be in the plateau or banana regime. If the Z assembly is in the
PfirschASchliiter regime, one recovers the form (3), independently of the Er value in the
laboratory frame and of the magnetic ripples level. At very low collisionality, the Z ions may be
trapped in the magnetic ripples and then experience a radial diffusion because of the vertical drift
combined to the effect of collisions. In that case, the structure (2) applies.

Numerical application with typical Tore-Supra paramaters n:1018m‘3, T=l keV,
b=0.l. B:4T shows that a flux of the form (2) occurs with D.O.1m2.S‘1 comparable to
neoclassical values. In a steady state where the flux 1‘2 is balanced by a turbulent flux H of
the form I‘l:—D1(anZ/3r), ones finds that nzznc'u, a:Z(D/(D+D[)). implying that a
Significant decontamination effect only occurs across the layer for steep density gradients at the
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edge and if Z(D/(D+DQ) > 1. This contrasts of course with the neoclassical case (3) where one

would have nZ:nH+a.

IV nl.in

We have shown that a decontaminating regime of the ergodic divertor can also be '

expected at low collisionality. This effect is due to : the stochastieity of the layer and the ergodic

connection to the wall create a radial electric field, directed outwards, in the laboratory frame

(thermodynamical equilibrium of the electrons), a static resonant perturbation - we have

considered the case of magnetic ripple -, by hindering the average ion motions along 6, q) then

tends to expel] the ions outside the nc profile. One can expect that the electromagnetic
perturbation induced directly by the ergodic divertor has a similar action on impurity transport.
The study of this effect and of the corresponding decontamination level is in progress.
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mm
The high levels of auxiliary heating (FiF, NBI or their combination) achieved in today's
tokamak experiments and planned for reactor size machines produce distribution functions
which are highly anisotropic and far from Maxwellian. Moreover, rotational transform and
finite aspect ratio give rise to nonuniform particle guiding center (g.c.) motion and trapped
orbits. We present a model of the conductivity tensor describing radio-frequency heating
which takes these features into account. Linear wave theory is applied to a banana regime
plasma within the drift orbit approximation. Wave frequency is assumed large with respect
to the frequency of go. poloidal motion. For an initial exploitation, mode conversion physics
is excluded with restriction to situations where w~wci and kt pud. Our focus is rather on
the effects of finite transit time of ions through cyclotron resonance and nonuniform g.c.
motion. Trapped particles are fully incorporated in the theory with account for tangent
resonance interactions (i.e. Doppler-shifted wave—particle resonance layer quasi-tangent to
9.0. trajectory).

h r r i
Wherever no confusion arises, particle species index )3 is omitted. We adopt the ordering
o), we, » 0)., » 21: Irot (t), where co is the RF field angular frequency, (1).; the cyclotron

frequency, (ob=21t/'cb the go. poloidal bounce frequency, and TQL the characteristic evolution
time of the equilibrium distribution to. In the whole paper. <...> means a trajectory time
average over 1b. All HP quantities are represented by complex amplitudes: f(r,v), the
perturbed distribution function; Em and B(r), the electromagnetic fields. Solving the
linearized Vtasov equation by the method of characteristics yields the well known expression

f(r,v) = -% t emit-ltd:(r')+v'AB(r')).::‘{ dt' (2),
where the integral is evaluated along the unperturbed particle orbit passing through (r,v)
at t'=t. ln axisymmetric toroidal geometry and within the drift approximation, this orbit is

best conveniently described by the set {P.9,v.x.o,u}. P=‘}' -2nFi2m lib/QB is —(2tr,/qg) times
the toroidal canonical momentum; it includes g.c.radial motion (e.g.finite banana width). W is
the poloidal flux function, e the go. poloidal angle, at the gyrophase. o the sign of v”, all at
time t. v is the (invariant) particle velocity . and x the dimensionless adiabatic invariant
x Elisa/(mag) (Ba: equilibrium induction on magnetic axis). G.c. toroidal ((p) motion.
including banana drift, is expressed in terms of these variables. Larmor gyration around the
go. is given by oz—mr+v1//S' . ¢(i’=t):(l’ where ff is the local torsion radius of the magnetic
field line.
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Restricting the discussion to equilibria independent of gyrophase fo=fo(v,x,o,P) (3)

[9], we define a reference magnetic surface \P.=P+<2nmR2¢>/q5> and the equilibrium
coefficients

10fNgoi-—_ ar. 13ft, ”615+ yarn+2x1 N =.____ NC =2xv//ai_ %
Hv—i PBX g” VBV flax +V/IaP gu Vi ax 3p (4)-

9P
Y = B—v//’ and N:N—(‘i’ ) is the average density on the reference magnetic surface.

I --

Eq'(2)becomes f = ' ¥I e'i”("‘”‘tvi_% e+l¢(g0J-Ei'iigILCBi)+V//g//El/] dt' (5)
The fields have been decomposed in polarized +(left hand),-.// components relative to the
local Bo. At this stage, they are still evaluated at particle position, all other quantities being

expressed in terms of the g.c. variables (e.g. vi=vB/Ba,v//=Gvm. B=|Bo|).
Superposed signs are used for conciseness. and mean a sum of the two alternative terms (e.g.
ai b: a a+b_+a_b+).
Equation (5) includes 3 sources of spatial nonlocaiity :

-finite Larmor radius pL effects around g.c., which can be treated by the usual t
expansion of the fields and operator methods. This is potsponed to future work, and in what
follows the RF fields are evaluated at g.c.:

Ag.c.radial excursions (for bananas. N pm, the poloidal Larmor radius);
-g.c.poloidal motion due to rotational transform.

The integral extends to time scales >TQL. where collisions and heating ensure wave—particle
phase decorrelation [5,6]. This process can be accounted for by introduction of an
attenuation factor ic(t -t’) in the integrand ( K(O)=1, K(oo)=o; K can also depend on constants
of the motion).
The simple model ic(r)=e'V("’)r (6) is equivalent to the usual handling of causality by

inclusion of an imaginary part iv(v) in (o. More realistic models as t<(1)=e‘(m|—)3 (6').
based on results of e.g. ref.[5], improve the theory at lower energies.

Axisymmetry allows to study single toroidal modes (f,E,B)=(fn,En,Bn)ei”‘P independently.

From here on, we shall omit the mode index n wherever unambiguous. Defining the phase
i

function “111051 (03711t -y‘;) - “(Pmt' (7), where L is the cyclotron harmonic number,
0

H003) EVI/gI/E/I and H1303) 5%gmfir‘ti gLLCBt) (8), we take advantage of the g.c.

motion periodicity in the poloidai plane: in eq.(5), Ewan and equilibrium coefficients vary

with the same period ‘Cb. \lIL(t), integral of a periodic function, can be split into a periodic

and a secular part <\llt.>t- The general orbit integral is then reduced to the Fourier series

Nr=- “—3 303“ 172 {K(1103b 1<wL>>etmLm+mi <IIL(E)61HL(0>} (9). where
[km 5 Wm) A <\jIL> t+lmb1 (10) and the integrand of last <...> is periodic.
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f = — $113 1;?” 1:}; [ K(tlms-Kfilp) eitI'IL(I)+Lu1<HL(E)e-iIIL(r)> } (9). where

H1105 \VLO) - Gilt? t +10%! (10) and the integrand of last <...> is periodic.
K(s) is the Laplace transform of the attenuation function K(t). In the simple collision model

eq.(6), K(ilcob-Kwp): i/(<\iIL>-10)b) (10) generalizes the usual resonant denominator of

homogenous plasma theory; with model eq.(6'). K(s) = 1r 3'”3 t1 PIi(-3'1/3 t; s) (10').
Eqs.(7-10) express the general RF perturbation of the distribution function in tokamak
geometry. including Landau and fundamental cyclotron interactions.

WWW
Eq.(9) directly yields the RF. current and conductivity tensor:

j{E} E (SE = 2 qflf f5 v dv (11). However, we rather concentrate on the global quantity

WFE fl=%f F‘.jB(E} dr (12). V being the whole plasma volume, and F a general

electric-like vector field. Indeed, mFEB includes all information on the plasma R.F.

response: WEEB=PWQB is the total (active-l'reaotive) power absorbed by species :3;

choosing suitable 8-tunctions tor F yields back HE} and power deposition on flux surfaces;
finally, once discretized, mpg is also a direct input to finite element wave codes.

Transforming to g.c. coordinates. integrating over toroidal angle and gyrophase. separating
contributions from passing and trapped particles, parametrizing poloidal angle integrals as
g.c. time ones, and summing over a for trapped particles. our main result follows:

We 2 (pass.) so

mm=-%£ dingo W 2 as“ fxzdxt 2!
no sum un

pass.,tr. ( ) X1 L=0,il i=4»

-i K(ilmb s my?) <G{(F)eim<t>> . <HL(E)o‘iUL(")> 1 (13),

G0(F) EV/IF” and Gila?) E J—QJLFi (14);

For passing particles, x1=0, x2=Ba/Bmax(P); tor trapped particles, x1= Ba/Bmax(P),

X2=Ba/Bmin(P)-

-When to is isotropic and the g.c. radial motion is negligible or the equilibrium

homogenous, eq.(13) reduces to
2 (pass)

"Fe no a.
. f :11 X

mygs=JF§flf Qgflwgf dv vzaa—0 2 U fxfdxtb 2 2 l
’ O O pflSS-M- "0 sum m.) [Foil i=.m

—i K(ilwb — my?) <G;(F)eimo> . <GL(E)e-inn.<t‘)> 1 (15)

and P5 is positive definite when area/avso for all v, in agreement with [1].
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-ln the homogenous limit (uniform g.c. motion: at magnetic axis, or in a cylinder), the
series of poloidal bounce harmonics | reduces to a series of independent contributions from
field poloidal modes 6“". Velocity space integration then yields the usual plasma dispersion
function [7].
-G|obal power absorption P= Fle WEE is in general not positive definite due to equilibrium
anisotropy (guitO), tails (g0i>0), or radial inhomogeneity (glJfO, g” may be>0).

Eq.(t3) requires to evaluate Fourier integrals on one bounce. The arbitrary fields are
expanded in poloidal harmonics elme, and this dependence included in the phase TIL. Under the
basic ordering (1)(L=:1 terms) or in the case k,,v,,~m (L=O term. significant Cerenkov
interaction), Al'l>>21r on one bounce. The remainder of the integrand varies on time scale Tb.
and stationary phase points(s.p.) contributions give highly accurate asymptotic expansions.
As third order s.p. are of special interest to the study of tangent resonance (H=0: extrema in
B, vicinity of banana tip), we use a uniform expansion valid for quadratic+cubic phase [8]:

1~ Z e-iH Arfij't- - -) LP.)- (16)
1

All fast variations lie now in the phase factor. A is regular at 11:0 and is simply expressed in
terms of the exponentially scaled Airy function and its derivative.

in quasi-homogenous situations (for L=:1, in the tiny region p5 R0 cab/we: for L=0,
cases where k/,v/,~ const.), or for very well trapped orbits, a Bessel expansion of the
phase factor is more appropriate than eq.(16).

Conclusions
Under natural assumptions, expressions have been obtained for the FLF. conductivity

tensor and power absorption operators of a toroidal plasma with arbitrary poloidal cross
section and rotational transform. As these quantities pick up contributions from individual
guiding center orbits, they are valid for quite general equilibria (e.g. all solutions of the
bounce averaged Fokker-Planck equation). They allow a self-consistent study of wave
propagation and absorption in auxiliary heated tokamaks. Striking differences with straight
Bo models are finite ion cyclotron resonance crossing time, trapped particle effects and
tangent resonance phenomena. Collision-limited nonlocality is induced by rotational
transform over magnetic surfaces, and radially by drift etfects.

Asymptotic methods allow practical use of this theory; its quantitative investigation
and its implementation in a full wave code are under way.
W
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Abstract The Scaling of the confinement time of auxiliary heated tokamaks
with respect to toroidal magnetic field, current and auxiliary power, is
derived From the condition of vanishing production of the magnetic entropy.

The axial current density profiles j(r) of a cylindrical tokamak
with vanishing entropy production (according to the configurational
magnetic entropy introduced in previous work (Minardi, 1990)] satisfy the
equation

l, '2VPJ + “PJ = — p pA/E (l)

where pA is the auxiliary power density, E is the axial electric field and

u is a parameter which labels the states with constant entropy. When (1) is
solved in the confinement region As i r g 5, taking pA as uniform for

simplicity, and the boundary values Jg=j(s), j=j(As), qs=q(s). q=lAsl=L

one finds a relation of the form (see Minardi, 1988, eq. (3.5))

/ ‘ ' ' :L(qS. A, PAIEJ. #S. JS/J) O (2)

between the discharge parameters of the isoentropic states. We shall take a
[time averaged) flat profile for j(r) in the sawtooth zone rgAs so that

j=cB/2nR (in View of q:1)i Assuming in addition the ohmic relaxation
I?

juhl 2, one obtains, from the compatibility of (l) with the energy
balance in a onoefluid model, the following conditions

m 2 a E[5+2ml/3 B(1-2m)/3 F-lnlrlxlr) = F‘l‘ (T(r)/Tll/2, H (3)

where 'f:T(sA); IT is assumed as independent of current, temperature and
auxiliary power and m is arbitrary at present. Also we have supposed that
She losses are due only to the thermal diffusivity xi Combining the
relations above one obtains the following scaling of the confinement lime

_ _ " ~.II‘ I“la n 4m/(5+2mlF o/[5+2m)#4m/(o+2m) (4)T a I
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where [1 depends on the discharge parameters through the state equation (2),

In order to specify further the scaling of 1: let us Consider a

transformation §—>k g of the magnetic field which implies. through Ampere

law, a transformation jakj of the Current density. We consider that the

electric field and the density are invariant with respect to this

transformation because E, n and B Can be independently control led

externally. Assuming that the parameter 1.1 is also invariant one has from
' ,/' ..

Ohm's law and from (3) that p o< E[5+2m)/6,TV)Tk& 3 and Pal-“k“ Eml/Ii Then ‘1

depends only on E, while 1 depends on B through F. One has F a B” for m:2

and F a 13—2/3 for m = 3/2. We note that when the density is forced to

transform as k4/3 one has the ”dimensionally similar” transformation

preserving (3 and collisionality considered recently by Waltz (-21 al. (1880).

The symmetry above is broken when the parameLers are constrained by the

state law (2), that is to say when they are related by isoentropie

transformations It is this symmetry breaking which is the source of the

Goldston scaling, as we shall see. Indeed, under the transformation above,

'5. according to (4), transforms as follows

k—1/3 T a 8—1/3 u’lm/'(5+2m) [5}

but u is related to the other parameters by t' isoentropic law (7,] ln

order to discuss the constraints imposed by [his law in physical terns it

is convenient to rewrite it in terms of the variable

. + A
X = pfluslb/[S 2m)/Jli which is proportional to pA/B in View of the

\

relation above between ;1 and F. and of .j r- E 73v '1 {2‘1 21m EM- i.‘ritt-‘;r. :35;

Ho , }\, /'l3, us, j /j) : 0. Considering this equation, one SllfllllJ LCCC'J in
s pA s l

mind that it expresses a relation between external li,‘ control lahle

quantities and the paramel ers of the plasma. As :i l r 'ly A ”'“d ll and E

(or, which is the same, B and us) are irMh:p-.en::lent iuhl wt] 1 as 1:.

and pk The state law establishes, tor instant-em a rein? ionship t-e‘. weer: l

(.4 it]
V".

and A at constant E or, in a case with constant, current [(5]. between F. (or

[15) and PA (because pA influences the r‘esisti‘uib: and lnen E lhrmlfih the

energy balance and the temperature in a ohmically reint-zevi plaslzial, The
following cases are physically interesting:

Scaling (1‘ T with Q and [3A. (1. ‘i /i fixed) by changing ll with timed H (or

El and ‘DA : 0 one follows the trajectories in ("l Al spew-3 dc: ilwd lll

tip. 1. It is a general prooerty m” the slide) law ’2) that thusv
trajectories are essentially independent of X n pAVli- and hell

raft). Along these trajectories T varies 715-: If] '7). ll; then wkl'“ :: ' the:

auxiliary power at a fir-ted point top, A, A of a lrnjru-lnrm, GI.“ l‘i‘ffllll‘i

the trajectory of fig. 2 (where [EB/El B H;r "w. {xii can Lu"

numerically verified this trajectory is wally il‘s'.i'Z-lfl<fl‘.ii"lli "-f' the
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values taken by qr, A and JS/j along the trajectories of fig. 1 and can be

represented for X > O 50, by the power law

4m/( 5+2m)([15) o< (13/pA)0C (a)

where a increases slowly with m. For 3/2 3 m g 2 one has 0.50 < a < 0.60.

Thus. independently of the point (qS, A, jr/j). T scales as follows:

3 4m/(5+2m) oc-l/B so:_ 1/ ,t — To (BO/B) (u/uo) a B (I)

/ — .
For a = 0.50 one has I m B1 B pA O 50, practically independent of B.

Scaling g; r with L and pA. (B, jS/j fixed) First one changes the current

along a trajectory (qs, us) with B fixed and pA=O and then one applies the

auxiliary power following a trajectory in (pA/B, us) space with qS fixed.

As we know from previuos work (1990) T scales as follows

_ 4m/(5+2m) B -u1' — To (ti/[.10] «I pA {8)

where Boll and flA/O.5. Alternatively one can reach the same final state as
above by following initially the path [qs,A) of fig. 1, with given electric

field and pA=O. Along this path T does not depend on the current because u

is fixed (see (5)). We observe that this path should be favoured in the
ohmic case because it can be followed without further consumption of
Volt—sec. At the end of the path the auxiliary power is applied in
a situation in which qS is low and A is large. The system is then

susceptible to move along the trajectories of fig. 3 which involve a rapid
reduction of the sawtooth zone when pA increases at low q with constant E.

The final point is then reached with a transformation in (pA/B. gs) space

which implies a decreasing electric field when pA increases.

In conclusion the Constraints on the parameters imposed by the
isoentropic state law allow the interpretation of the scaling of the
confinement time of auxiliary heated tokamaks with respect to B, I and pA.

However, the vanishing of the entropy production is violated in many
cases. for instance in the Hetransition. In these cases the scaling of the
confinement time may be different

Mlnardi. E. and Lampis, G. (1990) Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion 3g, 89].
Minardi, E. (1988l Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion 3g, 17OL
Waltz. R.E , De Boo, J.C., Rosenbluth. M,N. (1990) Phys. Rev. Lett. as,
2390.
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NEOCLASSICAL POLOIDAL FLOW BIFURCATION IN THE H MODE
TRANSITION

E.Lazzaro, F.Lucca,C.Nardone*,A.Tanga*

Istituto di Fisica del Plasma, Associazione EURATOM— ENEACNR,
via Bassini 15, 20133 Milano, Italy

Introduction
The sudden onset of mass poloidal rotation at the L to H mode

transition observed in tokamaks operating with divertor configurations
and intense auxiliary heating [1], is a manifestation of nonlinear
behaviour in the parallel momentum balance equation. In normal
conditions a poloidal rotation of the plasma is inhibited, or damped on
an ion-ion collision time, by the parallel viscous force which, according
to conventional neoclassical theory depends linearly on the poloidal
particles and heat flows [2]. Attempts to account for the observations
have relied on particular models for the external torque input, assumed
mainly to be due to ion orbit losses, and on the derivation of nonlinear
expressions of the parallel viscous stress for high (sonic) poloidal
velocities [3]. This and other models tend to predict far too high rotation
velocity and cannot relate the transition to a power threshold in
agreement with observations.

Given the variety of methods of supply of external power which
causes the onset of rotation we reconsider more generally the
mechanism of the poloidal spin up of the plasma within the frame of
standard neoclassical theory in the moments approach, with an
external power and momentum source [2]. The model proposed is based
on the coupled set of equations governing the parallel momentum
balance and the global power balance, with the generalised neoclassical
Ohm's law. We simply assume that in the generality of cases the
effective torque driving plasma rotation must be constrained by a
relation to the total externally supplied power.

The tenets of the model rely on the neoclassical result stating that
the cross field heat flux q‘l’ and the particle flux I“? are linearly related
to parallel viscous forces < B-V-l‘l > and therefore to poloidal flows. We
can show that with a power balance constraint the equation for poloidal
rotation can have bifurcated solutions, when a power threshold is
overcomeThe model depends on two control parameters, the total power
and the edge pressure gradient, and is applicable to the conditions on
these parameters occurring at the L - H transition.

Equations of the model.
We adopt; substantially the standard notation of [3] and consider a

pure (Z=1) plasma of electrons and deuterons. To leading order in the
Larmor radius expansion parameter the equation for the surface
averaged (ion) mass poloidal rotation velocity in a a narrow layer at the
plasma edge is:

IV—ZOl
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dU
dt

The power balance equation in thermal steady state is:

Lib/“(aw + 5—?l = (1E) “L Pabs

P B B

min + ’13:;(B-V-ni): ’13—(3—(GextB>

V' 3w 2
And the neoclassical Ohmic power term is :

i 2 3g dP 3g .8.(13.1) =cE// + 1+3gCE// dw 1+3g BeE//enUp

where g ~(28 )1/2/(1-(26 )1/2) is the ratio of trapped and circulating particles.
Note that at the edge <EI> is dominated by the bootstrap term
contribution.

Now we use the neoclassical expressions of the cross field fluxes and
of the viscous tensor [2] to express, from the LHS side of the power balance
equation, an explicit constraint on the absorbed power in terms of the
poloidal flow velocity:

~ cRTl d V RB¢T !
Pabs _ (E1) + 0.8virning 9B9 1 dw mLWJiUP

Multiplying the momentum equation by Up, passing to the
dimensionless variable x=UP/c5, and combining the expressions for Pabs:
<EI>, to express <GextUp>=f Pabs. with f<l, the following equation for the
"poloidal kinetic energy" is obtained:

dx2 _ 2T1 ——[ui1+0-7ui2]x +(P—Qllx—Q2

wrth Px=f— “b 2,,
v.m . ncS

l l

B < FJ>
Q2 + l : f‘fig" 2vim incS

This equation exhibits bifurcations and has the analytic solution:
X ~ X_ ,2, 1| . _ . .

t— 74 mix —x IY , y— xl/x2 , x1,2 roots of the rhsof the equation.

1 21

Considering now for the temporal evolution of the kinetic energy a
"potential" function F in the x>0 variable, i.e.

P - Q
F(x)=:§'x3——(—21)*><2+Q2 x

the stationary states are located at the relative minimum and maximum
of the function F. This function depends on the two control parameters P
(external power), and Q2 (edge gradient) which at the L-H transition are
assumed to be positive and sufficiently large. In normal undriven
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conditions Q2 is zero and the standard neoclassical result is recovered,
with a minimum of F at lx|=0, as shown in Fig.1. Fig. 2, 3 show the
function F versus the dimensionless velocity l, using data from JET L
and H modes. In undercritical driven condition (P>0), with Q2 =0 the "L
mode" has a stable minimum close to x=0 (Fig.2). When a power
threshold is overcome, and the condition Q2 >0 is established, the external
driving term (linear in x because of the neoclassical transport constraint)
overcomes the viscous drag term proportional to x2 leading to a
bifurcation instability. Fig.3, relative to H mode transition, shows that the
solution around zero becomes unstable while a stable solution appears at
higher velocity. The transition from the lower (unstable) rotation regime
to the higher one occurs in a few ion collision times as shown in Fig.4
which gives the time dependence of x. The power threshold is increasing
with the magnetic field but only as 81/2. For fixed power, the threshold can
be expressed as a necessary condition on the temperature edge gradient,
which must have a scale length related to the ion banana width:

‘dlnT 2.7.: evloop (i)
dr f(1+3.02g) vimivthiqR Pei

The bifurcation is indeed due to the bootstrap current contribution to
the ohmic power term; if he auxiliary power steepens the edge pressure
gradient this term provides an additional drag which tends to limit the
poloidal rotation but the lower velocity is unstable and a flip to high
rotation occurs. The resulting high shear in rotation contributes to quash
microturbulence and therefore enhance by a factor (but not in scaling) the
confinement time.

*A.T, C.N. present address : JET joint Undertaking, Abigdon
OX143EA, UK

Figure captions:
Fig.1- Unforced case. Potential of viscous and active forces vs poloidal
velocity.

Q1: 0.13 P=0.13 Q2: 0.0 T=5.
Fig.2 ~L mode. Potential of viscous and active forces vs poloidal velocity.

Q1 =-0.15 P:0.47 Q2: 0.02 T=5. Shot 20354.
Fig.3 -H mode. Potential of viscous and active forces vs poloidal velocity.

Q1:—0.13 P=1.49 Q2: 0.02 T=5.00
Fig.4 - Normalized poloidal velocity Up/CS vs dimensionless time t=vit
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ON THE EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS
OF DISSIPATIVE PLASMA EQUILIBRIA

IN A TOROIDAL DOMAIN

M. Spade and II. Wobig

Max-Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik, lPP—EURATOM Association
D-8046 Garcliing bei Miinchen, Federal Republic of Germany

INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE OF THE MODEL
The ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MI‘ID) model is often adopted to describe the equilibrium of a confined
plasma. Within this model. the pressure gradient is simply balanced by the magnetic force (Vp : j x B),
and one assumes the existence of nested magnetic surfaces which are constrained to have the shape of
the plasma (B - V17 : O). In this paper, we consider a oncefluid dissipative MHD model which includes
inertial forces, finite resistivity and Viscosity, and a particle source which sustains the pressure gradient
in the plasma. This dissipative model eliminates the topological constraints of the ideal MHD model,
and is also applicable to non-axisymmetric cquilibria with magnetic islands and stochastic regions. In
particular, the model applies to the boundary regions of stellarators and tokamaks, where the plasma is
collision dominated and magnetic surfaces are destroyed.

In the following, we formulate a boundary—value problem on the basis of the above model assumptions
and address the question of existence and uniqueness of solutions, Generalizing the techniques used in
the mathematical theory ofhydrodynamic flow, we rigorously prove that at least one weak solution exists
if the plasma H is sufficiently small, or if viscosity and resistivity are sufficiently large; moreover, we prove
that, under a condition of the same kind as that for existence, but more stringent, there exists only one
solution. \Ve refer to (SPADA and ‘VOBIG, 1991) for all the technical details.

Specifically, we assume that the equilibrium of a plasma, filling a toroidal region Q of the space Ra,
can be described by the following set of one'fluid, dissipative MIID equations: p(v . V)v : —Vp-l—j >< B+
Vv; nj = E +v X B; j : V x B; V - (pv) : S, V -B = 0. Here, [1 is the plasma density, 1] the resistivity,
v the flow velocity, B the magnetic field, j the current density, [1 the scalar pressure, E (: ~Vr,’1) the
electric field“ a particle source which sustains the pressure. gradient 1n the plasma Moreover, Vv is the
Braginskii viscous force field (BRAGINSKII,1965) given by (Vv),—_ —(')rr,-,~/0.rj, 7n, : 21-0 7aUalVai]
(,0, E —1 for a "_0 l '2 and 7,,—_ 1 for o _ 3 ,4) where Wm,- _ rim-j “(h)lV“ (repeated indices are
surm11ed),l1erc,h:— 13/3 and Wkk; is the rate of-strain tensor. ll/U-_ 8.11;, + 6k — —611V-v (: flit):
the. coefficients Am, 1,, are given on p 250 of (BRAGINSKII 1965) From now on we assume that the
plasma density the resistivity, as well as the viscosity coefficients 17,, (Cr—- 0. .,4,) are uniform.

We proceed reducing the above system to a problem with unknowns p,v,B; let. us use the third
equation into the first and the second, and take the curl of the second equation. We assume, for the
moment, that there is no loop-voltage; we shall discuss, later on, how our results are modified if it is
present. Thus, we obtain: p(v«V)v : —Vp+(Vx B) x B+Vv; 77V x (V X B) : V x (v x B), pV—v : S;

B : 0.
\\'e supplement this system with the following boundary conditions: v = v0 on 1", B ‘11 : O and

”(V x B) x n = (v0 ‘11)13 on P, where F = 852 is the boundary of Q and n is the unit outward normal
on I‘. The last condition expresses the requirement that the tangential component of E vanishes on F,

We assume that Q is a toroidal domain (viz., an open connected set) 01-113, and that the boundary
T is a manifold of class C’”; moreover, we assume that Q is Lipschitz. Concerning S and v0. they
are assumed to be smooth (S E Cmffi) and v0 6 (CD‘(I‘))3) and to fulfil the compatibility condition
pjldavo - n : ffidax S(x).

rThe domain 9 is not simply-connected; specifically, it is doublyeconnccted. The above problem
becomes well-posed by prescribing the value of the toroidal flux of B (SERMANGE and TEMAM, 1083;
FOIAS and TEMAM, 1978). Let B0 6 (Cm(§))3 be the field having the prescribed toroidal flux, and
fulfilling the following equations: V - B0 = 0 and V X B0 : 0 in Q, Do , n = O on 1‘. Because of the
topology of 9, this problem for 130 has non»trivial solutions. Now we set E 2 Bo + Bp, the field 13,,
being our nun unknown

As regards the flow velocity field, let V5 6 (Cm(Q)))3 be one of the solutions of the following problem:
pV vs -_S in 9, vs _ v0 on P. hi the following we shall consider V5 as given and fixed. Setting
v : vs + u. the field u becomes our new unknown.

Using the above split for B and v and introducing the approximation I! m Bo/lBgl, we have the
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following problem for'the unknowns p, u and Bp:

p(u 'V)V5 + p(v§ - V)u + p(u - V)u — (B0 . V)B,, — (Bp - V)Bn — (13p - V)BP
1 , » 1+v(p+§|n,,+n,,|~)4m=rs+mnmno H

"v x (V x 13,.)+%1(130 + 13,) — (nD ‘ V)vs — (13,, . V)vs — (no . V)u (9,

— (n, . V)u+ (V3 - WED + (V5 ‘V)Bp + (u - mm + (u - WBP = 0

v-u=0, v-so. (3)
This system is supplemented with the following boundary conditions: 11 = 0 on F, B,” ~ 11 = 0 and 17(V x
BF) x n : (vs -n)(Bo +Bp) on I‘. Here, well known identities have been used. Moreover, the field f5 ape

pearing in equation (1) is defined by f5 E —p(v_<; -V)vs+t’vs. Note that f5 is agiven quantity. It will play
the role ofan external force field,

FUNCTIONAL SETTING OF THE EQUATIONS
Let [12(0) be the space of real—valued functions on 0 which are square integrable for the Lebesgue

measure d3]: = drl deg C1183; this is a Hilbert space for the scalar product (5,8) = (n c131: €(x)§’(x).
Let H’"(Q) be the Sobolev space of functions which are in [9(9) together with their weak derivatives
of order less than or equal to m (ADAMS, 1975); H.5"(Q) is the Hilbert. subspace of H’"(Q) made of
functions vanishing on I‘. Moreover. we use the notations L362) 2 (L2(Q))3, H’"(Q) : (Hm(.Q))3,
HEN“) : (Ham)?-

\Ve shall use the following spaces: V1 2 {v E (C?(Q))3,V-v = 0}; V1 : the closure of V1 in HMO);
V2 2 {B E (Cw(fi))3,V ‘ B = 0,B - 1i = 0 and f3 daB - n : 0}; V2 : the closure of V3 in HIM);
here, E is any smooth manifold of dimension 2 such that the open set Q = Q \ E is simply-connected and
Lipschitz (i.c., E is not tangent to 1‘); roughly speaking, E is a poloidal cut,

We equip V1 with the scalar product ((v,v’))1 = (a,v,a,v'), where 6; : 0/01; and, as always,
repeated indices are summed. This is a scalar product on HMO) thanks to the Poincaré inequality. and
provides the norm on V1 given by ||v||1 : {((v,v))1}1/2.

We equip V2 with the scalar product (SERMANGE and TEMAM, 1983) ((B, B’));» : (V X B, VXB’).
This scalar product defines a norm on V3 given by “B”: = {((B,B))3)1/2, which is equivalent to that.
induced by H1(Q) on V2; see (SERMANGE and TEMAM, 1983).

Finally, we introduce the product. space V : if] x V: and equip it with the scalar product ((‘P, <P’)) :
n*((v,v’))1 + 11((B.B’))2 for all (D : (v,B), @’ : (v’,B’) E V, where 7],, E §minu=n,r,2nu. This scalar
product provides the norm on V given by ”(I)“ = {((‘I‘,‘I>)))1/2.

We proceed now establishing a weak formulation of problem (1)43).
Let us assume that p, u, I3,J is a smooth solution. The first step is to multiply equation (1) by a

test function w E V1 and integrate over 0, Note that, for all C E Cm(fi), we have In (13.: (V0 .w =

Indaa: [V - (Cw) — CV ‘ w] : (1‘ do -n : D, and also In (13:: [(1311 - V)Bo] - w : In (131‘ ((V X B0) X
Bu + VGIBDIEH - w = 0, Concerning the quantity (—Vu,w) arising from the l.h.s. of equation (1),
we proceed in the following way; let us introduce the bilinear form 8: V, x V; —» R, (a,b) >—‘ £(a,b),
5(8, 1)) E — 21:0 7am. fn d3]: animus,“ + Aaij,lk)ajb,'. One can easily check that, since u is assumed

to be a smooth solution and w to belong to V], the identity (—Vu,w) : £(u,w) holds. Moreover, by
using trivial inequalities as well as the CauchyiSchwarz inequality for sums and for integrals, we can easily
convince ourselves that, Va 6 V1 fixed, the mapping £(a,o):V1 _. R, b H S(a,b), is a bounded linear
functional. Therefore, by using the Riesz’ representation theorem, we see that there exists one and only
one a 6 V1 such that 5(a, b) = ((a,b))1 Vb 6 V1. Since, for a E V] fixed, the element a E l", is unique,
we can give the following good definition of the operator E: V1 —‘ V1, a >—~ Ea E a, It is advantageous
to introduce also the operator E by setting [7} E r),,E so that, finally, we have (—k’u, w) : 7],,((E'u,w))1r

Note that the operator E is linear (and, hence, the operator E too), as E is a bilinear form,
In order to shorten the notation, we introduce a trilinear form on (111(9))3 by setting b(£,§’,£”) :

fn (13:5;(6;E})53'. This form is continuous (SERMANGE and TEMAM, 1983).
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Thus, the above-mentioned projection of equation (1) yields the following (weak) equation:

l((Eu:Wl)1+ pb(11,Ve)+ pb(Vsruv W) + PM“: U. W)
’1

v b(Ba,BP,W) — b(BP,Bo,w) —- b(BP,Bp,w) : (f5,w). ( )

Next. let us deal with equation (2) and remember we are assuming 1), 11, 13,, to be a smooth solution,
We proceed in the following way (see also (SERBIANGE and TEMAM, 1983)): we multiply equation
(‘2) by a test function C E V2 and integrate over 9. Note that the identity In (1 .r [V x (V X Bfl)] - C =
In (131‘ (V X B?) - (V x C) 7 frda'[(V X Dr) X n] - C holds A straightforward calculation yields the
following (weak) equation:

77((Bp, 0)); + b(u,Bg + DP, C) —— (1(Bu + Bp,u, C)
5

—“Bo+BP,V5,C)—b(V5,C,Bn-l-B,i):U. ( )

In order to establish a problem for weak solutions in the product space V, we introduce the operator
U: l-' a V, lI> : (v, B) +—~ Ur!) E (Ev, B). Note that U is a linear operator as E is linear.

Furthermore, in order to shorten the notation, let us define the mapping 8: V X V —’ R, (4), <1") I—>
BUD, 213’). 501’, ‘1”) E pb(v, vs, V‘) +pb(v$, v,v’) +pb(v, v,v’) — 6030, B, v’) — b(B, B0,v’) 7 MB, B, v’) +
b(v.Bn + B,B’) — HBO + B,v,B’) — b(Bo + B,vS,B’) — b(V5,BI,BD + B), where ‘13 2 (V,B) and
(11’ : (v’,B’). Note that the mapping [3 is manifestly linear in the second argument but nonlinear in the
first one.

Now. we add equations (4) and (5) and obtain the following (weak) equation:

(wow) +130“) = (fs,W) (6)
where (I) = (11,B,,) and ‘Il : (w, C).

We can now establish the following weak formulation of problem (1)—(3):
PROBLEM (weak solutions). Under the above hypotheses for 9, vs and B0, find (I? : (u, Br) 6 V

such that equation (6) is satisfied for all ‘11 = (w, C) E V.
Note that we do not require that the solution has to be smooth. For a thorough discussion on the weak
formulation of problems of this kind see (LADYZHENSKAYA, 1963; TEMAM, 1979; SERMANGE and
TEMAM, 1983).

EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS AND ESTIMATE OI“ WEAK SOLUTIONS
We proceed considering the question of existence and uniqueness of the above-defined weak solutions.

As we shall see, proving existence also yields an estimate of the solution(s), The mathematical techniques
we are going to use are classical for problems of this kind (LADYZHENSKAYA, 1963; TEMAM, 1979);
nevertheless, since we describe viscosity by the Draginskii operator while in previous work the Laplacian
operator was always used, we shall have to carry out a special analysis in relation to this point.

Firstly. we consider the r.hs. of equation (6). It is easy to show that the mapping V fl R,
‘1! : (w, C) i—~ (f5,w), is a bounded linear functional. According to Riesz’ theorem, this functional can
be represented in the form (f5, w) = ((FS, ‘10) for one and only one element F5 E V; obviously, the. second
component of F5 is equal to zero.

Next, we consider the term B(<I),\il) in the l.h.s. of equation (6), It is not difficult to prove that,
V‘I' E l7 fixed, the mapping 801), a): V —~ R, \II r—v BUD, ill), is a bounded linear functional, so there exists
an operator 8: V —r V such that B(¢,‘I’) : ((B‘P, '10) The operator B is clearly nonlinear,

Thus, going back to equation (6), we can write it in the following way: ((UQ’,‘II)) + ((BQJI!» 2
«Rs, ‘11)). It is advantageous to introduce the constant operator C5: V —+ V such that (I) H 0543 3 F5
for all (I) E V= and also the operator Z 3 C5 — I; The element <13 6 V is a weak solution of our problem
if and only if the above equation is satisfied for all \II E V; therefore, the weak problem reduces to solving
the nonlinear equation (NI) : Z‘I) in the space V.

Next, one can prove that the estimate from below E(v,v) 2 mllvflf holds, namely, the form 8 is
coercive, This means, roughly speaking, that the Braginskii viscosity operator is negative definite; this
property has a plain and elegant physical interpretation: the viscous forces do always dissipate energy,
It is not (liilicult to see that, therefore, the operator U is one-to—one and U’1 is bounded. Thus, the
equation we must solve can be written equivalently as a fixed-point equation:

U—'z«1> = o. (7)
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To investigate the solvability of equation (7), we apply the Leray~Schauder principle (LADYZHEN-
SKAYA, 1963). This principle is particularly suitable for problems of this kind since it guarantees
existence but not uniqueness.

It is easy to check that V, the space in which equation (7) is defined, is a separable Hilbert space
(viz., it has a countable dense subset). Moreover, one can prove that the operator U‘IZ is completely
continuous in V, i.e., it. maps any weakly convergent sequence (Q...) in V into a strongly convergent
sequence (U‘IZCbn) in V. Therefore, the Leray—Schauder principle guarantees that, if all possible
solutions of the equation ALI—'24) = q> for /\ 6 [0,1] lie within some ball ”(I)” S R. then the equation (7)
has at least one solution inside this hall. One can prove that the norms ||<I)(")[| are uniformly bounded if

M A_3,/§,, 1+ i) <1. (8)
71* 7?

6's E ||Vs|lmm(

llcre, ML? are the imbedding constants of the compact lmbeddings V1,;2(||0||1,g) —~ L462); note that they
depend only on 9. Therefore, if the condition (8) is satisfied, at least one weak solution of our problem
does exist. The requirement is that the source must be sufficiently small, or viscosity and resistivity
sufficiently large.

Moreover, for the solution(s) the following estimate holds:

llIlI-‘tnfllBDllL‘mJ/fi+ HFSH
_ ,5

As one could expect, the above estimate shows that the larger are viscosity and resistivity (or the smaller
is the source), the smaller is “(11“: the dissipation quenches the flow velocity and the plasma currents In
particular, if the source vanishes we have that ‘1) = 0, viz., the plasma is quiescent and no current flows in
it. (We recall that we assumed there is no loop-voltage; in the presence of loop—voltage, another positive
quantity would appear in the numerator of equation (0) and a nontrivial solution could exist even if the
source vanishes.)

Equations (8)—(9). together with the condition for uniqueness we are going to derive and the above
study of the Braginskii viscosity operator, are the main results of this analysis.

We conclude this study dealing With uniqueness of the solution. Suppose that condition (8) is
satisfied, and that (I) and (11’ are two solutions; let us define A E Q — <1V (E V). By using a classical
technique (LADYZHENSKAYA, 1963), one can prove that if

773/3 i/nTn x/ITHI
.2 , ,7 .2 i B . FGs+ (p.11, M,M_ + M2 >HV5HL1n)“ OllL (m/w’wll 5]] <1 (10)

1—05

then A = 0: there exists only one solution. The requirement for uniqueness expressed by the above
formula is of the same kind as that for existence. It is important to remark, however, that condition (10)
is more stringent than condition (8)

Finally, we remark that the NaviereStokeS problem can manifestly be studied as a particular case
of problem (1)—(3). The important existence and uniqueness results for the Navier-Stokes problem,
which are well known (LADYZHENSKAYA, 1963), can be easily recovered from conditions (8) and (10).

I
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L-H TRANSITIONS VIA THE MATSUDA ANOlV‘lALY

Satish Puri
Maxil’lanck-lnstitut fiir Plasmaphysilc, EURATOM Association,

Garching bei Miinchen. Germany

1. INTRODUCTION

Electron—ion momentumitransfer collisions parallel to the magnetic-field direction
are anomalously enhanced if Tce < AD for electrons with UHe ~ (17(01.) [1, 2]. Henceforth
this anomaly will be referred to as the Matsuda anomaly. As the electrons slow down
while approaching the turning point (91. the enhancement in t'he drag force collisionally
captures a fraction rim], of the electrons. These electrons couple strongly to the ion
cmnponcnt and are prevented from continuing their banana orbits until they are able to
overcome the drag; force. The dwell time, 75”, of this stagnant population results in a
radial displacement L : vim-”c sin 0, via the VB drift. The electron diffusivity becomes

<L2>
D8 = ——ct

Tm + 0.071,
cap ‘ (1)

where T1, is the bounce time. rThe escape time, THC, is found to increase approximately
exponentially with Ti”): relatively small changes in T,- at the plasma. edge cause diS»
proportionntely large variations in DE, resembling L-H Tokamak transitions [3]. For
Ti ~ O(1(J0) cl’, the step length L becomes comparable to the width of the edge region.
signaling the onset of convective transport and the diffusion model ceases to be valid.

‘2. ELECTRON CAPTURE

Electrons (prior to capture) and ions are assumed to possess Maxwellian velocity
distrilultions (the capture and stagnation processes introduce a pronounced loss cone in
clecti‘on»\‘clocity distribution). Probability that an electron encounters no collisions is

A I(MPam =ex> —/ —
) 1 '\mfp(’\l)

where r/,\ 2 (11?“ :18, Am”, : [UNI/Ila. 1/“ is the anomalously enhanced elect1~on~ion
collision frequency which for An : (l/ttvl,cj\/m\/T,/(Ti+ZTE) > 7‘“ or r, :
(USE, flu“) fill/(11+ ZTE) > (ti/e is given by [2]

Z ".-< '?> w'lcnus—1+~I_m< 7’ > . (3)
- . .— (J4;. m 1H net It iii/t

ii; is the number of ions within the sphere in velocity space with radius |v”|, < e? > is
the average (53 for these particles. 1‘” and m,- are the electron and ion thermal speeds,
11/“ : i3 /( firm.) is the normalized electron velocity, 9 is the safety factor1 Z is the
ionic charge. /) : /'/(I, «i is the plasma. radius and R0 is the torus major radius,
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The collision probability becomes Penu(,\) : 1 — PNCM) which upon differentia—
tion gives the capture (collision) probability per unit length at position A as pcuP(/\) =
PE“(/\)/,\m1p(/\). The capture probability per unit radian at 6 for an electron of velocity

(“II/e: ill/c) at (9 z 0 becomes

9 In

eXp (fi/ 0(9,)(]91> + K(6t)exp (___/ @(6’)(l€i\)] 1

U 9

where 6 is assumed to lie in the range 0 S 6 5 7r,

9! 6
NU?!) = 1 —/ (9(6)exp <—/ @(H'hlfi’) (16,

u 0

_ (Infill/(Ila)

fitiiil’ll/z(6) ,

5(1—c059) 2 (0) 1/2
1+5e056 ill/("i

1)Cflp(u“/z783il‘L/e): (9(6)

(9(9) (4)

Mil/93(6) = [llfi/CJUD —

and (9, is the turning point for the Velocity (MH/E . Ill/z ). The captured fraction bceonies

OCH/’(ull/uga'i’i/tl = {View l‘l’ieloll P'f'w‘“It/c~97“ue) -
Integrating over the parallel velocities gives

"Ill _
ompUJ. uL/e) 2/ Orn1,(?li|/E,6‘llL/£)lf]llH/( .

lIln

Where 5 : r/Rn. the integration limits “ll“ : 5(1 A resell/(1 + 5 eosHfizi/C and 11“,, :

x/‘li/(l ~ ajui/E being; set. by the trapping; condition. The Matsmla anomaly extends to
parallel electron velocities of the order of 51'“, with E ~ (7(1), or within an angle

m :2 (1+acosa,)2,r 9~ __,7#__«‘
A JlILIi/C(U)E(1+E)Sl1161 ‘ (5)

from the banana—orbit turninb’ mint 9;. Since AH << 9, exec )t for an insi 'nificant reu‘ion
D D

(7’, S, m/JI)‘ the capture process is concentrated near 6 ~ 9,.

3. ELECTRON ESCAPE

The escape probability and escape rate out of this stagnant pool are given by

9
Put“). 11W“ Ill/E) = exp l:— / O(9’)tl(~l':l for v“ < I) i,

. 0
(G)49. 9:

: exp [— E)(H')r]6’ — / G(6')(IH':| for 1'” > 0 .
. 9 t 0
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and
P:.a1:(62l1|[/e-U.L/e) : t-‘~'csc1jesc(8- “ll/U Ill/cl w

1cspectively. where 1H> 0 for electrons movinw alono' increasingfi and 11.5.5 : lL'lll/V‘ is
(111 anyulnr 1331: ape {1111111110Integratinu m 91 the patallel velocities gives

'13;

1711491111/9) = / wucfstfl:“we.“1/9.)PWWI'M/5.111/cldu1l/c 1 (7,)

where f5 i5 thC stagnant-population parallel—velocity distribution. The escape rate
may be approxinmtelv ascertained by replacing weac(l'll)~fs(8,UH/C,Ill/c) in (T) by
(”APwt, (9 “(l/i ”1/1): where f; possesses the 1\'IaX\\'ellian parallel—velocity distribution
of 1011s 11 hile cwc—~ wwcz/a/(wcsc +1111) acts to tailor the Maxwellian by concentrating
(THCf, at 1'“ 5 {my Finally. one obtains

Tcsc(61“L/€,) : Pezijg‘ Ill/5) ‘

4, PARTICLE AND ENERGY DIFFUSIVITIES

The stagnant fraction (1,, becomes

res C(gl

1111. = Ja,( xii/e) 7155(6) “1/1)++13 :6) O‘CGP(6.U_L/C).
((9- "1/c)

The rontribution to the particle diffusivity is

DE(H‘ 1lJ_/1:l : “3(9- ”i/e ll-escigv “l/elOJHv llL/e)1 (8)

where the radial mmpoucnt of the drift velocity is given by

(1 + S)sin 6 ,5s “21/5. g _1 ,
"’l “’i/C)_§(1+-—1-ose)uceRU ' ‘9)

Integrating over 9 and (ti/F gives the total diffusivity at r as

~ F q

Deh‘) =47r/ (IH/ D6(6.u_L/C)ll_L/E(IUJ_/E. (10)
0 n

Similarly the 1(111t1il111ti11n of radial 11141 tron drift to Illl electron tlit rmal cliffusixits 111113
be 1?:1‘1111 >51, Ll 111 the £01111

(1+5ll’li/tw}
L H. :( i

\( u_/) (l+5<:0:519) DEW-121M. 111)
\\'llL‘1’C‘ the cntirc kinetic uncrgv (Jf the electrun is assumed to be contained in 11/9 at the
trapping lurntion t9 ’~V 9,.
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5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

Fig.1 shows the diffusivities as a function of plasma radius for several To in a
hydrogen plasma with 116 : nw(1 7/12). Ta = ' é0(1 — pill. (1 = 40 +(f1u — (AIM/)2. Z 2
exp(pln Zn)( 590 2 511.77“) = 102011173. qo : I. q“ : 3.5, 2,, = 3. RU : Em. A : 3

and T,“ = T50 : T0. For normal operating conditions. the diffusivity contributed by the
'.\Iatsuda anomaly is inconsequential in the plasma interior. I'Imvever‘ the relatively large
rollisionalit)" near the plasma edge triggers an explosive buildup; the dii'l‘usivity increases
by several orders of magnitude within a span of a few centimeters.

Such violent episodes might have been anticipated from the exp(-— J 6) (1(9) depen-
dence of capture and escape probabilities. In (6). I)”C —» 0 as f @119 is (913.19 > 1. For
a given radius, (3)7(5) yield 9A6 ~ quzTi-‘c lnBU . The T172 dependence of GAG
predisposes the particle and thermal fluxes to the sudden onset/extinction of the stag:
nation catastrophe with (lecreasing/increasing; ion temperature at the plasma edge. The
phenornenun. instigated by purely collisional processes. has the appearance of a bifur—
cation. The poloidal variation of diffusivity (Fig.2) is in agreement with the observed
nsynnnetry of the heat flux to the divertor [4]. Further details are given in Ref.[5].
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Fig.1 Diffusivity versus p Fig.2 Difiiisix'it3' versus (9

6. CONCLUSION

The stagnation catastrophe bears a close rescmblence to the L~H mode transition
in Tnltamaks. satisfying the transition criteria given in Ref.[4]: namely. (i) the theory is
capable of bifurcation. (ii) the transition has a threshold involving the edge temperature.
(iii) the edge gradients would become steep at the transport barrier. (iv) the asymmetry
of the heat 1q to the divertor is reduced, and (v) the transition is not critically dependent
upon the. heating method.
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THE ROLE OF PFIRSCH-SCHIIUTER CURRENTS
IN PLASMA EQUILIBRIUM, STABILITY AND TRANSPORT

H. VVOBIG

Max—Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik,
EURATOM Association, D-8046 Garching, FRG

In a toroidal equilibrium the plasma. current j, which is needed to satisfy the equi-
librium conditionj x B = Vp, usually is decomposed as a diamagnetic current jL :
B x Vp/B2 and a parallel current j”. The first to compute these currents were D.Pfirsch
and A. Schliiter [1] who found the approximation j” z (ji2/L) cos 9 in an axisymmetric
magnetic field B. This approximation has been made for stellarators without net toroidal
current and large aspect ratio. In tokarnaks, however, with finite toroidal currents the
problem arises, how to define the P.S.-currents properly. In the literature often the condi-
tion < jps-B >= 0 is used which unfortunately leads to a rather inconvenient form ips.
A more convenient definition starts from the Hamada coordinate system (C,0,s; Candt9
are toroidal and poloidal coordinates and s is the volume of the magnetic surface ) of a.
general toroidal equilibrium. The magnetic field is given by B = ¢'(s)e¢ + x’(s)ep and
the current byj = I'(s)et+J’(s)ep. ep : VC >< Vs, et = Vs x V0, V-ep = 0, V-et = 0
are the poloidal and toroidal base vectors on the magnetic surface. Using the equilibrium
condition J'tb’ —I’X’ = p’ the current can be written in the form tb’(s)j = p’(s)ep+I’(s)B.
The current p'(s)ep flows along the coordinate lines (=const. which are poloidally closed
and therefore the net toroidal current is zero. p’(s)ep is the sum of diamagnetic currents
and P.S—currents which are given by

ib’(s)ips = p'<s)‘e‘39'2B)B <1)
The toroidal current is then described by the second term I'(s)Bi This definition of the
P.S.~currents leads to the following definition of the Pfirsch-Schliiter diffusion flux. The
radial integrated flux of the flow vector pu is

-(¢’(s))21“ = UP{<6p-ep>P’(3)+11’(S)} (2)
The first term describes the classical diffusion plus the Pfirsch- Schliiter diffusion. The
Pfirsch-Schliiter diffusion coefficient is Dps = 71p < ep - ep > MKS)? and the factor
< ep - ep > is proportional to I + 2/;2 in large aspect ratio configurations. The second
term is a classical pinch effect. An extensive discussion of the implications of these
two definitions of the P.S.-currents will be published elsewhere [2]. In the following the
definition eq.(l) will be used.

Plasma equilibrium. The main effect of P.S.- currents on plasma equilibrium is the
Shafranov shift due to the vertical magnetic field. In standard stellarators this shift is
A z {Ht/21,2 which defines an equilibrium [1 limit when A is equal to 1/2 of the plasma
radius. Above this limit the distortion of the configuration is considered as too large. In
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the concept of advanced stellarators [3] the P.S~currents are minimized to large extent by
shaping the magnetic surfaces properly; in Helias configurations [4](see Fig. 1) the ratio
< jfi/ji >m 0.5 was achieved while in standard stellarators this number is m 2/L2. This
reduction leads to a very small Shafranov shift and to a small change of the rotational
transform by the finite beta effect. Another effect of the parallel plasma currents is the
formations of islands on rational magnetic surfaces [5]. This is a particular problem of
non-axisymmetric configurations, since on rational magnetic surfaces islands may arise
which are correlated to the magnetic field of the P.S.-currents nearby. If the plasma is
stable against resistive interchange modes, these islands saturate at a finite level; in the
opposite case they grow with )9 [6]. However, a self-consistent picture with island overlap
and stochasticity is still missing.
Neoclassical transport. Neoclassical transport in toroidal equilibria is the result of
radial particle drift VD ~ V5 and Coulomb collisions. The ideal case is the isodynamic
equilibrium [7] where the radial drift is zero and all neoclassical effects are zero, too. In
reality, however, radial losses can only be minimized to a finite limit by reducing the
P.8—currents and localizing trapped particles in regions of small radial drift. In terms of
P.S.-currents the radial drift velocity is

mc 2 12. VB ep-B VB
q¢:'(s)(0”+§m{ep'?_ B2 ‘72—} (3)vd-Vs =

For stellarators (I = 0) one can prove that ep ~ B a 0 (i) ep - VB —> 0. Therefore,
it may be expected that small but finite P.Svcurrents imply small neoclassical effects.
Neoclassical losses are driven by the poloidal viscous forces ep - V - 71', where prim + 7W:
is the pressure tensor. Retaining the Chew—GoldbergerIOW form of the pressure tensor,
the integrated neoclassical particle flux is given by

VB
_ l‘l(3)qrnca = < (pH _pi) ep ‘ _E— > (4)

Similar expressions can be derived for higher order moments and the related fluxes. In
deriving eq. 4 use has to be made from the equilibrium condition ep X B : V11). The
geometrical factor ep - VB clearly shows the correlation between neoclassical losses and
P.S-currents. The anisotropic pressure pH —pJ_ has to be calculated from the kinetic equa-
tion. Various approaches using Monte—Carlo techniques [8] and analytic approximations
[9] have shown that in Helias configurations with reduced P.S~currents neoclassical losses
are also small. This holds for losses by barely trapped particles in the plateau regime and
losses by trapped particles in the 1/u-regime. In this regime losses can be characterized
by an effective helical ripple of Ehmff z 0.01 — 0.02 [9].
Stability. In tokamaks the ohmically driven parallel current is the dominating one and
the related instabilities like kink modes and tearing modes are determined by this current
rather than the P.S.-currents. ln stellarators P.S.—currents are the only parallel currents
and therefore they may also contribute to plasma instabilities. The Mercier criterion for
localized modes (H — L'(s)/2)2 — DR > 0 with

BB

IVSI2
‘11)!!(5)

_ ’4
DR — id’l < LNLS)> xlp’ + (M5))? < w >} (5)
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shows the importance of reducing ep-ep as much as possible, since in configurations with a
magnetic well the last term in D3 is the only destabilizing one. -—DR > 0 is the resistive
interchange criterion which is more stringent than the Mercier criterion. The stability
limit in 5-period Helias configurations found from the resistive interchange criterion is
< [5 > : 5 - 10%.

In order to study microinstabiities using linearized kinetic equations the distribution
function F of the plasma equilibrium must be specified. Electrostatic drift instabilities
are described by the linearized Fokker-Planck equation with the driving term 6E - VUF,
where (SE is the perturbed electric field. A distribution F which is compatible with the
ideal equilibrium condition Vp = j X B has the form F = F3022, s) + F“. Pfirsch—Schliiter
currents and all equilibrium flows in the magnetic surface are vector moments of the
antisyrrunetric distribution F”. Expanding F“ in Laguerre polynomials gk oc Linwz)
[10] yields

Fa=ZfMn'Uk ; VOUk=0 (6)
k

where flu is a Maxwellian, UL1 is the particle flow and U1 is the thermal flow. In stel-
larators without integral toroidal fluxes these vector moments are given by A'k(s)ep; the
gradients A’k(s) are related to the scalar moments of F5 [ll](pressure gradients, temper-
ature gradients etc. ). These are the driving terms of drift instabilities. 173(1)?) is only
destabilizing if it is non-monotonically decreasing in v2. The destabilizing term is

26E - VvF” = ZfMgk‘SE ' elm/11(5) + v—gffMgkll5E'V1V'ep/1icfsl (7)
Ct

Since drift waves have a small but finite parallel electric field 6E - B the factor 61) - B
occurs in the second term of eq.7. Retaining the gyro‘angle average of the tensor v : v
yields q

u“ 1 6E - B6E-V2V-ep—>f6E'ep+(Ufi#§v2i)T(ep-B) (8)
Thus, the driving term of drift waves consists of three terms, one of these is proportional
to the P.Securrent factor ep - B. The relevance and importance of this driving term is
under study.

Turbulent transport by drift waves depends on the phase relation between fluctu-
ations 6E(t) and the plasma response 6f(t). Let Link = f6fgka’3v be the generalized
density fluctuation; then the turbulent flux of the flow I fgkvdav through the magnetic
surface is given by

—z//'(s)l‘k_t : < man . ep > + < 6E - 6Mk - ep > (9)
where the tensor 6Mk[f5] is defined by Jib/Ii- =: 2/141] glcv : v6f d3v. The overline
denotes the time average. For turbulent particle fluxes (k = 0,g{, = 0) the second term is
zero and the first. term is the well—known expression for turbulent losses. In case of energy
losses (k:l), however, the thermal flux of the particle species a is

, —. 2C1 ———un(s)l‘1:<6nléE-ep> + < n6py51i‘.-ep>
772 w

___: e .13 (10)
(51)” — (SlulfciE ‘ Blf q l>

2c
+< 1

.2main
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with c1 = const. The third term in the thermal flux contains the parallel electric field,
the pressure fluctuations 6p” — 673i and the P.S-term ep - B. This term does not arise if
turbulent transport is calculated in slab geometry or cylinder geometry where PS.—currents
are zero.
Conclusions Pfirsch-Schliiter currents have various negative eliects on plasma confine-
ment in stellarator geometry. The Shalranov shift and the modification of the L—pl‘OfilC
can be minimized to a large extent by reducing the P.S.-currents in the advanced stel»
larator concept. Since particle orbits and P.Securrents are linked via mod B on magnetic
surfaces this reduction has beneficial effects on neoclassical transport and bootstrap ef-
fects. h‘IHDestability does not only depend on RS-currents, however fl-limits set by
resistive interchange modes can be increased by reducing the P.S-cur1‘ents. In the theory
of electrostatic drift modes an extra driving term exists caused by finite P.S~(:urrents; its
influence on the growth rates needs further study. The extra term in turbulent energy
fluxes is of particular interest for drift waves, since the parallel electric field (SE-B is finite
and a large anisotropy of the pressure fluctuations 5p” — (3d has to be expected.

Fig. 1: Magnetic surface of a 5—period Helias configuration. Thick lines are poloiclally
closed current lines. The average < jfi/ji > is 0.5.
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Introduction
A diagnostic, TraP, has been installed to measure the transmitted power fraction of the

60 GHz, 180 kW ECRH beam, launched in O-mode radially from the low field side into RTP.
The RTP tokamak has the parameters. R: 0.72 m, a—— 0.17 m, ne = 2- 1013- 2 1020 111'3,
B < 2.4 T, Ip < 150 kA and a pulse length of 250 ms. The main purposes of TraP are:
(1) check myptracing and absorption theory at high power in poloidal and toroidal direction up
to densities near cut off, to extend previous work [1,2, 3 ,4]; (2) provide measurements of the
power deposition profile as an input for local transport analysis.

Measurement set-up
TraP includes a set of 9 horns placed in an orthogonal cross at the high field side facing

the ECRH launcher to determine the beam width and position in both directions (Fig. 1). The
horns are embedded in a smooth top—roof mirror which prevents reflections back into the
launcher. In combination with a cylindrical mirror on the low field side, it reduces the influence
of unabsorbed multiply reflected rays to a negligible level. Low power measurements revealed
that open ended wave guides in an oblique mirror have an asymmetric antenna pattern and are
sensitive to interference due to diffraction at the mirror edges. These effects are avoided by
using horns with a minimum of the antenna pattern in the direction of the diffracting edge and
by rounding off the edges. Conical horns and circular fundamental wave guides receive and
transmit both polarizations. Polarization scrambling in the guides caused by bends and elliptical
deformations has been compensated by squeeze sections. Taking a horizontally polarized input
wave and monitoring the polarization ellipse at the end of the guide, the wave guide is squeezed
until the incident polarization is restored. If no
other irregularities occur in the guide, the vertical
polarization is then also restored. At the end of 9 Wave "‘9“
the wave guides, the horizontal polarization gu'des rack
component is measured by diode detector units vacuum squeeze
with D030 MHz preamplifiers. An ellipsometer windows 5901mm
[5] has been built which can measure both polari- top roof
zations and their respective phase simultaneous- mirror & - -
1y. It is replaceable with any of the detector units. 9 horns vacuum pfisétlfigfigf. vessellt consists of an orthomode transducer to sepa- , .....
rate the field components, and a varactor tuned Plasma ECRH
Gunn oscillator with two mixers for coherent / -, launcher
down conversion of both signals. A phase ‘
locked loop locks the Gunn within 0.5 its to the 4. (3’
gyrotron frequency. The 10 MHz IF signals are outside
analysed by a vector volt meter to determine both ' mirror
the amplitude and the mutual phase. TraP is
absolutely calibrated by in situ measurements of
wave guide attenuations and detector (ellipsome-
ter) sensitivities. A separate detection unit, called

poloidal
cross —section

Fig.1. Experimental set-up.

front view
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'sniffer probe', has been installed in the equatorial plane at 120° toroidal angle with respect to
the ECRH launcher to estimate the global absorption. For full shot recordings, the signals are
20 kHz low pass filtered and sampled at 50 kHz. For fluctuation studies, 20 kHz high pass
filters are used and the sampling frequency is set to 8 MHz. A data processing code is written
which calculates the main transmitted power parameters such as the horizontal and vertical beam
positions and the total transmitted power in between shots.

Refraction
Forthe cakulauon ofthe nansnnued

power density distribution at the measurement
surface as a function of time, and for the
simulation of measured power levels, lots of
ray tracing is required. Full threcdimensional
ray tracing is computer time consuming and not
practical for the interpretation of large amounts
of data. The full toroidal ray tracing code
TORAY shows small focussing in toroidal
direction which increases with density, and
large poloidal refraction which is sensitive to
the density profile and the vertical plasma
position. Therefore, in toroidal direction, a first
order estimate of the beam narrowing is
obtained from a dataset calculated for a
parabolic density profile as a function of the
peak density. For data interpretation in poloidal
direction, a fast poloidal ray tracing code with
circular symmetry, CRAY, has been
developed, based on the analytical solution of
the ray equation [6]. It calculates the transmitted
power density profile at the measurement
surface as a function of the measured electron
density profile and the plasma position. A
typical output is given in Fig. 2 for the density
profile of a high Tc discharge [7]. CRAY is in
excellent agreement with TORAY.

The density and plasma position
dependence of the power density profile is
measured by having the resonance surface
outside the plasma. In poloidal direction, the
power density profile decreases and broadens
with density. This causes the central horn
signal to decrease almost linearly with density,
while the outer horn signals first increase and
then decrease with density. If the plasma centre
reaches the cut-off density (4.461019 m3), the
signals vanish. Poloidal power density profiles
are given in Fig. 3 for several densities during a
single shot. The solid lines are CRAY calcula»
tions for which the vertical plasma position and
total transmitted power are fitted to the
measurements. The total transmitted power is
170 i- 25 kW at all densities, indicating that the
scattered power is negligible. The plasma
position is slightly below the centre, causing
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the. power density profile to shift upwards with increasing density. The measured and fitted
evolution of the upper horn signals as a function of peak density are given in Fig, 4. At higher
densities. the fit becomes worse due to the strong dependence on the measured electron density
profile. For the same shot. the toroidal beam width as a function of the peak density is
determined from a Gaussian fit on the data. Within the error bars, it is in agreement with
TORAY calculations for a quadratic density profile with the same peak density.

Absorption
The total absorbed power can be calculated

without any ray tracing by subtracting the
integrated power density profile from the input
power. Assuming the beam refraction is not
affected by absorption [8], the absorbed power
profiles in poloidal and toroidal direction can be
determined by calculating the transmitted power
density profile at the measurement surface and
subtracting the measured power density profile.
Assuming localized deposition of the power at
the resonance surface, the local power deposi~
tion profile can be determined from projection
along the rays back to the resonance plane. In
poloidal direction, application of this scheme is
difficult at high densities because of the sensitiv-
ity of the transmitted power profile to small
variations in the vertical position of the density
maximum. In toroidal direction, projection back
on the resonance surface is not possible yet dtte
to a lack of fast ray tracing software.

Absorption experiments are performed by
moving the resonance layer through the plasma
during the current flat top at constant density.
Fast inward and slow outward moving (1,2 m/s
and 02 tn/s), as well as a static scan has been
done at several densities and plasma currents.
Most of these measurements are in close agree-
ment. The hotizontal array signals are given in
Fig. 5 as a function of the resonance position.
The traces are built up from two different shots
with the same peak density (2-25-1019 m'3).
The transmitted power signal decreases strongly
(>109? of the input power) in a region around
the plasma centre coinciding with effective
treating [7]. This region increases with plasma
current. The asymmetry around the plasma
centre may he explained by the relativistic down
shift. The central channel measures other minima
at 4’) cm possibly related to the (1:2 surface. A
strong (20% of the O~mode transmitted power)
X—mode component in the central channel is
observed simultaneously with the. mimima. A
large toroidal asymmetry is observed, coupled
to a pronounced decrease in fluctuation level.
Even when modulating ECRH in this rcgion.
the modulation has disappeared entirely on the
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low signals. A density scan with the resonance , .— . 7 .7... .#-,. .. ..________ ,
in the centre, shows that the asymmetry and the
X~mode component disappear with increasing
density (Fig. 6). Generally, boronization did not A
affect the results significantly. At this stage, it is
impossible to say whether the asymmetry is due
to wave scattering. absorption, or arcing at the '3 _ ,:
mirror surface. "
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Fig. 6. The Xemodc signal of the central hom as a
function of the peak density for a single shot, J: n
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Sawteeth, MHD oscillations, fluctuations
The signals turn out to be very sensitive to density fluctuations and MHD activity. Small

sawteeth, including the usual inversion, and m:2 activity are clearly observed. Correlation
analysis of high frequency measurements during 60 kA high TC-shots showed a strong
anticorrelation between the upper and lower horns and correlation between the horizontal horns,
suggesting that the observed density fluctuations may have an m=l character. The frequency
spectra Show a broad peak from < 20 to 200 kllz followed by an exponential decrease of 1—2
orders of magnitude reaching noise level at 2-4 Ml—lz.

Conclusion and discussion
An ECRH transmitted power measurement set—up has been designed, constructed and put

into operation. Uncontrolled wall reflections disturbing the measurements have been prevented.
Spatially resolved absorbed power profiles can be deduced from a combination of transmitted
power measurements and ray tracing calculations. Refraction is in agreement with ray tracing
predictions. Absorption measurements show large toroidal asymmetry accompanied by mode
scrambling and a strong decrease in fluctuation level at peak densities below 3.51019 m'3. The
diagnostic is promising for the observation of small sawteeth and MHD phenomena. Cross
correlation of signals yields information on the mode number and rotation frequency. For more
detailed studies. a fast toroidal ray tracing code must be developed. For the measurement of
poloidal asymmetries, an additional diagnostic to determine the position of the plasma centre
accurately is required. The measured signals can furthermore be projected back onto the
resonance surface to obtain the local optical depths. The possibility of arcing at the mirror
surface explaining the toroidal asymmetry must be checked experimentally. Further
investigations at high density and several temperatures are needed to fully check linear theory.
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the circular limiters.

The errors in absolute values of plasma potential are determined,

mainly, by the accuracy of secondary ions current on the analyzer collector
plates measurements . An accelerating and anal) ng voltages set up With
some uncertainty, which has systematic character. 80 the absolute

referencing in the potential profile (a possible vertical displacement of
the curve ) equalsilfiov. Note, that an error in a relative time dependence
of the potential is much less, since it can be taken during single

luded;discharge (the influence of the va"iation5 bet! u the pulses is

the angle of particles entrance into analx er does not Charge).
One may clearly distinguish three regions on the potential profile:

i e the internal region of a weah electric field ( r = 19 — 34 cm );
ll — the region of a strong electric field, that ice ‘es Closer to limiter

n( r : L — 28 cm );

ill — the pre—limiter region with a weak.positire or negative electric

field ( r : 28 ~ 38 cm 3.

Mean electric field value in the Whole region of measurements is 100 V
cm’l, and in the second region up to 200 V cm_]. The potential flattenine
in the first region may be connected with the development of the magnetic
island in the vicinity of a surface q22. A peculiar electron temperature
profile flattening indicates to its presence. The dimension of the Beanid
region iracticallv coincides with the Characteristic devth of cold neutralsI .

penetration into plasma. From Fig.4 it is seen that in the potential respo~
use to gaSApuffinq turn—off. there is a qualiteti differe.:c het ,-n the

t .lhird regiun tFD the potential star to decrease at once and the first
and the second regions where potential grows with time—d9 Hence. time
evolution of the potential in very external point (rZSlcm) correlates well
iciHI the time variation of flow from plasma in) the circular limiteru The
decrease «if the Floh‘ after the valve’s turning—OFF correlates with the

and

r

decrease of the electrical field nheolute value in the
the successive increase nF the flow (325 -‘3 leads to the field inerea"e.

'nq of plasma flow on the limiter is typical to the reeime with
tching off unite and can 7e explainwi by the tncadening n? the

plasma column. The ratential time evolution in the First region is Exfllfiln—
ed clearly by behaviour of the density integrated along the 2H

A considerable grOhth of the potential in this region occurs arter

drop tCF th:i the initial value. Similar dependence of p
un density we U' observed in lH—l experiments [3].
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TWIN E—MODE REFLECTOMETRY FOR MAGNETIC FIELD
MEASUREMENTS IN TOKAMAKS

E.Lazzaro,G. Ramponi.
lsiituto di Fisica del Plasma, Associazione EURATOM- ENEA-CNR,

via Bassini 15, 20133 Milano, Italy

Introduction

In recent years microwave reflectometry has been more and more used
as a succesful means for diagnosing fusion plasmas/1,2,3/. The method is
based on the propagation and reflection of a probing wave in an
inhomogeneous plasma. Two modes of operation are possible, depending on
the polarization of the injected waves: the ordinary O or Extraordinary E mode.
In the O-mode, the reflection condition (cut-off) depends only on the local
plasma density, allowing measurements of the density profile in the swept
frequency operation, or of movements of the density layers in the fixed
frequency operation. For the E-mode there are two possible reflection layers, at
the "lower"tUL and "upper" UJU cut-off respectively:

1) m1) =- %mcc+ lfimfi+m%/(1—n2//)

2) (.)U=+%mce+ %m%e+m2P/(1—n2//)
Each one of the two cut-off conditions depends both on the density and on

the magnetic field. Consequently reflectometry in the E-mode is generally
considered suitable to give informations on the density profile when the the
magnetic field is known or viceversa. Here we present the principle and give a
preliminary assesment of sensibility and applicability of an alternative method
of using refllectometry in the E mode. We suggest that simultaneous
measurements at to U and LU L in swept frequency operation (by launching and
receiving the waves in the equatorial plane from the low-field side, along the
same line of sight), could give the "total“ magnetic field profile, by noting that:

3) (DU —(nL=coCE

2 __ fl 24) (op—(1 n//)(0Lo)U

Principle of the measurement

The principle of a reflectometer consists in phase measurements of a
microwave wave reflected by a cut-off layer in comparison with a reference
wave. The phase difference for a wave launched from Rout and reflected on a
cut-oft" layer located at a (major) radius RC>R0 is /4/:



R out
_ 20) l

5) (DCRC)- T13, nJ_(OJ,0)L(R),OJU(R))dR — 2

The R dependence is through the cut-off frequency,therefore it is possible
to probe different radial positions by sweeping the frequency . The formal
inversion of relation (5) yields:

@
c m dv d

6) Rm—Rouffflmi ni(o),v) V
The task is to find, for a fixed value of LUL a value of Lou such that

RLU Lsu: in this case relation (3) gives directly Luce(R). A numerical iterative
technique has been developed to solve this equation in the unknown LUU , for
given tabulated values of the group delay times dCD/dv, obtained
experimentally, and containing the information on the magnetic field . The
theoretical expression for the E- mode group delay time is :

R 4 2 2 2 _ 2 _ 2 2_£1_‘P_ 2 0111(3) +(oUH(wL+(oU 2w) (DLOJU
7) 1(mLU 'dm2—C— J 2 2 2 dR

Rm. ni(m)(m —(uUH)

PreliminaryTests

In order to simulate the "possible" results of such 3 measurements in a JET-
like plasma, we use the following profiles and data:
Density profiles:

11 = n 00 — r2/a2)0L
Magnetic field including poloidal and paramagnetic components:

[1+l30 25?] r 2B(r)=B v ------- /1 ——)0 1+.r/R0 \ (R0q(r)
Where:

q=qo+<<1rqo>rQY
with
a=1m,Ro=3m,B0=3.4T, n0=3x10 cm-3, q0=1, qa=3, (1:1-3, B=0.--.1, y=1--3.
In Figs.1,2 the "expected" values are shown of the delay time for E~waves
propagating perpendicularly to the magnetic field in the equatorial plane
from the low field side toward the upper and lower cut-off layers, respectively.
Figures 3 and 4 show the positions of the reflection points in the two ranges of
frequencies. First we note that the ranges of chosen frequencies cover a
sufficiently large portion of the plasma, which width depends obviously on the
density profile.
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We also note that , for a 10% variation of the paramagnetic field, the typical
percent variation of the delay time is 40% for the upper cutoff and 25% for the
lower cutoff. Moreover both the cutoff layers are sensitive, as expected, to
density profile variation but the EC. frequency, as difference of the two
corresponding cutoff frequencies, is free from all systematic errors and
independent on the density. We finally note that a direct deduction of the
poloidal field is however impractical because the required accuracy on LUCC
should be better than 0.1% to appreciate a variation of 1 % in the poloidal field.

Preliminary tests show that twin reflectometry at both the E-mode
cutoffs, could provide direct information on the paramagnetic field
distribution free from systematic errors on the density profile .This diagnostic
technique can reach the central plasma region if the density profiles are
sufficiently peaked. The full reconstruction of the poloidal field profile is then
made easier by inserting the explicit information on the paramagnetic field
profile in the expression of the toroidal current density used in a Grad-
Shafranov equilibrium solver:

d 2m dRo) . V i a
lcpCRI‘l’) = RHE— +[27ém] “co {Ra _ $3111:W (J L p" 0 \

The single remaining unknown source function dp/dtil can be obtained
by fitting to other kinetic measurements. Limitations of this diagnostic
technique are due to poor spatial resolution in the low frequency range of the
lower cutoff, near the plasma edge. The spatial resolution improves moving
towards the central region ,and is increasing with the central plasma density,
the magnetic field (i.e. for short wavelenghts) and with the density gradient.
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MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS AT JET BASED ON THE
FARADAY AND MOTIONAL STARK EFFECTS

C Challis, M von I-Icllermann, B Keegan, R Konig, W Mandi, J O'Rourke, R Wolf.
W Zwingmann

Jet Joint Undertaking Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 313A, UK

INTRODUCTION
An integrated identification of the plasma equilibrium which makes use of the poloidal

flux and the tangential magnetic field at the vacuum vessel, as well as measurements of the
Faraday effect along vertically probing chords, has recently been developed and tested at JET /1/.
We report on the study with this of the current broadening in a 2.2 T, 3 MA, single—null X~poirit
plasma during 7 MW of neutral beam injection. Details of the measurement of the motional Stark
effect, the magnitude of which is given by the Lorentz field experienced by the neutral beam, and
its incorporation into the equilibrium identification algorithm are described.

WI
The rotation of the polarisation angle of far—infrared radiation provides a line—integrated

measurement of IE ll ne dl. In JET laser light at 195 um is used. There are six vertical and one oblique
viewing chords. The Faraday angles (typically ~ 0.2 rad) are measured with 1% sensitivity and
5% accuracy with a time resolution of 1-10 ms /3/.

W
A local measurement of the toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields is obtained from the

Doppler shifted emission from deuterium in the neutral beams clue to the Motional Stark electric
field E=Vbeam x 8. Both the magnitude and the direction of the electric field vector are measured.

The beam emission spectra are observed via a horizontal fan of eight viewing lines,
intersecting the JET neutral heating beams near the midplane of the torus atmajor radii between
R = 305 cm and R = 370 cm. The magnetic axis of JET is in the vicinity of R = 310 cm , the last closed
flux surface lies at R = 4lO cm. The angles between the viewing lines and the neutral beams are in
the range of 120° to 150“ causing a Doppler shift of the beam emission spectrum. The observation
port consists of a lens system with 1.0 mm optical fibres in the focal plane, each corresponding to a
single viewing line. 90 m of fibres relay the collected light to the spectrometer, where the spectra
are imaged on a two dimensional CCD detector, which in the present setup is able to detect up to
12 spectra simultaneously with an integration time in the range of 50 to lot) msec. The neutral beams
are viewed indirectly via a nickel mirror, which has a special coating to minimise polarisation
effects. The mirror can be folded back to protect itself and the vacuum window behind it from being
coated during discharge cleaning or beryllium evaporation. The incoming light is split by means of
two polarising beam splitter cubes into two perpendicular polarised components with one fibre for
each component. With this technique, giving a full spectrum for each polarisation component, the
polarisation direction at three plasma locations could be measured simultaneously.

A typical set of spectra each corresponding to a polarisation component is shown in Fig.1.
The radial positions are determined from the Doppler shift between the cold edge feature and the



Stark spectrum. From the intensity ratio of the Stark rt—components, which are strictly linearly
polarised, the angle of the Stark electric field is calculated. The two detection channels for the

perpendicular polarisation directions are calibrated against each other by using the unpolarised

bremsstrahlung background To obtain the full spectral resolution a multi-Gaussian fit is used_

Making use of the known symmetries and line ratios of the Stark multiplet /2/ the number of free
parameters used is kept to a minimum. It enables the Stark neomponents to be separated from the
o-components and the bremsstrahlung background leading to a determination of the Stark splitting
from which the magnitude of the local electric field is derived. _

At present'the magnitude of the electric field can be determined with an uncertainty of less

than 1%, the polarisation angle within the range of i0.5' to il.0' depending on the intensities of
the spectra. This leads to an error of toroidal magnetic field of less than 2% and an absolute

uncertainty of the poloidal magnetic field of 0.03 T to 0.04 T.

ES ZUILIBRIUM IDENTIFICATION
The equilibrium state is calculated from measurements with a modified version of the code

IDENTD /l/. The identification is done by fitting a cost function to the measurements with the
constraint of the Grad‘ShaIranov equation of the flux function ‘I’. The control variables are the
parameters a, b and B of the toroidal current density profile, defined by

no, = R is A(‘P,a) + (iii) B(‘¥,b)/R.

A and B are chosen to be piecewise linear functions (R: radius). The cost function is formed by the
sum of the squares of the differences between numerically obtained and measured quantities and is
given by

x
K 2 2 WE ‘(fmicuima ”f i.mcasurul)2 + u ' Qlwl'

i=1

The Wi are related to the errors of the measurements and must be chosen accordingly. The

regularising term 9 controls the smoothness of the current density. Its parameter it has to be
adjusted to fit the measurements within these error bars, but preventing unphysical oscillations of
the current. The original version of IDENTD includes magnetic measurements of ‘14 flux loops and 18
pick-up coil at the vessel contour, the plasma current, the diamagnetic signal, the Faraday rotation
values as described above and the total pressure profile. The measurement of the Stark electric
field was included recently. The magnetic field cannot be deduced directly from the Stark
measurements, because the magnetic field component parallel to the neutral beam velocity Vbeam is

undetermined. Therefore the E values defined by

‘E; Vbeam X B = (Vbeam'etor V‘l' 1" Vbeam X etor ' Vbeam'v‘y'etorl/R

are fitted (Etof is the unit vector in toroidal direction).

RESULTS
Pulse #21022 is a 2.2 T, 3 MA, single-null X-point discharge in which 7 MW of neutral beam

injection (NBI) produced a Hemode lasting some 4.5 sec. No Stark effect data are available for this
pulse so that only magnetic and Faraday data are used. Fig. 2 shows the change in the current
distribution between the end and the beginning of the I-I—mode phase. Also shown is the change
calculated using nee—classical resistivity (including the bootstrap current). The steep density
gradients produced by the H—mode drive a large bootstrap current (~ 0.5 MA) in the outer portion of
the discharge, causing a broadening of the current distribution in good agreement with the
integrated equilibrium analysis /4/. The discrepancy near the centre can be attributed to the fact
that the diffusion calculation does not include any effect of sawteeth on the current distribution.

Incorporating the Stark effect a 2.9 T, 2.] MA discharge (#22826) with 2.8 MW of NBl has
been investigated. The discharge shows sawtoothing behaviour during the investigated time
slices. The calculated equilibrium without including Faraday and Stark effects give a q on axis
well above 1. The Faraday data lead to a equilibrium with qo near to I. Since no Faraday data
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were available at the plasma centre, the equilibrium calculations still do not produce a well
defined qo- Although an uncertainty in the alignment of the Stark measurement has not been
resolved totally, adding the results from the Stark effect indicates that qo is below 1. Fig. 4 shows

the obtained q- and current density profiles. in Fig. 3 the measured Faraday and Stark data are
compared with the results obtained from the equilibrium calculations. All measurements are fitted
vithin their experimental uncertainties.

SUMMARY »
The above results show that both Faraday and Stark data representing measurements from

the inner plasma influence the outcome of the calculated equilibrium significantly and can be used
to study non inductive currents. The radial variation of the Stark electric field indicates that (in in

#22826 is below 1 during the time slice considered.
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The Correlation of Magnetic Flux Surfaces With Soft X—Ray
ISO-emissivity Surfaces in COMPASS-C

RD. Durst, Blfiiynes

UKAEA Fusion/Euratorn Association
Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 3DB, UK

1 Introduction

It is often assumed that the surfaces of soft x-ray (SXR) iso-eniissivity and magnetic flux
surfaces are identiCal. Indeed, it has been proposed that a knowledge of soft x~ray iso—emissivity
surface geometry may be used to determine the details of the interior equilibria. in tokamak
discharges [1,2,3]. However, the level of correlation of SXR isoeemissivity surfaces with flux
surfaces is not well established experimentally. In this work this correlation is studied for a
variety of discharge corrditions in the tokamak COMPASS-C. It is found that a significant
up-down asymmetry can occur (of the order of the inverse aspect ratio, 6), principally at high
density» Neoclassical theories of impurity distribution on a flux surface [4,5] reproduce both
the sign, magnitude and the scaling of the asymmetry

2 Poloidal Asymmetries in Impurity Density

Poloidal asynunetries in the radiation from the plasma edge have been observed on a number
of machines including Alcator [6], PDX [7], TFTR [8] and JET [5]. Poloidal aSymnietries
at the edge may be caused by localized neutral sources due to plasma—surface interaction or
gas refueling. However, there is strong evidence that such asymmetries may often be due to
a variation of impurity density around flux surfaces such as predicted by theories based on
neoclassical impurity transport [4,5]. Feneberg et al. [5] give this up-down asymmetry (in the
absence of poloidal rotation) as

n?) _ 269
”(20) W + 1 (1)

where e is the inverse aspect ratio. a/R, 11(20’1) are the symmetric and up—down asymmetric
part of the impurity density, i.e.,

nz : n?) + nysinw) (2)

and Q is the ion collisionality parameter

‘2«Jaime Pt9 : qzzzppg' (3)

Here Luci is the ion cyclotron frequency, 7,, is the ion—ion collision time, P, is the ion pressure,
P,’ is the radial ion pressure gradient, q is the local safety factor, Z is the ionic charge and p
is the radial flux surface coordinate.
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Figure 1: Examples of raw, vertical and Abel inverted, horizontal soft x—ray profiles produced
by the tangentially viewing soft xiray camera.

A smaller, inaout asymmetry is also predicted

— , ~ (4)2 i”(20) Q + 1

This theory has been successful in reproducing the poloidal dependence of the edge emis-

sivity in JET. However. note that Equations 2 and 4 also imply the existence of significant.

poloidal asymmetries in the interior impurity densities, This would lead to a decorrelation

between the SXR. iso—emissivity surfaces and magnetic flux surfaces.

3 Description of the Experiment

COMPASS-C is a compact, circular tokanial; (R:0.55 1n, a:0.196 m) with a full aperature

poloidal limiter (graphite), and a boronizcd vacuum vessel. The ‘2-dimensional distribution of

soft X—ray intensity is imaged by a tangentially viewing soft x~ray camera [9]. The camera has

a resolution of 128x128 pixels which is. in practice. reduced to 54x64 by averaging adjacent
pixels. This corresponds to a 5 min spatial resolution in the plasma. The spectral response is

set by a 9 micron aluminium foil filter to the region of 1-10 keV [91.111 this region the spectrum

is seen to be dominated by recombination continuum. The temporal resolution of the system
is typically 10-16 msec. This means that many sawtooth cycles are averaged. The diagnostic

incorporates a microchannel plate intensifier which may be gated so that the sawtooth crash

is not integrated.
Figure 1 shows typical vertical and horizontal data from the tangential SXR camera. Note

that vertical asymmetries can be detected by direct inspection of the raw data as shown.

However, to detect horizontal asymmetries the raw data must be Abel inverted and then

compared to the {in}: surface geometry (which is derived from magnetic diagnostics).

4 Vertical Asymmetries
[0), . . . . 1 .

To characterize vertical asynunetries the asymmetry iacior, AL, : 11(2)]172 , or the skewness,

.5, may be used. The skewness is a measure of asynunetry defined by

_u*w6 z , (5)
47

where [t is the mean of the distribution. 3 is Ihe mode (maximal point) of the distribution and

0’ is the standard deviation. In practice, {or experimental data 5 is calculated using Pearson's
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formula for a unimodal distribution which expresses the skewness in terms of the first four

moments of the distribution [10].
For small asymmetries E and Au are equivalent in that they are proportional to each other.

However, .f has the advantage of relative insensitivity to noise compared to the asymmetry

factor. Also, note that g is invariant under translation: it only measures changes in shape,
not positional shifts. Thus a vertical shift of the plasma can not be misinterpreted as an

asymmetry.
The vertical skewnessess for a variety of COMPASS-C discharges are plotted in figure 2

together with equation 1. The right hand scale shows the asymmetry factor (proportional
to skewness for small Av) at p : 0.3. The dimensionless pressure scale lengths, aft/6p Pfl
are assumed to be in the range 34. Because of its boronized vacuum vessel the dominant
impurities in COMPASS are boron and carbon and thus Z is taken as 5-6. The data show a
fairly clear correlation with the prediction of equation 1.

Equation 1. predicts that. the direction of the asymmetry depends on the direction of the
toroidal field. Normally the COMPASS-C toroidal field is clockwise which leads to an enhance-
ment in SXR emission from the top of the torus. Reversal of the field direction was found to
reverse the sense of the vertical asymmetry in agreement with equation 1.

5 Horizontal Asymmetries

Horizontal asymmetries are more difficult to measure as the SXR data must be Abel inverted,
then compared to the Shafranov shifted flux surfaces as reconstructed from magnetic data.
As there are appreciable errors associated with both the Abel inversion and the flux surface
reconstruction this technique can only hope to identify fairly large in-out asymmetries: asym-
metry factors smaller than 03 cannot be reliably detected using this procedure. Also, only a
small number of discharges have been analysed in this way.

The Abel inversions were performed by assuming toroidal symmetry and using the Bayesian
Regularized Algebraic Reconstruction Technique [9]. The errors in the shifts derived from this
procedure are estimated to be about 20% near the pealr to about 70% near the edge of the
profile (because of the smaller signal to noise ratio at the edge).

The flux surfaces were reconstructed from the experimental magnetic coil and flux loop
data using a forward modelling technique. A database of 1000 near circular discharges was
generated using a free boundary equilibriiun code. This data base was then searched to find
the best fit between the calculated equilibria and the experimental magnetic measurements.
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Two techniques have been used to perform this fitting procedure: a least squares minimization
and a novel, neural network approach. In the neural network technique a multilayer perceptron
[1.1] with 15 hidden neurons was trained using 250 of the model equilibria and tested using the
remaining 750. For realistic noise levels both systems perform similarly and can reproduce the
Shafranov shifts in the interior (p g 0.6) to within 15'20‘70.

Figure 3 shows a comparison between the Shafranov shifts calculated from the inverted
SXH emissivity profiles (triangles and squares) and the shifts derived from magnetics (solid
lines) for two discharges. Any in-out asymmetries of the SXR emissivity would cause a relative
distortion between the curves derived from SXR’s and magnetics. Though differences are
apparent they are within the experimental uncertainties. It thus appears that there are no
large (A;I > 0.3) in»out asymmetries in the SXR emission. This is consistent with theory as
equation 4 predicts that A;. < 0.1 for Q : 3 ~ 51

6 Conclusions

It is seen that there can exist significant differences between SXR iso-emissivity surfaces and
magnetic flux surfaces in the plasma interior. In COMPASSC vertical asymmetries are seen
which are thought to be due to the variation of impurities along a flux surface. The sign,
magnitude and scaling agree with the neoclassical theory of Feneberg et al [5]. In practice
this means that the asymmetry scales mainly with the central density and can reach values on
the order of the inverse aspect ratio at high density. Within the accuracy of the experiments
performed to date no significant in-out asymmetries are seen in the interior of CIOMPASSVC.
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IMPURITY ATOMS DIAGNOSTIC BY OBSERVATION 0F NEARhRESDNANT

RAYLEIGH SCATTERING

AB. Berlizov. I.V. Moshalenho and DA. Shcheglou

I.V'. Kurchatov Institute. Moscow, USSR

The studies of near-resonant Rayleigh scattering (NR5) of
laser light provide data related to interaction light with atoms,
but also considered to be useful as preparatory steps for develo-
pment of HRS-diagnostics for fusion plasmas [1-3].

This paper describes the application of MRS-technique for
spatially resolved measurements of atoms density in a plasma. We
treat this method to be supplementary to LIP-technique and useful
in the cases when: (1) medium under investigation is optically
thick in the line center; (2) fluorescence is influenced by col-
lisions in the plasmas; (3) high level of line background radia-
tion is present; (4) lidar scheme of measurement is desirable. We
report on our selections of atomic transitions, the development
of lasers 1‘or HRS method and scattering experiment at barium
atoms.

THE SCATTERING GROSS SECTION AND SATURATION OF NRS SIGNALS

The cross section for scattering of laser frequency 00L is

given by [i]: 3 -* -> 2 -> 2dzaR uiws|<1'eLd|2>| |<2‘e33|1>|
_—__ = C1)
1:105d h2c4 [(wL-mo)2 + I): + F2] ,

where (.03 and too are the frequencies of scattered light and atomic

transition, respectively, eL, eS - the polarization vectors. F I

7N + 2": 4- yr, where y" - the rate of natural radiative decay of

the excited state; yE, VI - rates of elastic and inelastic colli-

sions; (ll—21,312) - is a matrix element for transition between two

relevant states. The Rabi frequency is defined as nR-<1|EE|2>E0/h
Laser intensity IL N 0R2 and Rayleigh scattering intensity

IR for collisionless regime is proportional to
2 2 2IR~QR/CA +DRD=x/Cl+x). (2)

where detuning A is equal to (ML—coo) and x - (QR/Lo“. If x « 1,
IR N x, but the condition x _>. 1 defines the Rayleigh scattering

saturation region .
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SELECTION OF‘ (1.1, 0

[36

a) ) PAIRS FOR HRS-EXPERIMENTS

Our conception of HRS-diagnostic for tokamak plasmas as a

"by—product" of LIF and Thomson systems restricts our choice by

powerful fixed-frequency lasers (ruby, Nd3+, excimers) in combi-

nation with .536, THG and Stokes Raman shift in H2. D2, CH4 gases.

The analysis provided a few tens (AL, XD)-pairs to be of interest.

A number of the cases are listed in Table i.

Table i

No )4 (m!) x (rm) Atom Transition Source of radiation

1 1079.4 1083.0 He] 2358 — 23p“; 2 AlY03:Nd3+
’

2 447.2 447.15 HeI 23p — 43o mama”) - ZSCGH4)
3 502.9 501.57 Hel 2130 3191‘” —~— - 25 (H2)
4 487.9 486.1 Hp (xx-2) - (m4) SHGCrubyD— —..—
5. 435.2 434.05 Hr (n-Z) — <n-5) _.,_ — ZSCCH4)
a 248.4 247.9 0! 2‘s 3‘?” [Cr-F
7 313.0 3x3.1 Bell 2523 - 2p2P KrF — zs<n2>
a 308 307.16 Ba! 513° 719° XeCl

DEVELOPMENT OF LASERS FOR NRS EXPERIMENTS

It was proposed [3] to apply NRS near HeI transition 235-23P

(Fin). As a part of our NRS-program the AlYOss3+ laser was

developed (A I- 1.079 pm, pulse energy 0.8 - i J, pulse duration

10-15 nsec, :epetition rate up to 20 pulse/sec). The estimate of

rparameter gives the value x - 0.5-1 for laser beam cross secti-

on of ~ 1 cmz. It means that there is no sense in further incre-

as of peak power for this laser.

Another proposal relates to NRS from metastable level of CI

atom (see No 6 in Table i) with help of XeF‘ excimer laser. The

idea to realize LIDAR system for ITER divertor plasmas diagnostic

with good spatial resolution is now under consideration. It was

also proposed to use "hybrid" picosecond system with wide-aperture

KrF laser as a final amplifier with output energy at least i J.
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MODEL SCATTERING EPERIMENT

We performed the NRS-experiment at barium vapor near the re-

sonance line 6s2-6s7p using XeCl laser (AL - 308 nm, see Fig. 1a

and Table 1). Barium was selected as convenient test atom for mo-

del experiments and also as one of candidates for spectroscopic

marker elements. (Implanted spectroscopic markers have been pro-

posed as a technique for ITER first wall erosion monitoring [4]).

The experimental setup and the study of Rayleigh component in

emission spectra were described in our previous paper [3]. We re-

port on our studies of side emission in scattering experiment

using excimer laser light. We observed the fluorescence at the

resonance wavelength A. of barium atom (6s-7p at Fig.2). This co-0
mponent was produced by collisions of Ba atom and buffer gas (ar-

gon). Intensity IF was studied as a function of buffer gas pres-

sure - see Fig.3. By measuring the ratio of IF/IR one is able to

have an information concerning elastic and inelastic events (117/

IR z yE/CyNWI) - see [2]), but quantitative analysis needs cor-

rection for optical thickness of media and it will be made elsewhere.

The estimate of x value /see [21/ gave for our experimental

condition x a (1-2)):10-3 i.e. the measurements were made in low-

intensity region. The same fact explaines the absence of "three-

photon" component at “3 II ZmL - on in emission spectrum of Fig.2.

It is due to the dependence of 13/!R ratio on the same parameter

x: 13/1R z x2/4 for x S 2. It means that fluorescence component

is of exclusively collisional origin and can be explained as a re-

sult of collisional excitation from virtual level. The measuring

of IF intensity could also be used for plasma diagnostic in case

of low level of background radiation at A0.
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B. V. Kuteev*. M. V. Ovsishcher

Scientific-Industrial Center "INFORMATIKA ", Samara, USSR

*Leningrad State Technical University, USSR

In most problems of optical plasma diagnostics the object
of interest, i.e. poloidal local emission distribution ICr.63
is supposed to be close to the axial symmetry. Conventionally
used Abel inversion generalizations give satisfactory results
when reconstructing with a full set of chord signals received
from the distributions without peripheral disturbances and
strong oscillations in poloidal direction. But the impurity
transport phenomena — in particular at the beginning of the
shot or just after pellet injection - are to be described by
non~axial ICr,63 having peripheral maxima according to impurity
source localization Such distributions can’t be reconstructed
by ordinary Cormack’s or similar methods [1] when the number of‘
projections is small. In this paper a tomography method for
such a distribution is worked out which consists of the
following steps: iDSeparation of "disturbance“ and "background"
contributions in projection data; ii) coordinate calculation of
a peripheral disturbance center; iii) separate reconstruction
of "background" and ”disturbance" distributions; iiii) joining
the reconstruction results in a single image.

Experimental projection data from FT—a tokamak concerning
optical radiation of low-Z impurities in hydrogenous plasma
were obtai ned by the two-pr oj ecti on spectro-tomographi c
collection system with an optic—mechanical timed scanning [1].
It was found out that all projections may be divided into two
groups: "double- humped" (with two distinct maxima) and
"three-humped" Cwith three maxima .respectively). In the case
when both projections are ”double—humped" it may be supposed
that the excess of one "hump" over the other is the result of
peripheral "disturbance". The appearance of‘ "three-humped"
projection may be then caused by the situation when a
"disturbance" maps in this view upon the central part of the
projection and doesn’t coincide with any equal "humps" of
non‘disturbed state. Then the algorithms of the contribution
separation are the following:
Algorithm A1. It is developed for “double—humped" projection
processing. Point-to-point subtraction of projections oriented
in such a way that contributions from "disturbance" (maximal
"humps“D are placed in different "halves" of projections:

1Cp) — Fa3 (13
should suppress the background if it is close to axial

FGD = F
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symmetry. Considering that the “disturbance“ is supposed to be

strongly localized, the following functions

+ F Cp),pZO _ Fr(p) p50
F (p) = r F (p) = ' can

0, p<O O. p>O

give the “disturbance” contribution, and the linear
combinations

cm = F1Cp3 - F+Cp3 -, FSCPD = FECpD — F_Cp3 can

give the value of “background" contribution in each projection.
Algorithm A2. The following function in A2 is taken as the
value of "background" contribution:

FPCpD =min {FiCp3,F' CpD.F1C—p3.FaC-p)} C43
2

Then ”disturbance“ contribution is determined as

FpD = F1Cp) — F‘PCp); Fgcm = FZCpD — F‘PCpJ <5)
The advantage of A1 consists in the possibility of taking into
account the localization of peripheral ”disturbances" and
non—axiality of the ”background" C the difference between Fp)

and FpCpD 3. Its disadvantage consists in the fact that it does
a

not exclude the existence of small negative values in divided
projections when “disturbances“ are displaced to the center,
although they may be elinfinated with the help of algorithm A2
or suppressed artificially. Algorithm A2 does not give negative
values in projections, but it assumes the "background” to be
axially symmetrical and the asymmetry is considered to be the
result of "disturbance“ thus limiting the class of
reconstructed functions‘ Algorithms A1 and A2 do not need a
"leading” (”basic”) projection and may be used in projection
data processing having two ”double-humped” projections.
Algorithm A3. Algorithm A3 is intended for projection data
processing. having ”double‘humped” and “three-humped"
projections and needs the choice of ”double-humped“ projection
as the "basic“ one Cfor definiteness, F1Cp33i Then the

following function is the value of the ”background" projection:

Filip) = min {FlD,F1C-p3} = FpCp) (a).
and the following function is the value of the "disturbance”
projection:

cm = 1:1a — Fp); F:
Algorithm A3 is similar to algorithm A2, though the value of
the "background” is estimated considering only one projection.
which may lead to distortions during their division.

i p atW = — jCp- FaJ Fa_ Cr).
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After projection division and passing into the "center of

gravity" of the corresponding distribution the reconstruction
may be performed using any known small—view tomographic
algorithm (Le. tomography with a small number of projections)

[2]. The unification of the reconstruction results into one

image is fulfilled with account of their mutual localization.
Mathematical simulation of tomographic reconstruction with

the use of developed algorithms was performed on model

d1 str 1 buti ons produced when sol vi ng the 51 mp1 est
two—dimensional equation of impurity transport with appropriate

boundary conditions and realistic transport coefficients

typical for small tokamaks like F‘T-a. The algorithm's work
abilities were investigated and proved in many cases.
‘ Tomographical reconstruction of the experimental data
obtained from FT—a tokamak for lines 011 — OIV. CIII - CV, Hf?

with bi—view diagnostics was made with the help of A1 — A3
algorithms. An example of the algorithm A1 when reconstructing
0V emission is shown in the figure. Sequential frames are

obtained with time interval of 3.6 ms. A comparison between
initial and recounted projections let us consider of the
satisfactory quality of reconstruction. Impurity source moves
at the initial stage and then retains its position during the
main part of discharge. It is clear that more anisotropic
distributions than treated by Cormack algorithm can be
reconstructed by the method proposed.

Concl usi ons.

Several algorithms for tomographical reconstruction of
impurity emission in tokamak are developed and tested via
model task and experimental data from FT-B tokamak. They are
suitable for analysis of the strongly asymmetric impurity
emission.

Refer ences.
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NEON AND ARGON IMPURITIES IN TEXTOR
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A Pospieszczyk. B Schweer, P C Stangeby +, G Waidn‘iann
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(Euratorn/UKAEA Fusion Association)

+University of Toronto, Institute for Aerospace Studies, 4925 Dull'erin Street,
Downsview, Ontario: Canada, M3H 516

Introduction

The impurity concentration in a plasma. depends not only on the production rate

but also on the probability that the impurities produced actually enter the confined
plasma. After entering the plasma and becoming ionised, impurities move parallel and
perpendicular to the field lines. it they are ionised near or outside the last closed flux
surface they may have. a very short lifetime in the plasma, thus making an insignificant
contribution to radiation or fuel dilution.

In earlier experiments in TEXTOR‘ the parallel diffusion and ion heating was
studied [1,2]. A series of experiments are reported here in which impurities have been
pulled as gases into the plasma boundary and measurements made of the resulting in-
crease in radiation and ZCH. From these measurements a global figure of ”gas efficiency"
has been calculated. It has been found that this gas efiiciency varies with the impurity
species.

Experiment

Gas has been introduced into the discharge, both from the wall radius and from a.
hole in a rail limiter whose radius can be Varied. The gas flow from the wall is accurately
raliln‘ated and can be preprogrammed. The gas is injected at a constant [low rate for
a fixed period typically 0.5 to 1.0 sec7 during the steady state period of the discharge.
The plasma density can either have feedback control to maintain the density constant
when the impurity is injected, or maintain a constant plasma species fuelling rate and
observe the density rise due to the impurity injection.
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Measurements are made of the local emission at the limiter using a visible spec,
trometer, of the recycling rate, the total radiation and of various impurity lines in the
plasma. The central value of Zn}; is calculated from the loop volts and measurements
of TAO) using the ECE system. The edge plasma density and temperature profiles are
measured.

Results

A comparison has been made of the effects of injecting He, Ne and Ar into a
standard ohmic discharge with I], : 350kA, nc : ‘2 X 1019 111’”, T5 (a) ~ 1 lieV. A typical
result for neon injection is shown in fig. 1. Density feedback control was used in these
experiments. The recycling of the neon at the limiter increases approximately linearly
during the gas injection. The emission from low ionisation states, total radiation, and
cj all increase similarly. and then decay at the end of the gas injection phase. The
hydrogen recycling falls slightly during impurity injection and then recovers. The. torus
had been boronized a tow days before the impurity injection experiments and a typical
value of Zcff before impurity injection was 1.3. The increase in Z5]! and in radiation as
a function of the number of injected atoms is shown in figs. ‘2 and 3 for helium. neon and
argon. As is expected the helium radiation rise is very small. while the rise [or neon is
significantly greater than that for argon. The Zcfj data shows similarly that the rise [or
neon is greater than for argon; although lower, the helium injection makes a significant
contribution to 25]]-

Measurements have also been made of the partial pressure of neutral impurities in
the scrape off layer during the discharge with a mass spectrometer. The partial pressure
increases and decays proportionally to the spectroscopic signals for all three impurity
species, Fig.1. At the end of the discharge the impurities are observed to be released from
the torus and pumped away by the vacuum system. The integrated gas release shows
that > 70% of the total amount of the injected helium and neon is released after the
discharge, if the pumped limiter is closed.

The decay time of the impurity concentration during the discharge also depends
on whether the pumped limiter, ALT llj ducts are open or shut. in the case of helium
and neon a significantly faster time constant of the decay rate is obtained with the pump
duct opened. However, even without the pumped limiter it is observed that argon and
to some extent. neon7 (lecnys, indicating a net pumping by the walls In contrast, there
is no significant net pumping of helium.

Discussion

The central Zeff is a measure of the impurity concentration. The impurity cone
centration of the impurity was calculated using a. mean charge state ol ‘2, 10 and l8
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respectively for helium. neon and argon. From the impurity concentrations, the average
number of impurity atoms is calculated assuming a flat impurity concentration profile.
11 is seen that whereas the gas efficiency for helium is ~ 100%, neon is 410% and argon is
only 3%. These results are qualitatively consistent with the power radiated, where the
argan radiation is less than the neon despite the higher charge state.

rf‘he ionisation rate of 0.05 eV atoms starting at the wall has been calculated as a
function of radius using the measured density and temperature profiles in the boundary,
The results show that the fraction of helium, neon and argon which reach the last. clowd
flux surface without ionisation is 80%. 31%, and < 1% respectively. However, ionisation
does not in itself produce a net loss of particles. Modelling with LIM [3] shows that
they could recycle from the limiter or wall and re-enter the plasma without significant
loss. No significant fraction of the inventory was obtained as neutrals, Consistent with
the mass spectrometric data. It is therefore postulated that these ions produced in the
SOL are trapped in the wall or limiter when they are accelerated into the surfaces by
the plasma sheath potential.

. . . .
Earlier measurements With C0, C11; and other spec1es also showed very low gas

efficiencies consistent with the high molecular ionisation cross sections. [2,4] Further
investigation of other impurity species and of the effect of plasma parameters on the gas
efficiency is planned.

Conclusion

Measurements of the gas efficiency of a range of impurity gas species introduced
into a plasma have been made and it is found that the value. varies widely. Low gas
efficiency has been attributed to a combination of high ionisation rate coefficient. and
vflieient trapping of the, ion species in the surfaces of wall and limiter.
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NEUTRAL DENSITY IN F'I' OHMIC PLASMA

G. Bracco, A. Moleti, V. Zanza

Associazione EURATOM—ENEA sulla Fusione, C. R. E. Frascati,
GP. 65 ~ 00044 ~ Frascati, Rome, Italy

in tokamak plasma the information about neutral density in the plasma core is
very poor. If the ion temperature profile is known the measurement of the charge
exchange neutrals permits to evaluate the neutral density and hence to estimate the
particle sources and fluxes which can be compared with the theoretical previsions.

A set of ohmic discharges of deuterium plasma in FT has been selected with a
magnetic field of 6 T, a safety factor q between 3 and 4 and line averaged plasma
density ['1 in the range 0.4 to 2.3x1020 m‘3. In FT a 7-channels,mass selecting neutral
particle analyser (NPA) measures the passive neutral particle flux, observing the
plasma perpendicularly to the toroidal magnetic field. The selected energy range has
been 1 to 7 keV.

The flux (NE) of the charge exchange neutrals at energy E is given by:

@’E):jn.fiE)(n <sv> +n <5v> )e“J'““""ld1 (1)
l 0 at e rs

where ni is the ion density, f(E) is the ion energy distribution function, no is the
neutral density, <sv>CK is the charge exchange reaction rate, <sv>1.C is the
recombination rate, .l is the neutral mean free path and the integration is performed
along the line of sight. In relation (1) f(E) is exponentially decreasing with the
distance from the plasma centre (if E is greater than the maximum ion temperature)
while no and the transparency factor are exponentially increasing towards the plasma
edge. The combination of these dependences provides a rather precise radial
localisation of the measured neutral flux at each energy so that even with one line of
sight the charge exchange spectra contain informations about the profiles. Unluckily
if both ion temperature and neutral density profiles are unknown the unfolding of the
equation (1) does not provide an unique solution.

In FT it has been shown [1] that experimental ion temperatures are in good
agreement with Chang Hinton neoclassical previsions and so the ion temperature
profile obtained as the solution of the ion power balance with neoclassical thermal
conductivity has been used to analyse the NPA spectra. The electron temperature
profiles have been measured by the Thomson scattering at 7 radial position, a values
are provided by a single channel HCN interferometer. The Thomson scattering data
on electron density profile have suffered from problems in the absolute calibration
and so a parabolic density profile has been used as reference. The experimental
values have been also used even if uncertain in order to assess the dependence of the
results on the assumed density profile. The Z effective has been derived from the
plasma resistivity.

The radial profile of the neutral density has been evaluated using a 1-D neutral
transport code which solves the continuity equation for neutrals in a similar way of
the ANTIC code [2] The reaction rates for charge exchange, electron and proton
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ionization have been evaluated from the published cross section data retaining the
dependence both from the neutral energy and the plasma temperature. The
recombination cross section has been taken from [3]. The code requires as boundary
condition the neutral density and temperature at the plasma edge which have been
chosen to reproduce the absolute values of the NPA fluxes at the lower energies.

In order to check the accuracy of the neutral density determination by the
simulation of the NPA fluxes, for each of the selected plasma. discharges several
cases have been completed changing the following parameters: the shape and the
edge value of the electron density profile, the fitting method of the electron
temperature profile, the neoclassical multiplier in the ion temperature computation,
the edge value of the neutral density temperature, the 2 effective by using Spitzer
resistivity with and without neoclassical corrections, the main impurity species (high
or low 2). In each case a good agreement between computed and experimental NPA
fluxes has been required together with the agreement between the computed and
experimental value of the neutron emission. These two requirements limit the
possible combinations between the variations of the previous parameters. It can be
noted that in the case of the high density plasma ion and electron temperatures are
very close, Z effective is close to 1 and so ion dilution is unimportant, and the
neutral density in the plasma core is fixed by the recombination. In this case the two
constraints on NPA fluxes and neutron emission do not permit a large variation of the
electron density profile parameters.

In the following the results are shown together with the error bars obtained
with the procedure described previously. In fig. 1 the localization of the NPA fluxes
is shown as a function of a. The radial average position of the 1 keV detected
neutrals is typically between 0.13 and 0.16 m (limiter radius is 0.2 in) while the flux
at the maximum detected energy varies between 0.04 m at low energy and 0.08 m at
high density. At high density the maximum energy with a detectable signal is 5 KeV
In fig. 2 the energy at which the NPA flux has a maximum of production at half
radius is shown as a function of and it varies between 1.5 and 4 keV. It can be
concluded that the experimental NPA fluxes provide information about the neutral
density up to about 2/3 of the plasma minor radius in every plasma condition.

In fig. 3 the neutral density at the plasma centre and at half radius is shown as
a function of n. Recombination is the main source of neutrals at a greater than
0.9x1020 m'3 at plasma centre and at n greater than 1.4)(1020 m'3 at half radius.
Neutral density in the plasma edge region is not under observation of the NPA due to
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the chosen energy range. Moreover the neutral density at the edge is affected by
strong toroidal and poloidal disomogenities which reflect mildly in the plasma core
expecially a: high plasma density. For these reasons the global particle confinement
which depends strongly from edge conditions, can not be evaluated using these NPA
data. On the contrary the steady state particle transport in the plasma core can be
quantified as the neutral density values shown previously are known with sufficiently
low error bars.

In fig. 4: the particle fluxes at half and 2/3 of the plasma radius, computed using
the experimentally deduced neutral density are shown as a function of n. When the
neutral density is due to recombination only the particle fluxes are near to zero. The
comparison between experimental and theoretical particle fluxes must take in
account that also the theorical previsions are affected by large errors expecially
when gradient dependent fluxes are evaluated. The neoclassical particle fluxes [4] in
the plasma core are dominated by Ware pinch and so are directed toward plasma
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centre and the absolute values are one order of magnitude greater than the
experimental values. (—3 to -1x1019 m“- 5'1 at half radius ). It can be observed that
the experimental fluxes are in the order of magnitude of the Pfirsch—Schluter fluxes
(1 to 10x1018 m‘2 5'1 ) which have the outward direction.
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1 - Introduction
A Time of Flight (TOF) Neutral Particle Analyser (NPA) has been

recently installed at JET. The system consists of a single NPA based on
the measurement of the time of flight of the analysed particles /l/, so
that a random background can be discriminated by a standard coincidence
technique. The analyser energy range is 0.5—200 keV and it has been
absolutely calibrated for hydrogen, deuterium and helium neutrals.

The analyser is located at the bottom of the machine and its line of
sight follows a vertical chord passing at a major radius R=3.1m on the
equatorial plane of the torus. The neutrals coming from the plasma are
ionised in a gas stripping cell and energy analysed with a cylindrical
electrostatic plate system. The inner cylindrical plate is terminated at
both ends by two flat electrodes and is set to a positive potential. This
configuration provides the focalization of the ion beam from the stripping
cell in both planes parallel and perpendicular to the cylinder axis.

A set of 15 TOP detectors collect the ions with an energy dynamic
range 1:25. Each detector is composed by a thin (lug/cm ) carbon foil and
two channeltrons. The ions produce secondary electrons in the carbon foil
which are detected by the first channeltron (CEM A) thus providing the
start trigger for the coincidence. The signal in the second channeltron
(CEM B), produced directly by the particles, constitutes the stop trigger.

The start pulse triggers a set of three programmed time delays (in
the range 10—400 ns) and at the end of each delay a time gate of
pre—programmed length is generated (5-33 us). A coincidence event is
counted if the stop pulse occurs during the gate time. In this way up to
three different masses can be counted by each detector.

The analyser uses channeltrons as particle detectors. and
channeltrons are sensitive also to neutrons (n), gamma [7), X and UV
radiation. The analyser box and the surrounding materials do not provide
any significant attenuation of n and 2', while X and UV radiation enters
the analyser through the stripping cell diaphragms and is not fully
absorbed by the light trap.

The n induced background has been measured by keeping the valve to
the torus closed and a good time correlation has been found with the n
production rate. The evaluation of the radiation induced count rate showed
a maximum of 1000 counts/s clearly correlated with the detector position
in the analyser box. It can therefore be concluded that the only large
random noise source is the n induced background and that its intensity
requires the shielding of the analyser to prevent the channeltron
saturation, A shielding factor of 9:100 would allow the operation of the
analyser up to a n production rate of the order of =3 10 n/s.
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2 - Experimental Results
In the following some results of the TOF NPA in the last JET campaign

will be described. The main objectives of this first operational period of
the new NPA, apart the assessment of the random noise rejection
capability, has been the initial exploration of the neutral particle
spectra in the present, very varied, JET operating scenarios.

It is well known that the neutral flux at energies greater than the
peak ion temperature strongly depends on plasma density, as the neutral
density and the plasma transparency decrease exponentially with density.
This means that a significant high energy neutral flux, able to provide
information on the peak ion temperature, can only be detected at low
plasma density. For example, in pulse 23003 (deuterium, ohmic, 2.8 T, 3
MA), with a volume averaged density of 10 m_ , neutral fluxes up to 30
keV have been measured. The ion temperature obtained from the slope of the
NPA spectra in the energy range 5'15 keV is in good agreement with the
peak ion temperature obtained by the neutron flux monitors [fig. 1].

Deuterium (D) Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) in a hydrogen (H) plasma
allows the exploration of various aspects of the analyser operation. These
include the analysis of the mass rejection capability and some more
detailed studies of ion temperature and neutral fluxes in N81 heated
discharges, where the main plasma component can be measured separately
from thegingected particles. The spectra obtained in pulse 22926 (2.8 T,3
MA,2 10 m ,5 MW NBI at 80 keV, single upper null) are shown in fig. 2.
The D spectrum shows the standard slowing down features while the H
spectrum has a well identified slope, in the energy range 5+30 keV, which
allows to estimate the ion temperature. At higher energies the H spectrum
becomes similar in shape to the D one, but with an intensity of a factor
100 lower. This can be attributed to the contamination of the H channels
by the D beam.

In pulse 22927 (same as above but with 8 MW NBI) very large sawteeth
are observed on the ECE Te. A clear modulation of the NPA T1 obtained from
the H slope is also observed and appears to be well correlated with the Te
sawteeth. From a more detailed examination of the H fluxes at various
energies [fig. 3] it can be seen that for energies greater than 20 keV a
proper sawtooth is present, while the signal at 17.9 keV shows no
sawteeth, suggesting that neutrals at this energy are coming from the
region of the inversion radius. At lower energies at each sawtooth crash
corresponds a rapid increase of the neutral flux which can be explained
with these fluxes originating from the region between inversion and mixing
radii, where a widening of the Ti profile produces a flux increase due to
higher neutral density and lower neutral attenuation.

In fig. 4 two H spectra, before and after a sawtooth crash, are
displayed. The portions below 18 keV remain unchanged, apart for a
variation of intensity, while those at higher energies (originating from
the central region of plasma) show a definite change in slope. It is well
known that passive charge exchange measurements are difficult to interpret
because the localization of the observed neutrals is not clear. We want to
point out here that, if the interpretation of the previous data is
correct, a precise localization of the neutral source zone is available so
that the neutral density at the inversion radius can be directly evaluated
by taking into account the neutral attenuation. It must also be stressed
that the measurements of these details of the H spectra has only been
possible by taking advantage of the random noise rejection capability of
the analyser. In fact, as shown in fig. 5, in the discharge considered
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ab0ve the neutron induced count rate is a factor 10 to 50 higher than the
count rate due to particles.

In pulse 23034 (deuterium, 3.1 T, 3.5 MA, double null) a 6.3 MW He4
neutral beam has been injected. The TOF NPA has been tuned to detect D and
He4 particles and in fig. 6 the spectra of the two species during NBI are
shownr At high energies (>70 keV) the detection of D particles appears to
be contaminated by the He neutrals. The species rejection factor is again
typically 100. 0

From preliminary estimates it appears that the observed He
particles are the product of the C—X process between. He ions and D
neutrals. A more precise description of all processes involved is
complicated by the mentioned poor localization of the measured neutrals
and needs some more investigations and a careful modeling of the plasma.

In pulse 23100 (3.2 T, 3.6 MA, double null, pellets at 44.7 and 45 S)
Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating on H minority has been performed by
injecting 11 MW of RF power. At the same time 2.7 MW of D Neutral Beam
have been injected for diagnostic purposes

in fig. 7 the H fast tail and the D slowing down spectra are shown.
If the correction due to the variation of the charge exchange cross
section rate with energy is applied to the H spectrum, it appears to be
fully saturated at high energy pointing to a very high energetic minority
tail. The D spectrum is composed by three distinct portions: a low energy
(E<20 keV) part dominated by bulk ions, a slowing down region (20—80 keV)
and the region at E>80keV. The slope of the spectrum for energies greater
than the injection energy is given by an average of the electron and ion
temperatures weighted on the fraction of power deposited on electrons and
ions. Being in this pulse Te: Tl, this slope is directly related to the
plasma temperature. This is shown in fig. 8 where the slope of the NPA D
spectrum at E>80 keV is plotted versus time together with T1 from CXRS and
X—ray crystal spectroscopy.
3 - Conclusions

Some results obtained with the new TOF NPA in various JET plasma
scenarios have been shown. A series of interesting features of the NPA
spectra have been identified which constitute the starting point for a
systematic work to be performed with this instrument in the future JET
operation campaigns. Some of the results have been obtained in plasmas
producing a high neutron induced background, so that the random noise
rejection capability of the analyser has been demonstrated.
References
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Introduction
The diagnostic methods for the determination of the ion temperature in ther—

monuclear plasmas need further development to reach the same standard available
for electron parameter measurements. One technique to improve this situation is the
Rutherford scattering diagnostic (RUSC), which has been recently installed at TEX-
TOR. To evaluate the potential of this method, the ion temperatures in ohmic dis-
charges are compared with the results obtained from passive neutral particle analysis
(NPA), which is usually applied as a standard diagnostic for medium sized tokamaks.
The results from both independent methods show good agreement for a range of
densities (n,= 1.0 - 4.O><lOl3 cm“) in deuterium plasmas.

The Rutherford scattering diagnostic
The method is based on the elastic scattering of injected mono-energetic He atoms

over a small angle by plasma ions. The energy distribution of the scattered atoms is
determined by kinematic conservation laws. Therefore, in the case of a Maxwel
ion velocity distribution, the energy distribution of the Rutherford scattered particles
is broadened by the thermal movement of the plasma ions. The width of the energy
distribution is related to the mass ratio of the beam and plasma particles, my. / m,,,
the scattering angle, 6, the beam energy, Eb, and the ion temperature, T,,

I71AER“, - 4 sine F“ E, T1112
D

Hence, the Tf-value in the scattering volume can be directly obtained from the ob-
served broadening at a certain scattering angle. The position of the maximum of the
energy distribution depends on the mass ratio of the colliding particles.

The experimental set-up of the active beam scattering diagnostic consists of a
neutral He beam (30 keV, 5 mA equivalent current), which is vertically injected into
the plasma, and a mass—selective time-of—flight (TOF) analyser to detect the scattered
atoms. The scattering angle is adjustable between 3" and 8“ /1/. For 6 = 7“, the vertical
length of the scattering volume is 0.25 m. Ion temperature profile measurements can
be performed on a shot-to-shot basis by a lateral movement of the beamline in the
radial direction.
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Figure 1 shows a measured TOP—spectrum of scattered He atoms. The initial beam

energy was chosen at 30 keV, 0 = 7” and the scattering volume was situated at the

centre of the plasma. The solid line in Fig. 1 represents the instrumental broadening

of the analyser, determined from scattering on a cold deuterium gas. The circles

show the distribution which is additionally broadened due to the interactions with

the plasma ions during an ohmic deuterium discharge. In general, also contributions
from He particles scattered on minorities of H—, C—, O- and Fe-ions show up in the
measured spectra. Since, the differential cross section scales with the square ion

charge number, a relatively small impurity concentration can influence the shape of

the spectrum /2/. The ion temperature is obtained by using a fitting procedure for the

interpretation of the observed spectra. The calculated distributions of the different
ion components are compared to the data, leaving the T,—value and the different ion
concentrations as free parameters.

An independent measurement of Zr“, which might be deduced from the differ-
ent ion concentrations resulting from the best fit, is yet beyond the scope of this
work, because of the poor accuracy of the available atomic data for electron loss in

combination with the small—angle scattering /3/.
The error in T, is determined by the instrumental broadening, the finite value

of the detector solid angle and, the temperature and density profile in the scattering

volume. Furthermore, the finite number of events taken for one single spectrum
limits the accuracy. The combination of the above mentioned error sources results in
a typical AT, of 12% for 1000 events in a spectrum.

Neutral Particle Analysis
In the plasma core, a small fraction (~10‘") of the particles is not ionized and

is therefore not confined by the magnetic fields. Neutral particles are created by
the recycling of H— or D-ions at the plasma facing components. Most of these
atoms recombine to molecules and flow with thermal velocities back into the plasma.
These molecules become dissociated or ionized. Some of the atoms undergo charge
exchange with the plasma ions. After the collision, both particles keep their initial
velocity, since a negligible part of the kinetic energy is exchanged. Information on
the ion velocity distribution is thus obtained by measuring the energy spectrum of
the neutralized particles, emerging from the plasma.

In TEXTOR the toroidal pumping limiter ALT II is the main source of the neutral
particles. Up to 80% of the plasma ions recycle at this limiter, the remaining part at
the liner. Consequently, the poloidal distribution of the atoms is strongly asymmetric.
For the interpretation of the measured spectra the 3«dimensional Monte Carlo code
EIRENE is used /4/. This code models the random walk of the atoms in the plasma.
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The calculations show that the slope of the high energy part of the spectrum depends
mainly on the maximum temperature along the line of sight of the analyser. For the
chosen position of the neutral particle analyser. the correction of the ion temperature
is below 20%. A more accurate approximation is obtained by adjusting the local
temperature values until the experimental spectra are reproduced.

The neutral particle analyser is an electrostatic device of the Harrower type with 9
energy channels. The energy range is between 0.5 and 55 keV. In order to increase the
energy resolution, the deflection voltage of the analyser is ramped up slowly during
the stationary phase of the discharge. Ion temperature profiles can be measured by
scanning the line of sight of the analyser over the minor radius of the plasma on
a shot-to-shot basis. Fig. 2 shows both the measured and simulated energy spectra
for the central radial position. The analyser is optimized to handle count rates of
detected particles of up to 5 MHz per energy channel. Depending on the particle
flux, the time resolution is better than 1 ms. The accuracy in the determination of
the ion temperature is approximately 10%. Compared to the error of the calibration,
other sources like the statistical errors and the inaccuracy of the profile corrections
are negligible. The minimum measurable temperature is 250 eV.

Comparison between both methods
In Fig. 3 the results of both diagnostics for a density scan are shown. The

temperatures correspond well Within the experimental error of the methods. The NPA
diagnostic measures the higher part of the velocity distribution (2kT<E<5kT), while
RUSC uses the lower part (EnT). which implies that the diagnostic is insensitive
for deviations from a Maxwellian distribution. Furthermore, impurities can obscure
the spectrum of the scattered He particles and might thus influence the accuracy of the
obtained temperatures for RUSC. However, the interpretation of the spectra is rather
straightforward for RUSC, whereas a complicated procedure is needed to interpret the
NPATSpectra. The spatial resolution is better defined for RUSC. Both methods might
give an underestimation for the central T,» and need therefore to be corrected for the
density and temperature profiles. Both methods have the limitation that several shots
are needed to measure a T,- profile.
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Introduction
The objectives of an active—phase direct optical link between the JET

tokamak and spectral instruments beyond the biological shield are mani—
fold. The present optical fibre links, which are used as a standard at JET,
may be subjected to much enhanced radiation levels in future operations
with D—T plasmas, and a direct optical link, based on a system of remotely
controllable relay mirrors, will be a vital test for future activated
fusion devices

A further aim is to extend the spectral range of exploitable charge
exchange (CX) lines to shorter wavelengths, which is presently limited by
the transmission. of quartz fibres to CX lines above 4000A. The latter
aspect is particularly relevant in the case of Hell where the sole CX line
of HeIl (n=4 to 3) in the visible , is superimposed by a BeIV CX line (n=8
to 6) at the same wavelength (4685A). This fact constraints the present
helium analysis to plasma conditions with n(Be)<0.3-n(He). For future alpha
particle studies, especially at low alpha particle densities, this
constraint may require either sophisticated analysis procedures or
alternatively the use of other less "disturbed" lines, possibly in the UV
wavelength range.

Finally the UV link is intended to provide an optical transfer channel
for short optical jumpers to other JET observation ports — for example
coherent fibre bundles imaging the X-point strike zone — to the diagnostic
instruments in the roof laboratory of JET.

Instrumentation
An essential feature of the optical mirror link (Fig.1) with regard to

a future fusion device, is the minimisation of the neutron shielding. The
optical mirror link consists of 5 mirrors, of which 2 mirror assemblies (A
and B) inside the torus hall and a flat mirror (C) at the outer end of the
penetration trough the biological shield form a labyrinth like light path
to avoid direct neutron fluxes from the torus. The mirror assemblies (A and
B) consist each of a spherical inner part for plasma light and flat outer
parts used by an automatic mirror alignment laser system. The fourth
(spherical) mirror (D) focus’ the plasma light via a beam splitter onto 2
Czerny—Turner spectrometers (f=1m) equiped with light intensifiers and
linear array detectors (OMA). The laser alignment system is similar to the
system used on the LIDAR Thomson scattering diagnostic at JET.

The true imaging capabilities of the optics allow the extension to
spatially and spectrally resolved measurements by replacing the linear
array detectors with 2—dimensional systems. The critical feature of the
system is the alignment stability of its mirrors because of the combination
of long light path (30m) with small apertures (biological wall: 95mm, torus
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port: 22mm).
The étendue of the spectrometers (f/D=8.7) is matched to the optical

mirror link, and ray tracing confirms that over 907. of the rays between
entrance slit and its image in the plasma centre are maintained. The
mirrors are coated with UV—enhanced aluminum permitting spectroscopic
access to the atmospheric cut-off wavelength around 2000A. All components
of the diagnostic are remotely controllable, emphasising its tritium

compatibility.
An adapter which accommodates an input and/or output optical head to

the light path of the UV optical mirror link is inserted between torus port
and mirror A (Fig.1). The input optical head channels light of other
measurements (e.g. light emitted from the X-point target strike zone, or
from the future JET divertor chamber) to the roof laboratory. The output
optical head is presently used for the plasma core CX spectrometers (fibre
link).

Data analysis and preliminary results
First measurements with emphasis given to the UV wavelength range were
carried out during the last two weeks of 1990 operation. A UV—line survey
down to 2070.3; revealed several interesting results of which two are
presented:

The CX recombination line of carbon CVI (n=7 to 6) at 3435A (Fig. 3)
appears to have a reduced passive ’cold' component compared to the active
’hot’ CX component form the plasma centre. In addition, there is no
evidence of other strong impurity line activity in the spectral
neighbourhood. It appears therefore that during neutral beam injection
(NBI) the cold component at 3435A can be neglected, allowing — in principle
- a fast automatic analysis of the CX spectrum by a single Gaussian fit.
Since the S/N-ratio of the detectors can still be optimized, the time
resolution will be eventually limited by the 3ms detector readout time.

By comparison, the equivalent CVI line at 5290A (n=8 to 7). in the
visible spectral range , has usually a more pronounced cold component, and
moreover during JET discharges with plasma touching either the Be belt
limiter or the Be target plates in lower X—point configuration, a very
intense Bell line at 5270A may be a factor of 10 in intensity above the CV1
spectrum. The presence of the Bell line requires therefore a 3 Gaussian
fit, which implies more CPU time and larger statistical errors in the
analysis procedure.

In Fig.4 central ion temperatures (Ti) for an entire NBI phase are
calculated. The comparatuively larger noise on the Ti—trace deduced from the
visible CX line at 5290A (fibre link) shows that its sensitivity limit is
reached at a carbon concentration level of the order of nc/ne=0.2% In
contrast to this, the line at 3435A, with its significantly higher CX
cross——section promises detection levels below 0. 1 %

The intensity ratio of the two CX lines at 3435 and 5290A is found to
be 2.5, which is in reasonable agreement to the predicted values a‘(n=7 to
6)/cr(n=8 to 7)=2.3 [1].

r’The commonly used Hell [n=4 to 3) CX transition in the visible at
4685A superimposes on the BeIV (n=8 to 6] CX emission (Fig.5). The
extraction of the active CX helium emission (hot component) involves 10
Gaussians, of which 4 are superimposed on the He—line wavelength position
alone, thus creating large ambiguities even with interactive fit
procedures
The Hell (n=5 to 3) CK transition in the UV at 3202A permits an analysis
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with 3 Gaussians only. The BeIV (n=10 to 6) CX emission at 32025 is weaker
than expected and needs further investigation.
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Figure captions
Fig.1 Overall schematic view of the new optical mirror link diagnostic at
JET. Only mirrors A, B and the relay optics adapter are exposed to direct
neutron fluxes. Mirror C is hit by scattered neutrons only. The reduced
thickness of mirror C minimizes vertical secondary scatter into the roof
laboratory.
Fig.2 Schematic View of diagnostic equipment beyond the biological shield
in the roof laboratory.
Fig.3 CX CarbonVI spectrum in the UV, recorded with the optical mirror
link. a) Cold component from edge recycling without NBI. b) Hot and cold
components during NBI. Hot component from plasma centre fitted. Cold
component not fitted, but relative amplitude shown as dashed level.
Fig. 4 Comparison of Ti(CVI) deduced from the visible and UV CX lines.
Fig. 5 BeIV CX spectra at 4658A (n=6 to S) and 4685A (n=8 to 6) in the
visible wavelength range. The 4685A BeIV line coincides with the only HeIl
CX line accessible in the visible. The example is for a relatively high Be
concentration level n(Be)>>n(He). 3
Fig.6 HeliumII CX spectrum at 3202A (n=5 to 3). Similar to the visible
spectrum a Bell line is present in the neighbourhood. The corresponding
BeIV CX line (n=10 to 6) is supposed to be small but not completely
suppressed in comparison with the HeII lines.
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Abstract
Diagnostics to examine the lost a particle flux at JET during the D-T phase are

under development. A paSsive 3He collector probe has been tested during 3l-le N81
and RF heated discharges. 3He ions with energies of at least 100 keV have been
detected; their source is probably due to the metastable component of the 3He NBI.
A code has been developed to model the charged particle fluxes at the wall.

Introduction
3.56 MeV a-particles produced in D-T plasmas in JET are expected to be well

confined. However, processes such as sawteeth or oc-particlc driven instabilities may
cause the loss of some of these fast particles to the wall. Detection of these escaping
particles would provide useful information on the loss processes from the plasma,
but represents a considerable challenge at JET because of the 300°C vessel
temperature and the high neutron fluxes. Two approaches to measuring tit-particle
fluxes at the edge of the plasma are discussed here. The first is a time-resolved
method of measuring the prompt loss particles. The second is a time-integrated
method which gives the energy spectrum of the escaping alphas down to low
energies. To aid in the design and interpretation of these detectors, a code has been
developed to calculate the expected particle fluxes during D-T operation.

Charged particle flux calculations
The code calculates the flux of charged particles at a detector inside the JET

vacuum vessel. For computational simplicity the particles are calculated travelling
backwards in time from the surface ol‘ the detector, with the upper bound on the
line integral determined by the first intersection of the orbit with a material surface.
The following integral is evaluated

1 .4 4r:

Flux =!J (MI
41: 0 0

where A is the surface of the detector, 9 is the angle to the normal of the plane of
the detector made by the incident particle and S is the charged particle emissivity
at any point on the orbit [l]. The details of the geometry of the JET vessel and of
the detector under test are all explicitly included. The code assumes that the
charged particles are not slowed down or scattered between their birth points and

cos 6 1182] .S d!
0
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hitting the detector. This assumption is good' for prompt loss charged fusion
products where the slowing down time is typically several orders of magnitude
larger than the time taken to traverse the distance to the detector. However, for
lower energy particles, this assumption may become invalid. The code also assumes
that the particle source function has toroidal symmetry. The magnetic field
geometry is calculated directly from measurements made for a specific JET
discharge using the IDENTC code. Toroidal ripple effects are not normally included
but a simple ripple model has been used for preliminary investigations. However,
the fluxes appear not to be seriously affected unless a ripple much larger than that
normally found at JET is used.

Escaping alpha particle detector
The main problem with building a time resolved prompt loss a particle detector

at JET is the low flux of tit-particles compared with the high flux of neutrons. This
requires the use of a detector highly insensitive to neutrons and y-rays yet still
capable of accurately measuring low fluxes of Liz-particles. The most likely available
position for a prompt-loss a-particle detector is in a vertical port, where the
maximum detection efficiency for a 3MA, 2.9T plasma is typically l—S cm-z. For
a plasma with 1019 s1 D-T reactions, this implies a flux of 10” tit-particles em‘2 s-l,
equivalent to a 32 nA current. This is a lower limit for the current as nomelassical
particle loss mechanisms may greatly increase it. The current could be meastlred
by use of a Faraday cup detector. This forms the basis of the proposed escaping
a—particlc detector, shown in figure 1a.

The diagnostic will be mounted inside a vertical port in the shadow of X-point
dump plates and should be primarily sensitive to prompt-loss tit-particles. A test
version is expected to operate in the D-D phase of JET operations in order to show
the feasibility of the current detection in the electrically noisy environment of the
JET vacuum vessel.

Fast ion probe
lnitial measurements of helium ion collection used passive nickel samples

distributed poloidally on the vessel wall and exposed to @5000 discharges [2]. The
depth distribution of helium in the samples was obtained by sputter erosion and
mass spectrometer detection. A significant population of energetic helium ions with
energy> 1 keV was detected. To study the energy distribution under better defined
conditions, a series ofsamples were expOSed to one or more discharges in the probe
shown in fig. lb, using the JET Fast Transfer System [3] to position them near the
plasma edge. The collectors are distributed in slots at different angles to the
magnetic field in order to select ions of different Larmor radius. The energy
distribution of the helium ions incident on each sample is derived by a
deconvolution of the depth distribution [4].

Three classes of discharge will be discussed in this paper, labelled as
types l-lll. Type I discharges were primarily heated by D° NB]. The 4He fluence
at three different slots is shown in fig. 2a and it can be seen that the fluence at
slot 0 is much greater than at slot 1 or 2. The average energy of the 4He has been
measured to be less than 2 keV. Type II discharges were heated with 1He NBI
(2.5MW at 120 keV), D NBl (3MW at 80 keV) and 3He lCRH (6MW). Figure 2b
shows that the measured 3He fluence was much higher for slots i2 than for
slot 0. The derived energy distribution of the 3He ions in three slots is shown in
fig. 3 and a substantial high energy component to the 3He distribution is observed
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in slot 2. Type III discharges involved 3He ICRH but not 3He N81. The fluences
are found to be similar to those in type I discharges.

To simulate the results of the Fast Ion Probe (FIP), a detailed model of the
probe geometry and of the adjacent ICRH antennas were included in the code. The
results from the code are shown in figure 4, where the source function of 3He is
assumed to be isotropic with an emissivity of 102‘m4s‘ at all radii. The type I
discharge can be explained simply as a high density of 4Hc with low temperature,
since low energy “He ions have a small enough gyroradius that they cannot easily
enter slots :1 or i2. The magnitude of the signal implies an emissivity of order
1020 m-3s-1. The type II discharges cannot be so easily interpreted. The ratio of
slots i2 to slot 0 implies an anisotropic population of 3He, with few particles
having a pitch angle less than 45". This could be generated by the metastable
3He beam ions deposited near the edge on banana orbits [5]. This is supported by
the observation in type III discharges, which have no 3He NBI, that slot 2 has a
much lower fluence than slot 0. The results are also consistent with the observation
that no energetic deuterons have been detected during D° NBI [2]; this is as
expected since the metastable component of D° beams is negligibly small.

The flux of energetic 3He detected at the FIP in type II discharges implies an
emissivity of lZO m-3s—l at the edge. If this were uniformly distributed over the
wall it would imply a total energy loss of many MW. Since this is considerably
larger than the 0.25 MW expected to be lost by the 3H6 beams near the plasma
edge, we conclude that the 3He flux to the probe is enhanced by a process not
included in the model so far. Work is in progress to include large angle scattering
by nuclear processes and ripple effects as possible explanations of this effect. The
observed low flucnce in slot 0 in the type II discharges implies a density of thermal
3He near the edge approximately two orders of magnitude lower than the “He edge
density in the type I discharge. This could be explained by 3He being strongly
pumped by the beryllium limiters as the type I discharge was run during the carbon
limiter phase of JET, whereas the type II discharge occurred during the beryllium
limiter phase. - '

Conclusions
The development of diagnostics to study the escaping zit-particles from the JET

plasma during the D-T phase is underway. The prompt loss (at-particle detector has
been designed and should be constructed and tested in JET soon. The Fast Ion
Probe has been used in a number of discharges and has been shown to be effective
for detecting high energy particles in the edge region. The results have been
explained in a qualitative manner but more work needs to be done on the
quantitative comparison. Further measurements on a wider variety of discharges
should also be carried out. In particular, observation of discharges with 3He NBI
but no ICRH should be carried out in order to confirm that the source of the high
energy particles in type II discharges is the metastable component of3I-ie NBI.
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NEUTRON PRODUCTION DURING DEUTERIUM INJECTION INTO ASDEX

B. Bomba, ASDEX Team. NI Team. Max—Planck—Institut fiir Piasmaphysik.
EURATOM Association, D-BO4-6 Garching

Y. Feng. K. H‘ubner. B. Wolle. Institut fiir Angewandte Physik,
Universitat Heidelberg, D—6900 Heidelberg

I. Introduction
In this paper we discuss the behaviour of the neutron rate during deuterium

injection into a deuterium plasma for several confinement regimes, namely co—
injection, density limit discharges, and discharges with counter-injection. With
these results we are able to explain the ion temperature development in these
regimes. Finally, we present results from deuterium injection into a helium plasma.

II. Theoretical predictions
During deuterium injection into a deuterium plasma the total neutron rate Q is

the sum of the beam-beam neutron rate b, the beam-target neutron rate t and
the target—target neutron rate Q“, Here b consists of neutrons from reactions
between the injected deuterons, t is produced by the Maxwellian plasma and the
injected particles. and Qtt is the result of reactions between the Maxwellian

‘ deuterons.
For the plasma parameters in ASDEX. plasma current Jplasma S 4-60 kA.

toroidal magnetic field Bto S 2.3 T. injection power S 2.7 MW, injection energy
1'

Fig. i
Em} S 53 keV, central ion and electron temperatures TD(0) and Te(0) S 3 keV,
central electron density neIO) S 1.5101" cm‘a, the total neutron rate is dominated
by the beam—target neutron rate (t/Qtot 2 0.8). As illustrated in Fig. i. t is
directly determined by the injection. deuteron temperature TD and density nD,
electron temperature Te. and plasma geometry. whereas the electron density ne
has a more indirect effect, influencing the injection and the two temperatures.
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To express the radial variation ofa plasma parameter gir) it was defined as the
product of its central value g(0) and its profile function fa(r): glr) = g(0) t fgir).
Furthermore, we use the peaking factor of} = giO) /<g(r)>§— Vplama ffqir) dV,
where Vplasma is the plasma volume, qsBincreases with tapering profiles.

The calculations for this paper were done with our new NRFPS neutron rate
interpretation code. which takes a solution of the Fokker—Planck equation to
describe the velocity distribution function of the particles /i/. The following
discussions are based on a data bank of 246 injection profiles, calculated with the
FREYA code. depending on the electron density and injection energy.

Figures 2a and 2b show the influence of the electron density on the beam-
target neutron rate. With tapering ne profiles and new) kept constant, the
deposition profile also tapers, qD increases, and the central deposition D(0) rises.
The rise increases with decreasing central density. and so t increases with
rising q“e as shown in Fig. 2a. if we increase the central density for constant
profile. the deposition profile fD broadens and the central value D(0) decreases.

t [1013 11/5] t [1013 n/s]
0 I l l I I 1'0 l l l I

= 13 -30.8— ne(0) S 10 c% _ 0.3 r _

0.6— 1/ — 0.6 \‘ —
'— \\\\

_ 1’ ._ R _
0'4 new) = 9 1013 cm‘3 0'4
0.2l- — 0.2 — —

0-0 I I l l l 0.0 l l i l

0 l 2 3 0.0 0.2 0.4- 0.6 0.8 1.0
qn in5 (0) [10Mr cm'3]

e

Fig. 2a Fig. 2b
Thus t decreases with rising new) (Fig. 2b). The reasons for these kinds of
behaviours are the dependence of the ionisation length of the injected neutral
particles on the density and conservation of the number of injected particles. Other
parameters such as Shafranov shift. temperature and so on only slightly influence
the deposition in the parameter area discussed.

The beam—target neutron rate is proportional to the number of injected
particles, represented by the deposition profile. and proportional to the ratio of
the deuterium and electron densities, which are defined by Zx and la“. For all
our calculations we use Zx = 7 as an average for oxygen and carbon.

The electron density influences the temperatures too; it is new) ~ 1 / Teiol,
but the proportionality factor changes with the injection power and depends on
the confinement regimes.

Figures 3a and 3b show the influence of the temperature on the beam-target
neutron rate. Increasing Te(0) increases t. The rise depends on the ratio TD/Te.
the same profile being assumed (Fig. 3a). Of course. t decreases with tapering
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profiles if the central value is constant. But the decrease in the case of tapering
electron temperature profiles is higher than in the case of tapering ion temperature
profiles (Fig. 3b), since the total slowing-down time of the injected particles is
more influenced by impact with target-electrons than with target-ions.

Qbt [1014 n/s] t [1o13 n/s]
1.0 . . o .| l I l l l I

08* ‘ 1.5 — —
0.6— T‘lTe—2.(/), _ \(i-re

, I x" _ 1'0 — n;\ _

0.4— 1‘”n qT‘ kt“, / o 5— —0.2 - ”(fig/z” Tl/TE=10 —

0,0 V i L I I 0.0 I I 41 1 1
O 1 2T ( )[k :1? 0 l 2 3

0 eV Cl . q
Fig. 3a e Fig. 3b Te TI

III. Density limit
In density limit discharges new) rises during co—iniection, while q“e

keeps constant. Consequently, T910) decreases from 1 keV to 0.6 keV and
qTe does not change either. If the measured neutron rate Q(t) is plotted versus
PNmrTew) it "a/"e' it is found that the proportionality factor between Qit) and
this product depends on the time of the density development. In Fig. 4 the squares
represent the beginning, the crosses the middle, and the triangles the end of
injection. when the density limit is reached. The difference in the measured
neutron rate between the beginning and end is 50 X. From our model we get a
decrease of 50 ‘Z in the neutron rate owing to the rising densities and 25 Z owing
to the decrease in the electron temperature. Therefore, there must be an increase
in the TD/Te ratio. With our interpretation code we get TD = 1.2 keV [TD/Te = 1.2)
at the beginning of injection and TD = 0.84 keV (TD/Te = 1.4) at the end.

Q(t) [1013 n/s] Q(t) [10‘3 n/s]
2.0 , . . 2.0 . . .

I3tor = 1.9 T, JP]: 460 1m 13m = 2.2 T, JP, = 420 RA

1'5 F 5/; ‘1 1.5 i— /’E J

.- ,4 /’
4315'] (X! >— C' ”(I :t —11.0 f /"3{=.s 1 1.0 __./ c.

if a; ‘3 9’0 w- "0.5 e 3.4; — 0.5 — can“ —
xt‘ ‘2 A

0.0 A I I I 0.0 I I I
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

PNBeew) if nd/ne [MW keV] PNmieTeim * nd/ne [MW keV]

Fig. 4- Fig. 5
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IV. Counter—injection
As in density limit discharges. ne(0) rises during discharges with counter-

injection, from 61013 cm‘3 to 91013 cm‘a, and Te(0) decreases, from 0.9 keV to
0.6 keV. But the density profiles taper during the injection from qnem 1.6 to

qnez 2.1. Plotting the measured neutron rate versus nD/netPNBIi'TelO) (Fig. 5) ,
we again found a difference between Q(t) at the beginning of the injection (squares)

and at the end (triangles) (Fig. 5). The difference between the start and the end

is 30 %. One has to expect a decrease of 30 % due to the density rising and

peaking and 25 Z due the temperature decrease. Thus, their must again be an

increase in the I‘D/Te ratio. Results from the interpretation code give TD = 1.08 keV

(TD/Te = 1.2) at the beginning of injection and TD = 0.78 keV (TD/Te = 1.3) at

the end.

v. D°—>4He
For discharges of this type we cannot show the neutron rate as a function

of PNBI*TC(O)*"D/ne as for density limit discharges and countervinjection.
because the deuterium density nD is not known from Zeff measurements. The
bremsstrahlung spectrum is disturbed by spectral lines from the helium. So the
points will scatter around a rising line as in the Fig. 4- and 5.

On the other hand, this situation allows us to check our results from the
NRFPS code for the beam-beam neutron rate. When injection starts, there are only

neutrons from d-d reactions until the fast particles are thermalized. This period is
characterized by the energy relaxation time rw. For the plasma parameters of
discharge «52543 (ne(0] = 1.1 ~10 ‘4 cm'3, Te(0) = 0.3 keV, Em] = 50 keV) we get
1w = 8 ms. There is good agreement between the calculated beam-beam neutron
rate from NRFPS (b = 6.01011 11/5) and the measured neutron rate

(Q(t) = 52-1011 n/s).

VT. Comparison with 1+ and L‘mode
In /2/ we studied the neutron rate during the H- and L-modes. There Qlt)

is proportional to PNmrTEIOHnD/ne, but this does not depend on whether
Q(t) is measured at the beginning or end of injection. The ratio TD/Te is thus
constant. In density limit discharges with co-injection and discharges with
counter-injection Te(0) decreases because of the rising density. The rise also
broadens the deposition profile. But the decrease of the measured neutron rate
due to these two effects is smaller than the predicted one. Thus, there must be
an increase in TD/Te.

/1/ B.Wolle, B.Bomba, K.I-Iiibner. 17th Europ. Conf. on Control Fusion and Plasma
Physics, Amsterdam 1990, part IV, p. 1516

/2/ B.Bomba. K.Hiibner, J.Kucinski, S.Lutz, et a1.. 16th Europ. Conf. on Control

Fusion and Plasma Physics, Venice 1989. part IV, p. 1457
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OBSERVATION OF VELOCITY DEPENDENCE AND LINE-OF-SIGHT EFFECTS IN ION
TEMPERATURE AND TOROIDAL ROTATION VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS AT JET.

M.Danielsson, E.Kallne, K.—D.Zastrow, M.von Hellerman,+ W.Mandlt
H.Morsi+ and H.P.Summers+.

Department of Physics 1, Royal Institute of Technology, S 10044
Stockholm, Sweden
+ JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0X14 3EA, England

The goal of this work has been to improve the accuracy of the plasma
rotation velocity and ion temperature measurements based on spectro—
scopic techniques. It has been clear from previous comparison of data
from different diagnostic systems that the spread in data was too large
to be explained by statistics only ( see e.g.(1)). In this paper we
have studied in detail the different physical aspects of the spectro-
scopic measurements and as a result achieved a significantly improved
accuracy of the measurements for a large range of plasma parameters.

At JET the two Spectroscopic techniques used for ion temperature
and toroidal velocity measurements are based on high resolution x-ray
measurements from intrinsic medium 2 impurities (mainly Ni is used)
(2) and visible charge exchange spectroscopy using the neutral heating
beams and observing emission from low 2 impurities in the plasma
( e.g., Be, C and O) (3). Thus, the x—ray spectroscopy method is based
on interpreting data along a line-of-sight through the plasma and the
visible charge exchange spectroscopy is based on spatially resolved
observations along the neutral beam path through the plasma.

The radial dependence of the line-of—sight observations can be
extracted through modelling the observed spectrum using observed radial
profiles from e.g., electron temperature and density together with the
calculation of the x—ray Spectrum with proper line profiles taken into
account. As a result of this analysis method the central values for
ion temperature is obtained from the line width and the central
rotation velocity from the line shift in contrast to the average values
obtained directly from interpreting the line-of-sight data. The difference
between the central and the average values thus depends on several
plasma parameters such as electron temperature and density, profile
functions for the electron and ion distributionslhl. The dependence on
the different factors can only be obtained through a complete modelling
of the X-ray spectrum which takes into account all the atomic processes
producing the spectral lines and integrating each spectrum along the
line-oE-sight. The best fit modelled spectrum representing the observation
along the line-of~sight is achieved from an iterative procedure comparing
with the experimentally observed line—of-sight spectrum. Figs. 1a and 1b
show the result of the analysis for a specific JET pulse with a maximum
electron temperature of ca 7 keV. It is clear, that the accuracy of
the line-of-sight xpray measurements is considerably improved by the
analysis method which can also be extended to other spectroscopic line-
Of-sight observations. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the
analysis method gives not only consistent and considerably improved ion
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temperature and toroidal velocity data but also data on electron tempera—

ture(5) and Zeff of the plasma.
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Fig.1 Ion temperature (a) and toroidal velocity(b) profile from the

model fit compared to the profile and central chord value from
charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (— - —) and the average
values from the line—of—sight x—ray spectroscopy (‘ ).

For the charge exchange spectroscopy observations the velocity

dependence of the reaction cross section gives rise to an apparent
rotation velocity depending on the ion temperature. Fig.2 shows the
predicted apparent rotation velocity taking into account the geometry
of the JET spectroscopy set—up and the different energies in the neutral
beam(6). The predicted apparent rotation velocity has been experimentally
verified analysing the spectral data from the charge exchange spectroscopy

emission from carbon ions over a wide range of ion temperatures. The
agreement with the theoretically predicted dependence is good and shows
clearly that the effect will cause a systematic deviation of the toroidal
velocity data deduced from charge exchange spectroscopy.
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Fig.2 Apparent rotation frequency as a function of ion temperature
caused by the energy dependence of the charge exchange cross
section(‘) and compared to the experimentally obtained values(o).
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Spectroscopic observations from both the helium—like nickel x—ray
lines (w from Ni26+, 152 150 - 152p 1P1, is used since its effective
emission is largest for all nickel ionisation stages for electron
temperatures up to 11 keV) and for hydrogen~like carbon visible lines
(produced by the reaction D0 + C6++ D+ + C5+(n=8)+ c5+(n=7) + hv) have

been comparedfor a large number of JET pulses using several time slots
for each plasma pulse. The results are presented in Figs. 3 and 4.
It is clear that the effects of the improvement in the analysis methods
can be quite dramatic. The full analysis of the X-ray measurements has
furthermore considerably decreased the scattering of the data and reduced
the uncertainty in the central ion temperature values from 60% to 20%.

25 I I I l ./Ix
0 Ex ,Iraciad central ion tempsralure , ’

from xAray , I 1
.

20 — o Averaged Ion Iemperalure . / I —
A from x-ray / /a , -
ea ,’.. o ,

a 15 — , —c .x . I
9 . ,’53 I
E /
8_10— , _
E z
2 . , ’
c ,’ o
9 i , °,5 — 3 , _

,
I]

I,zo l I I
O 5 10 15 20 2S

iontemperaturemgwcme (keV)

Fig.3 Comparison of ion temperature values from charge exchange and x-ray
measurements before (0 ) and after (a) the full analysis method
has been applied to the x-ray data.
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T1(r) PROFILES FROM THE JET NEUTRON PROFILE MONITOR FOR OHMIC DISCHARGES
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ABSTRACT
A study has been made of the neutron emissivity, using the JET

neutron profile monitor, obtained for ohmically heated deuterium
' discharges. Both one—dimensional (1~D) best-fit inversion procedures and

2-D tomography have been used to deduce the radial profile of the
neutron emission from the line—integral data. The profiles of ion
temperature and ion thermal conductivity are then derived. The scaling
of the ion thermal conductivity with plasma current is found to be
opposite to that of neoclassical theory.
INTRODUCTION

The behaviour of the deuterium ions in a thermonuclear
deuterium—deuterium (D—D) plasma has been extensively studied at JET by
means of the neutron profile monitor [1]. This profile monitor consists
of nineteen collimated channels and detectors, ten horizontal and nine
vertical (eight are used). The measurement, after corrections for solid
angle, detector efficiency, neutron attenuation. neutron backseatter,
livetime and collimator scattering, gives the line—integrated neutron
emissivities from each channel. These can be inverted to obtain the
actual distribution of the neutron emissivity in the plasma.

In ohmic plasmas, the neutrons produced are due only to thermal
reactions. The ion temperature profile can then be inferred from the
neutron emissivity and deuteron density profiles, the latter obtained
separately from electron density and Zerr measurements. Ion temperature
profiles of ohmic discharges in JET are particularly useful for
transport studies because of the large plasma current range, and they
can then be used to deduce the ion thermal conductivity for comparison
with neoclassical theory.
DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

The ohmic discharges chosen were deuterium plasmas with high enough
neutron yields, for good statistics (> 10 neutrons except for 2 MA
plasmas, integrated over time), and Zefl‘< 4, to obtain a good estimate
of deuteron density. During each discharge, the integration times were
at least one second, with the neutron emissivity and the electron
density constant to within 20%. except for sawtooth oscillations.
Sawteeth were present in discharges with medium and high currents. Some

He minority ICRF heated discharges are also investigated, making a
total of 30.
NEUTRON EMISSIVITY PROFILES

The neutron profile monitor data are analysed in this paper
principally by means of the 1~D ORION code [2], with comparisons made
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with the 2—D NEUTOMO tomography code [3]. ORION uses a minimization
procedure that fits a neutron emissivity profile represented in a 1—D
functional form Sn(p)=So(p)(1'p ) n, where p=r/a, to the measured
line-integral channel data. Magnetic flux surfaces are assumed to have

constant emissivity. Fig. 1 shows the experimental neutron brightness

in bar chart form versus channel number in the 48 MA ohmic discharge

#15119, with data integrated from 9 to 14 s. The best fit from the
ORION code, where an=4.15 was found, is also plotted as circles. The
advantage of the parabolic (to the an power) form is that the profile
width of a wide range of discharges can be compared with one parameter.

Fits are also obtained with NEUTOMO which does not assume any
particular functional form of the emissivity. The 2—D NEUTOMO results
are then averaged into 1-D to compare with the ORION 1-D results; they
are shown as x’s in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the volume neutron emissivity
plotted versus normalized radius p, for #15119. For p>0.3, the results
are similar but diverge on axis. The discharge has large sawtooth
crashes, and the neutron emissivity profile, integrated over these
sawteeth, is a superposition of profiles before (peaked) and after
[flattened to hollow) the sawtooth crash. Even so, the an calculated by
ORION gives a good measure of the relative peaking of the discharges.
At low plasma current, the two codes give similar results near the axis.

In Fig. 3, the peaking factor can is plotted versus plasma current
for the ohmic discharges. Sawteeth are present at 3 MA and above. Also
shown is the can for deuterium plasmas with ICRF He minority heating,
where the results are somewhat more peaked. The trends clearly show
that the profiles broaden as the plasma current increases.
ION TEMPERATURE PROFILES

Once the neutron emissivity is available for a plasma with only
thermal D~D reactions, the ion temperature versus radius is determined
from S(p)=0.5n <0v>, where n is the deuteron density found from the
electron density profile and Zeff, and <0v> is the thermal D~D fusion
reactivity for neutron production. The resultant ion te erature
profiles are fairly well fitted by the function T(p)=T(O)(1—p )7. In
the ohmic discharges analyzed, the central ion temperatures are less
than 2.7 keV. The neutron emissivity is proportional to Tl , where
K > 4 in this range. For lCRF heated plasmas with higher temperatures,
K still exceeds 3. Therefore, even though there is some disagreement in
neutron emissivity on axis between the ORION and NEUTOMO calculations,
the ion temperature profile is still accurately determined and agrees
with independent neutron spectrometer measurements. For (errors) in the
neutron emissivity (15%), electron density (10%), and Zeff (30%), the
errors in ion temperature are 157° and 30% for Zerr of 2 and 4,
respectively. As is shown in Fig. 4, the ratio of central ion to
electron temperature is equal to about 2/3 and nearly constant over a
wide range of central electron density. ICRF heated plasmas in this
data sample reach higher densities than ohmic, and have a slightly
higher ratio, around 3/4.
ION THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

In the central and intermediate regions of an ohmically heated
plasma, the ion power balance in steady state should be dominated by
heat gain from the electrons and loss from ion thermal conductivity,
apart from the effects of sawteeth in the central region. By
integrating the electron-ion transfer power up to a radius p, and
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finding the ion temperature gradient dT/dp at each radius, the ion
thermal conductivity xi is calculated. The ORION and NEUTOMO
temperature profiles give similar results for 0.3<p<0.5, where they are
most reliable. since sawteeth are important for p<0.3 and, for p>0.6,

the effects of radiation, convection, and charge exchange may be more
important for the power balance. ICRF heating with He discharges is
not included in this analysis, since there is some direct ion heating
from the fast He ions.

The ion thermal conductivity x1 for each discharge is averaged over
the range O.3<p<0.5 and plotted as a function of plasma current in
Fig. 5. The range of x1 is from ~O.Sm /s to ~2.5m /s and x1 increases
with plasma current. The error bars can be as large as 100%. The
experimental scaling of xi therefore appears to be opposite to that of
neoclassical ion thermal conductivity [4] and, for individual
discharges, even with large error bars, the neoclassical value is always
exceeded. For the xi values averaged over O.3<p<0.5, the ratio to the
neoclassical value varies from over 2 at the lowest current to over 30
at the highest current.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

It is shown that neutron profile monitor data, using both 1—D and
2—D analysis methods, provides a measure of the thermal D—D neutron
emissivity during ohmic and ICRF He minority discharges which, in turn,
provides a reliable determination of the radial deuterium temperature
profiles. The neutron emissivities and the ion temperatures are found to
be much more peaked at the plasma centre for low current discharges than
at high current. The ratio of central ion to electron temperatures is
nearly constant over a wide range of densities. By means of a simple
local transport analysis, the ion thermal conductivity can be derived
from the deuterium temperature profile. The inferred xx for O.3<p<0.5,
is in the range 0.5 to 2.5 m /s and is higher than predicted by
neoclassical theory. The wide range of plasma current in JET
demonstrates the deviation from theory in ohmic discharges.
REFERENCES
[1] J M Adams et al, Proc. 16th EPS Conf. Venice (1989) lgfi I, 63.
[2] S W Conroy, Ph.D Thesis, Imperial College London, (1990)
[3] F B Marcus et al, Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion 3; (1991) 277
[4] C S Chang and F L Hinton, Phys. Fluids g2 (1986) 3314.
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Abstract
Ion temperature measurements are routinely made using neutron

spectrometry during different forms of additional heating. In this paper the
results are compared with those from other diagnostics. Estimates of the
deuterium concentration derived from neutron diagnostics are also presented.
The advantages of using of helium neutral beams for neutron diagnostics are
discussed.

1.Introduction
The neutron energy spectrum from a purely thermonuclear deuterium plasma

takes the form of a gaussian centred near 2.45MeV. The width (fwhm) of the
peak is related to the deuterium temperature (T1) according to the formula:

fwhm = a Tt/Z
where a is weakly dependent on ion temperature [1] and is approximately equal
to 82.5 when the ion temperature and fwhm are in keV. This ion temperature
measurement, when coupled with measurements of the total neutron yield, can be
used to provide an estimate of the deuterium ion concentration.

The use of additional heating can greatly affect the neutron energy
spectrum. Deuterium neutral—beam injection leads to predominantly beam-plasma
and, to a lesser extent, beam-beam reactions. The former results in a much
broader neutron spectrum [1] which limits the ability of neutron spectrometry
to determine the ion temperature. The use of an ‘inert’ beam species, such as
helium eliminates beam-plasma reactions. This provides the opportunity to
compare temperature measurements from neutron spectrometry and charge
exchange spectroscopy, which has not been previously possible. The neutron
spectrometers used at JET include a 3He ionisation chamber and a timeof—
flight spectrometer [2,3].

A high energy tail in the deuteron energy distribution, which can be
generated during RF heating, produces a broad neutron energy distribution
which does not obscure the 2.45MeV peak produced by the neutrons generated in
thermal fusion reactions, i.e. the fiuhm is still measurable. On the other
hand, the presence of beryllium in the plasma can lead to a gross distortion
of the neutron energy spectrum, and the width of the peak can no longer be
related to the temperature.

2. Neutron Spectra during NBI.
The neutron energy spectrum recorded during deuterium NBI is made up

primarily of two major components, the relatively narrow thermonuclear peak
and the broader beam—plasma distribution. The fractional plasma—plaSma yield
can be determined by fitting the sum of the two calculated spectra to the
measured spectrum using the relative areas and the ion temperature (i.e. the
width of the gaussian) as fitting parameters [2]. If the ion temperature is
already known this can, alternatively, be used as a constraint. With both ion
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temperature and the plasma~plasma fraction known, the deuterium concentration
can be determined even in the presence of a sizeable beam—plasma component[4].

When helium and deuterium beams are used simultaneously, the thermo—
nuclear fraction can be relatively large, which greatly simplifies the
measurement of the ion temperature from the neutron Spectrum. Measurements
using this technique are compared to those from charge exchange spectroscopy
in figure 1 and show good agreement. For all the disharges studied, the
plasma—plasma yield represented more than 50% of the total neutron yield.

3.Neutron Spectra during RF and RF/He-beam heating.
In the absence of deuterium NBI and at moderate levels of RF power per

particle the neutron spectrum is gaussian and the ion temperature can be
determined. At higher RF power levels, reactions between a high energy tail in
the ion energy distribution and the bulk plasma result in a low flat continuum
in the neutron spectrum; the 2.5MeV thermonuclear peak is superimposed on tap
of this. A comparison of ion temperature measurements firom neutron spectro-
metry and the x—ray crystal spectrometer [5] (fig. 2) yields good agreement.
This demonstrates that the fwhm of the gaussian peak can still be accurately
determined in the presence of a non—thermonuclear background and remains an
accurate measure of the temperature.

Neutron spectrometry has a limited time resolution because of the limited
count—rate capability of most spectrometers and the need for a certain minimum
number of counts. However, the high levels of thermonuclear emission produced
during combined He NBI and RF heating permits a spectrum to be accumulated in
500ms and, when combined with total neutron ield measurements, allows a
determination of the deuterium concentration (nag as a function of time (fig.
3). This is particularly important during He injection when 11d cannot be
determined from Zerr measurements, because the He concentration is not known,
Or from charge exchange spectroscopy since there is currently no appropriate
lineof—sight for the He injection box.

The presence of a high energy tail in the ion energy distribution can
lead to a distortion of the neutron spectrum due to neutron producing reac-
tions between the fast ions and beryllium when this is present as an impurity.
Reactions involving protons, deuterons, and 3He ions have been identified by
analysis of a—ray spectra collected simultaneously. The effect is most
pronounced during ‘monster sawteeth’. In figure 4 the electron temperature
traces for discharges 23261 and 23285 are shown as a function of time. During
discharge 23285 there are rapid sawteeth while in 23261 the sawteeth are
stabilised. The neutron spectrum from the first discharge retains the thermcr
nuclear peak while in the second the 2.45MeV peak is obscured almost totally
by neutrons produced in reactions with beryllium, although the RF power per
particle is the same in both discharges. The impurity accumulation in the
absence of sawteeth can be a serious problem.

4.Comparison of heating techniques
Neutron spectrometry has been applied to the regime of neutral beam

heating using helium beams. The advantages of this form of heating in terms of
neutron economy and reduced machine activation are discussed elsewhere [6] but
the relative efficiency of He NBI is demonstrated in figure 5. The ion
temperature, obtained from neutron spectrometry is plotted as a function of
total additional heating divided by the axial electron density. The
temperatures during pure deuterium beam heating, measured using the charge
exchange spectroscopy diagnostic since neutron spectrometry measurements are
less straight-forward during pure D NBI, are also included. It can be seen
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that the ion heating using He beams can be at least as effective as pure
deuterium beam heating. The effect of additional RF heating is unpredictable
but under optimised conditions substantial ion heating is possible.

5.Conclusions
Neutron spectrometry can be used to obtain a reliable measure of the ion

temperature during neutral beam heating provided the thermonuclear fraction is
sufficiently high (>50%) and during RF heating if the spectrum is not unduly
contaminated by reactions with impurities. These measurements, if combined
with the total neutron yield, can yield the deuterium concentration.

Helium NBI is as effective in heating the plasma as deuterium beams while
facilitating neutron diagnosis of the plasma by eliminating beam—plasma
reactions.

The ion temperature attainable with RF and He NBI are comparable to those
obtained with deuterium beam heating alone for similar levels of power per
particle.
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ON THE OPPORTUNITY TO MEASURE THE PLASMA ION

TEMPERATURE BY A PHOTOELEOTRON METHOD

Yu.V.Gott,V.A.Shurygin

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,

Moscow, USSR

A photoelectron method for measuring the ion

temperature, Ti’ based on a conversion of X—ray impurity

line (its width is determined by the Doppler effect) into a

photoelectron‘ one is proposedi in a given. paper. Such a

conversion occurs as a result of the photoeffect in

interaction of X—ray radiation quanta withr atoms of a

target—converter in a photoelectron spectrometer (PES). The

energy Ee of photoelectrons , produced in this process is

T

tilrelated with the energy of quanta by the known

relationship [1]:

E : E 7 E. — m , (1)

tn—shell oi’

the target atoms, w is the work function of the substance of
where E1 is the electron binding energy in the i

which the spectrometer is made. The proper width of a

photoelectron line emerging under an effect of monochromatic
Keray radiation and produced by photoelectrons outgoing from

a target without energy loss is practically equal to the

width of a corr sponding atomic level and for the K—shells
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with Z532 does not exceed 2 eV. Thus one can see that the

X»ray spectrum conversion into a photoelectron one occurs

with high precision. MEasurement of the photoelectron line

broadening related with the Doppler effect is possible only

in case, when the proper width of the used atomic target

level, AEi, and a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the

response function of the PBS energy analyser, AEA, satisfy

the condition

AEi’AEA ii AE7 ,

where

AEY : E7 ( Ti/(i.72 105 Aj))1/2, (3)

is the Doppler broadening of a plasma impurity line, A;j is

the atomic weight of an impurity ion, Ti is expressed in

keV. From (2) it follows that the accuracy of Ti—measurement

by the photoelectron unethcd, will depend, not only on the

Ti~magnitude and on the option of a suitable plasma impurity

line, but on the option of a target and on the resolving

power of the PESeenergy analyser.

Let us consider an opportunity to optimize the option

of a target and that of an energy analyser for PES. From (1)

one can see that the requirement to the resolving power of

an LD nergy analyzer can be essentially reduced, if one

chooses the target so that the binding energy in the

Kth—shell would be close to E in its magnitude. In this

case, the energy of the produced photoelectrons is reduced,

that "results in an increase in relative broadening of a

photoelectron line, AEe/Ee' So the necessary resolving power

of the PESeanalyzer ( RezEe/AEA, AEA a AEY’ EY—Ei>>m ) can

be estimated by relationship:

R = (ETeEi—@)/AEG x R (4)e 7 e iii/Ar.Y ,
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where R7 : E /AE is found from (3).
Let us consider' the resonance line Ni XXVIII (E , =

7.805 keV), widely used at present for determination of the

plasma ion temperature, as an example. The Doppler FWHM of

this line exceeds 5 eV at the plasma temperature T125 keV.
In this case it is suitable to use the target of cobalt, for

the atoms for the Kth—shell of which EK=7.7O9 keV, AEK21.45

eV [2]. From (2)—(4) one obtains EB x 100 eV, Re 2 30 ,
meanwhile for a traditional crystalline X—ray spectrometer

it is necessary to have R exceeding 103 in its magnitude.
From (1) one can see that the contribution into the

photoelectron spectrum production will be done by all the

shells at which Ei < ET + Q. As a result, along with the
photoelectron line one can expect the emergence of the
background related with the photoelectrons knocked—out from
the L— and. M~atomic shells andi loosing a part of their
initial energy’ in the process of their yield from the
target. One should reduced the efficiency of L~ and
M—photoelectron registration to reduce this background, e.g.
by reduction of a target thickness to 50—100 3 and/or by
using of appropriate filters in front of target.

The PES— registration efficiency with such a target and
with an energy analyzer having a rather high transmission (
m 1% ) at the resolving power equal 100 will be about 10—

electrons/quantum. At a high magnitude of the Xeray quanta

flux from the plasma of large facilities this deficiency of

the technique is not of great importance.
Thus one can use the PES with an energy analyzer

operating in the energy‘ range E8 < 1 keV with. the
resolving power equal 100 and with the transmission of about

1% for realization of a “photoelectron technique for
measuring an ion temperature exceeding 5 keV. The analyzers
with. such a resolving power are widely‘ used in various
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studies at present.
One of the advantages of such a technique for measuring

Ti is that it can be used under hard radiation conditions of

the reactor plasma, since the PES detector is located

outside the diagnostic channel, that allows one to realize

its effective radiation shield and to reduce the background

provided by neutrons and hard T—quanta.
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MEASUREMENT OF ION TEMPERATURE PROFILES IN THE TCA TOKAMAK
BY COLLECTIVE THOMSON SCATTERING

C.Nieswand, R.Behn, M.R,Siegrist, M.Dutch, B.Duval, A.Pietrzyk,
A.Pochelon

Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas
Association Euratom - Confederation Suisse
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne

1. Introduction
After many years of development in the field of plasma diagnostic

techniques, local ion temperature measurements in tokamak plasmas
are still rather difficult. Neutral particle analysis (NPA), e.g., although it
is a line integrated measurement, provides approximately the maximum
temperature along the line of sight. But the result is influenced by
Charge exchange cross—sections, the neutral particle distribution and,
with our system at TCA, by the H-D composition of the plasma.

It has been shown, that collective Thomson scattering in the far
infrared is capable of measuring ion temperatures in tokamak plasmas
with good spatial and temporal resolution [1]. Nevertheless, the result
depends on other plasma parameters which must be determined
simultaneously.

The collective Thomson scattering system on TCA has been modified
to allow measurements of the spatial ion temperature profile in the
central part of the plasma. The results are presented and compared with
NPA temperature profiles measured in similar TCA plasmas.

2. Experiment
The source for the collective Thomson scattering experiment is an

optically pumped D20 laser with 05—1 MW power within 1.5t at 778.47
GHZ. The beam is focussed vertically into the plasma and the scattering
volume of 3mm diameter is observed under nearly 900. The solid angle
of observation is about 4.3-10‘3 sr. This results in a scattered power of
the order of 10'19 W/Hz. A heterodyne detection system was developed
to obtain spectral resolution at such a low signal level. An optically
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pumped CW CD3CI laser at 782.17 GHz with ImW CW power serves as a
local oscillator and is focussed together with the scattered light onto a
Schottky barrier diode mixer. A 12 channel spectrometer analyzes the
difference frequency with 80 MHz resolution.

focussing mirror in the detection
optics (see fig.1). This allowed
observation of the profile from
the plasma centre to 2/3 of the
plasma radius. Of course the
scattering angle and the angle
between the scattered wave
vector kS and the magnetic field
B are different for each radial

Mirror position. The influence of the
Window latter can become very

. important when it approaches
:/ 900. In this particular case, the

spectrum is dominated by
structures induced by the
magnetic field. It was verified in
this experiment, that this angle
was always smaller than 870 so
that the influence of the
magnetic field was kept small.
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Fig.1: Scattering geometry
The position of the

scattering volume could be
changed by tilting the first

A radial profile was built up from a series of reproducible tokamak
discharges, and each temperature value in figure 2 is an average over 2
or 3 shots.

The evaluation of the spectra requires the knowledge of additional
plasma data. The electron temperature was provided by incoherent
Thomson scattering using a ruby laser. A q profile was derived from
these data, from which the angle between kS and B could be determined.
The electron density was measured by a 4 channel FIR interferometer.
The impurity concentrations were asumed to be uniform over the
plasma radius with 2% carbon, 1% oxygen and 0.2% iron, corresponding
to a Zeff of 2.5.

All measurements were performed in high density deuterium
discharges ( n0: 1020m‘3) to obtain acceptable signal to noise ratios.
Such discharges could be produced in TCA with high reproducibility by
hard gas puffing. The plasma current was kept constant while the
density was in the transient phase.
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In a series of comparable discharges the line of sight of the neutral
particle analyser was scanned vertically over the plasma minor radius.
Thus, we could compare Ti measurements from two different diagnostics

methods.

3.Results
Ti profiles measured by collective Thomson scattering and by

neutral particle analysis are shown in figure 2. The corresponding Tc
profile from ruby Thomson scattering is included. It has a central value
of about 750 eV and is clearly peaked. The data from the collective
Thomson scattering reveal a flat profile with a nearly constant Ti value
of about 400 eV in the observed part of the plasma and crosses the Te
profile at one half of the minor plasma radius. In the outer part of the
plasma Ti seems to be larger than To. This means, together with the facts
that the central temperatures are very different and the equipartition
time is very short (<10us), that the radial ion heat transport must be
very large. However, the NPA results show a significantly lower value of
about 300eV. It indicates, that Ti is not significantly larger than T6 in
the outer parts of the plasma, but both temperatures are equal at
r=100mm.

TiIeV The confidence
7Leo/fv interval for the ion

. temperature measured by
500- collective Thomson

- scattering was analyzed
500- with Monte Carlo

' T Ti‘Thomson) simulations and can reach
400: 1 about 12% for densities of
300_ u.. 1020m‘3 and for a single

. Ti (NBA) shot, if the 12 channels of
200-‘ the spectrometer are tuned

‘ to the optimum part of the
100 ‘ i ' l ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ‘ spectrum of the scattered20 40 so so 100120140 160180

r/mm
light [2].

For these calculations
. ’ uncertainties of 5% for ac,

Fig 2: Measured temperature profiles 10% for To 30% for the
in a high density plasma
during hard gas puffing,
l30ms after breakdown

impurity concentrations
and 10% for the magnitude
of the magnetic field were
assumed.
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Unfortunately, the number of spectral channels used had to be
reduced because stray light dominated the scattered light in the most
central spectral channels. The stray light became large during
measurements at outer radial positions, when the detector looked
directly on the metal wall of the tokamak vessel and not on the ceramic
viewing dump. This increases the uncertainty considerably. With only
11 channels the uncertainty grows up to 25% [2] and even exceeds this
value when less channels are used.

The statistical error for the NPA measurements was found to be
about 8%. The NPA might give systematically too low temperatures,
because the result is a weighted average over all temperatures along the
line of sight. The existence of hydrogen released from the wall imposes
another systematic error on the NPA measurement, because the system
is calibrated to deuterium.

Within these errorbars the results of both diagnostics are
comparable. The form of the profile in this region is flat in both cases.

The observation of peaked TC and flat Ti profiles is consistent with
results obtained in other tokamaks with comparable parameters [3,4,5].
It should be noted that our measurements refer to discharges with n]: 2
1-1020m‘3, whereas most of the results given in [3,4] have been obtained
at considerably lower central densities (2-5-1019m'3).

4. Conclusion
It was shown that the measurement of Ti profiles can be performed

by collective Thomson scattering. The results are consistent with NPA
measurements in the range of the errors of these diagnostics. It was
found that in high density TCA dischargesTi might be larger than Tc in
outer parts of the plasma . This implies a large radial ion heat transport.
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Introduction - The availability of high power (/13 400k”) min-wavelength
(mu/2n: 140014;) gyrotrons has given impulse to the development of collective
Thomson scattering (CTS) for ion velocity distribution diagnostics in tokamaks ft. 2/1
Here the results of a preliminary investigation on the feasibility of ion temperature
measurements by CTS in the high magnetic field tolzamak FTU (13,. ii 8 T) are re-
ported.

High signal—to-noise ratios (SNR) and receiver-noise limited performances are
more easily approachable in CTS in high field devices due to the high density and to
the favourable propagation condition mpr < on, < mm which implies that no electron
cyclotron radiation is emitted in the CTS bandwidth by a Maxwellian plasma.

in contrast, satisfying a condition which has been considered necessary /3/ for
feasibility of CTS, i.e. avoiding the modulations at the ion cyclotron frequency 1:1,,
which occur in the spectrum for fluctuation wavevcctors with It", < (nu/v7, (Io, 2 0) , r77,
being the ion thermal velocity, can be impratical in a medium temperature. high field
device, the angular range in which the modulations occur being wider than that
available at the narrow ports where the receiving antenna is to be aecomodated,

The possibility of resolving the modulations is considered here. stimulated by the
fact that. besides T, , a high spectral resolution CTS diagnostic would offer the possi-
bility of measuring the total magnetic field internal to the plasma.

SNR analysis - The scattered power and the SNR at the output of the n-th channel
of a coherent receiver can be written as

Pi”) : F431,]? Prrliprg Sill/i) S/VRIM = [FEM/i Pi”) + [)1V')]lri'Af(/illl2 (H

where 13,. is the incident power, l‘,, a polarization factor“ f}, a geometrical factor, 5:2)
the channel-integrated form factor, PK: TWA/a, t total noise power. T. the inte-
gration time, and AL), the bandwidth of the resolution channel.

Neglecting plasma effects. the polarization factor is l} = If >< (.9 x Enllz, the unit
vectors .i and (3,. referring to the line of sight and to the polarization direction of the
incident electric field, respectively. independently of the scattering angle 0, r, is max-
imized (l",. = l) by taking the incident and the scattered wave both in the ordinary
mode and by choosing a scattering geometry such that the scattering plane is parallel
to the poloidal plane. For vertical incidence this requires a toroidal angle between the
line of sight and the normal to the magnetic field Ill 2' 0”. ln FTU the useful angular
range at the port is ill 2 i 5“; avoiding the modulations requires a magnetic angle
r]: :: sin '(cos 0/2 sin t//) 2 13°, i.c. ill 2 IR“ for 0 = n/Z (see Fig. la ).

The geometrical factor writes l} = l", ASL/14, , i". being the scattering volume, AQr
the collection solid angle, and A, the cross-section of the incident beam. Coherent
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detection sets an upper limit to A0, through the limitation to 2,2. of the etendue. With
l/e-truneated Gaussian beam profiles, both the geometrical factor and spatial resol-
ution are optimized by taking the waists of the transmitting and the receiving antenna,
(Wflmm = (“mm r us. to be rninima. Preliminary antenna design shows that focusing
at w" = 2 cm is achievable 54/. The size and shape of l'}, hence spatial resolution. are
evaluated in terms of the ellipsoidal interference pattern formed by the incident and
the .so—ealled ’antenna' beam 15/. With w” = e mi and 0 : n/Z . the best spatial resol-
ution achievable in FTU is found to be :5, = i 5.5%; 1 resolution in [g space is
L5, S i '90.

For unmodulated spectra the channclAintegrated form factor can be simply written
as S": Stfi,2n_/,},.)Afi,‘,. where Stkfiaf) is the spectral density function and _f;.,. the
central frequency of the channel. To represent the average behaviour of the CTS
spectrum we refer to a ’standard’ channel, still of width Am . centered at a frequency
fl, such that .S‘(!S~tf§.{l=3(fi.0)/2 EST/2. From well known CTS formulas and ae-
counting for a scattering parameter 0. : 1/101”, ,2: 3 . /\' being the fluctuation
wavcnumber and zip, the Debye length. one finds Sn 7 rim/(2k r,,).

In conclusion. for the SNR in the standard channel we find

23.4”21ll3w,', '7};"1‘,."“| sin 0| It sin n/2r'a/‘lz (2)e‘n m r (:Ir
ssa : l.45xlt)_”Pfla
where xi", is the ion mass ratio and the units are If”: (“m ‘,sec ,lwl' and MHZ. To
quantify the SNR margins we also introduce a feasibility parameter given by

F : (SNR ),,,/(S/\7 R rm”, 2 to" GIVE)", (3)
where (SW/7)", is the SNR available in the standard channel in the most unfayourable
plasma conditions (11,. : (at m E um. Litmflm :, TM .mt : I) and (S'NR),,,,,, the
SNR required in the same channel (t.S‘/\lR),,,,,,:lt)) to have just SNR 2 l in the last
(fl-17H: 2%) Channel. The condition F?» i must hold for feasibility.

Optimized resolution bandwidth - The spectral resolution required in the measure-
ment. : : Af;,,//,\fl..,. where /_\_/‘i,,, is the total (finite) singleside bandwidth of the spec-
trum. can be evaluated with reference to the goodness of fit of the analytical spectral
function. For smooth (unmmlulated) spectra this in turn can be related to the number
of degrees of freedom. v : Nai 11,, 2 l . M being,I the number of data points and a,.
the number of independent parameters in the fitting function. A conservative choice
for the minimum number of active channels necessary to achieve the minimum re‘
quired f, in a single sideband measurement is Nt'") E Alf/"l : 11,, »l l N: (a . A n optimized
channel bandwidth is defined accordingly by taking

Afi'lt f [Aft/Ill7i'mi "' A/f'rU‘J/IVEJM)
(4)

where Afln,(7',,,,) is the total spectral bandwidth associated to 71”,, the minimum tem—
perature in the range of interest. and Affl" the ’forbidden’ bandwidth which has to be
excluded from the actual measurement for stray gyrotron-radiation and/or other rea-
sons. With reference to twice the Doppler shift associated to l'lW/Z of a hr‘laswellian
distribution we take Afw = [fl112)ln/7r]/\'t‘v;,. in explicit form

A/,',,,(T,) : |.45x|()27;"2/i;',4" "2 sin 0/2 ('5)m
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(sill/:Jv'r'l" rm). ln ll we have T, l + 5 trel': hence for (l , a]: and
i_ -: (tell em (/3 ~ Itt) 0H,?) \ve ohtain Ajm : Na + 1003 :l/Hv and
M}, : (tRRxltV ~ Alpha/Ari,» V with AM and Me, in ill/[7,.

Forbidden bandwidth , At the receiver input. may radiation at the gyrotron fre—
quency must he lower than the loeal-meillator (LO) power to avoid mixer damage
andfor generation of spuriou'; signalx‘. the total attenuation required therefore is
simply Li”- 2 L" + ll .\vhere I.“ and [to are the incident and the LO power in d R.
With I1: 100 Irtl‘ and avuming PH. *7 1 mil" then Li,” a Hit (HS. lf. hesider: e\'tern:il
rejection‘ notch filtering is used then /,M : LW -l— Lm. Partition iq not fully free, how»
ever. /\ minimum level of external rejection will he needed in all eases to ensure
proper attenuation of the noiSe-lilte out-of—line radiation emitted hy the gyrotron due
to itR limited Spectral purity, which cannot he filtered. 'l‘liifi minimum level can he
<hmvtt to he given by /_,t;j‘L~ (28 + LniLe lLt;"'l|)¢/B. where l.,,, evpreax'ei the
gyroltott qpcetral purity and Ltd” is the maximum scattered power in d B‘ at] = t). in
the whole plaama parameter range. in the FTU eax‘e Lt)?” : (LU 441MB. With the
raame Pt and PM as ahove and :muming L,,,,~ Itith/B we then ohtain L,,., L: (tot/B
and Lin 2t) (/13. which are aeeeptahlc performanee'i.

The attenuation handwidth of the notch filter <hould cover the whole handwidth
\panned hv the gyrotron due to its limited stability in fiequeney. Unaffeeted trans—
mixx‘ion will he possihle only out<ide about twice this handwidth. Reeipr‘oeally. for
any aceeptahle At}, a gyrotron stahility a2 good a< ant/g : l' 0.04% would he re—
qtriredt We then see that using a notch filter in a medium temperature tokamak like
FTlt will he quite prohlematie.

Achieving LN]: L: St) (/1? only hv external rejection will require installation of very
effieient radiation dumps. The required spectral purity. in eontrafit. will he relaxed
helow L”, : Hit) (/13. The effeetx of the iitterine of the gvrotron frequency should he
minimized in any eace hy frequeney tracking.I of the LO or hr the use of a homodyne
receiver: Further. hiehvfrequeney chopping of the gvrotron pulse and Synchronous
detection \‘ltt‘tlltl he used to avoid noi<e-lil<e fluctuation: in the low-frequency eon—
\'erted Virtual due to the variationx in tl e amplitude of the gyrotron output.

if no noleh filter i< used. (Vim will he determined h)‘ the comrdementary require—
ment< of molding the narrow ipeetral regionu vvhere: a) the Rpeetral purity of the
gvtotron in too low: h) rnieroturhulent scattering from the plafima edge is‘ too strong.
On tlieae ha<e< ac a conservative ehoiee we take Aft“. : ltttt MHz. in the t‘ottditionS
specified ahove. with Ari” Willi/Hz and Ni,“ : 6 in FTtt we get A1,}; ‘- tifi Ml];
Since with 1’3,‘-—. 7 T V/[L‘t -- tttmt ill/7’: (5.1.2 ill/1:) for a it (D) plaanrar All, ix KOCH to
he already ot' the order or helow the ion cvelotron frequenev.

Estimate of the SNR margins - In tilt! we ear. take ”ML Ixttlt‘i-m ‘ and
T,” ~- Stud": in the condition}; Specified ahove and With At), : tiS ill/1’1 lheretitre.
from L‘t|\. t2) and (3) we get FT 3.-’-l3,‘\'lll'P,-.T,'“‘5T;}' (It'tt'fieemll Further. with
I’M 100 + 40“ left and reali<tiea|lv taking r, 2 It) ‘s for the effeetive (ire. accounting
for the duty cycle of the high—frequency chopping of the gyrolron pulx‘e) irrterzratiorr
time‘ [‘7 H.084 v4 dfliolvltl1 TA“. Also eomidering the minarerroot dependence of
the SNR from Ail. wide marginx‘ are therefore Keen to he uvailahle for trade—oil of
RN R \\ith Spectral recolution up to total noiue temperatureu of a few hundreds’ eV.

While referred to the \tandrud channel and then implicitlv to smooth <peetra. the
t'eitllta nhove for the QNR \vill alqo hold for modulated <peetra lt/I '* IR"). provided
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they are referred to the amplitude of the peaks (spectral envelope). The simple
criterium adopted in order to estimate the minimum required number of active Chan.
nels (MM 2 6), and then spectral resolution, however. is readily understoml to be in-
adequate in the ease of rapidly varying spectral functions.

High spectral resolution CTS - lf TN = 330 el’ is taken as a conservative estimate for
the total noise temperature, and a reduction down to F: 2 ofthe feasibility parameter
is considered acceptable, yet with the lowest incident power level, P” : 100 k W, the
channel bandwidth can be narrowed down to Afih : 0.5 MHz . The use of such a very
narrow channel bandwidths should be possible if a homodyne receiver is used. Only
In groups of channels of a few units each and centered about 1 g INS m“, With
or“ = irrrtA/;D,/Af;h), would be actually needed for each of the two (H, D) plasma
compositions.

in the limiting case Afr}, = 0.5 MHz, the spectral resolution achieved with respect
to (1),, : Znfl, would be as good as Cm, = Af;h/fi.:t).5‘l/n (:l 9’0) for a H (D) plasma. Still
lower em, values would be required to infer the local (Off-axis) poloidal field compo
nent of the total field from the spacing between the modulation peaks. The Q”, esti-
mated above, however, should be good enough to allow a measurement of the
paramagnetic component /h/ of the toroidal field.

The detailed shape of the modulated spectra (see Fig. lb) being strongly depend-
cut on the magnetic angle (j) numerical integration in lo, up to the (Noam associated
to AQ. should be performed for reliable fitting of the data. In the T, measurements
(Alt-p)“ should be better treated as an additional fitting parameter. its value being not
known with the required accuracy. In the total-l3 measurements, in Contrast. this
same dependence could provide a means for inferring the direction of the total field
and then the amplitude of the (off-axis) poloidal field in the toroidal plane.
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lON TEMPERATURE, PROFILES DEDUCED FROM

DOPPLER BROADENING OF X»RAY LINES 1N ASDEX

CC. Chu. R. Nolte*, G. FulSmann, H.U. Fahrbach, W. Herrmann, E. Simmet, and

ASDEX-Teants

h'Iax—PltulckeIIlSI-ltut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, D8046 Garching, FRO

Abstract: In the present work, the evaluation of the ion-impurity temperatures TDOPP

deduced from the Doppler broadening in the soft X~ray range 1—10 A will be described.

Consistency Checks were made by comparing TDDpp obtained from He-like chlorine (Cl XVl)

resontutce line with those frotn Ar XVll and Cu XXVIII. The agreement of Tap at the.

plasma centre is within 5~l(l%. Comprehensive data of TDopp are compared with those

predicted by neoclassical ion—heat—transport calculations (Timo), t s well as those measured by

active and passive charge-exchange fluxes (Tim! ,Tipm). We find good agreement between

the radial profiles of TDUPP , Timo during the ohmtcally heated discharges. There is also

good agreement between TDOPP= Ti'flcl and Ti,pass at the palsma centra during the ohmically,

LH- and Nl—heated discharges, but TDopp radial profiles are stronger peaked than those of

Ti,act “I‘d TLpass-

Doppler-Broadening Evaluations: The 1s2 ISO — ls 2p 1P10 He—like chlorine (Cl XVI)

resonancevlindw) profile with wavelength M = 4.4442 A is measured by means of 3

Johann spectrometer equipped with a proportional counter of high spatial resolution. The

line of sight of the spectrometer can be inclined over a radial range from r : (l to 35 cm

(plasma radius a = 40 cm) frotn the plasma geometric axis, where r denotes the shortest

radius perpendicular to the line of sight. Since the ion temperature varies slowly in the

radiation range of the resonance line along the line of sight, the total Doppler broadening

integrated over the line of sight has an effectively Gaussian form. In order to take into

account the contributions from natural (Lorentziart), instrumental (quasi~Gaussian) and

Doppler (Gaussian) broadening, we apply the procedure suggested in Ref.[l], i.e. fitting a

Voigt function after performing a deconvolution of the measured profiles with the

instrumental profile. The ion temperature deduced from the Doppler broadening part of the

profile is obtained from the usual relation
2

TDD“, lkeV] =4.96 x 105 Am (Al) (1)
M

where A )c is half the l/erwidth and Am the relative atomic weight of the observed element.
Fig. 1 shows a typical fitted w-line (Cl XVI) profile during an ohmically heated discharge.

The line profile is fitted over the entire blue wing but only over half of the red wing, in order

to exclude asymmetry effects arising from the presence of unresolved dielectronic satellites (n
2 3). When a good signal—tomoise ratio is obtained in the observed line profile. the

uncertainty in TDOPP owing to fitting with the Voigt function is less than 3%. A further
uncertainty of 5% can be ascribed to a certain arbitrariness in the choice of the fitting rzutge on

the red wing. In the off-axis observation region, when the emissivity E of the resonance line
decreases rapidly, the low signal-to—noise ratio results in errors up to ~ 25%.
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For evaluating ion temperatures from eq.(l), a proper dispersion relation (A /channel
of the proportional counter) is required. This relation is obtained from suitably spaced Cl
XVI spectral lines having well known wavelengths. The deduced dispersion relation is
confirmed by wavelength analysis of the He-like Ar XVII and Cu XXVIH spectral lines.
An x-ray source with a Pd anode (lpd = 4.3767 A) was used for the determination of the
instrumental profile. A slit (120 pm x 12 mm) was positioned on the Rowland circle (R=l .5
m) of the Johann spectrometer, thus providing an X-ray image of the slit with unit
magnification onto the detector. Both the slit and proportioned counter were carefully aligned
so as to produce the narrowest possible instrumental profile. The measured instrumental
profile consisted of a Gaussian profile with an additional slight wing superposed [l]. The
full half-width of the instrumental profile Akin“ was determined to 6.45 x 10‘4 A, resulting in
an instrumental resolution of Ko/Akinslz 6771. It is important to note that over— or under-
estimation of the line wing in the convolution procedure could lead to an error of some i 5%
in the determination of temperature.

In the experiments, the brightness is given by the measured line emission integrated
over the line of sight. Expressed as an integration over the minor raduus r' it is given as a
function of?» and r by [2]

“UHAMI') ,mv (2){1? Am ') [t-(HZJ ”21'

a -

130., r} = i1” I £(r') e
1'

From the l1al£i/e—width of the measured spectrum of B at various radii, one obtains the ion
temperature Toma”, averaged over the line of sight. The emissivity 8(r') can be calculated
using a transport code (Zediffi, measured tie and Te profiles. We assume that the radial
profile of the local ion temperature can be written as :

T(I’lDopp = [T(0)Dopp ' T(a)Dopp ] [I ‘ lg) 2] (1 + T(a)D0pp (3)

The local ion temperature T(r)[)0pp has been obtained from T6390“, by optimizing tflhree
parameters T(O)D0pp, T(a)D0pp and or, so that th_ere is best agreement between T(r)Dopp
calculated from eq. (2) and the measured profile T(r)Dopp. The uncertaintyiinithe evaluation
of T(r)Dopp owing to the uncertainty in detennining the radial profil of T(r)Dopp and the
emissivity E is estimated to be less than ~ 10% at least for the core region (r S a/4).

Results: In Table l we present central ion temperatures deterimned from Doppler-
hroadening of different elements for ohmically and Lil—heated discharges. Note that in the
latter case the central electron temperature Te(0) ~ 6 keV exceeds TDopp(0) by a factor of about
6. The agreement between the Doppler—broadening measurements is better than 5% mid thus
quite satisfying. Although one must be aware that the temperature of the impurities may
principally differ from those of the background ions, it is etimated(using formulare given in
Ref [3]) that these differences should be less than ~5% under all conditions discussed in this
paper.
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Profiles of TDopp are compared with predictions by neoclassical ionvheat-trzuisport
calculations (Tango, assuming Xi = l x Xi,neocl) as well as those measured by active and
passive charge—exchange fluxes (Tim. , Ti,pass) in Fig. 2 for an ohinically heated discharge.
Generally. good agreement is obtained between the radial profiles of T(r)Dop and T(r)j,neo
during ohmic heating. In Fig. 2 the profiles of T(r)i'm and T(r)iypflss lie elow those of
111‘)a and TUteo‘ According to the current calibration of the charge-excharge fluxes.
however, the values of T(r)i,;m and T(r)i,p“ss should be increased by at least 5%.
Furthennore, there is an effect from halovpartieles which increases the neutral flux at low
energies and tends to reduce the evaluated T(r)iml values at the plasma centre. Fig. 2 Shows
that in the plasma centre, T(r)i,act values (marked with a triangle) using the fluxes at all
energies according to their statistical weight, are about 25% lower than those (marked with an
asterisk) evaluated at high energies only. Table 2 shows the comparison of the central
temperatures during ohmic heating for various values of Bt, lp, mi. In general, T(O)D0pp
agrees trite well with T(0)j‘fleo', in the case with B; = 2.17 T, 1p 2 420 kA, H; = 1.0 x
1019m‘- , however, T(0li,nco is about 30% higher than T(0)Dopp and T(O)jynu. The reason
for this inconsistency may be due to the fact that neoclassical calculations tend to become
more uncertain in the low ion density regime.

There is also good agreement between the central ion temperatures T((J)Dopp , Twliact
and T(0)i,pass during LH and NI—heatetl discharges (see Table 3); however, the TDopp radial
profiles show a more pronounced peaking than those of Ti£lfiand T(r)i,pags during the Ni-
heated discharge. Fig. 3 shows the profiles of T(r)Dopp. T(r)popp, T(l’)t,act and T(r)g,pags
during a NI—heated discharge. The deviations may be attributed to non~Maxwellian tails
contributing significantly to the signals in the neutral particle-charge exchange
mesasurements.

Summary: The experimental performance was checked by comparing the ion temperature
obtained from the resonance lines of different elements under the same operation conditions of
ASDEX. The agreement is within 5%. The error sources in the evaluation of TDQPP have
been discussed. Generally, 'I'(r)Dopp agrees well with T(r)iyfleo during ohmically heated
discharges. There is also good agreement between T(O)D(,pp, T(0)mcl and T(0)i.pass during
ohtnically, LH— and NI-heated discharges. In general the radial profiles of TDopp are tnore
peaked than those of Than and Ti.pass- Before interpreting these differences, a more accurate
calibrition of the active and passive chargevexchange diagnostic —being currently performed—
must be taken into account.
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Bl=117 T. 15320121. fi=4.2x10"’m~J
element M [A] T(0)Dupp lkCVl
c1 XVI 4.4442 0.75 t 0.06
AIXVH 3.9492 0.73 ‘1 0.09

01:2.79 7, 1P=420 RA. 73:1.“ 10‘9 m"
PL” = 1.2 M \V

clamcnr M [AI Hump? [REV]
CIXVI 4.4442 1.01 i 0.11

Cu xxvm 1.47766 0.98 r 0.10

Table l T(0)Dopp obtained from different
elements during ohmic and LH-heating.

LH: 352.73 T, lp=450 kA; N1: 853.17 T. IP:320 kA

[321

1]) a [1019 TlmDopp T(0)i.neo Tloliflci T(0)i,pnss
[RA] 11-1-31 [keVl [keV] ici [Rev]
420 0.93 0.56 0.7017) 0.54
230 2.3 0.711 0.78 O.6~0.72 0.64380 1.5 0.39 0.885 0.64~0.3 0.70220 2.94 0.64 0.61 0.75‘ 230 2.94 0.65 0.69

1 320 2.94 0.76 0.74 0.321 420 2.94 0.77 0.84
32 3.92 0.64 0.613(7) 0.75420 3.92 0.75 0.77 0.75320 4.9 0.53 0.59 0.59
420 "4.5; . 0.68 1 0.67 0.72 H
Table 2 Comparison of T;(0) for ohmica
heated discharges (Bt 22.17 T).

11y
n: [1.019 pLH TlulDopp T(0)i.flcl Twli.pas5 1

mma] [MW] [1.0V] [c7 [1101/1 T1r1' B1 7 7 17 T
1.ne 7 '"1.4 1.0 cu. 1.06 1.10 1.14 l 0 1p : 380 RA1.0 ca. 1.04 085 0.32 0.8 \\ "e = 23 V 1019 n1‘3—2.8 1.0 51:. 1.06 1.28 1.30 - ' '1.0 ca. 1.02 1.18 1.30 I?"4.2 0.3 cu. 0.33 1.26 1.25 0 5 L Jr
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$11019 PM 7101060,; T1011“. 7(0),,pm 02 + Doppler

I“‘31 WW] ikeVi ikeVi Dev] 0 pass. Charge-exchange
1.4 1.7 ca 2.80 2.5 A,* act. charge-exchange \3.1 1.7 co. 2.17 3.05 2.0 0 . 1 12.8 1.7 co. - 1.91 1.30 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

f L11 r [m]Table 3 Comparison of T110) 01' > » _ . ‘
11nd NI—heated discharges (L—modc). Fig.2 Radml profiles 0f TIMPPZ Timeos‘ Timct» and TLPQSS during ohmic heating.
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Fig.3 Radial profiles of TDUpp~ Tina, and
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STUDY OF PLASMA TURBULENCE IN THE TJ-I TOKAMAK
BY A SPECTROSCOPIC TECHNIQUE

B. Zurro and TH Team. Asociacién EURATOM/CIEMAT para Fusion. 13-28040 Madrid.
Spain

1, Introduction. To study the ion energy transport in tokamaks, reliable ion temperature

profiles must be obtained. However, rising a passive technique like the energy analysis of

charge-exchange neutrals well known difficulties have been encottntered in several devices,

attributed to convective ripple transport (1), (2) and (3) which deforms the ion energy

distribution tail from which the ion temperature is deduced. To avoid this problem in the TJAI

tokamak the impurity and proton temperature profiles have been measured simultaneously by

spectroscopic techniques. The results indicate that in addition to the thermal decoupling of
central impurity and proton temperatures already reported in Ref. (4), a similar effect is

observed at the plasma periphery. This effect, which is analyzed as if due to plasma

turbulence, may provide a passive and complementary method to obtain information on the

average fluctuating electric field in tokamaks.

In this paper, firstly, the experimental system and results of spatial resolved profiles of
impurities and protons temperatures are presented. Second, several plausible broadening
mechanisms which might be responsible for the observed effect are discussed, in particular the

level of turbulence to account for the difference between impurity and proton temperatures at

plasma periphery are deduced. Finally, strong and weak points of the interpretation are
discussed.

2, Experimental, This experiment has been carried out with ohmically heated discharges of
the TJ—I tokamak (R0 : 30 cm, a = 10 cm) operated with toroidal fields ranging from 0.8 to
1.5 T and a plasma current between 20 and 45 kA. The line averaged density was varied

between 0.5 and 3x10I3 cnr3. Proton and impurity temperature profiles have been measured

using a l m monochromator with an optical multichannel detector attached in its focal plane.

The line of sight can be scanned by a shot to shot technique. The impurity temperatures have

been deduced from the fttll width at half maximum (FVt’l-IM) of emission lilies belonging to

CV (2271 A), CV (5292 A) and CV (2781 A) after being corrected for the instrumental width.

The proton temperature has been obtained from HB emission coming from high energetic

neutrals (200-1000 eV), so avoiding the contribution of Frank-Condon neutral emission.

Typical resttlts of CV and 0V ion temperature profiles obtained in TJ-l are given in Fig. lta)
fora low density discharge (0.75x1013 cut-3). The flat profiles shown in in this figure, do not
seem to be an experimental artifact since, as shown in Fig. l (b), the 0V temperature measured
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along a fixed chord responds to variations in the electron plasma density.
This decreases with density is found for every bulk impurity ion. However, they are much

higher than the‘proton temperature, whose profiles for two densities (0.5 and 2x1013 cm‘3) are

shown in Fig.7.. Notice that proton behaviour with density is opposite to that of impurities, as

already reported in Ref. (4). CV emission peaks at the plasma center and CV emission at

around 5 cm. with both ions radiating in the plasma periphery at an intensity 5? times lower

than at their maxima.

300 ,,.I,, .1, 150 Lhy....,,....,,..
A ‘ r

A 4A i

I. A A A ‘ ~ A A Ibra(a'u')
‘ A . CV(2271 A) \Q ‘

zoo — « A100 ~ \ a \ +
A A > ‘
E _ 3 . \QQ .
V \
,_ o C 0v (2731 A) 3 _ \O~-__?_._—-’~>

100 ”Q Q (5 6 '- 50 f '-
T (9V)

..
.. (N

0 I l I l a l I l l 0 I I I x l I I I I I I l I I l I I . I

.10 .5 .2 2 5 10 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

CHORD RADIUS (CM) '1. (101 3 cm' 3)

Fig. l. (a) Typical profiles of CV and 0V apparent temperatures deduced from line integrated

line shape measurements in a poloidal scan. OV emission peaks in TJ-I at around 5 cm and

CV at the plasma center (BT = IT, Ip = 38 kA ); (b) Plot of CV apparent temperature (r = 6.5

cm) as a function of the line averaged electron density. Notice that this temperature decreases

on increasing the plasma density.

Regarding proton temperatures, deduced from spatial-resolved measurements of the H5 line

wings, no similar effect to that reported in other tokamaks when measured by the analysis of

the energy of charge-exchange neutrals has been observed. Although, we do find slightly

different temperatures from the red and blue wings, in Fig. 3 an averaged of both values is

plotted.

It must be mentioned that at high densities, not only the gap between proton and impurity

temperatures is reduced but also the impurity temperature profile exhibits, in some cases, a

"normal" shape but always with a higher temperature than protons at the plasma periphery.
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Fig.2 Plot of proton temperature deduced from Fig. 3. Plot of relative intensity fluctuations

H line wings at two different plasma densities. measured by the CV (2781 A) line.

he = 2x1013 cm'3 (upper curve) and he = 0.5xlO13 cm 3 (lower curve). Notice that, in

contrast with impurity behaviour, the higher the electron plasma density the higher the proton

temperature (central and peripheral).

3. Role of plasma turbulence on line broadening. Let us consider some possible

mechanisms contributing to line broadening. It has been shown, by numerical simulation, that

the Zeeman effect is not relevant for the transitions used and for the magnetic fields of TH

plasmas (By S 1.5 T). The slight additional broadening due to this splitting tends to be

counteracted by the chord integration effect which tends to give a lower temperature than the

hottest point of the chord. The high neutral concentration at the plasma periphery ( 109 « 1010

cm‘3) makes it possible that highly ionized drifting particles from the hotter core, undergo

charge-exchange recombination with neutrals, producing line radiation in lower ionization

stages. This effect does not seem to be relevant due to the quantum numbers of the transitions

used in this work, unless cascade population is important.

Microscopic fluctuations in plasma density (n) and electric field (E) have been observed 1n

tokamak plasmas These tields impose velocity fluctuations via ExB drifts, v=E/l3 In
connection with Doppler broadening of impurity lines these fluctuating velocities are of

particular interest because they are independent on mass and charge. It can be proved (5), that

the effect of the turbulence characterized by a temperature T, on the actual measured

temperature Tapp is given by, Tapp = Tk + mZ /mpT . Hence. one would deduce from

Doppler measurements a pseudo—temperature (Tapp) which is larger than the true temperature

(Tk), in particular for impurities due to their higher mass,

At least in one tokamak (6) high frequency electric fields of a few kV/cm have been invoked at

the plasma edge to explain the structure of hydrogenic lines observed under different
polarizations. It is not surprising that smaller fluctuating fields exist at the periphery ofthe
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TJ-l tokamak and even pass unperceived for Langmuir probes measurements with a reduced
bandwidth (S 100 kHz). If we consider the 0V data of Fig. 2 from this perspective. the
turbulence temperature and fluctuating electric field deduced from 0V and proton spatial-
resolved temperature data are given in Table I.

TABLE I. Deduced values of turbulence temperature and electric field (columns 4-5), for three
different plasma radii (first column) with proton and 0V temperatures given in columns 2-3.

rrcm) TpteV) Tov(6V) TteV) TEN/cm)

5 45 95 3.1 43
8 23 90 4. l 50

10 15 85 5. 8 59

The critical point to confirm this conjecture is that the values deduced along a peripheral chord
from several ions of different mass should give the same result of turbulent temperature. In
contrast, it is observed in TJ-I plasmas that for the same peripheral chords the higher the
ionization potential the higher the apparent ion temperature. Consequently, there seems to exist
a correlation between the maximum temperature reached by a particular ion and that at the
plasma periphery, which cannot be accounted for by the turbulence effect alone included in the
previous formula. The turbulence at the plasma periphery has been monitored measuring the
0V intensity fluctuations, the relative root mean square of these fluctuations is plotted as a
function of the chord radius in Fig. 4. Notice that it is higher for outer chords with a variation
similar to the electric field deduced from temperature data with the former method

W5. Spatial-resolved measurements of single impurity line broadening in this
tokamak are not compatible with an ion temperature profile decreasing towards the plasma
edge. Plasma turbulence at the periphery reasonably accounts for the effect, however different
electrostatic turbulence levels are deduced with distinct ions, which suggests that either
magnetic turbulence cannot be ignored in this analysis, or another unknown effect plays some
role. An anomalous ion heating, which was invoked to explain the central ion heating in this
tokamak (4), and which cannot be completely ruled out, does not seem effective at the plasma
periphery.
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SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF 3 FLUC'l'UATlNG PLASMA
PARAMETERS

A. Carlson L. Giannone, and the ASDEX Team—_—I

Max Planck Institute for Plasma Physics, Carching, Germany

Langmuir triple probes can provide simultaneous measurements of no, Ty, and
VI" with good temporal and spatial resolution, and therefore are especially suited to

detailed investigations of plasma turbulence in the scrape—off—tayer. Unfortunately,

the finite tip separation coupled with the fluctuating gradients prevents a simple
interpretation of the results. We have developed a method using, essentially, two or
more triple probes, which allows a good estimate of the three plasma parameters and
their spatial derivatives at each point of time (assuming tip separation is much less
than correlation length and dimensionless fluctuation levels are much less than
unity). In particular, we can unambiguously measure the temperature fluctuations
and the turbulent particle and heat flux.

1. The multiple triple—probe technique
Measurements were made in the ASDEX scrape-off—layer, 2-3 cm outside the

separatrix in the mid-plane, using a 16-tip linear array with 0.3 cm tip separation.
The portion of the array relevant here is sketched in Fig. l. The arrangement is
essentially four triple probes side by side, with the difference that, for experimental
convenience, a single power supply is used for all four biased probe pairs. The
quantities measured are the potential Vfl on the four floating tips, the ion saturation
current [5,” on the four negatively biased tips, the current 1+ on the four positively
biased tips, and the potential V+ on these tips. We do not use any of the data from
the last four tips because the power spectrum of the signal from tip 12, for unknown
reasons, has a different shape than those of the other three positive tips. We use
measurements from all the remaining 8 tips, although the same information can in
principle be obtained using as few as five tips.

4 5 (1 7 R 9 10 ll 12 l3 14 15

. x
V V V V T

' 1 —%+I ' l l
Fig. 1. Schematic circuit of the Langmuir probe array.
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To account for small differences in the areas of the tips, the currents are
normalized to each other so that the magnitudes of their time averages are all equal:

<Isar(x6)> = <Isat(x9)> = <I+(X5)> = <I+(xa)>, (1)
where < > represents an average over all time points and we have chosen the senses
of the currents so that they are all normally positive.

We need to estimate the values of all three triple probe parameters at a single
point. Ifp represents any of Vfl, I5“, and 1+, measured at positions .r1 and x2, then
the value at x (with x1<x<x2) is approximated by linear interpolation to be

[T1700 = (:22_x]]frp(xi) +(:2_:1—1]frp(t2) (2)
For the results presented here, we reduce all measurements to positions 6 and 9
shown in Fig. 1.

Standard triple probe theory assumes that all three tips see the same plasma,
and that the positive tip carries the negative of the ion saturation current. We can
make neither assumption, but the formula for the temperature can be modified in a
straight-forward way to read

(V+ - Vg )
Ta = ln( 1 + 1415”: )' (3)

with temperature measured in Volts. Since this function is poorly defined if either 1+
or Is,” is too small, we do not calculate the plasma parameters if either current differs
from the mean by more than 1.5 standard deviations. This criterion eliminates about
35-40% of the time points. The density and plasma potential are calculated using the
usual formulas:

2 m- 1“e: [ . it sat (4)WA if
in‘v,,, = V]; +[os 1r{‘)] T, . (5)

7c me
There is a good deal of controversy over the exact values to be used for the constants
in (4) and (5). A different choice should not affect our qualitative conclusions, but
the quantitative results, e.g. the magnitude of the turbulent particle flux, could be
significantly changed. To avoid biasing the statistics with even a small number of
unrealistically large values of the density, we also institute a lower bound of 3 eV on
the temperature (the mean is 12 eV), but this needs to be applied to very few points.

We use formulas (3) through (5) to calculate the plasma parameters TE, 11,», and
Vl’l' at positions 6 and 9. The fluctuation amplitudes of these signals is found to be
slightly different for the two positions (20% for the density). Since the present
analysis is only meaningful if the fluctuations are spatially homogeneous, we adjust
the amplitudes to be equal at positions 6 and 9:

<fpl(x6)2> = <fpl(1'9)2>r (8)

where flu is any of (Tc-<TE>) (”p <rrp>), 311d (V;21' <Vpl>l
Finally, for each plasma parameter fp], we define a mean fluctuation and a

fluctuation gradient at x=(x6+X9)/2:
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_ ) ( 'm = more $125119), (9)

fpf= fgnxsg-fgnxet (10)
. 9-x6

We have now calculated six fluctuating plasma quantities (counting the gradients) at
a single position. Any of these quantities can be meaningfully multiplied with any
other and the time average considered, resulting in 21 quadratic mean products. We
consider in turn the products of two spatially-constant terms, the products of two
gradient terms, and finally mixed products, using data from ASDEX discharge 33473.

2. The mean products of the spatially constant terms
The first three products are just the rms fluctuation levels, which can be

normalized as appropriate to the mean density or the mean temperature:

xl<7§2> / <ne>= 0.27, (11)

V<T_e2> / <Tg>= 0.48, (12)

\/<1T,,,2>/ <Tc>= 1.34. (13)
The density fluctuation level is similar to that calculated using less elaborate
methods. The level of temperature fluctuations is seen to be fairly large, which
invalidates the many methods that neglect them. The normalized potential
fluctuation level is even greater than unity. This is a consequence of the large
temperature and moderate floating potential fluctuation levels. Since the scrape-off-
layer is in contact with a material surface, it is reasonable to expect that the physics
of the turbulence limits the floating potential, rather than the plasma potential.
However, it is still the plasma potential that drives turbulent transport.

There are three mean cross products:

<fi2 'r:>/ V <EQ><T£> = -O.66, (14)
<T-,. V—,,>/ \/<T72><v',,12>= 0.99, (15)
<V_p171£>/ \l <VEF><ITE>= -0.63. (16)

We see that temperature and plasma potential are perfectly correlated, and that the
correlation of density with temperature equals that of density with potential, again
suggesting that the temperature drives the potential. The values -O.66 and -0.63
could indicate a lac of coherence or simply a phase shift.

3. The mean products of the gradient terms
The squares of the gradients can be used to define a mean wavenumber for

each plasma parameter:

k" = \/ <ne’2> / <E2> = 1.14 cm-I, (17)

' kT= '\/ <TE'2>/ <T?> = 0.68 cm-1 , (18)
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Irv: \/ <V,,1’2>/<V—P12> = 0.68 cm’1 . (19)
We see that the density fluctuations have more power at shorter wavelengths.

The gradient cross terms indicate the mean wavenumber of the parts of the
spectrum which overlap and are coherent:

knT: ’V (”B’TC’) / <E "T:> = 0.52 cm-l , (20)

kTV = V <Te,VpI ’> / <T—C V131> = 0'67 cm—l ’ (2])

kVn = \’ <Vpl,716’> / <17} E> : 0.43 cm—l . (22)
The fact that these wavenumbers are smaller than those for the self products
suggests a greater coherence between density and temperature/potential for long
wavelengths.

4. The mean products of one gradient and one constant term
Of the quadratic mean products with exactly one gradient, three will vanish

because of the normalization (8):

<Eng>=<fin’>=<v_pyvpi’>=o. (23)
The remaining six products can be grouped into pairs which should be equal and
opposite if the turbulence is homogeneous. We give the results (without
normalization, in units of 1019 m“3 V/m and VZ/m) here:

<37"; > = - 0.58 <ne’T; > = 3.52 (24)
<TT. vpl’ > = 32.6 <T,’ i7,,‘,> = — 27.1 <25)
<17,” 716' > = 6.81 <v,,,’ E > = — 0.01 (26)

The two.members of each pair indeed have opposite signs but not nearly equal

magnitudes. This can be traced back to the fact that <13 T> is not equal at x5 and

X9, even though <fi2> and (T2> are. This may be a problem related to violation

of the assumptions of small separation (kn(xg~X5):l.0) and small fluctuation levels

(STE/TFO'S), or to our method of dealing with small currents (eliminating a third of
the measurements). On the other hand, the probe head may actually be perturbing
the turbulence in a way that is different for different regions of the array.

In conclusion, the additional information available from many tips can be self-
consistently used to determine the levels and correlations of density, temperature,
and potential fluctuations. The temperature fluctuations are found to be large
enough to dominate the potential fluctuations. The redundancy of information
provides a means of cross checking the measured particle and energy fluxes.
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PULSED RADAR; A PROMISE FOR FUTURE DENSITY PROFILE MEASUREMENTS
0N THERMONUCLEAR PLASMAS

SH, Heiinen, C.A.J. Hugenholtz, and P. Pavlo*

FOM—lnstituut voor Plasmafysica "RllNHUIZEN", Nieuwegein, The Netherlands
* CSAV Institute of Plasma Physics, Prague, Czechoslovakia

Introduction

The usage of pulsed radar techniques for density measurements has become possible
due to the progress in technology that enabled the transmission of very short (S 1 ns) pulses
and accurate enough measurements of the time of flight in the us range. There are some striking
advantages of pulsed radar [1,2] above the "classical" swept frequency reflectometry:
o the movement of the plasma position can be neglected during the flight time of the pulse in

the plasma,
0 the influence of false reflections will not effect the measurement in pulsed radar because the

echoes fall in non—interesting time windows,
a the frequency accuracy and stability of the source is not important
The difficulty of pulsed radar is the very fast time measurement needed to obtain the desired
accuracy.

A first attempt of pulsed radar, at a frequency of 34 GHz, has been performed at the
RTP tokamak. The measured time delays, using a Gaussian shaped pulse of 1.5 ns width, are
in good agreement with expected values.

A numerical analysis is performed to study which additional information can be obtained
when besides the time-of—flight, the modification of the rf pulse shape by the plasma is
recorded. Calculations are made for the RTP-tokamak with Gaussian shaped pulses and in
WKB approximation.

Pulsed radar set-up at the RTP tokamak

A block diagram of the preliminary pulsed radar set-up is given in Fig. 1. About 100
mW of microwave power, at a frequency of 34 GHz, is supplied to an amplitude modulator
which is pulsed by a pulse generator with 1 ns rise and fall times. The modulator consists of a
hybrid Tee, two attenuators for balancing, and two detectors (1N53). The generated microwave
pulses are about 1.5 ns wide, measured at half height, with a repetition time of 20 ns. The
microwave pulses are fed through a low-pass filter (Flann waffle iron) to protect the modulator
and the Gum-oscillator for the gyratron power (200 kW at 60 GHz) used for ECRH
experiments at RTP. The power of the gyratron measured at the radar antenna is about 50 W if
no plasma is present and falls to less than a Watt with plasma. The pulse reflected from the
plasma is coupled out with a directional coupler, passed through a second low-pass filter, and
fed to a biased detector (1N26). The amplified detector signal is recorded with a 20 GHz
sampling oscilloscope (Tektronix CSA 803).
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Fig. 1. Pulsed radar set-up at the RTP tokamak.

Measurements at the RT? tokamak

A gate generator (Fig. 1), with a tuneable pulse width, selectable pulse repetition time
and number ofpulses, controls the measurement. This generator gates a second pulse generator
which makes the modulation pulses. The synchronous output triggers the sampling oscilloscope
which samples with a frequency of 200 kHz in sequential equivalent time. This means that for
each trigger one data point is recorded and that each data point is delayed a few ps more in
regard to the trigger time than the foregoing data point. During each gate pulse of 500 us, 100
data points are recorded. This gives a wide enough time window for one pulse delay
measurement. Figure 2 shows nine successive measurements, which are performed at a
repetition time of 10 ms. The density of the RTP plasma increases from zero to flat top
(nc ~ 6.1019 m‘3) in about 50 ms. The first echo in each time window originates from the
vacuum window. In the first time window (0 ms) a echo from the far wall of the torus can be
seen. This echo disappears in the second and third window due to refraction. Echoes from the
plasma appear 'in the following time windows. The recorded data is filtered with a time response
of 1.10'9 ns because of the rather high noise (~ 2 mV) of the 20 GHz sampling oscilloscope.

An improved waveguide system will give a better S/N ratio. A major improvement
would be a heterodyne detection system. As the amplitude modulation is not 100% there is still
some background power which gives some interference as can be seen in Fig. 2. This can be
improved when an up-convertor is used. The up-convertor makes it also possible to produce
shorter pulses (e.g. 500 ps). An other solution for the interference is the use of two antennae.
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The reflected radar pulse is recorder in ~50 us with the present sampling oscilloscope. For more
accurate measurements the sampling oscilloscope should be replaced by a real-time data
recording system.

time of measurement (ms)
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Fig. 2. Pulsed radar measurement at R’I‘P. Arrows indicate the pulse reflected by the plasma.

Numerical nnalys's

For waves emitted perpendicular to the toroidal magnetic field lines and with the electric
field vector parallel to the magnetic field (O-tnode). the phase shift at the point of reflection is
given by [3] :

To“)lay—twig.
Here, f is the plasma frequency (f~ 8. 979 \lnc(r) ), c is the speed of light, and rC is the point
of reflection where fp equals f. Already In 1961, Budden [3] showed that the time—of--flight for
a pulse reflecting at applasma density layer is given by.

_L-- 27cMP),

where ¢'(F) is the first derivative of the phase change taken at the operating frequency. For the
pulsed radar experiment we use Gaussian shaped pulses. When third and higher order
derivatives of the phase change are neglected, it can be proven that the pulse remains Gaussian
shaped after reflection, but now with a width given by:

1+21:12 ¢"(F)
+2[ 152W[ J2 ,

wr=wt
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where W, is the pulse width of the transmitted pulse, Wr is the pulse width of the reflected
pulse and ¢‘7(F) is the second derivative of the phase change taken at the operating frequency.
Taking the density profile as:

%(%J=ne<°)[1-(%J“JB 1
the time-of-flight and the pulse width can be calculated. In Fig. 3 this is shown for the RTP
tokamak for a variety of profile parameters (call), a pulse width W1 of 0.3 us, at a frequency of
34 GHz. When the same calculations are done for pulses of 1 ns, broadening is in the order of
only 0.5%..It is clear from Fig. 3 that the time-of—flight as well as the broadening should be
measured to find the position of the reflecting layer.
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Fig. 3. Time-of—flight and pulse width calculations for the RT? tokamak (Xe = rc / a ).
Parameters: pulse width 0.3 ns, central density 3.1019 m‘3, radar frequency 34 GHz.

Conclusion

It is proven that pulsed radar can work even at a small (minor radius 0.17 m) tokamak.
The system must be improved for more accurate measurements. This is possible by increasing
the S/N ratio, shorten the pulse length, and improving the data recording system. It has been
shown that even on a small tokamak like RTP, pulse width broadening can be observed when a
pulse width of S 500 ps is used.
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Two point radial correlation reflectometry has been used on TJ-I Tokamak and ATP
Stellarator, to extend deeper in the plasma bulk the successful studies on electrostatic edge
turbulence already performed by Langmuir probes (1, 2).

The use of broadband homodyne systems allows access to a larger range of radial posi«
tions but imposes some constraints on the ability of reflectometry to determine correlation
lengths and the k-spectrum of the density fluctuations: c054) and not directly the phase delay
a is measured.

Different techniques are used to overcome the ambiguities introduced by the homodyne
measurement: slow frequency sweeping for TH and dual sine/cosine detection with fringe
counting algorithms for ATP.

Coherence measurements on TJ-I

A broadband reflectometer (33-50 GHz X and 0 mode) is in operation in TJ-I (R=.3m,
a=.lm, BO<1.5 T). For radial coherence studies the system uses two oscillators feeding a
common launching—receiving antenna. Homodyne detection is used in both channels.

The method of slow frequency sweeping for coherence studies has been already intro-
duced (3) : one oscillator remains at fixed frequency f1 and the second one makes a slow fre-
quency sweeping around fl. The coherence is then evaluated in a dynamic process.
Simulations showed how the coherence measured by this method had maximum and mini-
mum values as the differential phase delay between both reflectometers increased, the maxi-
ma being the best approach to the real coherence values for the density perturbation.

In this paper first plasma experiments using the method in Tl-I are reported: Fig 1
shows the coherence between the direct signals from both detectors obtained with X-mode
operation of the reflectometer.The coherence shows well defined maxima and minima as the
frequency difference Af between both oscillators increases. The apparent coherence for Af=0
is not close to l in this experiment , this is because the coherence for Af=0 depends on the
difference between the phase delays of both reflectometers.

The coherence length can be extracted by extrapolating the trend shown by the maxima
in fig 1. For this experiment, assuming parabolic profile for the density (n0=l.5x1013 cm‘3),
the coherence length is about 2 mm for the radial position r/a=0.8.

One of the main concerns in this experiment was the short density plateau in TJ-I (typi-
cally <10ms) which leads to a relatively fast sweeping rate. This makes the statistics to be
come poorer. As the experimental results show, a suitable choice of the delay paths and the
extension of the frequency sweeping (which determine the number of fringes in the phase )
can bring a good enough statistics to determine the correlation lengths.
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That analysis can be performed for different frequency windows , leading to a determi-
nation of the chair) function, as the inverse of the radial correlation length for the given fre-
quency interval, studies in this direction are in progress.

The detemrination of the S(kr,o)) function, on the other hand, seems to be difficult due

to the short statistics, this should not be a problem in larger machines with a longer density
plateau (>50 ms).

An interesting additional result is the information on the differential phase delay: do/df
during the frequency sweeping: the number of “coherence fringes" per frequency interval in
fig 1 must be twice that of the “profile fringes" which determine d¢ldf. Thus the density pro-
file information, which is in many cases disturbed by the density fluctuations, can be ob-
tained trough coherence measurements. Also the effect of parasitic references in single anten-
na reflectometers is removed since the correlation between both channels is not affected by
fixed additional references as far as they are well below the main one.

All thosepossibilities make the method strongly attractive for self-consistent coherence
studies, taking in a single shot the complete coherence information and that of the local den-
sity gradient, which is necessary for the estimation of the distance between the reflecting
points. Studies are on the way to confirm those applications under different plasma condi-
tions.

Following the same pattern, fixed frequency experiments can be performed by taking
for the analysis the points for which the coherence is maximum. Then with a better statistics
the spectral density S(kr,(u) (see fig. 2) and the spectral width ohm) functions for radial k

can be obtained (4).

Coherence measurements on ATF

The ATF ( 1:2, lZ-field-period torsatron, R=2.1m, 3: 0.27 m B0< 2 T) reflectometer

operates two frequencies simultaneously with the same antenna system. Two tunable micro~
wave sources allow continuous operation between 30 and 40 GHz. Different antennas are
used to launch and receive the beam (5).

The receiving system uses a dual sine-cosine homodyne detection for each channel. A
fringe counting algorithm has been developed for extracting the phase delays from the sine-
cosine signals. This fringe counting procedure has some noise at low frequencies (<15 kHz)
due to phase jumps.

The radial correlation analysis is performed with the temporal phase evolution from
both channels,.by using the two point correlation technique (6). The spectral density function
S(kr,(u) obtained with this method is presented in fig.3. As we can see the mean kr is close to
zero, having the spectral density also a maximum for the low k values.

From the spectral density function the radial k-width: ohm) can be deter-mined. Fig. 4
shows Okr and the power spectra for a typical ECH discharge on ATF, the reflecting point
position being r/a = 0.8. The data below 15 kHz are removed due to the difficulties in the
fringe counting. An increase in (Ikr (decrease of the correlation length) is observed when 0)
increases, in agreement with the typical trend for edge turbulence obtained from Langmuir
probes measurements. In addition, a peak in the spectrum with a larger correlation length ap-
pears around 40 kHz (5).

The value 0f the mean radial-k is usually close to zero, fig.5 shows its evolution when
the distance between reflecting points Ar increases. As expected, the values of k: are indepen«
dent on the dislnfir‘e and only in the vicinity of Ar=0 an increase in it appears due probably to
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the indetennination introduced by the short Ar, also for those values the separation between
reflecting points gets smaller than the theoretical width of the reflecting layer and the k inter-
pretation becomes difficult. . .

When regarding the coherent mode at 40 kHz the low radial k value the extstence of a
pressure—gradient-driven interchange mode in the density gradient region of the plasma. This
mode should have a long toroidal extension, as deduced from the high coherence between the
reflectometer and the Fast Reciprocating Langmuir Probe. Also the spectra of density fluctu-
ations obtained with the Heavy Ion Beam Probe shows the mode.

The mode has no contribution to the ExB transport, following Langmuir Probes results
(6), but the heat transport could be large through the interchange of hotter and cooler parti-
cles.

An additional analysis was performed to search for a possible dependence of this mode
with the magnetic configuration (rational surfaces). The method used on the shearless W7AS
stellarator (7) was applied: the RMS of the reflectometer signal is in good correlation with
the temporal ripple in the poloidal field (360 Hz on ATF) when the reflecting point approach—
es the location of the mode peak activity. The effect was clearly shown, indicating a depen—
dence of the mode peak location with the magnetic configuration.

Conclusions

Two different methods have been proposed for coherence studies by reflectometry.
The slow sweeping applied to TI-l allows the determination of the correlation length

in a single shot, with the possibility of giving additional information on the local density gra-
dient.

The sine~cosine detection on ATF is able to decouple phase and amplitude effects in
the reflected signal. Coherence lengths have been detemtined and very low k are observed
for radial propagation of the fluctuations. The ATF reflectometer has also showed the
existence of coherent structures in the gradient region which are attached to the magnetic
configuration.
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MEASUREMENT OF FAST CHANGES OF THE EDGE DENSITY PROFILE
IN TEXTOR

H. GUNKEL*, J.O. KUSZYNSKI*, A. POSPIESZCZYK, B. SCHWEER

Institut ffir Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Julich GmbH,
Association EURATOM—KFA, P.O. Box 1913, w - 5170 Jfilich,
Fed. Rep. Germany

*) Zentralinstitut fUr Elektronenphysik (ZIE),
P.O. Box 1250, O — 1086 Berlin, Fed. Rep. Germany

1. Introduction

The determination of the spatial distribution of the electron
density in the boundary layer of a plasma is of importance for
the investigation of plasma~wall interactions in plasma devices.
Atom beam techniques are suitable diagnostics to determine elec—
tron density profiles in the edge plasma of a tokamak. Spatial
observation of the visible light emitted by excited atoms due to
electron collision allows the determination of the electron
density profile as an absolute quantity if the light emission is
recorded up to the total absorption (ionization) of the beam/l/.

At TEXTOR the emitted spatial density profile is usually re-
corded by photosensitive linear arrays, having an integration
time of T 2 0.5 ms. Fast changes of the edge density profile
whose observation is of importance, e.g. for fluctuations, dis—
ruptions or investigations of H—mode transitions, cannot be
measured with such an integration time. Moreover, in the case of
atom beams which are generated by the laser blow off technique
only one density profile per laser shot can be obtained. In
order to improve the time resolution and to increase the number
of measured profiles with the laser blow off equipment of TEXTOR
a COD—camera with high frame rate (36.8 kHz, Tint = 27.2 us) has
been designed. First measurements with this diagnostic on TEXTOR
will be reported.

2. Principles of the method

A description of the principles of the method and of the
procedure for the evaluation of the measurements is already
outlined in Refs. 1 and 2.
The local electron density ne(r) can be obtained from the recor—
ded light intensity profile IA(r) byr

ne(r) = VAIA(r) / <oIve> _/IA (r')dr'

where <0 lev > is the ionization fugttion (rate coefficient),
averaged over a Maxwellian distribution of electron velocities
VB, and vA is the mean velocity of the injected atoms.

The equation is based on the condition that the ratio of the
rate coefficients for ionization and excitation is only a weak
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function of the radial distance r, i.e. of Te(r). In our case of
a Li-atom beam this prerequisite is fulfilled. Density-dependent
rate coefficients for ionization have been taken into account.

3. Experimental setup

Fig. 1 displays the general scheme of the diagnostic system.
It is identical with the system fully described in Ref. /1/,
except the camera system used here. The focussed light of a ruby
laser (1 J output energy) ablates small portions (¢= 1-4 mm)
from the rear side of a glass substrate with a LiF layer of
500 A thickness. The ablated Li atoms travel 110 cm to the plas—
ma boundary with a velocity of VA = 1.1 x 106 cm/s, and the
emitted light is recorded temporally by a photomultiplier and
spatially by a CCD camera, both in combination with an inter—
ference filter at A = 6708 A (2p2P0 — 25225) .

By taking into account the selected imaging optics (F/0,95)
and the CCD-pixel geometry, each pixel observes a volume in
TEXTOR of-1.6 x 16 x 130 mm (radial, toroidal, line of sight).
Especially the depth of focus corresponds to the width of the
atom beam. This is the prerequisite for a high contrast of the
image of beam.

The essential parts of the camera system are shown in fig. 1
and tab. 1. Because of the high sampling rate of the CCD camera
an auxiliary transient recorder was necessary as an intermediate
storage. The input channels A and B of the recorder have diffe-
rent amplification (ratio 1 : 5). In this way weak signals can
also be converted with high resolution, although the transient
recorder has a resolution of 8 bit only.

4. Results

Ordinary line cameras with a low frame rate necessitate the
density profile to be calculated on the basis of the above men—
tioned average velocity because the integration time of the
camera is longer than the lifetime of the atom beam. By con-
trast, our camera with high frame rate yields 3-5 frames per
laser shot in dependence on the intensity of the emission and
the lifetime of the atom beam. Therefore we are able to derive
the density profile from each frame on the basis of the correct
velocity VA of the corresponding group of atoms (0.8 x 106 cm/s
5 VA S 1.6 x 106 cm/s). This becomes apparent from fig. 2, where
the time—dependent spatial emission profiles of the atom beam
are shown. At increasing time the lower velocity of the atoms
leads to a shift of the spatial emission profile towards the
plasma boundary (lower penetration depth). Simultaneously, the
height of the emission profiles changes according to the tempo—
ral variation of the lithium atom density in the beam. This is
demonstrated by the signal of the photomultiplier, which records
the temporal distribution of the number of injected atoms with—
out spatial resolution.

In figs. 3 and 4 emission profiles and the corresponding
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electron density profiles obtained under different discharge
conditions are shown. Fig. 3 refers to a purely ohmic discharge,
while fig. 4 shows results with additional neutral beam heating.
In the latter case significant temporal variations of the den—
sity profile can be seen. This demonstrates that a camera with
sufficiently high frame rate is suitable to observe the time
dependence of the density profiles within short time intervals.

References

/1/ A. Pospieszczyk and G.G. Ross, Rev.Sci.Instr. 59 (1988) 605
/2/ E. Hintz, P. Bogen, J. Nucl. Mater. 128&129 (1984) 229

Table 1: CCD DATA AQUISATION SYSTEM

CCD line scan camera Lllsélo (ZIE)
line scan sensor L115 (WF ); 256 pixels;
pixel size: l3X350 um; responsivity: -5,7 c/pJ
satur. exposure: :70 nJ/cmz; video sampling rate: up to 10 MHZ
exposure time: 27,6 us ... 450 ps
’9‘ WF - Work rm csehelcklronik Berlin

Transient recorder TM1009 (René Maurer)
video sampling rate: 5 MHz; 128 pixels/line
memory: 2 X 2 kByte, i.e. 2 x 16 line scans
2 x 8 bit ADC; 2 x 8 bit DAC

RUBY LASER
* 55 P AT

LiF lF-FILTER
i CCDCAHERA

/ F-
I .- TRIGGER

UNIT 0
<E
2
<1:

TR U

OPTICAL —
LIGHT GUIDE

PHOTOMULTIPLIER TR-TRANSIENT
lF-FHJER RECORDER

FIG. 1: EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
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REFLECTDMETRIC DIAGNOSTICS OF PLASMA DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS
IN TUMANeB TOKAMAK.

Bulanin V.V., Grinshtain Y.M., Korneev D.O.
State Technical University, Leningrad, USSR

Its E.R.,Roahdestvensky V.V., Stepanov A.Yu.
loffe PhysicaleTechnical Institute, Leningrad, USSR

The reflectometer diagnostics has been recently used on

the Dill—D tokamak for studying the evolution, of density

fluctuations in the plasma under the L—H transition /i/. For

the same purpose the simple homodyne reflectometer with a

single antenna /2/ was applied in the Tuman—S tokamaK with the
ohmically H~mode regime initiated by means of gas puffing or

radial electric field switching on /3/ and with the 2-fold fast

current rampdown regime /4/. The diagnostic scheme is shown in
Fig.1. The oversized circular waveguide of 60 mm in diameter

placed at the low magnetic field side was used to probe the
plasma along the torus major radius by the O— or X~mode
microwaves at frequencies 16,5—26 GHZ and to receive the
reflected wave. For the O—mode the out off appears to be at
densities ne:(o.3eo.e) 1013 cm‘3 , and for the X—mode

’3 _’D

7(O.1—D.5) 107” cm “. The detected signal includes the
information on amplitude and phase fluctuations of the

reflected, wave. The signal was amplified. at frequency’ band
f=(0.i—500) KHZ and. memorized. in. the digital forni with. the
sampling step of 1 us. After processing one can obtain data on
the evolution of following values: the RMS amplitude averaged
inside the different frequency bands <Z/‘>51 , frequency
spectrum S(f), spectral density isolines of the reflectometer
output oscillations. I

Fig.2 shows the typical oscillograms of <ne> and<l/‘>-’z
corresponding to the Osmode (1) and Xemode (2) probing at F=26
Ghz , which were taken without the H—mode transition. One can
see that the <1;1>‘h value starts to increase at 10 ms and
changes insignificantly after 15 ms for the O~mode case. This
time interval shifts to the beginning of the discharge with the
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frequency F being decreased. For the X—mode case < tfz>%.3tarts
to increase at once with the plasma appearrice. This proves
apparently that the probing wave cut off layer moves towards
the antenna with the density rise. At the same time the low
frequency component to be appeared with such displacement has
not been detected. The spectrum S(f) for the quasi stationary
discharge stage is shown. in Fig.2(c). The sampling; time of
analysis is 512 us. The spectrum is presented. by the wide
frequency band component which falls down by the factor of 2—3
with the frequency increasing up to 500 kHz. The peak amplitude
and frequency are changing during the discharge

As it follows from Fig.3 the ohmically Hemode transition
is accompanied by the fast decrease both of DCX (a) and
reflectometer output oscillations for the X—mode, probing at
F:16,5 GHZ (b). In this case the reflectometer signal decreases
over all frequency bands. Fig.4a shows that high frequency
f>200 kHz oscillations are suppressed in a greater extent than
the low frequency ones. The H—mode spectrum transformation is
changing with the probing frequency being increased when the
cut off layer shifts into the plasma. At F:EU GHZ (Fig.4b) the
amplitude of low frequency f/iOO kHz oscillations grows,
whereas the amplitude of his h frequency ones falls down. At
F:23 GHZ the falling of (’L/ >‘can disappear (Fig. 3c ). At F225
can all spectrum components are growing up (F g. Bi). This
phenomenon may be connected with the shifting oi the cut off
layer towards the antenna because the density gradient after
the Hemode transition becomes larger than before /i,5/. it is
neces.saary to note that H—mode transition ioes not produce any
remarkable spectrum S(f) changes under the 0 mode probing. Some
increase of < 172>EQ13 cheerved just like " under the Kemode
probing at F>34 GHs. In both cases it means that the cut off
layer is localised in the region where plasma millulons are
to: EUKETP»HHW during the transition.

F ;.5 shows that periodical (Txl
soft X—ray intensity can arise durina

1peaas milincide in time with the Lil
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Kha oscillations under the X—mode probing.
The experimental results on the H—mode transition

stimulated by the radial electric field are exhibited in Fig.6.

one can see the same oscillation behaviour as under the gas

puffing stimulation: the fast Da decrease (c) is accompanied by
the falling of the high frequency f>200 kHz oscillation <1I§JQ

for the X—mode probing (d).
In the experiments with the fast I rampdown, /4/, no

significant spectrum S(f) changes were 0 served (Fig.6). The
current rampdown produces the fast Da decrease (a) whereas the

high frequency f>200 kHz oscillation <1! >"2 changes have not
been observed. This fact is in accordance with probe
measurement data which proves that ne(r) at the periphery is
Kept constant /4/.

Thus the results obtained show that under the ohmically

H—mode transition initiated. with. the both Inethods mentioned

above the oscillation amplitude of the reflectometer signal
falls down quickly when the cut off region is localized in the
plasma periphery. This falling down is connected with the most

preferential suppression of high frequency oscillations. In the
current rampdown experiments such effect has not been observed.
Dur' results are in accordance with, the reflectometer

measurement data obtained in divertor discharges under
additional powerful plasma heating /i,5/. They support the idea
of the suppressing of plasma oscillations by the radial
electric field shear /6/.

I.Doyle E.J., et al., Proc. 17th EPS Conf.,Amsterdam,v.14B,i,
p 203,(i990); ibid v.14B,4,p 1596

2.T.Estrada,A.P.Novarro. et
al.,17th EPS Conf.,Amsterdam,v.148,4,p159271595

3.Askinasi L.G., Lebedev S.V., et al., this conference.
4.Askinasi L.G., Sakharov N.V., et al., this conference.
5.Tsuji 3., at al.,"The Limiter h Mode With Lower Hybrid
current Drive", 30th Inter., Conf., Washington,GN—53/Es174

6.Biglari, H., Diamond, P.H., and Terry, P.W., Physics of
Fluids BE, 1 (1990).
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PLASMA TURBULENCE STUDYING ON THE T—lO

BY MICROWAVE REFLECTOMETRY

V.A.Zhuravlev. V.V.Dreval

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy. Moscow, USSR.

Two types of ”O”—mode operating reflectometers were
developed on the T—10 tokamak for plasma studying. The first
one measures the time delay of reflected signal and is
intended for studying of density profiles and low—frequency
turbulence up to 40 kHz. The second is the heterodyne
reflectometer. which is intended for studying plasma
oscillations from some kHz to some MHz.

The time—delay reflectometer [i] worked with fixed
microwave signal frequencies from 22.6 to 49 GHZ (with
densities in the reflecting layer from 0.6 to 8X10 cm )
Sweeping of the microwave frequency is possible too. The time
delay is measured independently on the mode of the microwave
oscillator operation in this reflectometer. In fig.la the
behavior of the the time delay of 41.8 GHZ signal during
whole tokamak pulse is shown. Zero time delay corresponds
roughly to the tokamak chamber wall. The reflecting layer
arises on lOO—th ms near the center of the chamber and then
moves to the periphery. In fig.1b saw—teeth oscillations on
the same stretched out in time signal are shown. Fast
oscillations with some kHz frequencies are presented in the
signal. In fig.2 the spectrum of fast oscillations in the
timesdelay signal is shown. The time—delay reflectometer
through whole testing period showed good possibilities for
studying of low—frequency turbulence simultaneously with
measuring of radial position of the reflecting layer.

The second reflectometer is the heterodyne one [1].
Microwave frequency of the reflectometer is fixed during the
tokamak pulse. The spectrum of plasma turbulence was received
by measuring of fluctuations of the reflected signal
frequency. Amplitude modulation of the reflected signal was
obliterated by intermediate-frequency amplifier. The input of
amplitude modulation to spectra of plasma turbulence didn't
exceed 20% for worst conditions. Fluctuations of the
reflected signal frequency were analyzed by multichannel
analyser in 57300 kHz range of frequencies of fluctuations
(not the range of reflected signal frequency shifts). The
spectrum of ne/‘Vne was computed from the spectrum of

frequency oscillations. Three types of turbulence were
observed in plasma: MHD oscillations; oscillations with
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frequency up to 30 kHz and with fast. in comparison to MHD,
amplitude and frequency variations during 876 periods:
chaotic fluctuations with 50—300 kHz frequencies. Amplitude
modulation spectra of the reflected signal shows that
low—frequency Oscillations (with frequencies below 50 kHz)
have long (215 cm) poloidal wavelengths. Parameters of
highvfreguency fluctuations corresponds to the parameters of
fluctuations that were studied by scattering in different
tokamaks [2]. In [3] the strong dependence of De on Vne/n

was supposed. That 5 why the time behavior of high-frequency
turbulence during perturbations of the density profile was
studied.

The turbulence behavior during ECRH was not quite clear
because of different conditions of heating. Database
available didn't allow to obtain clear dependence.
Nevertheless it is possible to maintain that the turbulence
rise after the ECRH start was dependent not on the power of
ECRH only. but on radial distribution of power input too.

Results on the dependence of turbulence amplitude on
plasma density profiles were more clear. In fig.3 and 4
radial distributions of amplitudes of the turbulence A are
shown. A is given in arbitrary units. In fig.3 different
density profiles were cre ted by rise and decrease of plasma
density in 1.5—3.5K10 cm range during the same tokamak
pulse with q(a)24.5. In fig.4 turbulence distributions were
obtained for stationary stages of tokamak pulses with q(a)36
and q(alz4. In the plasma periphery (r222—24 cm) turbulence
had the same amplitudes for different density profiles. But
for smaller radii amplitudes of turbulence for wide profiles
(rising n6 for fig.3 and regime with q(a)z4 for fig.4) were

lower than for narrow profiles (decreasing nfi and regime with

g(a)28). Relative differences of turbulence amplitudes were
2—4 times greater then relative differences of local plasma
parameters (nA. VnA) for different profiles. Equality of

turbulence amplitudes in periphery of plasma for different
regimes may be caused by either temperature dependence of
turbulence or turbulence properties only (saturation for
instance).

The turbulence amplitude was measured in regimes 1Ewitg
periodic deuterium puffing. In pulses with nGS2.5x10 cm‘

and rmHEZOHEZ cm correlation between the pulse valve work

and the turbulence amplitude was observed. In pulses with
n $3.5x10 CH1 and r f2:23—24 cm the correlation was not

6' {9

found. In this pulses plasma density had k6% modulation
caused by periodical puffing. The turbulence amplitude had
more than 40% modulation for rNJEZO~220m. 1n fie.5 the
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behavior of the turbulence amplitude A is shown after the
pulse valve switching on. The time behavior of the density
gradient Vn_ in the reflecting layer, which was obtained by

the model [3] with the neoclassical pinching velocity VP and

different D9. is shown in fig.5 too. When DS in the model was

independent on Vn9 (Dehconst). the density profile evolution

in the model was slow. in comparison to experiment. and
oorrelation between the time evolution of Vn9 and the

turbulence amplitude A wasn't quite correct. When the
dependence ADe/DEN4—6A(Vne)/Vne was used in the model. the

time evolution of the density profile was close to
experimental one‘ and the evolution of Vno was really

correlated with the experimental evolution of turbulence
amplitude. The relative change of Vne was 4—6 times less than

the relative change of turbulence amplitude. i.e. the
evolution of D9 in the model was the same as the evolution of

turbulence amplitude in experiment. The strong dependence of
the turbulence amplitude on the density gradient exists only
for region with rSZO-ZZ cm. It is possible that the
dependence exists for some tokamak regimes. but not for all
regimes. There is no any data on the temperature dependence
of the turbulence. Behavior of low—frequency oscillations
during puffing was not clear, may be because two different
species of the oscillations were not distineuished.

Conclusion: The strong dependence of high—frequency
turbulence amplitude A on the shape of density profiles was
found for some regimes of T—lO for rSEU~22 cm. That may be
strong non—linear dependence of A on Vne/ne. Using of the

some dependence for D6 in the model [3] of density profile

behavior gives the possibility to describe puffing
experiments in the model with the neoclassical VP and small

nal of technical physics, v.57‘1987v r.b. p.858
Pl :ma physics. v.15‘ lEBQ. n.4‘ plBOB
Plasma PhNFlCS‘ v.15, 1989. n.4. p.387
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A FIVE-CAMERA X—RAY TOMOGRAPHY SYSTEM FOR THE RTP TOKAMAK

D.F da Cruz Jr. and W

FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica "Rijnhuizen", PO. Box 1207
3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

mm

In most soft x-ray tomography systems in operation nowadays, the poloidal number of the
oscillations that can be reconstructed is limited to m=2. This is due to the small number of
cameras used, and their relative positioning around the tokamak. Because of the limited access
to the tokamak optimum positioning of the cameras is almost impossible, especially in those
cases where cameras have to be mounted outside the vessel. A five-pinhole camera system is in
use on Tokamak de Varennes [1], where fluctuations up to m=3 could be resolved [2]. At the
RTP—tokamak a similar system is being installed inside the vacuum vessel in order to study
plasma oscillations with high poloidal number. With this system one can expect to reconstruct
oscillations with poloidal number up to m=4 (and perhaps one component of m=5) without
assuming any rotation of the plasma. The instrumental details of the system have been
published elsewhere [3]. Below only a short description is given. The research programme of
RTP will be described on this conference [9].

Qammfiesmmoa

The five 'slit-hole' cameras for RTP will be placed inside the tokamak vessel. They are
positioned as close as possible to the plasma at 20 cm from the plasma centre (minor radius:
z 16 cm). This allows us to reach certain angles which cannot be viewed from outside the
vacuum vessel. The cameras are positioned at angles of 10°~55°-90°-240° and 290° with respect
to the tokamak equatorial plane, to attain the best poloidal resolution for the system.

Each camera has two l6-channel arrays of Si photodiodes. The diodes are sensitive to
photons with energies between 1 and 10 keV. One array is exposed to the plasma radiation.
The other, which is screened from plasma radiation, works as a reference for the first array.
This has been done to subtract by differential amplification any electromagnetic pick-up that
could occur inside the tokamak vessel .

. The detectors view the plasma through an aperture with dimensions of 1.0 mm in the
poloidal direction and 4.0 mm in the toroidal direction. The aperture is vacuum sealed with a
25 pm thick Be-foil to avoid detection of visible light, and to select the spectral region of
interest. The first array is positioned 10 mm behind the aperture. The solid angle of the system
determines a viewing chord with a radial extension of 10-20 mm, depending on the particular
viewing chord. In the toroidal direction this extension is about 16.0 cm (major radius: 72 cm).
The detectors observe the plasma along chords with impact parameter p ranging from 1 to 12
cm. The mapping of the chords into the (p,¢)-plane is shown in Fig. l, in which each point
represents one viewing chord.

In order to protect the arrays from high temperatures during baking of the vessel, a water
cooling system is employed.
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Electronic s m

The Si photodiodes are of the PNN+ type normally used for visible light detection [4].
However they‘are also suitable for detection of x-ray radiation [51. The total thickness of the
diodes is 400 pm, with a 10 pm thick sensitive layer and a 1 tun thick p-layer. The area of
each element is 4.0 x 0.94 mm2 and the spacing between neighboaring elements is 1.0 mm.
The detectors are operated in the current mode with a reverse bias of +12 V.

The first stage of amplification, along with the differential amplifiers, are positioned outside
the vacuum system but as close as possible to the cameras, in order to minimize the stray
capacitance of the cables. The 32 pre-amplifiers as well as the 16 differential amplifiers for
each camera are mounted on 8 separate printed circuit boards. Since the circuits are very close
to the magnetic field coils, the prints are positioned inside a box with double walls of Cu and
u—metal to avoid any electromagnetic disturbances.

The electronic system has been designed to have a total bandwidth of 200 kHz. It is AC-
coupled with a time constant much longer than the plasma duration. The output signals of the
differential amplifiers are led to the control room via 40 m-long lines (50 Q coaxial cables).
Here the main amplifiers take care that the signals are in the proper voltage range for the
transient recorders (0—1 V)

The 80 signals are sampled by separate transient recorders with a maximum sampling
frequency of 1 MHz. Each module (composed of 8 transient recorders) has a memory of 4
Mbyte. This memory is large enough to store the signals for the complete RTP plasma shot,
that lasts about 200 ms. The signals for all RTP diagnostics are stored in one single file. Since
the space in the file is limited, it is impossible to store 40 Mbyte of information for x—ray
tomography alone during each shot. Hence, data reduction will be necessary after each plasma
shot. Therefore, a data reduction code will run in the local CPU available on each module in
the near future. In this code, reduction of the sampling frequency will be performed for time
slices where no or small activity is observed in x-ray signals. Eventually the tomography
reconstruction procedure could also be performed in these CPU's.

Warsaw

Each of the 80 channels measures the brightness f(p,¢), that is the integral of the local
emissivity g(r,9) of the plasma along its line of sight L(p,q>):

KIND) = June) a)
L at)

In order to reconstruct the local emissivitywprofile from the measured signal, a tomography
reconstruction code will be employed. For our data we intend to use mainly the analytical
method developed by Cormack in 1963 [57]. and nowadays being extensively used in various
tokamaks [3]. The method performs an expansion of both the emissivity and the brightness in a
Fourier series. The simplicity and efficiency of this inversion method lies in the further
expansion of the Fourier components of the emissivity in a series of orthogonal functions
known as Zemicke polynomials. This last expansion leads to a simple solution, which can be
efficiently implemented in a computer code. The main disadvantage of this method is the
occurrence of artifacts in the reconstructed image near the boundary of the reconstruction
region. This effect is due to the property that the Zemicke polynomials remain finite at the
boundary. Since the expansion in a series of these polynomials has to be truncated at some
maximum value, the resulting sum does not present a good behaviour near the edge.

In our case-we expect to be able to resolve modes up to m=4 (sin m6 and cos m9), and
perhaps one components of m=5 mode. In the expansion of the Fourier components in terms
of Zemicke polynomials, the maximum order of the polynomials will be limited to l=7-8.
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W
Recently the first camera, located at 10°, has come into operation. First measurements with

this camera have been performed on ECR heated plasmas with r16 = (2-3)><1019 m3,
= 120 kA, BT= 2.14 T, and qa=3.4. During this kind of discharges a very efficient

heating of the electrons is observed [9]. Preliminary results for this kind of discharges show
that with central ECR deposition sawtooth oscillations (Fig. 2) develop. In the first
milliseconds after the onset of the ECR pulse (power = 200 kW) the q=1 surface seems to
expand. This can be explained by the fact that the Te-profile during ECRH is much more
peaked than during the preceeding ohmic phase. The resulting j-redistribution leads to a qo<l
whilst in the ohmic phase q0>1.
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STUDY OF q-PROFILE IN LHCD REGIMES WITH MICROWAVE REFLECTOMETRY
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l - Introduction

The MHD activity of a tokamak discharge depends on the current profile. The
confinement behaviour can be improved with optimized current density profiles; it is therefore
very important to determine jir). MHD modes can be destabilized at the rational surfaces,
inducing density perturbations. We have studied those perturbations with broadband
reflectometry, in LHCD discharges where significant modifications of the current distribution
can occur /1/. The plasma profile is continuously probed, and it is possible to obtain the radial
distribution of the MHD perturbations; so the q-profile and its temporal evolution could be
estimated from single shot measurements. Results confirm that LH can strongly modify the
plasma current density distribution.

ll - Localization of MHD modes

Density perturbations affect the refractive index of the probing waves and the location
of the plasma reflecting layers. Phase and amplitude modulations are produced as a result of
large scale fluctuations, as it is the case for MHD modes. The effects are due mainly to
perturbations located in the plasma reflecting region, and not in the propagation region, /2/,
thereby allowing well resolved spatial measurements.

Fig.1 shows the results obtained in an LH discharge where a m=2 mode locked and led
to a disruption. A density layer with constant density (fixed frequency reflectometry) was
probed. The distribution of the frequency power spectrum before and at the disruption (t -
1.94 s) is shown in Fig.1(a). The slowing down of the mode is clearly resolved. The
comparison between m=2 mode frequency obtained by reflectometry and the corresponding
magnetic data given by Mirnov coils (Fig.1(bl), reveals that reflectometry can indeed detect
density perturbations due to magnetic MHD modes.

In fixed frequency measurements only a limited number of plasma layers can be probed,
and their locations must be obtained from independent data. With broadband measurements
the plasma is continuously probed. By obtaining the average phase shift corresponding to the
plasma profile and the component due to the fluctuations the radial distribution of the
fluctuations can be determined from the same broadband raw data /3/. Typical spatial
resolution of the measurements is 1 - 2.5 cm and the sensitivity is 1 - 2 mm.

In order to test this diagnostic technique two plasmas with different safety factors (qa
~3.3 and 4.8) were studied, as shown in Fig.2. In both cases locked (m=2,n=1) modes
precede the disruption. From the evaluated phase shift characteristics, M’/AFlrl, phase jumps
can be observed due to.the flattening of the plasma profile lcaused by the locked modes at- ous-
~2l. Several perturbations are also seen at the expected location of other rational surfaces; the
continuous increase of the phase shift due to the average profile is also observed. Numerical
studies where a parabolic plasma profile was periodically disturbed, give further support to the
interpretation of the experimental results. The electron density profiles obtained from the
averaged phase shift data of Fig.2(a) are depicted in Fig.3; the flattening of the profile close to
the expected locations of q =2 surfaces can be clearly seen. The locations of density
perturbations for the two plasmas are presented in Fig.2(b); the 11 profiles for ohmic plasmas as
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derived from the Te(r) profile, assuming neoclassical conductivity, are also shown for

comparison.
Reflectometric measurements agree rather well with the expected q profiles for the two

different plasmas. Differences from the expected ohmic values can be due not only to the LH

waves, but also to the fact that the reflectometric data correspond to the outer radial positions

where the density perturbations are first detected, leading to somewhat higher values for the
position of the rational surfaces.

Ill - Changes in the q-profile during LHCD

LHCD discharges with different compound launched spectra were studied, where
significant changes of the current density profile jlr) are expected to occur Ill. Fig. 4 refers to

#29273, with AW=90°l 900+180° and PLH=0.75MW/ 0.75 +0.3MW. Fig. 4(a) shows a slow
decrease in (flequ-fliVZ, for the second LH plateau, attributed to a decrease of the internal

inductance l, and therefore a broadening of jlr). The overshoot in the decrease of the ULoop is

an independent confirmation of this because it is caused by a decrease of the poloidal magnetic
field energy due to the drop in li.

The local modification of jlr) can be inferred from the temporal evolution of the radial
location of MHD modes as described above. The results obtained from several reflectometric

samples during the plasma discharge, (for 20 s r g 40cml are presented in Fig, 4 (b). From

the OH phase to the steady state phase of the first LH plateau (with W = 90°)- an outward

radial shift of the radial position of the observed modes is found. For t > 1.4 5 (second LH

plateau, A‘P=90° +180“), a clear outward shift of the innermost detected surface (at q-3/2) is

seen; surfaces with higher q remain roughly at their position during this stage. The observed
shifts are in agreement with Li beam measurements wich give the local jlrl profile /4/. For the

case discussed here they predict a flattening of the current profile in the central region. and a
steepening of the gradient of] in the region further out. The range of variation of the radial

position of each mode from reflectometry measurements is depicted in Fig.5, where also the
radial q-profile for the ohmic phase, as derived from Telr) is plotted for comparison.

For another set of discharges with the same plasma parameters but different LH spectra

(”=90n +150", PLH =0.35 +0.25MW), the modification of jlr) was studied with reflectometry.

Rational surfaces q=3, 5/2 and 2 were identified both in OH and LH phases; an inward radial

shift was measured in the q=2 surface, corresponding to a flattening of the jlr) profile near
q=2. The results also agree qualitatively with local current density profiles obtained from Li-
beam measurements.

IV - Concluding remarks

The study of the q-profiles in LHCD discharges with different wave spectra has been

performed with broadband microwave reflectometry. Several MHD modes could be localized,
namely modes located in the interior plasma, that cannot be easily detected from the external
Mirnov coils. The radial shift of their locations indicates significant changes of jlr) during LHCD
according to previous Liebeam measurements. From the experimental data, suppression and

excitation of MHD modes due to LH could also be observed. The study shows the potential of
this new reflectometric technique:li) the temporal evolution of the q-profile can be estimated
from single shot measurements, (ii) the correlation between local changes of the q and the ”e

profiles, and the suppression or excitation of MHD modes can be investigated.
One of the limitations of this technique concerns the difficulties in identifying the

resonant surfaces corresponding to the observed density perturbations, as the mode numbers

cannnot be directly determined from reflectometry. The profile girl has to be estimated from

another diagnostic at a reference time,and also a large number of reflectometric samples must

be taken in order to follow the detailed temporal evolution of q(r).
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: (a) Contour plot of the frequency power spectrum of density fluctuations for a probed

density layer with ne=0.7‘1013cm'3 during the time interval 1.75 to 2.0 s (#31070); (b)
reflectometric raw signal for the time window (1.84 - 1.85) 5 prior to locking, showing the
decrease in the rotation frequency of m:2 island, from -1 kHz to -O.5 kHz (1), and the signal

from Mirnov coils (2).
Fig. 2: (a) Radial variation of the microwave phase shift M’IAF corresponding to 2 ms sweeps at
tzl .75 5 (#32206, qa~3.3] and at t=1.88 s [#32207, qa-4.8]. In both discharges
n'e~1.3‘10‘3 and LH [1 .2;2.2] s; (b) q-profiles derived from Teir) for the ohmic phases of shots
in (a). The localization of the MHD modes obtained from the perturbations in the phase shift (a)
is indicated. issues f
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Fig. 3: Density profiles obtained from the 2WW
integration of the microwave phase shift #32306
information shown in Fig. 2(a).

i
Fig. 4: (a) The loop voltage and (flequ‘fip‘
li)/2 are represented for the time interval

(0.8 — 1.8 s), for #29273; (b) Temporal
evolution of the location of the density
perturbations on rational q-surfaces during
OH and LHCD (LH [1.0; 1.8] s),
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DENSITY FLUCTUATION PROFILES ON TORE SUPRA
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LINTRODUCTION

The ALTAIR experiment on TORE SUPRA for the analysis of plasma
turbulence by C02 laser scattering includes some original features [1-2] : 27c
rotation of analysed ii wave vectors, heterodyne detection, and accessibility of
2 simultaneous and independent wave numbers.

Because of the very small scattering angle (~1mrad), such scattering
experiments are usually considered as having no resolution along the beam. If
we take into account the pitch angle Bp(r)/Bt of the magnetic field lines (i 7"
around the magnetic axis along a vertical chord for qa = 3.3) together with the
fact that the fluctuation wave vectors are mainly perpendicular to these field
lines, one can improve the spatial resolution along the chord of measurement.

We hereby present results, for measurements with k ranging from 3 to
15 cm‘l, showing this resolution. Using a suitable deconvolution method,
density fluctuation profiles have been determined.

2.MEASUREMENTS

The C02 laser beam passes through the tokamak plasma along a
vertical chord close to the plasma center. The analysed 1% vector is then
horizontal and makes an angle a with the poloidal plane. Fluctuation
measurements have been recorded with a rotation of the analysed TE vector
during stationary plasmas in ohmic regime (Bt=3T, Ip=l.2MA, R=2.39m,
a=0.75m, qcy1=3.3). The speed of rotation was 2°/s, covering a range of 12 to
15° during stationary conditions. Successive angles of K corresponded then to
different positions of the analysed volume.

After proper filtering and amplification, the signal issued from the
detector was then analysed by a spectrum analyser. A complete spectrum was
recorded every 200ms, corresponding to a E rotation step of 0.4°. An example
of two spectra for k: lZcm‘1 is represented on fig.1 for OL = 6" and +5°,
corresponding respectively to the bottom and the top part of the plasma. The
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3.DECONVOLUTION METHOD {
If the turbulence wave vector is ammo m .500 a 500 1000

assumed to be essentially perpendicular Fig.1 - Turbulence spectra Sm
to the equilibrium magnetic field, the
measured signal amplitude is proportional to the density fluctuation integrated
along a vertical chord, i.e.,

+00

use) = d ant... (y) exp {235$

where k,w are the turbulence wave number and frequency, at is the angle
between a poloidal plane and the analysed wave vector k, §(y)=Bp(y)/Bl is the
pitch angle, y indicates the vertical direction abscissa (y=il corresponds to the
last closed magnetic surface) and oak is the apparatus resolution (Sukzv—iAk/k,
Ak=2/w where w is the beam waist). The observed fluctuation 5mm, is related
to the actual density fluctuation spectrum through a relation involving Ak.

The analysis has been achieved by studying lk)m(a), the frequency
integral of 5111“,, for several values of k (the index to will be dropped
henceforth). The radial profile of fink is determined by investigating the best
coefficients b, c and p so that 5nk(y) = (b + clylp) n(y), n(y) being the density
profile. For such a Bnk profile, the signal lk(a) is of the form blo(u) + cl1(a),
where 10 and [1 correspond respectively to constant and lylp profiles. The
coefficients b and c are solution of a system of two linear equations. The
inversion of this system gives the coefficients b and c for each value of p. The
couple (b,c) which is finally kept is the one for which the fit blo + cl1 is the
closest to the experimental profile Ik.

4.RESULTS

The measured fluctuation amplitude Km), for k=12cm‘1, as a function
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of a by superposition of results from 4 shots under identical plasma
parameters, is compared on fig.2 with the calculated fluctuations after
deconvolution. The corresponding absolute and relative fluctuations (5n and
Sn/n) are shown on fig.3. The 5n/n profile is very sharp: the result of the
calculation for 6n/n = b + clylp gives b/c 2 0.05 and p = 6. For these
parameters, the calculated and measured curves (fig.2) are in a good
agreement. [(01) my.) 8n
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Fig.2. ' Measured (#l ““1 calculated (' ') Fig.3 - 5n and fin/n profiles corresponding to the
fluctuation amplitude for k 2 15cm-1 case of Fig.2

The shape of the pitch angle curve with normalised minor radius for a
typical shot is given on fig.4. Since this curve exhibit a maximum émax, the
wings of the signal 1km) should behave as

Oi'émax
Imax exp- Suk w. ‘‘‘‘‘ ,_

a» s {1 . 7/—\;\ .
This property is verified from fig.2 m f1 A“: i
and provides a check of the k and Ak 6i. T- i
value through an evaluation of oak. 5‘ / I
Then, all the information on the Snk 4. ,
profile is contained in the central 3i
hollow of the Ik(a) curve, which l y" 1
determines the accuracy of the method. ‘i, ;
The convergence is reached for oi" “m lu 0.1 1).: o.) 0.4 u s 0.6 0,7 0.8 0.9 r
sufficiently small values of oak, i.e., Fig.4 - Pitch angle prume éry). determined mm
for large values of k, typically "mm“ mm
k29cm'1.

On fig.5, the results of the measurements with rotation of ii are
presented for k = 6, 9 12 and 15 cm'l. When k increases, the central hollow is
more pronounced, corresponding to a better spatial resolution. For all the
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curves, the deconvolution gives a Sn/n profile, with p = 5 to 7. The ratio b/c
decreases when it decreases, with b/c E 0 for k < 9cm‘1. So, the 611/11 profile is
very sharp, meaning that the edge turbulence dominates the whole
measurement. The quality of the fit between the observed and the calculated
Ker) proves also that the turbulence is mainly perpendicular to the magnetic
field lines.

Even at 6cm'1. some resolution exists, as shown by the central hollow
in the 1(a) curve. Simulations were made with all the parameters of these
ohmic shots and for a turbulence profile taken as 6n/n = by6: as an example,
fig.6 represents a distribution of the density fluctuations 5n measured by the
detector as a function of y, for k = Gem-1 and or = 6°. We can see that all the
measured turbulence originated from the upper part of the plasma, with
y > 0.5.

5. CONCLUSION
It has been experimentally shown that the ALTAIR experiment gives a

resolution along the measurement chord. This resolution is better for higher k
and lower qa. From it, we can then get fluctuation profiles showing a
turbulence existing mostly near the periphery. This corresponds to a very
weak turbulence inside the (121 surface. It is therefore compatible with density
profiles flatter in Tore Supra than on smaller machines where the b/c ratio is
larger [3]. It also confirms the fact that the turbulence is locally perpendicular
to the magnetic field lines.
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Introduction

A 20-channe1double-conversion superheterodyne mm-wave receiver has been installed at
the RTP—tokamak experiment. Apart from the routine measurement of electron temperature
profiles, this diagnostic wil be used for the study of fast electron temperature phenomena in
ECRH heated plasmas. In this paper we describe the experimental set up and give first results
obtained in ohmic and ECR heated tokamak discharges in RTP.

Experimental Set up

Second harmonic X-mode emission is measured by means of two antennas operating in the
frequency bands 86-110 GHz and 110-146 GHz, respectively. The antennas are mounted
inside the vacuum vessel to minimize the distance to the plasma. The viewing spot (i.e. the
cross-section of the main antenna lobe and the resonance layer) is about 5 cm2 in the plasma
centre. A slight improvement of this spot size might be obtained with optical imaging
techniques (lenses), but this is not envisaged for the experiment described below.

The waveguides from the tokamak to the ECE receiver system are mainly oversized straight
sections, except for some parts that incorporate the DC/vacuum breaks, directional couplers,
switches and bends. In this way a measurement of pure TEOI-mode is maintained,
corresponding with X-mode emission in the absence of non-toroidal magnetic field
components.

The actual receiver consists of two frequency conversion stages and a demodulation part
[2]. The first stage consists of 5 down-converters (broadband mixers + local Gunn

oscillators), selecting 12 GHz wide parts from the incoming signal, which are then converted
to a uniform IF band of 6-18 GHz. The second conversion stage consists of 4 mixers for each
down—converter, with LO values: 7.5, 10.5, 13.5 and 16.5 GHz, selecting four 3 GHz wide

parts from the 6 - 18 GHz band and converting them down to 1 - 1500 MHz by means of a
dOuble sideband mixing process. Note the effective reduction of the bandwidth by a factor 2
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caused by the DSB-nature of the second mixing stage. A stepwise tunable low-pass filter is
incorporated in the second IF stage. With this filter the full bandwidth of each channel can be
varied from 400 - 2000 MHz, which corresponds with a variable spatial integration length
along the line of sight of l - 18 mm, depending on the channel bandwidth and the radial
position of the resonance layer. Eventually, the second 1F band is demodulated for each of the
20 channels by square law detectors. The resulting signal is amplified, filtered and digitized
with a maximum video bandwidth of 1 MHz.

Te-resolution

The effective noise temperature of the system is low (few tenths of an eV). So the limit for

Te resolution is given by the effect of photon noise. In a square law detection system in
absence of thermal noise, the signal to noise ratio is mainly determined by the product of
bandwidth and sampling integration time [3]. Based on this assumption and on the fact that
bandwidth is related to spatial resolution in ECE systems, one can deduce a minimal resolution
product :

(AT? (%) (rm) > %

In this equation, ATe, AR and At are the resolutions in the electron temperature, in the line of

sight (integration length) and in the time, respectively. '1’ is the measuring frequency. Using a

video bandwidth of 300 kHz and a radial resolution of 1 cm which are minimal values for
measuring broadband fluctuations, we obtain a ATe/l"e of about 10 %. To resolve broadband

fluctuations, this value must be smaller than 1%. Regarding the additional deterioration of the
spatial resolution caused by optical thickness effects and finite antenna pattern divergence, one
can conclude that it is impossible to measure broadband fluctuations with standard ECE
techniques.

For all Te—fluctuations in the lower frequency range, such as sawteeth, MHD—modes,

disruptions, additionally applied heat pulses by ECRH, this instrument is very well suited.

Experimental results

Although the double-superheterodyne ECE receiver is serving as a bulk temperature profile

diagnostic since Februari 1991, we are still working on various calibration schemes. At

present only a calibration against the single point Thomson scattering diagnostic is performed.
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In ohmically heated plasmas, highly resolved measurements of sawtooth instabilities are used

for local transport models, along with sawtooth measurements with a multi-channel

interferometer and a set of chord averaged SXR emission measurements.
The main interest in the near future will go to measurements in ECRH heated plasmas. The

results until now show on a number of occasions large temperature variations around the
ECRH resonance layer during additional heating. whereas the off—centre temperature profile
remains smooth. These phenomena are accompanied by a large shot-to-shot variation of the
on—axis temperature measurement by Thomson scattering, while these measurements outside
the the centre show good reproducibility. In Fig. 1 the time evolution of the electron
temperatures at the resonance layer and 2 cm outward is shown. During ECRH shots without
plasma, there is no coupling of the gyratron power (lst harmonic; 60 GHz) to the
measurement system. The second harmonic content of the gyratron radiation causes a faint
response only on the channel which measures at 120 GHz. This means that the measurements
shown in fig. 1 are not disturbed by direct ECRH power detection.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A multichannel X—ray spectrometer has been installed on TOREASUPRA in order to study
photon emission between 30 and 700 keV, during lower hybrid experiments. This diagnostic is
designed to observe the build—up of the momentum distribution of the fastelectrons due to Landau
damping on the RF waves [1], with both space and time resolution. In this paper, we describe the
experimental setup and present first results. For high density plasmas, well—defined spectra are
observed up to 300-350 keV. The line-integrated emission profiles are peaked at low energy, and
become hollow above 150 keV. This result is consistent with the accessibility of the RF waves
inside the discharge. Low density plasmas exhibit a strongly peaked X-ray emission profile at all
energies and, for the central chords, spectra extend up to 500 keV. In this case, it is shown that
X rays scattered by the tokamak chamber become dominant below 200 keV, for the lines of sight
at the edge of the plasma.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The high energy X-ray spectrometer probes the plasma along five chords in the same
poloidal section as shown in Fig. 1 . The lines of sight are labelled A, B, C, D, E, and their positions
are respectively rp/ap = +0.2, 0.0, —O.33, —O.52 and -0.71 in a standard plasma centered inside the
tokamak chamber ( a1, = 75 cm ). The two more peripheral lines of sight, D and E, cross the in-
ner wall of the tokamak covered by 1 cm thick graphite tiles, whereas the three others face the
upper port.

The versatile lead collimating system permits different apertures to be selected, to adjust the
spatial resolution (2 - 15 cm). To prevent contamination of the signals by non»collimated X rays,
all detectors are placed inside a lead box which has 10 cm thick sides. A special neutron shielding
with light elements has been designed for the diagnostic, and will be installed in the near future.

Detection of the plasma bremsstrahlung emission at high energy in a flux of 2.5 MeV neu-
trons is a difficult task, even ifdetectors are protected by an efficient shielding. In order to reduce
the noise induced by neutrons coming through the collimating apertures to an acceptable level du-
ring deuterium discharges, bismuth germanate (BiAGeJO‘2 or BGO) scintillators have been
chosen. Their high stopping efficiency compared to classical Nal(T1) scintillators allows us to use
less material (a factor 1/3) for similar performance, Thus, interactions with neutrons and
secondary high energy yrays produced in the vicinity of the detectors are expected to be reduced
significantly, without a large degradation ofthe photofraction between 30 keV and 700 keV (see
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Fig.2). With 23 mm thick BGO crystals,
only 10~15% of the plasma emission is lost
between 30keV and 400keV (Fig.2). Atte-
nuation along the lines of sight is kept to a
small level above 30 keV, by the use of a
1 mm thick aluminium vacuum window.

Luminescence properties of B60
under X-ray excitation are characterized by
its extremely small afterglow (0.005 %
after 3 ms), which enables a high counting
rate (> 100 kHz) for time resolution. BGO
has a disadvantage in that its scintillation
conversion efficiency is only 10-15% of
NaI(Tl). The fact that the B60 energy re—
solution is 50% lower than NaICTl), does
not represent a serious handicap, as
bremsstrahlung spectra are always very
broad. (Fig.2).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It is well known thatLH currentdn've
efficiency isa function of both the charac-
teristics of the discharge (electron tempera-
ture and density) and the Spectrum of the
RF waves launched into the plasma. Opti-
mization of the efficiency has been investi-
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gated at various densities: nc(0) = 155.0 10*19 m”, for the TORE—SUPRA LH system by changing
the phases between the waveguides of the launcher [2].

For >the high density experiments, the duration of data acquisition is 1.0 s and helium
plasma-parameters are : BT = 3.9 T,
1:1.6 MA,T¢= 1.3 keV and Zane/3.2. The
density profile is very flat (peaking factor
0.5). With Pm. = 2.4 MW, X—ray spectra
extcn‘d up to 300—350 keV, and the slope of
the power emitted per unit of energy
dW/dk = k.dN/dl(.dt decreases slightly
from the.center to the edge of the dis-
charge (Fig. 3). The line integrated emis-
sion profile is hollow above
150 keV(Fig.4). It tends to fill in at lower
photon energies, becoming peaked at
50 keV. No strong dependence ofthe pro-
files on the phase between the waveguides
is noted. However, the emitted power ex-
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hibits a broad maximum centered for Fig.3
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These results suggest that fast
electrons (E > 150 keV) are mainly lo~
calized away from the center of the
discharge. Resonantelectronsof ener-
gy larger than 150 keV interact with
RF waves having a refractive index \
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The shape of the X-ray emission profile above 150 keV remains hollow over a long time
(1.0 5) compared to the characteristic diffusion time of fast electrons, whichis expected to be much
shorter [3]. Therefore, this suggests that fast electrons are slowing down rapidly by multiple col—
lisions as they are scattered towards the center of the discharge. This effect can also contribute to
the peaking of the low energy part of the X—ray spectrum [4].

Variations of the X-ray emission with the phase between the wave-guides concern only the
emitted power. The broad maximum at A¢=0° for k=50 keV, which has the same shape as the
"n/l-weigthed antenna directivity" 5m = <I/n”2> / (l/nzmm) [5], suggests that the high It” part of
the RF spectrum in the plasma ("11: 2.4) does not depend on the injected n/Ipuk (Fig.5). Only the
level of the RF power launched at n” “I is important in this case. On the other hand, the fact that
dW/dk becomes clearly more sensitive to Act) than 8nd above 150 keV indicates that the amount of
power at the lowest accessible n” in the plasma, corresponding to n” < 1.6, is then slightly
dependant on til/Pm. This is consistent with the small dissymetry observed between the positive
and the negative side of M). Fig.4

1.2..,. ,f,_,, .... ,.,.2.0
At low densities, X-ray emis— : j, \‘xIs

sion extends up to 500 keV for central 1‘0 _ \\ - 1.8
chords. In this case, the emission pro— 2: I ‘x \
file is strongly peaked at all photon :3. 0'8 - fl 16
energies. With nc(0) = 1.5 10*19 m‘3and I? I ' .3
BT = 3.9 T, only the part of the wave “3 0'6 : M’ = 0° §
spectrum corresponding to n”> 1.4 is g 04 ~ N m “4
accessible to the center of the dis— E I I _ 56"c
charge.Thus,observationofradiation 1’ 02 """"" 100k°V_..._,.._........: 1.2
above 250 keV with lines of sight A,B ' : 1:: $381123
andCsuggeststhatthetailoftheelec— 00-, . , . . .J . i . . . . i . . . . 1.0
tron momentum distribution is modiv '1-0 ”0-5 0-0 0-5 1-0
fied by the remaining electric field (rm)
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during LHCD. Fi .
1'0 I I I I I I l I I l I“ IV

The X—ray emission integrated : I :
above k= 200 keV decreases continuou- 0‘8 -’
sly from the center to the edge of the dis- g _
charge. If integration starts at lower % 06 ' Line of sigh’tB
energy (k = 100 keV). the shape of the E - _ 50c
line-integrated profile becomes flat for E I . . - ~ 100 c .
lines of sightD and E. This behaviouris i 0-4 _ / x r * 1256301l \._
ascribedtothe scatteringoftheradiation E — / g e; . _ . ~
by the internal chamber of the tokamak. 0 2 ' ' Nom‘flhzed d‘mm‘my m:

. ' (max = 0.58)
In this energy range, Compton scatte- : :
ring is dominant for materials like car— - 1 = -

. _ 0.0II IIII Illl lIllIllllIllII IIIl II

bon or irontand, some photons gomg 450 V100 .50 0 50 100 150
into the wall can emerge at lower energy
back to the detector after arandom walk. 13¢ (deg)

The radiation transport equation in steel covered by a 1 cm thick carbon layer has been
solved by a Monte«Carlo method [6]. It is shown that the wall albedo increases from 0.15 for ra-
diations with a normal incidence, to 0.40 when the incidence is nearly tangential. This result is
quite independant of the photon energy 3 Fig. 6
fromSOtoSOOkeV,becauseofthehigh 20X10' . r- v” r In I l - . .. ....
diffusion power of the carbon layer for A I I Z
photons energy below 150 keV. E" 15 ' "Y _

7'; E. 1” 4~ Line of sightE (exp) 3
A simulation is presented, taking E 10 :/ :‘i‘K — Monte-Carlo calculations ‘

account of the toroidal geometry. We T6” : 1' 6'1 F. 2
consider that the plasma X-ray spec— %' 5 - ’1', . -
trum is given by the central Chords :2 : 5“ x: j
(which are free of scattered contribu- U :. . . I I I . I ~953m n... 2
tion as they are facing the upper port), 050 100 150 20 250 300
and that the plasma contribution is near-
ly negligible for lines of sight D and E. k (keV)
It is then possible to reproduce fairly well the level of the line-integrated emission D and E near
100 keV. and the shape of the photon spectrum for the line of sight E (Fig.6). Moreover, we show
that above 200 keV. the scattered contribution becomes negligible and, the direct plasma contri-
bution is then observable.
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ACDEIERATIION OF ELECTRONE DURING CURRENT INCREASE
IN THE " TUMAN-B " DEVICE.

V.I.Afanas'ev.E.R.Its,V.G.Kiptiliy,S.V.Krikunov,A.A.Korotkov,
A. N. Novochatskiy, K. A. Podusrmikova, S. V. Petrov,

V. V. Hozhdestvenshiy, N. V. Sakharcm K.(‘ .Shak‘liovets,
cRP .Yaroshevich

loffe Physico—Technical Institute ,USSR, Leningrad.

Acceleration of electrons in the "Tuman—3" Ohmically heated
helium plasma under 31:55.2 s,Jp=45 KA,N:1.5-10‘acm‘i'Tg (0)2350
eV Zér=3 has been studied.The density and temperature of elecr—
tons were determined from microwave multichord interferometery
and ’l‘homsom scattering measurements.Jp,Up,AR and MID—activity
were measured by electromagnetic methods.

I MHD I KA_fi Data on accelerated electrons

UP,“ -—~I 4 P’ were obtained from spectral measu~
' -~5O rements oi the synchrotron emissi—

on,SE,in the frequency range incle
"’ v’m‘ofl,‘043cm‘3 uding 4+5 electron cyclotron ham—

3“ onics and hard X—ray emissi.on,HXh,
J\ 4 O T‘t SE with the quantum energy—(O.2+4.0)

‘ 5 O “‘b' “n' MeV.MaXimum w'“ and mean W uantum
I4 4 I2 ’9", I "’qf 4! Ia 1'p energy values were obtained from

‘ 2 arb. un. HXR spectra.The full energy of el—
\ x j Ib ectrons going out to the limiter

t and chamber walls was estimated
. OHQQO— 41-3 according to the expression
I *Zg-Ii We:mocz+w;’_f.The basic experimental
_ ‘7.____ data are presented in Fig.1+3

MM C's-:ULc-qmnws or one. Fig.1 shows that under the Jpand

11"“ “89210: Upramp up at the 2 ms,when NRA
abhli Hicl‘zm TWO eV, the SE flash ari—

HXR,<'5 ir“.‘:vvsi".=¥€:. ses. With a some delay,At1:3 ms,HKH
tro At the same time U goes down quickly from s V to 3P

V.Thi MAM intensity becomes maximum relatively the SE flash wi-
r J.eyuearpp
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th the delay.at} b ms. Then ins3pite of the N decrease and UP
growth because oi the MHD——aotivity ampliiioation under the J:
inorease,lHXRessentialy diminishes with the time constant TIN1E
ms.Feahs,1+3,on its slope are due to the MHD—mode, m: 12+b, exit—
ation under appropriate resonanse sufar3es g oing out in the pre«
limiter region.At the 15 ms,when T (o) 300 eV and N<1-1O‘30ITFa
one can see the second SE flash of lesser amplitude than the
first one.Under the N increase SE disappeares.But the IHXR inc—
rease with the peak,induoed by the MED—mode, m:5;4,exitation
due to the second Jp ramp up begins after Atz: 14 ms only,the
drop with time constant 72: 6 ms~after 21 ms. Under the second
last, for 4 ms,J ramp 3up from 48 RA to {8 RA at the 30 ms, when
T9(o)a°OO eV, M1. b 10 3cm3 ,SE is not arise, but during the sec—
ond HXR flash drop the third one appeares.lt's delay relatively

the Jpramp up beginning is of Atax8 ms.The both flashes are su—
mmed with the background HXR which intensity,lb,inoreases monoe
tonically to the discharge end.The frequency spectra of SE ari—
i 'fiM“7_____'——__“—'1sing at the 2 ms,H),and the 15
1;T€-SE,fltb.Un. ms,(2),are exibited in Fig 2.0ne

‘ afiF-I~4*—fi——fir—q‘_fl 4 can, see that their‘ shape is the
”n 2 same : the SE radiation temperatu—

: J fCIHZ 1 re is small, but T:m€Tf,and insign~
‘ jggéfrrrggr‘“’;6 f5-75 1 iiicantly goes down with the ireqi
~e »w——-—~-w-*v uency growth.The such Character oi

F‘g'z‘ spectra is usual for SE of electr~
one having large energy in order of hundreds heV and witnesses
about free acceleretion ofrunaways appearing during the discha—
rge by the vortex electric field. In this case;W"»W ,PSEis small
,EG harmonics can be overlapped. Fig.3 M presents quantum ene—
rgy spectra IOI‘ three flashes and background HXR. Values of W2"
W5 and W are given here. it is seen that the energy of electrons
born during various diseharg;e stage may exceed Wfi;1 MeV.This is
in accordance with energv es itmatiOis for runawaps appearing in
the quasistationary stage near the plasma center ,rn20,and goi—
hgjout to the limiter during the free aer leraton.[1l:

2 1/229 _ _\27 AHH- :/F~1.1” 1) :1—7'E'JF,W":lnflL '[.*||—1,1,‘N”—-1‘ life time oi such
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the experimentally
observed one,AtZ=14 ms.Therefore
in our conditions runaways arise

“71 at the 15 ms in the plasma layer
having ar°>1-§%’°; ro >12 cm where
the vortex electric field,E:%
E26- 10 3V/cm, to critical value,2E: —
4- 102T seems to be 2— fold. lager
than in the central region,
E/Eclr2r0u0.034,the runaway birth
rate and relative density are app—
ropriately r~6-10‘°,lh/N~2-1O‘2
As follows from the momentum cons—
ervation law: (r..—1 )‘/2:—e CHE At,
such electrons can be accelereted
for (3: 4) ms up to some hundreds
keV. The expression: W'casTa(1+Z°‘)-EC'E
,allows us estimate Wmcmio keV.
This provides EC harmonic overlap—
ping,small PSE,Fig .2.PSEdrops qu—
ickly,Fig.1.4.,because of the beam
density decreased by the runaway
birth‘ rate diminishing with the
plasma density growth,Fig.1.3,and
losses of electrons going out to
the limiter.The lesser amplitude
of the second SE flash than of the
first one and the SE absence duri—
ng the second Jpramp up,Fig.1.4,
are due to the N growth also.Evals
uatins show that the maximum ene—
rgy of electrons going out to the

limiter reaches Wfi”2.2 MeV.At the same time as follows from the
HXR spectrum.Fig.3.2,We~1.3 MeV.Using the corrective coefficie—
Ht :KQ:W;; K921.7,one can estimate the energy of electrons appea—
ring in the plasma periphery under the first and second Jpramp
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up:WT=2.T MeV,W::4.4 MeV,and initiating the background HXR,
WZ23.9 MeV.From known WT,2’At1,zit is possible to determine the
effective electric field accelerating runaways in the plasma

periphery E1e3.4~iOQV/cm and Ezmz-HIZ V/cm.lf peripheric pla~
sma parameters are:T91=20eV,Tez:50eV,N1'224-10‘2cnfaone can 0b—

taiai/EC=O.O4,EZ/EC=O.06.In such conditions accelerated elec—
trons can carry a remarkable part of the discharge current,

[2,3].This is supported by the observed,Fig.1,2,correlation be—
tween the Updrop at the 5 ms and beam appearance in the plasma
periphery.The beam prevents penetration of the current inward
the plasma.The current appeares in the central region under gr—
owth of the MED—activity pressing the beam inspite of the N de—

crease when the plasma conductivity becoms essentially less th—

an neoclassical value.Electrons arising under the second Jpramp
up are accelerating up to lager energies than under the first

one,though E12 E2,Fig.3.1,3,as they are confined with a larger

current,Jpl>Jpz,Fig.i.i.In this reason electrons initiating the

background HXR,Fig.3.2,4 are accelerated with the same electric

field like ones arising at the 15 ms but up to lager energies.

Thus.in our conditions with relatively high N and Zer runa—

ways appear during the whole discarge.They are freely accelera—
ted before going out to the limiter.Together with runaways ari—

sing continuousely in the hot and dense plasma initiating the

background HXR the group of runaways appeares during the first
Jpramp up,N growth,second Jpramp up. When N is not too high it

produces SE and HXR flashes.ln this case on the relative delay
of these flashes and maximum quantum energy for the appropriate
HXR flash one can determine the effective electrical field pro—
ducing and accelerating runaways in the plasma periphery.
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ECE MEASUREMENTS USING DOPPLER-SHIFTED OBSERVATIONS
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DRFC - C.E.N. de Cadarachc
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1 Introduction.
Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) diagnostics are today routinely employed on

various tokamaks to measure the electron temperature of thermal discharges
because the plasma is optically thick at the second harmonic extraordinary mode.
The frequency broadening arising from the magnetic field variation determines
a direct relationship between plasma position and frequency.

ECE diagnostics are also used to study fast electrons. There is a strong interest
focused on non thermal electron physics. correlated mainly with investigations of
non inductive current driven by RF waves. When suprathermal electrons are
present in the plasma the direct relation between frequency and position is lost.
For standard ECE diagnostics with lines of sight in the mid-plane normal to the
magnetic field, this is due to the relativistic shift. It is difficult to deduce directly
the maximum energy of the electrons or their location (the power deposition
profile) from the observed spectra. Therefore the interpretation of ECE spectra
has to be done by appropriate simulation codes, in our case a 3-D Fokker-Planck
code /1/ coupled to a radiation code /2/. However the result remains ambiguous.

More information can be obtained from several lines of sight, using both
the relativistic shift and the Doppler effect. In the present paper. plasmas with
both inductive and Lower Hybrid Current Drive are analysed with this technique.

2 Experimental set-up.
On Tore Supra, the plasma is observed simultaneously from the low field side

along three horizontal chords located in the equatorial plane
- The first one (MO) makes an angle 9 = 90° with the magnetic field.
- The second one (BS) crosses the first one on the magnetic axis. It is slightly

oblique: 9 = 79° at the magnetic axis but because of the finite aspect ratio a varies
between 9min on the low field side and Gmax on the the high field side in the
plasma. 9min =74° ,9max 282° _

— The third one (RS) is symmetric. 9 = 101°. 9min = 98° . Gmax = 106° .
The antenna angular acceptance is 2°, Radiation is analyzed by three Martin-

Puplett type Michelson interferometers with [nSb cryogenic detectors. Absolute
in situ calibration has been performed independently for the three
spectrometers. For each one. a spectrum is recorded every 22 ms. The frequency
shift is given by:

\il-QZ
V(R) : v(’(R)1-fl,,c059 (I)
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where v0 is the rest cyclotron frequency, R the major radius. and t3 = We The
factor in the numerator always shifts the frequency downwards while the effect
of the denominator depends of the Sign of B/lcose,
For 9 = 79", it can be shown that v > v0
only if the electrons are located in '
velocity space in the ellipse shown in
figure 1. This ellipse contains
electrons flowing in the drift
direction. For that reason we call the / \_.
associated Michelson Blue Shift (BS). . 5
For e:101° (Red Shift) the same V t
diagram is obtained with v// changed ‘
to -V//. For 9 = 90° v is always smaller ‘ .‘ upshifled region
than v0. in the following the spectra
for 9 = 101°, 90°, 79° are represented ' . ,
respectively by dotted. heavy and i 1 5
dashed lines. ‘3 ”.05 01 i135 a: 0,1: as 0.35 0.: 0:5

downshifted region 4

Figure 1

3 Ohmic discharges
Figure 2b shows the superposition of the three spectra recorded 3.0 s after

plasma formation. The parameters are B = 3.85 T, I z 1.2 MA, <ne> : 3 1019 m_3,
Vloop = 1V. Figure 2a shows the cyclotron harmonics and cut-off frequencies as
a function of minor radius. The most striking observation is that the BS spectrum
is above the RS and M0 spectra in the 200 - 350 GHz range. This effect is
systematic and cannot be attributed to calibration effects since it has been
observed at different toroidal fields (2.6. 3.. 3.5 and 4T). This is unexpected for
thermal plasmas since only a small broadening (2.5—3. 01-12) is expected because of
Doppler effect. In other frequency domains like the second harmonic. low
frequency (160400 GHZ) and third harmonic, high frequency (350-390 GHz) the
amplitudes are identical for the three lines of sight.

The differences must be related to asymmetries in the distribution function
in V”. Similar non thermal features in EC and X-Rays during typical thermal
shots have been observed in several machines /3-5/. However. the effect of the
DC electric field cannot account for such asymmetries as checked by Fokker—
Planck simulations. Two interpretations can be proposed
a) Downshiftedzupshifteg second harmonic: The non thermal feature has been
attributed to anomalous transport due to magnetic fluctuations. which cause a
distortion of the distribution function /6/. Following this model the observation
could be explained by the presence of a small number of moderate energy
electrons slightly accelerated by the DC field (i.e. located in the ellipse of figure
1). Their second harmonic emission can be seen by BS line because. due to the
upshift . they are resonant between the antenna and the optically thick thermal
cyclotron layer). Conversely, they cannot be seen by RS or MO because the
downshift makes them resonant behind the thermal layer.
bl Downshifted third harmonic: Another possible interpretation is to
introduce a small number of high energy electrons in the range 200 - 300 keV. in
the inner plasma region. Their downshifted 3rd harmonic emission is seen by BS
at 200 GHZ and above. This determines the maximum energy of electrons. Nothing
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is seen on RS and M0 because red shift due to the Doppler and/or relativistic
effects makes these electrons radiate just below the optically thick 2nd
harmonic.

4 RF assisted discharges
During lower hybrid current drive experiments or slide away discharges, two

large peaks appear at the same frequencies in the three spectra ( 50-100 and 110-
175 GHz as shown in Fig.2c). If the position and shape of the peaks were
determined by equation (1) a significant difference between the three spectra
would be observed: the peaks would move downwards in RS spectrum and upwards
in BS spectrum. A better agreement is obtained assuming that electrons with a
broad energy spectrum cause radiation between 50 and 175 GHZ. The shape of the
spectrum is rather determined by the cutoff and absorbing layers as can be seen
by comparison of Fig 2a and 2c.

The existence of ECE at low frequency implies a substantial number of
electrons with energies over 500 keV. Because of the accessibility condition, the
lower-hybrid tail cannot extend so far. A possible explanation relies upon the
combined effects of the lower hybrid power and of the residual Ohmic electric
field. stretching the lower hybrid tail to higher energies. This was checked by
means of the Fokker-Planck code; good agreement is found between the
experimental and simulated spectra only when the dc field is included, i.e., very
similar spectra for the three lines of sight. This interpretation needs
confirmation in fully non~inductivc long duration discharges.

A RF power scan between 0.1 to 3 MW has been made. The plasma current is kept
constant, i.e., the loop voltage decreases for increasing RF power. The two peaks
exihibit different behaviour. The amplitude of the highest frequency peak varies
linearly with the power, because the number of the moderate energy electrons is
mainly determined by their interaction with the lower hybrid wave. The
amplitude of the low frequency peak shows a slower increase with RF power
because the dynamics of high energy electrons is also governed by the electric
field which decreases with RF power.

5 Conclusion
We have reported experimental evidence for asymmetries in ECE spectra

measured along oblique lines of sight during Ohmic discharges. These could be
attributed to small deviations from the Maxwellian distribution, due either to
anomalous transport or to an energetic electron population. A clear
interpretation of such asymmetries requires further experimental investigation.

During LHCD experiments. intense peaks appear in the optically thin low-
frequency region of the ECE spectrum in windows between cut—off layers. The
effects of the inductive electric field and RF power on ECE spectra have been
investigated using a Fokker—Planck code. The interpretation is consistent with
observations at different power levels.

/1/ R.l...Meyer. G. Giruzzi, V. Krivenski, Comp. Phys. Cotnm. 40 (1986) 153.
/2/ G. Giruzzi. Nucl. Fusion 28 (1988) 1413.
[3/ AV. Gurevich et al., JETP Lett. 26 (1977) 569.
/4/ 1.13. Rice et al., Phys. Rev. A25 (1982) 1645.
/5/ G. Taylor ct al., Plasma Phys. 31 (1989) 1957.
/6/ RE. Mynik and JD. Strachan Phys.Fluids 24(4) 1981
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FIRST RESULTS WITH THE UPGRADED ECE
HETERODYNE RADIOMETER ON JET

Lam“, D v Bartlett, D J Campbell, A E Costley

JET Joint: Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 3EA, U K
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow G4

1 Introduction

The capability of the JET ECE diagnostic has recently been extended by a major
upgrading of the heterodyne radiometer [1]. In particrrlar, the number of observation
channels has been increased from 8 to 44, while the system’s inherently high sensitivity,
temporal resolution and spectral resolution have been maintained. The upgraded
radiometer is capable of measurements in the first and second harmonics of the electron
cyclotron frequency in both ordinary and extraordinary modes. While the advantages of
the heterodyne system are particularly appropriate to edge measurements, the extended
spectral range provides an improved spatial coverage of the electron temperature
profile and permits a wide range of phenomena, including sawteeth and their associated
heat pulses, elms and edge mhd activity, to be investigated.

2 The Multi—Channel Heterodyne Radiometer

ECE from JET is transmitted to the radiometer via the JET multichannel ECE
waveguide system [2]. Each viewing channel consists of an internal antenna, wedged
crystal quartz vacuum window and approximately 50m of oversized rectangular
waveguide. At the entrance to the radiometer (figure 1), radiation is divided four ways
by means of newly developed non—polarizing beamsplitters. Each of these consists of
two orthogonal wire grids wound from 10pm tungsten wire and oriented at 45° to the
major axes of the rectangular waveguide. The ratio of transmitted to reflected signal in
both modes of polarization is close to unity. A further polarizer is placed at the
entrance to each of the heterodyne mixers to enable either the ordinary or the
extraordinary polarization to be selected.

The radiometer itself contains four subsystems with frequency ranges: 73.1—78.9GHz,
79—91GHz, 91—103GHz and 115—127GHz. Each subsystem consists of a local oscillator
(a Gunn diode generating -20mW power), beam—lead GaAs Schottky—diode mixer, IF
amplifier, power divider, band~pass filter, Schottky—diode detector and
video—amplifier (figure 1). The first subsystem is divided into 8 channels, each with a
bandwidth of 250MHz (corresponding to a spatial resolution of -2cm), while the three
other subsystems are divided into 12 channels each with a bandwidth of 500MHz (with
a corresponding spatial resolution of -4cm). This yields a total of 44 observation
channels which span a significant fraction of the plasma, the precise range depending
on the toroidal field. Note that the final spatial resolution of the system is influenced
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by the finite antenna pattern of the ECE system, which broadens the effective radial
resolution.

Absolute calibration of the diagnostic is obtained by cross—calibration against an
absolutely calibrated Michelson interferometer, while the relative calibration is
enhanced by means of a technique which uses the plasma itself as a calibration source
[3]. This method involves comparison of the relative responsivities of adjacent channels
in the radiometer by sweeping the toroidal magnetic field while maintaining an
approximately constant electron temperature profile. Previous analysis [3] suggests that
in this way the relative calibration of the radiometer channels can be obtained to better
than t3%. The signal—twnoise ratio of the diagnostic may be determined either by
intrinsic system noise or by fluctuations in the radiation field, depending on the regime
in which the system is operated. For plasma observations it is more appropriate to
characterize the noise performance of the system in terms of the minimum detectable
temperature fluctuation, ATe, which, for the heterodyne radiometer is of order 10eV
for an electrical bandwidth of 3kHz.

3 ECE Measurements in the Plasma Edge

3.1 Limitations: The high sensitivity and good spatial resolution of the heterodyne
radiometer permit accurate ECE measurements in the plasma edge [1] where low signal
levels are usual and diagnosis by ECE is difficult. However, interpretation of the
measurements in terms of electron temperature is complicated by several effects:

(i) Harmonic overlap between first harmonic emission from the small major radius side
of the plasma and second harmonic emission from the outside edge in JET can cause
systematic errors in the determination of the electron temperature when the optical
depth of the second harmonic is 5 3.

(ii) Relativistically downshifted radiation can cause an overestimate of the electron
temperature. This effect arises when temperature gradients in the edge are very steep,
as may occur during the H—mode, but the optical depth of the plasma at a given
frequency is S 3. In such cases, emission at frequencies identified with the plasma edge
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includes a contribution from relativistically downshifted emission from higher
temperature regions deeper inside the plasma.

(iii) Doppler shifted emission can also degrade the quality of edge temperature
measurements. Two effects have been identified. If the system antenna pattern is too
wide, the Doppler shift due to the finite thermal velocity of electrons can introduce a
contribution from higher temperature regions in a manner which is analogous to the
relativistic downshifting effect and which occurs in similar conditions, An additional
effect can occur [1] in which Doppler shifted first harmonic ordinary mode emission
from the plasma core can appear in the the second harmonic at the edge due to
polarization scrambling on reflection from the vessel walls.

(iv) Nonvthermal ECE can be generated by large amplitude mhd phenomena in the
plasma core. The mechanisms are not fully understood, but, since the core optical
depth is very high, measurements in the core are generally unaffected by such
non—thermal emission. However, the broadband nature of the emission can corrupt
measurements in the plasma edge where the optical depth is lower,

All of these mechanisms can contribute to emission at frequencies corresponding to the
plasma edge, so that care must be exercised in the interpretation of edge ECE
measurements in terms of local electron temperatures. Analysis of ECE from the
plasma edge must, therefore, be performed in conjunction with simulations of the ECE
processes [4] which provide estimates of the relative magnitudes of such effects.

3.2 Edge Measurements in X—point Plasmas: The radiometer has been used to
investigate the edge temperatures in the L and H—mode phases of JET plasmas.
Figure 2a shows the time evolution of the Ha emission line, Te close to the last closed
flux surface (LCFS) and Te close to the plasma centre during the L—to—H transition in
a JET neutral beam heated discharge. During the phase marked ‘L to H', which
appears to be triggered by a sawtooth heat—pulse, rapid elms occur (which are not
visible on the trace shown). Following a second sawtooth heat—pulse, a quiescent
H.mode phase begins, with less—frequent elms, and the edge temperature continues to
rise.

Figure 2b shows temperature profiles in the plasma edge at the four times indicated in
figure 2a. Inside the LCFS, plasma parameters are such that the plasma is optically
thick and simulations indicate that the measurements can be reliably interpreted in
terms of local temperature. However, due to the steep temperature gradient close to the
LCFS, the optical depth falls rapidly and the apparent rise in temperature outside the
separatrix is the result of the effects outlined in section 3.1.

During elmy H—modes, rapid fluctuations can be observed in the edge electron
temperature which are correlated with the Ha spikes. Figure 3a shows timetraces of Ha
emission, edge Te and near—central Te during such an elmy phase. Note that part of
the variation in amplitude of the Ha spikes is due to limitations in the sampling
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Fig.2 (a) Te observations during the fig}; (a) Te observations during an
L—to—H transition. (b) Evolution of the elmy H—mode. (b) Edge Te profiles 0.5ms
edge Te profile during the transition. before and 0.5ms after an elm.
frequency. Each elm leads to a sawtooth—like modulation of the temperature trace
inside the separatrix. In addition, in some cases, a very short, large amplitude, spike is
observed in the temperature trace coincident with the Ho spike. The origin of such
‘temperature’ spikes is not yet understood and is the subject of further investigations.

Temperature profiles in the plasma edge 0.5ms before and 0.51115 after an elm are shown
in figure 3b. The collapse time of the elm is much shorter than the observation period
(perhaps-100115), indicating that the elm is a very rapidly growing instability. Note
also that, in this case, the ‘inversion radius’ of the elm appears to be just outside the
separatrix, However, the uncertainties in the relative position of the separatrix and Te
profile and the variation observed in the behaviour of the elms do not yet allow us to
draw firm conclusions on the spatial localization of elms.

We would like to thank Dr G Kramer for many useful discussions and for the
development of software for the analysis of the ECE data.
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Madam
Profiles of the electron temperature (Te(r)) and density (ne(r)) in the plasma edge of a

tokamak are important parameters for the description of the plasma wall interaction. Whereas the

quasicontinuous determination of nE(r) by an atom beam in combination with a radial recording

of its optical emission is now a well established and successful method in plasma boundary

diagnostics /l/, an equivalent method for Te(r) is still missing. Elements are needed, which show

ionization and excitation rates with a strong Te-dependence up to about 100 eV. Especially helium

is an excellent candidate as an atomic probe as it has a high ionization energy and can therefore

penetrate relatively far into the boundary layer of a fusion plasma, and it can easily be applied

(particularly as a thermal beam). Although numerous attempts have been made in the past, to use

the intensities of neutral helium lines for measuring electron temperatures e.g./2//3//4//5/, the

method is still not satisfactorily as several secondary processes (predominantly excitation transfer

and cascading), which are also density and temperature dependent, introduce considerable

interpretation difficulties. Recently however, there has been a collisional radiative models

developed /6/, which have encouraged us to use spatially resolved optical spectroscopy of a

thermal helium beam for the measurement of Te—profiles in the boundary layer of TEXTOR.

Method:
For the measurement of TE the ratio of singlet~to—triplet lines is used, which — for suitably

chosen lines - is a function of the electron temperature. The choice of using line ratios is slightly

different from the method described in /l/, where a single helium line emission profile was

combined with the ne—profile, determined by neutral lithium beam spectroscopy. Because helium

has a much higher ionization energy (Ei=24.5eV), it penetrates deeper into the plasma than lithium

(Ei=5.4eV), and the overlapping of both emission profiles, where Te can be evaluated, is rather

smalI.Using the line ratio method, beam attenuation and geometrical effects can be neglected

except for the influence on the spatial resolution (see below). Thus line ratios during the whole

time of a TEXTOR discharge can be well determined until several centimeters beyond the limiter

’3. In order to convert the line ratios into electronup to electron densities of salt)13 cm

temperatures, the experimental values were compared with model calculations. In this model the

level population (n54) of a thermal helium beam is calculated for known electron temperatures

and -densities, taking only electron collisions and radiation into account /6/. With the laser
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ablation diagnostic ne— and Te—profiles which are covering the penetration depth of the He-beam
are measured independently at one single point of time /7/. Using this ne-profile and the
corresponding line ratio profile in the model, Te(r) can be obtained, which can be compared with
that one from the laser ablation. In principle for a complete modelling of Te(r) for the whole

discharge the simultaneous knowledge of ne(r) is necessary, but the aim of the experiments
described was also to find line ratios, which are nearly independent of ne. This simplifies the

evaluation procedure considerably and allow a fast quasicontinuous Te(r)—determination of a

TEXTOR discharge in the plasma boundary.

Experiment:
The injection of helium gas into the boundary layer of TEXTOR (Ip=340kA, 1352.251“,

rL=46cm) was performed through a collimator with 4 mm inner diameter, composed of thin
channels (6 mm length, 50 pm diameter). This structure collimates the He—beam to about 11 cm
FWHM at 15 cm distance. At TEXTOR a reservoir of 2 litre was filled with He up to a pressure
of 20 mbar. Through a valve which is opened shortly before the start of the discharge the gas is

flowing into the tube. The flux density at the collimator can be regulated by a needle valve. For

the measurements in TEXTOR normally a relatively high total helium atom flux 5x1018/s was
determined from the pressure decay in the reservoir. As shown in fig.1 the He—beam is combined
with‘the thermal Li-beam, measuring the ne-profiles up to 5x1012cm'3. To avoid sputtering
effects on the Li-oven the supporting system was retracted 10 cm behind the liner and so also the

nozzle for the He-beam. The resulting broad distribution of the He-beam at the observation

volume'leads to a reduction of the radial resolution to about 3 mm. The He—density at a
plasmaradius of r=45 cm decreases to ~2xlO”cm"3. The injected He flux was reduced by a factor

of 10 in order detect possible changes in the plasma parameters during the gas injection. No
significant changes in the emission profiles were observed. Therefore the system could be still
improved concerning detection limit and spatial resolution by moving the nozzle further to the

liner.
For the spatial recording of the emitted intensity profile IA(r) two 128 Si-diode array cameras /8/

were used in combination with interference filters for the selection of the appropriate

wavelengths. Both cameras were aligned on the same observation volume. The image of the array
in the plasma is 1.2 mm in radial and 12 mm in toroidal direction clue to the rectangular size of

each Si-element. The emission profiles could be recorded in a data acquisition system with a

maximum repetition rate of 2 kHz.

Results and Discussion:
Te— and ne-profiles in the boundary layer of TEXTOR are shown in fig. 2a at t=l.5 s in the

discharge measured with the laser ablation system. For the same time, integrated over 10 ms, the

intensity profiles of the He singlet line at 728 nm (transition 3515 —+ 2131!”) and the He triplet line

at 706 nm (3535 —’ 2p3P°) were recorded and plotted in fig. 2b. The signals are corrected for the
transmission factors of the interference filters and for the sensitivities of the Si—diodes at the
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selected wavelengths. No light from the background plasma was detected by using narrow

bandwidth filters with lnm FWHM. One should note that the emission from the thermal He-

beam can be recorded as least as far as the temperature measurement by the laser ablation system

is made.

For the discharges reported the electron density in the boundary layer of TEXTOR varies from

lOlzcm‘3 to lOlacm‘s as can be seen in fig. 2a. For this density range the ratios of singlet to triplet

line intensities I(A=728nm/A=706nm) and I(A=502nm[transition: 3p1P° _. 2513]/A=706nm) were
modelled and the results are presented in fig. 3 and fig. 4. Comparing both figures, the ratio of

the intensities at 728 nm and 706 nm must be favored since the density dependence is weaker (and

between 5x1012cm'3 and 1013cm'3 practically non—existing), whereas for the ratios at 502 nm and
706 nm the slope is steeper corresponding to a higher sensitivity to changes in the electron

temperature.

In order to demonstrate these dependencies, Te-profiles have been calculated using the
measured ne—profiles (for #45377 see fig.2b), and in addition those, which have been varied by
i 50%. For comparison the Te-profiles obtained by the laser ablation diagnostic (fig.2a) are added

in fig.5 and fig.6. Taking into account the uncertainty of these measurements the agreement of

the Te-profiles over the selected range is quite good in both cases. For I(A=502nm/A=706nm) the

both Te-profiles practically coincide for the exact neo(r) from fig.2a. In case that the electron

density profile is well known, I(A=SOa/A=706nm) should therefore be selected.

From the model calculations and our measurements we found that for the two reported

singlet to triplet intensity ratios the method gives satisfactory results for the density range

l><1013cm'3 >n¢> 3x10’2cm’3 (45cm< r <49 cm in fig. 5 an fig. 6). Outside these ranges strong

deviations from the independently measured Tc-values are found. For electron densities above

l><1013cm‘3 the triplet levels are obviously more populated than predicted. The reason fer this

might be the limitation to transitions n54 in the model.
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MODEL CALCULATIONS FOR A 20 KEV NEUTRAL LITHIUM DIAGNOSTIC BEAM

E.Unterreiter, F. Aumayr, RP. Schom'r and H. Winter

Institut fiir Allgemeine Physik, TU Wien, Wiedner Hauptstmfle 8710, A- 1040 Wien, Austria
*lnstitut fur Plasmaphysik der KFA Jijlich GmbH, Association EURATOM/KFA, Postfach
1913, W—5170 Jilliclt, Germany

Introduction

Electron density and impurity ion concentrations in the edge plasma of tokamak discharges can
be determined with excellent spatial and temporal resolution by virtue of a neutral lithium
diagnostic beam [1,2]. Spectroscopic observation of the LiI resonance line, mainly produced by
electron collisions, and of characteristic impurity ion lines as induced by electron capture from
injected fast Li atoms into excited ion states (Li—induced charge exchange spectroscopy -
"Li - CXS”), delivers raw data from which the above information can be evaluated [3].

Model calculations

First of all, attenuation of the injected Li beam must be taken into account. Therefore we use an
attenuation code which includes excitation, deexcitation, ionization and charge exchange with
injected Li atoms via collisions with electrons and protons in the edge plasma environment. A
system of coupled linear differential equations describes the time evolution of the Li atom beam
composition, i.e_ the densities “t of its various atomic states i as seen by an observer moving
with the injected Li atoms across the plasma edge [3].
Since the involved rate coefficients are only known for a few Li states, mainly the Li(2.s)
ground state, most of the needed values have to be estimated from different approximations. In
order to decide which of the rate coefficients play an important role and should thus be known
more precisely, test calculations have been carried out by excluding particular processes.
Fig. 1 shows a comparison of such calculated Li(2p) profiles with the result of a "complete"
calculation. For this comparison we have regarded an ohmically heated TEXTOR plasma [3].
As can clearly be seen, the most important mechanisms for detemtining the Li(2p) population
are charge exchange and electron impact excitation, since omission of the respective processes
results in the relatively most pronounced deviations from the reference curve. Excluding other
processes than charge exchange with protons and electron impact excitation yields profiles
which are similar in both height and shape to the reference profile.
A critical proof for the accuracy of our model, in particular the reliability of the involved cross
seetions, is the agreement between radial profiles calculated for a given Li state and their
correspont’liug measured line emission profiles. Experimental investigations are carried otit for a
number of excited Li 0123) states giving rise to visible emission lines.
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Consideration of l—mixing

When applying Li-CXS for measuring impurity ion densities, the following problem is
encountered. After population via electron capture from Li, various resulting excited impurity
ion states may become mixed due to collisions with plasma particles before their radiative
decay, in which case a correction of emission cross sections as originally derived from single
collision experiments is needed to take into account the influence of these mixing processes. To
study this in more detail, we have performed model calculations for occupation numbers in C3“
ions after electron capture into C“, as for this case especially careful [idependent capture
measurements have been performed [4] in a binary collision experiment.

V/// //4
mix 6h electron capture front Li(nl)

g“ 6g 0: ‘7‘—
I:

w A Sf:51) figa AGh-afig observed emission line
T: ‘ tit 7L : 465.9 nrri

i 51‘ 5g

C 1"

Fig.2 shows a scheme of the investigated states. A system of coupled differential equations
taking into account mixing collisions and spontaneous radiative decay only leads to population
numbers of the relevant states in dependence of the electron density and vtcmperature. As
mixing cross section it quantum defect—dependent cross section for electron and proton impact
excitation and deexcitntion between neighbouring £~levcls from [5] has been used.
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Fig. 3 shows the changing population of two C3+ 62 substates with increasing
electron density.
The initial occupation numbers (0.77 and 0.23 for 6% and 6h, respectively) change drastically
towards higher electron density. At nc = 2 x 1013 cm‘ the 6h occupation number has increased
up to 0.42, which means an enhancement by nearly a factor of two for the observed emission
line, which constitutes a clearly non-negligible effect.
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ALT-ll TOROIDAL BELT LIMITER BIASING EXPERIMENTS
ON TEXTOR

Ft. Doerner,W, D. 8. Gray, R. W. Conn, R. A. Moyer. LELA,
W. Y. Baek, K. H. Dippel, K. H. Finken, A. Pospieszczyk,

B. Schweer, the TEXTOR Team, the NBI Team, W
D. Hillis, J. Hogan, QRNL, M. Ciotti. ENEA Frasgati.

Edge electric fields have been related to H-mode—Iike
behaviour (1,2). The experiments reported here are an attempt to
control the SOL profiles by electrostatic biasing of the full
toroidal-belt limiter ALT-ll. The specific goals are: influencing
the edge particle flows, particle removal. power deposition and
the global confinement.

The ALT—ll pump limiter (3,4) is a full toroidal belt located.
at 45° below the outer midplane and consisting of eight graphite
covered blades which can be independently biased. Particle scoops
located behind the limiter neutralize and direct the incoming
plasma into the pumping ducts.

Voltages up to 900V and currents up to 600A have been
obtained using a 1 MW power supply. Experiments reported here
have been performed with levels of biasing power of up to 180 KW
and in discharges characterized by Bt=2.25 T, lp=340KA and
<ne>=2.5-3.0x1013 cm'3. The typical time sequence consists of
an initial ohmic phase followed by a biasing phase from 1.0 to 2.0
sec. and an overlapping neutral beam injection (NBI) phase from
1.5 to 2.5 sec. The gas feed is switched off at 0.8 sec. For the
data shown here, a helium puff lasting 15 msec was injected at
0.8 sec.

The biasing voltage is referenced to the liner. Two biasing
configurations are examined; 1) biasing ALT-ll with the plasma
positioned on ALT-ll and 2) biasing ALT-ll with the plasma
positioned to contact both the inner-bumper limiter' (at liner
potential) and ALT-ll (creating enhanced poloidal electric fields).
Comparisons are made for both bias polarities with co-NBI,
counter-NBI and ohmic discharges. Radial profiles of floating
potential (Vf), poloidal field (Epo|), ne and T9 are obtained using a
fast-reciprocating probe.

Configuration l Operation

During this mode of operation,’the central density increases
(10-15%), and the profiles steepen in the bulk for either polarity
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of bias. No impurity release into the discharge is observed. The
D-alpha monitors indicate a modest increase in intensity pointing
to augmented recycling. During negative biasing, flux probes
located inside the limiter scoops show a drop of as much as 90%
in the collected flux (Fig. 1) on the electron drift side and 20% on
the ion drift side; the positive biasing case shows little effect.

The ne profiles at the scrape-off layer (SOL) measured by the
scanning probe and spectroscopic techniques (Li laser ablation)
show a moderate steepening during the OH phase, in contrast with
significant changes in the shape and an increase in the decay
length of such profiles during the NBI phase. The Te profiles
develop "bumps" between the radius of the limiter scoops and the
liner. These features disappear during the NBI phase.

The Vf profiles (Fig. 2) are flat across the radial extent of
the limiter (3.5 cm) and show a rapid decrease afterwards, more-
soin the negative bias case. The NBI causes a sharp negative
offset on Vf of about ~100V in either polarity.

Modelling of these discharges using the TRANSP code (5) finds
that the particle confinement time changes are small. The input
for modelling consists of the electron density and temperature
profiles, D-alpha radiation measured at different locations on the
various limiters and walls and the fueling rate. The results are
consistent with the moderate increase seen in D—alpha.

Configuration ll Operation.

On this configuration, large currents are drawn from the
biasing power supply and all the effects observed in the
configuration I are enhanced. The central line-averaged density
(Fig. 3) shows a larger increase (30%) and the flux probes indicate
a reduced particle collection even during positive biasing. The D-
alpha monitors show a similar behaviour as in configuration I.

The fast reciprocating probe and laser ablation measurements
indicate larger changes in the SOL profiles of ne and Te even
during the ohmic phase. The he decay length decreases by 30%
during negative biasing in the OH phase and even further during
the NBI phase.

The flat section of the Vf profile (Fig. 2) now extends over 5
cm in the positive bias case and 1 cm during negative bias. Large
gradients in the radial electric field are created. An offset of
—100V is produced by NBI here as well.
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By contrast with the configuration I, the poloidal field shows
changes of up to 4V/cm (30%) depending on the biasing polarity.
Helium was injected in these discharges to get information on
tau-He for the different biasing polarities. The changes observed
(from 60ms to 80ms) are within the error limits of the
diagnostics. This is being investigated further.

Summary

Existing results show a small increase in the particle and
energy confinement times. The stored energy increases during the
biasing also, but the question of how much of the biasing power is
deposited in the plasma is still open.

Large reductions in the particle flux into the limiter scoops
are observed. These changes can not be explained by the observed
modifications in the decay lenghts of the profiles, but could be
consistent with flows in the SOL induced by the electric fields.
Shifts of the plasma colum is discarded as being the source of
these effects.

Significant modifications have been induced in the electric
fields, density and temperature profiles in the SOL. The power
deposition in the blades has also been monitored and the results
are not conclusive. Experiments are continuing in order to answer
the questions raised. -

1-R. J. Groebner, et al, Proceedings of the 16th European
Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics, Venice,
138, part I, (1989) 245.

2—Fi. J. Taylor, et al, Physical review Letters 63 (1989) 2369 .
3—D. Goebel, et al, J. Nuc. Mater, 115 (1989) 162-164.
4-H. W. Conn, etal, Fusion Engrg. Des. 13 (1990) 251.
5-H. J. Goldston, J. Computat. Phys, 43 (1981) 61.
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FUSION ALPHA PARTICLE TRANSPORT STUDIES
USING ENERGY DEPENDENT DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS

G. Kamelander
Austrian Research Center Seibersdorf

A—2444 Seibersdorf

ABSTRACT
Predictive codes simulating the plasma dynamics of next gene—
ration TOKAMAKs must be equipped with alpha particle routines
to calculate the deposition rates and to investigate the pose
sibilities of instabilities triggered by thermonuclear alphas.
The a—particle tranSport has been investigated recently by a
special kinetic equation including the transport losses repre—
sented by energy integrated heat— and particle fluxes into the
source term. In the present paper this method is extended to
energy dependent transport coefficients and included into a
transport code. As an example the slowing down tail enhanced
neoclassical a—transport is given.

INTRODUCTION
A special kinetic equation published by Ref. [1] and improved
by Ref. [2] is appropriate to calculate the u—particle distri—
bution function if the particle fluxes and heat fluxes, i.e.
the transport coefficients, are known. This FOKKER~PLANCK—typ
kinetic equation for the a—distribution function Fm is given
by
3F“ 3 a2

+ —(LF.> — —<om = cums) + ohms) (1)
at SE SE2
L and D are the FP coefficients, 0.x is the thermonuclear
source and Qin represents the transport source depending on
energy independent transport coefficients. Qin is constructed
such that conservation of particle number and energy is satis—
fied. This theory has beeen successfully applied to a special
anomalous transport model [2] and to ripple transport [3].

THE MODIFIED KINETIC EQUATION
If more realistic transport problems are studied energy depen—
dent transport coefficients must be considered. For this rea—
son we construct a new transport source

(Yl(P)—E) (91(p)-E)
Qin(p,E)= -fa(p.E)VF-Y(p.E)—-—-T-VE-g(p.E)—a(2)

YZI—YZ 921—92
conserving particle number and energy. fu(r,E,T), y(r,E,t) and
g(r,E,t) mean distribution function, particle flux and heat
flux normalized to one. 1'a and qa represent the energy inte—
grated fluxes and the i—th moments of y and g are referred to
as Y1 and 9,. E(p) is the first energy moment of f“. Eq.(l)
can be solved by iterations.
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EXAMPLES FOR ENERGY DEPENDENT TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS
As a first step the computer code has beeen tested by a syn—
thetic diffusion coefficient
D(E) = D. + “um—Em”)P.(n.(p)/n.(o))’ (3)
The coefficients Du, w, p, q are arbitrary constants to be
prescribed. As a more realistic case the tail alpha neoclassi—
cal transport coefficients retaining both electron and ion
drag and pitch angle scattering by the background ions [4] has
been investigated. We use the particle fluxes

4n [macI]2 3Fu
Fu(p,v) - — ——— <B’2)(l—Y).v[(V3c+v’)+v’b](R°Bp)‘1-—— (4)

31s zue 39
and a corresponding expression for the heat flux. Y is appro—
ximated by
Y(e) = <(R/Re)’>(l — 1.46:1/z — 0.12 + 0.5693/2). (5)
The symbols in (4) and (5) are standard.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
We consider a NET—type plasma. R0 = 630 cm, a = 205 cm,
K = 2.2, B0 = 6T, I = 25A. The electron and ion densities de—
crease from 1.33.1014 in the center to 1013/cm3 at the edge.
The temperature varies from 10 kev to 1 kev. Isolating the al—
pha particle effects the plasma temperature kept constant.

Fig. 1 shows the energy integrated diffusion coefficient

D(p)=q(E)d(E)dE as a function of the effective radius, where
D(E) is derived from eq.(4). This figure confirms the results
of CATTO [4] that the neoclassical tail diffusion is consider—
ably higher than ash diffusion. Fig. 2 gives the energy depen—
dence of the diffusion coefficient at p u 50 cm. The diffusion
coefficient is increasing with the energy as it is clear from
eq. (4). Both Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 have been evaluated for an
equilibrium where d/dt - 0 in eq. (1). Fig. 3 gives the time
evolution of the distribution function near the center at
three times after switching on the alpha source. t = 0,6 sec
is equal to the equilibrium results. We conclude that this
transport is not sufficient for the inversion of the distribu—
tion function. Fig. 4 contains the particle flux as a function
of the effective radius. Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the
equilibrium distribution function without (a) and with (b) a—
transport according eq. (4) at p = 50 cm. In Fig. 7 the equi—
librium a—particle density has been drawn as a function of the
effective radius (a) neglecting and (b) considering a—trans—
port. Finally we give a comparison of the equilibrium power
deposition rates. We conclude that even the lower limit of
a—transport given by eq. (4) leads to a noticable reduction of
the deposition rate. The effects on the energy balance should
be investigated.

REFERENCES
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[2] G.KAMELANDER, Fusion Technology, Vol.18, No.3, 1990
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